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Abstract

This thesis examines the internal and near external flow fields of anozzle which produces

a naturally precessing fluidic jet (FPJ). The internal flow is investigated by phase-

averaged Laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA) using a total pressure probe as a phase

sensor, while the external flow is investigated primarily by phase-averaged Particle Image

Velocimetry (PIV) using a pair of hot-wire probes as the phase sensor, and LDA. The

internal flow results partially confirm the flow structure proposed by earlier investigators

and demonstrate the effect of the reversed axial flow on the internal jet within the FPJ

chamber. The results also support the presence of a driving vortex proposed in the

literature.

A plethora of experimental techniques progressively reveal the characteristics and features

of the external precessing jet. The characteristics of the jet at the exit plane are found to

be sensitive to inlet conditions and to inlet Reynolds number. The structure of the flow

emerging from the FPJ exit is revealed, and found to contain several significant vortical

features. Based on the evidence gathered from all the experiments, a new flow structure of

the external precessing jet is proposed.

Finally, the new experimental data are used to define Strouhal and Reynolds numbers

based on the actual characteristics of the emerging jet. These allow the FPJ flow to be

compared with other flows such as mechanical precessing jets.
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Figure 3-34: In-plane velocity magnitude contours, 1v2+w2¡rt2, for 4 spatial

positions that were tested for the best placement of probes. Velocities

are non-dimensionalised by maximum in-plane velocity for respective

locations. The lag hot-wire probe is positioned parallel to the nozzle

axis and its centre is marked 'X' (-r/D2=0.61) in the y-u plane for

x'/Dz-o.r2, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. The lightsheet is located at

x'/Dz-0.05, just upstream of the probe. precession is in clockwise

direction. Re ¿--59K, Sr¿=0.00 t L7 . ............ 140

Figure 3-35: The seeded jet, which is shown here as a white 'fog', being

consistently ahead of the hot-wire probes, demonstrates that the phase-

and-precession-direction Prv system is working as expected,

capturing the image of the jet while it is precessing in a clockwise

fashion. The flow is directed towards the reader. These are l-bit
black and white images obtained from 8-bit greyscale image files.

The hot-wire probes (r/D2=9.61, x'/D2=Q.14) are located at the bottom

left-hand corner of each image. Lightsheet is at x,/D2=0.05. Re¿=59K,

srF0.00l t7.......... t4r
Figure 3-36: Relationship between filter cut-off frequency and phase lag, Q, for

precession frequencie s fp=3 Hz and, fo=6Ifz. ................ r42
Figure 3-37: Estimation of the phase-jitter based on the estimated location of the

peak in-plane velocities for the phase-and-precession-direction-

resolved PIV experiments. Closed symbols are data within the 60o

phase jitter segment, while open symbols are for data outside of this

segment. The larger and smaller kidney-shaped outlines represent the

0.5 and 0.9(v2+w2)l/2'"* contours of the ensemble averaged results of

50 image pairs. See further results in Section 6.4.1. Re¿=59K,

wiü

142



Figure 3-38: Half velocity (0.5(v2+w2)t"**) contouf plots for 20 phase-averaged

realisations at r¡30o. The results show a small variance in the angle

of the emerging jet for the phase-and-precession-direction-resolved

Figure 3-39: Flow ¿urangement to simulate a steady deflected jet emerging from the

FPJ exit plane. r44

Figure 3-40: Open-circuit wind tunnel for surface flow visualisation experiment.

Left: Octagonal inlet into wind tunnel; Right: Square outlet of wind

tunnel (0.5m by 0.5m). Maximum freestream velocity is

approximately 28mls. ...r44

Figure 4-1: Schematic diagram of a time-averaged free turbulent jet (after

Abramovich, 1963). The large affow shows the mean flow direction........206

Figure 4-2: Schematic diagram of a typical offset jet showing upper, lower shear

layers, reattachment position (dotted lines) and main recirculation

region. Note that the jet exits from a bounded waII.......... 206

Figure 4-3: The deflection of a vertical jet by a round body (after Wille & Fernholz,

1e6s). 207

Figure 4-4: Single sided channel expansion (after Armaly et a\.,1983). Note that in

a free surface flow, the upper wall and hence the structure associated

with it will be absent (see Etheridge & Kemp, 1978)......

Figure 4-5: Double sided channel expansion (After Aloui & Souhar, 2000 and

Durst et a1.,1993). 208

Figure 4-6: Wall attachment switching with a diverging downstream expansion

wall pair after Wiedman (1972). Sequence is denoted as (1), (2) and

(3). 208

Figure 4-7: Jet precession direction related to swirl number (Dellenback et al.,

le88). ....

Figure 4-8: A jet in a reverse flow stream (time-averaged), where il, refers to

forward velocity, u, the counter flow velocity and xo is the penetration

distance of the forward jet 209

Figure 4-9: Mean and r.m.s. velocity distributions of the inlet flow (a) Re¿=43,000,

x/d=0.56 and (b) Re¿=82,5O0, tt/d=\. Data are non-dimensionalised

207

209
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using the average velocity in the jet core, ui. For these measurements,

the chamber was removed. 2ro
Figure 4-10: Contours of the transit time weighted phase-averaged axial velocities

in the FPJ nozzle. The line marked "A-8" is the section in which

velocity presented in Figure 4-15 is obtained. Data are normalised

with ur,"¡. The flow is viewed upstream following the coordinate

system set out in Figure 3-14. R is the radius of the FPJ chambet Re¿

= 84,500, S/F0.0015 2II
Figure 4-11: Transverse view of the internal and near external flow interpolated

and extrapolated from the axial velocity LDA data Figure 4-10. Note

that features in the external jet are obtained from Figure 6-1 and are

discussed later in Section 6.1. ............ 2t2
Figure 4-12: Contours of the transit-time weighted. r.m.s. velocity fluctuations of

phase-averaged axial velocity inside the nozzle. Data are normalized

with the local jet centreline velocity, ur,,"¡ in respective measurement

planes. The flow is viewed downstream following the coordinate

system set out in Figure 3-L4. R is the radius of the FPJ chamber. Re¿

= 84,500, Sl¿=O.OOt5 213

Figure 4-13: The mean LDA data rates N, for the measurements inside the FPJ

nozzle. Starting fuom x/D=0.30, ordinates for successive x/D are

shifted upwards by +0.5kH2. Re¿=84,500, SrF0.0015............. ..................214

Figure 4-14: Maximum non-dimensional mean velocity, u¡.t,.r/u¡, ât each phase-

averaged cross-section of the FPJ velocity field (Re¿=84,5OO, E=5.O7,

R/d=2.53) showing uncorrected and transit-time weighted results.

u¡=time-averaged velocity at inlet. uc=courtor-flow velocity. Note the

log-log axes and data of unconfined iet (Reæ83,000), offset jet

(Re¿=l1,000, Rt/d=2.125) and counter-flow jet (Rer3090,

u"/u¡=Q.l)4) from Crow & Champagne (1971), Nasr &.Lai (1997) and

Chan & Lam (1998) respectively......... .214

Figure 4-15: Radial distributions of the transit-time weighted phase-averaged axial

velocity component for the internal FPJ flow compared with the time-

averaged velocity in an unconfined jet at Re¿=83,000 and Str} (Crow

& Champagne, 1971). The coordinate system for each axial position

xJc



is progressively shifted by u/u¡=¡Q.5. The distributions of phase-

averaged velocities are obtained from respective radial distributions

along section "A-B" in Figure 4-ro- Re¿ = 84,500 and srr0'0015 for

the FPJ

Figure 4-16: Radial locations of maximum (ro,or) and half maximum (r+tn & rtz)

axial velocity positions for precessing jet at Re¿--84,500 and

St'=0.0015) and plane offset jet at Re¡¡=11,000 and S/¡,1=Q (Nasr &

2t5

Lai,1997). 215

Figure 4-17: Non-dimensional forward and reverse flow-rates. O¡ is the flow-rate at

the inlet plane. The data are for uncorrected and transit-time weighted

phase-averaged LDA velocities. .......

Figure 4-18: Assessment of various correction schemes using the percentage net

flow rate error at each downstream measurement plane within the FPJ

chamber for time-averaged (black solid lines) and phase-averaged (red

dotted lines) measurements. ..... 2t7

Figure 4-I9:Transit time percentage cumulative distributions for the measurements

at the jet core (rl?=0.0) and jet shear layer (r/R=0.25) at x/D=0.30.

Individual data points are not shown for clarity.. ..2r8

Figure 4-2O Transit time probability distributions for the measurements at the jet

core (rÆ=0.0) and jet shear layer (r/R=0.25) atx/D=O.30..... 218

Figure 4-2I: Arival time percentage cumulative distributions for the measurements

at the jet core (r/R=0.0) and jet shear layer (r/R=O.25) at x/D=0.30.

Individual data points are not shown for clarity..

Figure 4-22: Arnval time probability distributions for the measurements at the jet

core (r/R=O.O) and jet shear layer (r/R=O.25) at x/D=0.3O.....

Figure 4-23: Comparison of various correction schemes compared with the

uncorrected time-averaged axial velocity distribution in the FPJ

nozzle. Here u refers to either the uncorrected or to the weighted

axial velocities..................

Figure 4-24: Comparison of the present reattachment length xrlh with the literature.

See Tables 4-4 and 4-5 for details on each datapoint. Re,
u,d

Note that DMN88 refers to Dellenback et al. (1988).

219
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Figure 4-25: a) Present transit time weighted LDA axial mean velocity (line

contours) superimposed onto Guo et at.'s (20OL) axial mean results

(coloured contours) and b) Present transit time weighted LDA r.m.s.

velocity (line contours) superimposed onto Guo et al.'s (2001) relative

pressure plot (coloured contours) and author's interpretation of
'driving' vortex (dotted line). LDA results were measured in

contraction (ch-L-cB) FpJ (E=5.07) at x/d=7.o3 (x/D=r.39) for
Re¿=84,500 and Srr0.0015, while Gto et a/.'s results were obtained

numerically in a sudden expansion (E=5.0) into a 16D long pipe at

x/d=8 (x/D=1.59¡ for Re¿=LOs. The flow is viewed upstream

following the coordinate system set out in Figure 3-L4. R is the radius

of the FPJ chamber. Precession is clockwise in Guo et al.'scase. ......... ....222

Figure 4-26: Frequency spectra for various measurement positions within the FpJ

nozzle. u ¡=7 8.7 ml s, Re ¿=84,500,,StF0.00 I 5. . ... 223

Figure 4-27: Normalised autocorrelation plots for various measurement positions

within the FPJ nozzle. ui=78.7m1s, Re¿=84,500, StF0.0015. Data

beyond the first intersection to the ordinate are not shown for clarity. ........224

Figure 4-28: Integral time scale estimation from time autocorrelation using

Taylor's hypothesis for isotropic and homogeneous flow. The integral

time scale of u-velocity fluctuations in the FpJ chamber (Re¿=g4,500,

S/F0.0015, E=5.07, T¡(x/x,, r/R)=7u19.9, 0)=6.53ms) is compared

with the data of stieglmeier et ar. (r9s9) who measured in an

axisymmetric expansion at x/x¡O.B with Re¡-_L.56xlOa, E=I.6,

I¿(0.8,0)=6ms. 225

Figure 5-1: Instantaneous structures downstream of a (a) Contraction (Rø¿=31,900),

(b) Pipe (Re637,100) and (c) sharp-edged orifice plare (Re62g,40o).

Iæfil Typical image; Righr Corresponding vorticity field. Note that

axes are in physical units (mm) 250

Figure S-2:Assessment of the type of correction scheme required for the time-

averaged external jet for the Contraction Ch-L-CB configuration.

Conditions as per Table 5-2.
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Figure 5-3:Error of uncorrected and arrival-time weighted corrections to transit-

time weighted corrections. Data obtained from Figure 5-2 fot

contraction Ch-L-CB configuration. ..........

Figure 5-4: Measurements of axial mean (u) and r.m.s. (ø') velocity distributions

of the pipe jet obtained for LDA at x/d=O.56 (Re¿=39,300,

u,F4l.5mls, N¿-10,000) and for PIV at x/d=l.O (Re¿=37,I00, Itct

=28.7m1s, N=700). All values are normalised with the centreline

velocity, u"t. Analytical data for n=7 was used for mean, while u'/u"t

data were from Ashforth-Frost and Jambunathan (1996), i.e. AFJ96,

who obtained the values at x/d=O in a 40d pipe for Rer22,500 and

I00 u'/u,t were 37o (on the centreline) and about 7Vo (at the shear

layer) respectively. Non-dimensional radial probe lengths are also

shown for LDA (2r/d=0.21) and PIV (2r/d=0.43) techniques. Refer to

Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 for further details regarding probe

dimensions

Figure 5-5: Measurements of axial mean (a) and r.m.s. (a') velocity distributions

of the contoured jet obtained for LDA at x/d=0.56 (Re¿=43,100,

ucF4\.Smls, N¿-3,000) and for PIV at x/d=I.O (Rer3I,900 bulk, u"¡

=27.7m1s, N=1049). All values are nonnalised with the centreline

velocity, r.t"l. Crow & Champagne (197I) data were obtained at

x/d=0.O25 for Re¿=83,000 and L}Ou'/u,t werc O.47o (on the centreline)

and 87o (at the shear layer) respectively. Non-dimensional radial

probe lengths are also shown for LDA (2r/d-0.21) and PIV

(2r/d=O.45) techniques. Refer to Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 for further

details regarding probe dimensions

Figure 5-6: The effect of spatial averaging by different radial probe lengths,

assuming negligible effects from probe lengths in other dimensions.

Normalised mean LDA data obtained from Figure 5-5. udtefers to the

mean centreline velocity.

Figure 5-7: Measurements of axial mean (ø) and r.m.s. (a') velocity distributions

of the sharp-edged orifice plate jet obtained for LDA at x/d=2.60

(Re¿=56,9O0, uct =50.8rn/s, N¿=3,000) and for PIV at x/d=2.60

(Re¿=28,4O0, u"¡ =d/$m/s, N=1047). All values are normalised with

25r
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the centreline velocit!; ttct. Quinn and Militzer (1989) measured at

x/h2.66 for Re¿=208,000 and their I\Ou'/u"¡ were 4.'7Vo (on the

centreline) and l57o (at the shear layer) respectively. Non-

dimensional radial probe lengths are also shown for LDA (2r/d=O.2I)

and PIV (2r/d=0.47) techniques. Refer to Table 5-2 andTable 5-3 for

further details regarding probe dimensions ...............255

Figure 5-8: Typical non-dimensionalised coherence field, instantaneous azimuthal

vorticity (ød lu,) and instantaneous radial velocity fields for (a)

Contoured jet (Re630,70O, u,=28.6mls), (b) Long pipe (Re634,800,

u"=32.4m1s) and (c) Sharp-edged orifice plate (Re¿=I8,90O,

u"=l7.6mls). The difference between each vorticity contour is 2
dimensionless units. Coherence measurements are overlaid onto the

vorticity field as coloured contours and are measured relative to x/d=L,

r / d - -0.5 . Solid lines of radial velocity plots indicate flow moving

from left to right and vice versa for dotted lines. Re¿=u¿/V where u,

is the mean centreline velocity within I.5dfor 350 image pairs..................256

Figure 5-9: Further images of typical non-dimensionalised instantaneous azimuthal

vorticity (atd lu") for (a) Contoured jet (Reç30,700, u,=28.6m1s),

(b) Long pipe (Re634,800, u"=32.4m1s) and (c) Sharp-edged orifice

plate (Rep18,900, u"=17.6m/s). The solid lines in the vorticity plots

indicate positive vorticity (counter clockwise) values, while the dotted

lines are negative vorticity values. The difference between each

vorticity contour is 4 dimensionless units. Re¿=u"d/v, where u" is the

mean centreline velocity between O.ld and 2.5d for nominally 350

lmage pars. 257

Figure 5-10: Schematic diagrams showing interpretation of LDA and PIV results of

a) axial and b) radial velocities to assist in distinguishing between the

Precessing Jet mode and Axial Jet mode 258

Figure 5-11: LDA measurements of time-averaged mean (u,v,w) and r.m.s. (u', v',

w) velocity profiles for Chamber only case at x'/D2-0.L6. a) Axial,

b)Radial and c)Tangential. All velocity values are normalised with

the respective bulk inlet velocity u¡, for each inlet case. The abscissa

is normalised with the chamber radius Rr. The origins of the upwards

nflv



shifted ordinates are indicated on the right axis for contraction (Þ)

and orifice (O) inlets respectively. The left axis refers to the pipe case

(¡). Flow directed away from the nozzle axis is represented as v/u¡>O

for rl&t<O or v/u¡<0 for r/RÞO. Conditions as per Table 5-2. ....................259

Figure 5-12: Number of validated LDA bursts (N¿) and data rates (Ñ, in

logarithmic scale) for Chamber only configuration for (a)axial,

(b)radial and (c)tangential components. Symbols as per Figure 5-11. .......260

Figure 5-13: PIV measurements of time-averaged mean (u,v,w) and r.m.s. (il', v',

w) velocity profiles for Chamber only case at x'/Dz-0.16. a) Axial and

b)Radial. All velocity values are normalised with the respective bulk

inlet velocity u¡, for each inlet case. The abscissa is normalised with

the chamber radius Rr. The origins of the upwards shifted ordinates

are indicated on the right axis for contraction (Þ) and orifice (O)

inlets respectively. The left axis refers to the pipe case (n). Flow

directed away from the nozzle axis is represented as v/ui<O for r/R60

or v/u¡>O for r/RÞ} (note that radial direction is different from LDA

results). Conditions as per Table 5-3. ..............

Figure 5-14: LDA of time-averaged mean (u,v,w) and r.m.s. (I,t', r', w) velocity

profiles for Chamber-Lip at x'/Dz=0'I6' a) Axial' b)Radial and

c)Tangential. All velocities are normalised by u¡, for each inlet case.

The abscissa is normalised with the exit lip radius Rz and origins of

the upwards shifted ordinates are indicated on the right axis for

contraction (Þ) and orifice (O) inlets respectively. The left axis

refers to the pipe case (¡). Flow directed away from the nozzle axis is

represented as v/u¡>O for r/Rz<0 or v/u¡<O lor r/Rz>O. Conditions as

per Table 5-2........ 262

Figure 5-15: Number of validated LDA bursts (N¿) and data rates (N, in

logarithmic scale) for Chamber-Lip configuration for a)axial, b)radial

and c)tangential components. Symbols as per Figure 5-14. .'......... 263

Figure 5-16: PIV measurements of time-averaged mean (u,v,w) and r.m.s. (tt', v',

w) velocity profiles for Chamber-Lip case at x'/Dz-0.16. a) Axial and

b)Radial. All velocity values are normalised with the respective bulk

inlet velocity u¡, for each inlet case. The abscissa is normalised with

)ocv



the chamber radius R2. The origins of the upwards shifted ordinates

are indicated on the right axis for contraction (Þ) and orifice (O)
inlets respectively. The left axis refers to the pipe case (.ll). Flow

directed away from the nozzle axis is represented as v/u¡<O for r/Rz<O

or v/u¡>0 for r/R2>0. Note that interpretation of the radial mean

velocities obtained by PrV are different from the LDA results.

Conditions as per Table 5-3. ...........

Figure 5-17: LDA measurements of time-averaged mean (u,v,w) and r.m.s. (u,, v,,

w) velocity profiles for chamber-Lip-centrebody case at x'/D2=e.16.

a) Axial, b)Radial and c)Tangential All velocity values are

normalised with the respective bulk inlet velocity u¡, for each inlet

case. The abscissa is normalised with the exit lip radius R2. The

origins of the upwards shifted ordinates are indicated on the right axis

for contraction (Þ) and orifice (O) inlets respectively. The left axis

refers to the pipe case (I). Flow directed away from the nozzle axis

is represented as v/u¡>0 for r/R2<0 or v/u¡<O for r/R2>O. Conditions as

per Table 5-2

Figure 5-18: Number of validated LDA bursts (Nr) and data rates (N, in
logarithmic scale) for Chamber-Lip-Centrebody configuration for

a)axial, b)radial and c)tangential components. symbols as per Figure

5r7
Figure 5-19: PIV measurements of time-averaged mean (u,v,w) and r.m.s. (1t,, v,,

w) velocity profiles for Chamber-Lip-Centrebody case at x'/D2=e.!9.

a) Axial and b)Radial. All velocity values are noûnalised with the

respective bulk inlet velocity u¡, for each inlet case. The abscissa is

normalised with the exit lip radius R2. The origins of the upwards

shifted ordinates are indicated on the right axis for contraction (Þ)
and orifice(O) inlets respectively. The left axis refers to the pipe

case(I). Note that interpretation of the radial mean velocities

obtained by PIV are different from the LDA results such that flow

directed away from the nozzle axis is represented as v/u¡<0 for r/Rz<O

or v/u¡>0 for r/R2ñ. Conditions as per Table 5-3............

264
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Figure 5-20: Log-log arbitrary spectral energy plots of the various configurations

using axial velocity component near to x'/D2=Q.16 for r/Rr0.62 or

r/R2=Q.79 using LDA. Notation as per Table 3-1. a)Pipe inlet,

b)Contraction inlet and c)Orifice inlet. Conditions as per Table 5-2..........268

Figure 5-21: Strouhal number versus Reynolds number plot of the various FPJ

configurations compared with Nathan et aI. (1998) data (N98).

Notations as per Table 3-1. Frequency measurements were taken near

to x'/D2=Q.16 for r/R2=Q.79 using LDA. 269

Figure 5-22: Plot illustrating the effect of different inlet conditions on Strouhal

number for the chamber-lip-centrebody (Ch-L-CB) FPJ configuration.

Notations as per Table 3-1. Frequency measurements obtained by

lkHz response pressure transducer (Section 3.3). .269

Figure 6-1: Transit time-weighted phase-averaged measurements of mean (u) and

r.m.s. (¿) axial velocities of the Contraction Ch-L-CB nozzle for (A)

x'/Dz-0.I6, (B) x'/Dz=0.48 and (C) x'/Dz-O.19 at Re¿=84,500 &

StF0.0015. Contoured velocities are noffnalised with ur',,nn. The

velocities through "A-A' " are presented in Figure 6-2. Jet precession

is likely to be in clockwise direction based on evidence presented in

Sections 4.5.6 and 5.9. All axes are normalised by the exit-lip

diameter D2............. 299

Figure 6-2: Radial distribution of the transit-time weighted phase-averaged axial

mean velocity component for the external FPJ flow Contraction Ch-L-

CB configuration. The coordinate system for each axial position is

progressivelyshiftedbyu/u¡=¡Q.|.Thedistributionsofthephase-

averaged velocities are obtained from the section "A-A' " in Figure

6-I. Re¿=84,500, St =0.0015 300

Figure 6-3: Radial distribution of the transit-time weighted phase-averaged axial

r.m.s. velocity component for the external FPJ flow Contraction Ch-L-

CB configuration. The coordinate system for each axial position is

progressively shifted by u/u¡-+0.05. The distributions of the phase-

averaged velocities are obtained from the section "A-A' " in Figure

6-I. Rer84,500, St¿=0.001 5
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Figure 6-4: Time-averaged mean and r.m.s. velocity fields for Contraction Ch-L-

CB FPJ configuration. Mean flow direction is upwards. The labels

describe the quantity provided in the colour contour plots. Plots a), b)

and c) have the time-averaged velocity vector field superimposed onto

these coloured contours, Re(u6, d, v)=JJg, St(fo, d, uø)=0.OO16. Notc

that vectors shown here represent flow direction ONLY and NOT the

magnitude of the flow. ........ 301

Figure 6-5: Typical probability disrriburions (pdfs) of the axial, radial and

magnitude velocities at selected locations in the flow field for

Contraction Ch-L-CB FPJ configuration. Re (u6, d, v) = 55K, .il (fp, h,

ø¡) = 0.0016. a) Selected mean axial velocity distribution showing the

location of data points; b) Axial velocity (ù pdf.; c) Radial (v) pdf.; d)

Total magnitude (ø+v) pdf. The origins of the ordinates for b), c) and

d) are progressively shifted by +50 samples for locations 2 to 13.

Coordinates of the measurement locations are summarised in Table

63 302

Figure 6-6: A selection (by visual method) of 12 instantaneous velocity images of

the flow from the FPJ nozzle emerging parallel to the lightsheet and

emerging from the bottom left to the top-right of the image.

Conditions: Re¿=90K, SfF0.0014, d=I5.79mm, ui=83.4 m/s.

Velocity streamlines are overlaid onto coloured contours of total in-

plane velocity magnitudes normalized by u,. ...........303

Figure 6-7: Visually-selected conditional average of 2L instantaneous velocity

images of the flow (Figure 6-6) from the FPJ nozzle emerging parallel

to the lightsheet and emerging from the bottom left to the top-right of

the image. a) Axial mean velocity, b) Radial mean velocity, c)

magnitude of mean total in-plane velocity and d) magnitude of r.m.s.

total in-plane velocity. Coloured contours are mean (or r.m.s.)

velocity magnitude while vectors represent their respective directions

only. Re ¿=90K, .1fr0.00 14, d=I5.7 9mm, u i=83.4m1s. ............

Figure 6-8: Typical computer selected conditional average of 12 selected image

based on the criteria in Section 3.5.3.3. Re¿--9OK, Srd-0.0014,

d=I5.79mm, u¡=83.4 tnls. Velocity vectors (showing direction only)

tcxvüi
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are overlaid onto the coloured contours of total in-plane velocity

magnitude normalized by ,,.

Figure 6-9: Computer-selected conditional average of the 14 instantaneous velocity

images from Figure 6-8 of the flow from the FPJ nozzle emerging

parallel to the lightsheet and emerging from the bottom left to the top-

right of the image. a) Axial mean velocity, b) radial mean velocity, c)

mean total in-plane velocity and d) r.m.s. total in-plane velocity.

Coloured contours are noÍnalised by the bulk inlet velocity ø¡ and

velocity vectors (direction only) for figures a), b), and c). Re;--90K,

5/æ0.00 1 4, d=L5.7 9mm, u ¡=83.4m1s. ....................

Figure 6-10: Confidence testing of the computer selected conditional average

(Comp-Mean) against the visually-selected method fot x'/Dz=0.I6,

0.48 and 0.79. The lower and upper 95Vo conTtdence limits for the

visually-selected method are also shown, and 95Vo confidence limits

for the computer-selected method are indicated by error bars. Axial

velocities u, are non-dimensionalised with the bulk velocity u¡.

Re¿=90K, StF0.0014 307

Figure 6-11: Comparison of relative effors between the axial mean velocity

measured using computer selected with reference to the visually

selected conditional averages for x'/Dz=}'16, 0'48 and 0'79' Note the

use of upwards shifting origins (+ISVo and +30Vo) for x'/Dz=O.48 and

0.79 respectively. Re ¿=9OK,5/æ0.00 14. ..... 308

Figure 6-12: A selection of 12 instantaneous velocity images of the flow from the

FPJ nozzle emerging out of the plane of the lightsheet. Coloured

contours are total mean velocity magnitude normalized by u¡ and

vectors show their respective directions' Re¿=90K' str0'0014'

d=I5.79mm, ui=83.4m1s. ........ 309

Figure 6-13: Visually-selected conditional average of 2l instantaneous velocity

images (see Figure 6-12) of the flow from the FPJ nozzle emerging

parallel to the lightsheet and from the bottom left to the top-right of

the image. a) Axial mean velocity, b) Radial mean velocity, c) mean

total in-plane velocity and d) r.m.s. total in-plane velocity. Coloured

contours are mean (or r.m.s.) velocity magnitude while vectors

305
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represent their respective directions only. Re¿=90K, Std=0.0014,

d=l 5.7 9mm, u¡=83.4m1s. ......................

Figure 6-L4: Total velocity magnitude ¡v2+w2¡12 of the phase-direction-triggered

PIV in they-z section when rV0" for a)x'/D2-0.lL,b) x,/D2=0.19, c)

x'/D2-0.27, d) x'/D2-0.34, e) x'/D2=Q.42 and Ð x,/D2-O.5O.

Streamlines are superimposed onto the coloured contours (normalised

velocity magnitude). u¡=55.0 mls, Re¿=59K, Sfd=0.0017..

Figure 6-15: Total velocity magnitude ¡v2+w2¡t2 of the phase-direction-triggered

PIV in the y-z section when r¡=Oo for g)x'/Dz=O.58, h) x'/D2=O.74, i)

x'/D2=O.$), ¡¡ x'/D2-1.05 and k) x'/Dz-L.2O. Streamlines are

superimposed onto the coloured contours (normalised velocity

magnitude). Re ¿=59K, StF0.00 I 7, u ¡=J J.g m/s............

Figure 6-16: Axial vorticity of the phase-direction-triggered PIV in the y-z section

when ry=0" for a) x'/D2-0.L1, b) x'/Dz-O.I9, c) x'/D2=O.27, d)

x'/Dz-0.34, e) x'/D2=0.42 and f x'/D2-0.5O. Contours representing

0.5 and O.9 (v2+w')'oo-, are overlaid on coloured axial vorticity

contours. Note the qualitative location of 'Edge 1', 'Edge 2' and .CB,

vortices and 'lag hot-wire' at rV300. Re¿=59K,StF0.0017

Figure 6-17: Axial vorticity of the phase-direction-triggered PIV in the y-z section

when rl=0o for g) x'/D2-0.58, h) x'/Dz-0.74, i) x'/D2=0.89, j)
x'/Dz-I.OS and k) x'/D2-l 2O. Contours representing 0.5 and 0.9

¡v2+w2¡tnn*, are overlaid on coloured axial vorticity contours.

Re--59K, SrF0.0017

Figure 6-18: Position of vortex centres (circles) estimated from vorticity plots from

Figure 6-16(c) - (k) and Figure 6-17(c) - (k), and position of jer core

velocity (squares) estimated from the zero axial vorticity line cutting

through the centre of the jet whose core boundaries are defined by the

0,9 (v2+w2)'oo., contours. Numbers 1 to 11 correspond, to x,/D2

{point number}=0.11{1} , 0.19 {21,0.27 {3}, 0.34 {41,0.42 {51,
0.50 {6},0.58 {7},0.74 {8},0.89 {9}, 1.05 {10} and 1.20 {11}
respectively. Closed circled (green) symbols represent positive

vorticity (counter-clockwise) values while open circled (green)

symbols are negative vorticity values. Note that datum point '5' was

..310
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measured under a slightly different experimental condition from the

other data points. Dz is the diameter of the exit lip. Re¿=59K,

S/r0.0017

Figure 6-19: Trajectory of the central vortex pairs (CB) and the vortex pairs beyond

the edge of the centrebody (Edge 2) for various downstream locations

(x'/Dù based on the estimated location of maximum axial velocity

position from axial-radial velocity data in longitudinal sections.

Numbers 1 to 11 correspond to x'/Dz {point number}=Q.l1{1} , 0.19

{21,0.27 {3}, 0.34 {41,0.42 {5}, 0.50 {6}, 0.58 {71, O.74 {8}, 0.89

{9}, 1.05 {10} and 1.20 { 11} respectively. Some of the data are not

presented due to the lack of information or because they were not

clearly shown in the results. Precession is clockwise. Re¿=59K,

Re ¿=59,O00,,Sf.'=0.00 1 7. ...............'....

Figure 6-24: Phase-direction-triggered PIV in .r'-r (longitudinal) section for g)

tt¡-g}o, h) 6105", i) r¡=L2O", j) r¡I35' ,k) rp150o and l) r¡=16}o.

315

sfF0.0017

Figure 6-20: Distance between vortex cores, Sr" estimated from Figure 6-14 (c) -
(k) to Figure 6-17 (c) - (k) for various downstream distances x'. Su'

and x'are non-dimensionalised with lip diameter, Dz. All data points

were measured under precessing jet conditions, except for the point

for the CB vortex at x'/Dz- -0.34 which was measured under a steady

deflectedjetcondition. Rer59K,S/F0.0017............... ............316

Figure 6-21: Phase-direction-triggered PIV in x'-r (longitudinal) section for a)

rFO",b) r Lso, c) r¡=30", d) r¡45o, e) 17-6}o and f¡ rF75o. Coloured

contours are noflnalised velocity magnitude, while affows show

direction of vectors. ø;=55.0 mls, Re¿=59,000, Sfd=0.0017 .......317

Figure 6-22: Phase-direction-triggered PIV in x'-r (longitudinal) section for g)

rFg}o, h) r¡105o, i) r¡I2Oo, j) r¡I35', k) r¡150" and l) rVI60o.

Coloured contours are normalised velocity magnitudes while Íurows

show direction of vectors. u¡=55.0 mls' Re¿=59,000, Str-.O.00I7.......'.......318

Figure 6-23: Phase-direction-triggered PIV in ¡'-r (longitudinal) section for a)

tFgo, b) rFIs", c) r¡30o, d) r¡=45o, e) rV60" and Ð rF75o. Coloured

contours are noÍnalised r.m.s. velocity magnitude. z¡=55.0 rnls,

..315
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coloured contours are normalised r.r¿.s. velocity magnitudes. z¡-55.0

ml s, Re ¿=59,000, St,=0.00 I 7 320

Figure 6-25: Phase-direction-triggered PIV in x'-r (longitudinal) section for a)

rl=0o,b) tFIs", c) r7=3oo, d) rV45", e) r¡60" and f) ry=75". Coloured

vorticity values overlaid onto vectors (only direction) are shown.

Re¿=59,000, StF0.00 1 7, u¡=JJ.g m/s................. 321

Figure 6-26: Phase-direction-triggered PIV in x'-r (longitudinal) section for g)

rF90o, h) r¡105o, i) rVl2}o, j) rVl35o, k) r¡150. and l) 17=16}o.

Coloured vorticity overlaid onto vectors (only direction) values are

shown. Re¿=59,O00, ,St¿'=0.0017, u¡=JJ,g m/s. .......... ................322

Figure 6-27: Total velocity decay magnitude, <u+v>, of FpJ at Re¿=59,OO0,

Std=0.0017 compared with an MPJ at Re¿=26,O00 (Schneider et al.,

L997a) and a free turbulent jet at Re¿=83,000 (Crow & Champagne,

l97L). <u+v> refers to FpJ velocity magnitude data (u2+v2)rt2

obtained from Figure 6-16 (a)-(l) & Figure 6-tZ (a)-(l), and are

normalised with <u+v> rnF1u2 +v2¡t 
t2 

",no, 
I 0. 8m/s at x, /D 2=e.I l. ur,ry'u ¡

and )î/d refer to normalised axial velocity and axial position

respectively for MPJ and free turbulent jet. For the FPJ, note that x'¡"t

is normalized by d=I5.79mm 323

Figure 6-28: Effect of varying d,/t"ø on the surface flow topology of a) a thin disk

(drúrrl2o, dct=0.I2m, Rer., = 1.1x 105 ), b) a thick disk (d"u/t,ø=4.5,

d,æD.IOm, Roa., = 0.9x10s) and c) the FPJ centrebody along with

the supports (d"6/tr6=3.6, d"6=Q.$m, Rer., = 0.4x105). All test objects

were inclined at 45o to the freestream flowing from right to left. ................324

Figure 6-29: a)Test I on FPJ at 10m/s free-stream inlet jet velocity, b)Test 2 with

same conditions as (a). dcr=0.6m. Steady deflected flow from the

right side is deflected to the left and emerges at fu45o. Centrebody

(CB) surface to exit lip plane is 0.33d"ø. In a) and b) the image on the

right side is a magnified view of the image on the left side. ......325

Figure 6-30: Top:Surface pattern on the flat side of a coin-like cylinder parallel to

the free stream at Re¿., = 2.l4xl0s for (a) dcu /t"t=9.I, (b) d"b

/t"6=2.56, (c) d.cu /t"ø=I.33 where the diameter of the cylinder,

xnrü



d,a=ï9rtrt and tcb is the thickness (Zdravkovich et al., 1998).

Bottom:Conjectured 3D flow topology of the coinlike cylinder: IS,

primary separation; 25, secondary separation; SI, separation islet (or

'island'); RA, reattachment; short dashes, separation bubble; long-

shortJong dashes, streamwise vortex filaments (Zdravkovich et al.,

19e8). 326

Figure 6-31: Top: Surface flow visualisation of the top surface of a non-rotating

disc-wing with the leading edge inclined at 5 degrees above freestream

(Potts & Crowther, 2000). Bottom: Conjectured 3D flow topology for

above flow (Potts & Crowther, 2000) for drt/t,ø-j.2L. Disc diameter,

drø=274mm, disc thicknoss, f.¿=l$¡¡1¡, V*=L1mls, Ro,/", = 2.84x105.

Thick arrows indicate direction of flow. Coloured circles represent

features shown in respective locations. Here, "L" refers to either a

line of separation or stagnation; "V" refers to nodes where the trailing

vortices detach from the surface of the disc-wing; "A", "8", "C" and

"D" refer to the various regions of the flow (e.g. recirculation, etc). ..........327

Figure 6-32: Interpretation of surface flow visualisation results (shown on the righf

side in a magnified form) from Figure 6-29. Here 'S' represents a

saddle, 'F' is a focus and 'N' is a node of attachment in the surface

flow. Mean flow direction, from left to right, is indicated by the

boldest arrow in the side view. Node of attachment, 'N', is

approximately 0.I9D2 from the centrebody centre. Some features in

Section A-A' are shown in Figure 6-34. Rea-32K, St¿--}, u¡-30 m/s.....'...328

Figure 6-33: Direct comparison of (a) vorticity field slightly downstream

(x'/D2=Q.1I, Re¿=59K, SrF0.0017) from the (b)centrebody surface

(x'/D2=-Q.34, Red-49K, Std 0), with the observer looking upstream.

Flow is emerging from left to right. 329

Figure 6-34: Selected topological features identified from Figure 6-16 to Figure

6-26. a) Saddle point located at x'/Dz-O.1; b) Focus-saddle pattern at

the exit lip with the head of the focus facing inwards. Conjectured

streamlines are shown as dotted lines; c) Positive azimuthal vorticity

contours in which flow convergence region is highlighted (circled

dotted lines). Also note that the streamline patterns near to x'/Dz-0.1

)(x)cut



& r/Dz-o (circled solid lines) are interpreted in Figure 6-32. Negative

vorticity contours are not shown for contrast; d) Another focus-saddle

pattern at the exit lip with the head of the focus facing outwards.

conjectured streamlines are shown as dotted lines; e) conjectured

streamline patterns describing the Edge 2 and Edge 3 vortices.

u¡=55.0 ml s, Re¿=59,000, Str0.0017 ..330

Figure 6-35: a) Conjectured flow topology of the external FpJ flow based on

instantaneous PIV, phase-and-precession-direction-resolved phase-

averaged PIV and surface flow visualisation. Interpretation of more

details through section A-A' are presented in Figure 6-32; b) side

view of the flow through section B-B' (see Figure 6-34a); c)

Alternative cB vortex structure. Diagrams are not to scaIe........................331

Figure 6-36: Comparison between phase-averaged LDA and pIV (ry=60") axial

velocities at x'/D2-0.16. shown also are lower and upper 95vo

confidence interval (C.I.) for PIV results. Axial velocities are non-

dimensionalised by u¡=78.7m1s for LDA and u¡=JJ.O m/s for PIV.

I-DA:Re¿=84,500 and Sro,=0.0015. PIV:Re¿=59,000 and 5150.0017. .....,..332

Figure 6-37: comparison between phase-averaged LDA and prv(r¡120o) axial

velocities 
^t 

x'/D2=0.48. Shown also are lower and upper 957o

confidence intervals (C.I.) for PIV results. Axial velocities are non-

dimensionalised by ui=78.7m1s for LDA and ¡¿¡=55.0 m/s for PIV.

LD A:Re ¿=84,500 and St¿=0.00 1 5. PIV:R e ¿=59,000 and Sræ0.0 0 I7 . ........ 332

Figure 6-38: Comparison between phase-averaged LDA and pIV (rpl35') axial

velocities at x'/Dz=0.79. Shown also are lower and apper 95Vo

confidence intervals (C.I.) for PIV results. Axial velocities are non-

dimensionalised by u¡=78.7m1s for LDA and u¡=JJ.0 m/s for PIV.

LD A:Re ¿=84,500 and,Srr0.00 1 5. pIV:R e ¿=59,00O and Srp0.0 017 . ........333

Figure 7-1: Time-averaged PIV measurements of axial velocities on the centreline

for Reynolds numbers from 30,000 (30K) to 90,000 (90K). Axial

velocities are non-dimensionalised by their respective bulk inlet

velocity (u) refened to in Table 7-L for each Re condition. The

abscissa is normalised with the exit lip diameter D2. For (a) the

origins of the +0.1 upwards shifted ordinates for R¿<90K are indicated

x)octv



on the right axis, and for (b) all the graphs (including the mean and its

upper and lower 3 standard deviations(sd)) share the same axes.................354

Figure 7-2:Time-averaged PfV measurements of axial r.rn.s. velocities (u) on the

centreline for Reynolds numbers from 30,000 (30K) to 90,000 (90K).

Axial r.m.s. velocities are non-dimensionalised by their respective

bulk inlet velocity (u) refered to in Table 7-l for each Re¿ condition.

The abscissa is normalised with the exit lip diameter D2. For (a) the

origins of the upwards shifted (+0.1) ordinates for Re¿<90K are

indicated on the right axis, and for (b) selected datapoints (including

the mean r.m.s. values and the upper 3 standard deviations) sharing the

same axes. Solid lines in a) are moving averages of 10 datapoints for

each Re condition.

Figure 7-3:

Figure 7-4:

Normalised maximum time-averaged centreline axial mean velocities

(u,*/uø) taken at approximately x'/Dz-0.53 for Reynolds numbers

from 30,000 to 90,000. Shown also are the upper and lower 3

standard deviations (t3 s.d.) from the corresponding mean values.

Conditions as per Table 7-1. uø and ø, refer to the bulk inlet velocity

and the speed of sound at r.t.p. respectively. .............. ...............356

Locations of the maximum time-averaged centreline mean and r.m.s.

velocities for 30K< Re¿ < 90K. Conditions as per Table 7 -1. u6 and ø"

refer to the bulk inlet velocity and the speed of sound at r.t.p.

respectively. ....

Figure 7-5: Normalised maximum time-averaged centreline axial r.m.s. velocities

(u'^oJuø) taken between 0.40< x'/D2 < 0.56 for Reynolds numbers

hom Re¿=30,000 to 90,000. Conditions as per Table 7-1. u6 ãttd u,

refer to the bulk inlet velocity and the speed of sound at r.t.p.

Figure 7-6: Non-dimensionalised time-averaged (a) mean (tt/uù and (b) r.m.s.

(u'/uø) axial velocities in the radial direction at x'/D2=Q.1, 0.3, 0.55, 1.0

and 1.5 for Reynolds numbers 30K (closed circle) and 90K (open

triangle) respectively. ub refers to the bulk inlet velocity. Radial

locations on the abscissa are normalised with FPJ exit lip R2, while the

356
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ordinates are shifted upwards by +{.2 relative to the bottom-most

358

Figure 7-7: Time-averaged (a) half (i.e. 0.52r,,*,) and, (b) maximum (i.e. u,,*)
axial velocity contours at each x'/D2 location at Rer3oK and 90K.

conditions as per Table 7-1. Abscissa and ordinates are non-

dimensionalised by the FPJ exit lip diameter D2. These contours were

taken from similar results presented in Figure 6-4c.......... .........359

Figure 7-8 Conditionally-averaged (a) half (i.e. 0.5(u2+v2¡t'',,o*) and (b)

maximum (i.e. (u2+v2)t''r,,,*r) total velocity contours at each x'/D2

location for air at Re¿=30K and 90K. Conditions as per Table 7-I.
Ordinate and abscissa are normalised by FPJ lip diameter D2.Yelocity

magnitudes are normalised by the maximum resultant velocity at

respective ¡'locations. Number of images for conditional processing

for Re¿=3OK and 90K are 2I and 14 respectively. Refer to Table 7-3

for the criteria for conditional averaging. Results were taken from

figures similar to Figure 6-9c.......... 360

Figure 7-9: Effect of Reynolds number on the decay of velocity (u2 *v2)r12 through

the FPJ chamber, where (u2*v2)"12 is the vector sum of the axial (n)

and radial (v) velocities on the centreline of the conditionally averaged

jet emerging just beyond the FPJ exit plane (i.e. at x'/D2=Q.97, r/D2=-

0.3e). 36r

Figure 7-10: Frequency distribution for Re¿=30,000 to 90,000. Frequency is in

logarithmic scale, while vertical scale is the arbitrary spectrum in

dB(10*log10) for Re¿=9OK. The ordinate origins of the spectra for

other Reynolds numbers are shifted upwards by +10dB.. ..........361

Figure 7-11: Precession frequency as a function of Reynolds number obtained from

Figure 7-10. Conditions as per Table 7-1 362

Figure 7-12: Strouhal number as a function of Reynolds and Mach number for

Reynolds number experiment. Mach number is defined as u/u, where

u" is the speed of sound in air at room temperature and pressure.

Figure 7-13: Outline of the emerging FPJ jet for a) LDA (at x'/Dz=O.|1 and, b) PIV

(at x'/D2-O.19) measurements at the half velocity magnitude contours.

Shown also are the 0.45 and 0.55 velocity contours. LDA

ncxv,
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(Re684,5O0, Std=0.0015) measurements are not precession direction

resolved and are results for mean axial (u) velocities only. PIV

(Re¿=59K, Std=0.0017) results are precession direction resolved and

are for the magnitude of radial (v) and tangential (w) velocities only.

Dz=64mm...... 363

Figure 7-14: Cross-sectional development of the jet downstream showing 0.5 and

O.9 (v2+w2)*r,^* contour levels. Note that by x'/D2=Q.58, the jet is

almost round. Dz=64mm. Re659K, S/d=0.0017 .....364

Figure 7-15: Total velocity profile of the local jet at x'/Dz-O.53 of the local

conditionally averaged jet for Re¿=9OK, SI¡--.0.OI4. uF83.4mls,

Dz=64mm and r¡rt is radius normal to the local mean jet centreline. ...........365

Figure 7-16: Relative location of datapoints on the logSr-logRe plot based on

definitions in Table 7-6 for various Sl definitions. Comparable

datapoints from the literature (Nobes, 1997 and Schneider, 1997) are

also included. Note that Strouhal number axes are log scale, while

Reynolds number are in linear scale. Note that the highest Mach

number for the present flow defined at the inlet flow is not greater

than 0.26 (See Figure 7-I2)................. 365

Figure 7-17: Axial velocity (z) obtained along centreline of conditionally averaged

jet (represented as 'Present: Cond-Ave' in the figure) and a space-

centred moving average of the results (represented as 'Present: Cond-

Ave (Mov. Ave)' in the figure) fot Reronu=38,900, Sf"onr=6.997, È37o,

d"on=33.3 triÍfr, t!6-ç6¡1r= 1u2+v2)rt2rorr=33,4 mls. Points linked by

dotted lines are for Schneider's (1997) data measured at Re¿=26,600,

È450. 366
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Notation

Abbreviations

L-C,2-C,3-C One, two or three component

1D,2D,3D One, two or three dimensional

A/D Analogue to digital

AJ Axial jet

AR Aspect ratio

BSA Burst spectrum analyser

CB Centrebody

CCD Charge coupled device

Ch Chamber only configuration

Ch-L Chamber and exit lip configuration

Ch-L-CB Chamber, exit lip and centrebody configuration

CO Carbon Monoxide

COz Carbon Dioxide

CTA Constant Temperature Anemometry

DGV Doppler Global Velocimetry

DIV Doppler Image Velocimetry

DPIV Digital particle image velocimetry

DSR Dynamic spatial range

DVR Dynamic velocity range

FGR Flue gas recirculation

FPJ Fluidic precessing jet

HW Hot-wire

LDA Laser-Doppler Anemometry

LES Large Eddy Simulation

LIF Laser Induced Fluorescence

LSV Laser Speckle Velocimetry

MPJ Mechanical precessing jet

Nd:YAG Neodium Yttrium Aluminium Garnet

NO* Oxides of Nitrogen (N2O and NO)

NzO Nitrous oxide
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PTV

PJ

PLIF

PTV

PM

PTV

PWA

r.m.s.

r.t.p.

RANS

SE

s.t.p.

TEC

TPD

TPW

UVP

}VBIV

Particle Image Velocimetry

Precessing jet: generally refers to a jet which exhibits precession

Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence

Particle image velocimetry (referred herein interchangeably as DPIV)

Photo-multiplier

Particle tracking velocimetry

Pulsed wire anemometry

Root-mean-square

Room temperature and pressure

Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes

Sudden expansion

Standard temperature and pressure

Turbulence, Energy & Combustion

Transfer pulse delay (¡ts)

Transfer pulse width (ps)

Ultrasound velocity profiler

WhiteJight Bubble Image velocimetry

Romøn Symbols

A,B Non-unique scaling coefficients (refer to individual applications)

A2 Area of exit lip opening = 3.2L7xIO-' (-')
B Laser beam separation (m)

c Speed of light (m/s)

c¡ Sub-pixel displacement constant (dimensionless)

d Diameter of FPJ inlet jet, 15.79mm

d"t Diameter of FPJ centrebody, 60mm

d¿ff Diffraction limited minimum image diameter (m)

d" Diameter of MPJ exit jet (m)

d.r Diameter of ellipsoidal LDA probe volume (m)

dp Particle diameter (m)

d" Particle image diameter (m)

d,on Diameter of jet based on half maximum velocity at flow convergence

location (m)
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DorDt Internal chamber diameter of FPJ nozzle,80mm

Diameter of FPJ exit lip, 32mm

Aperture diameter (m)

Equivalent diameter of FPJ exit jet (m)

Hydraulic diameter =44 , where A-projecte d area,m2, p=perimeter,m
P.¡

(m)

Diameter of laser beam (m)

Diameter of FPJ nozzle exit lip (m)

Expansion diameter ratio =3 (Dimensionless)
d

Lens expansion ratio @imensionless)

Frequency (Hz)

Nominal flashlamp frequency (Hz)

Minimum flashlamp frequency (Hz)

Maximum flashlamp frequency (Hz)

Focal length of lens (m)

Characteristic frequency of precession (Hz)

Data sampling frequency (Hz)

Frequency of the smallest turbulence scale in the flow (Hz)

F-stop - fr/D,
Momentum of inlet jet (kg.m/s2)

step heigh t=ff <^>

Inlet height of 2D sudden expnasion flows

Height of channel after 2D sudden expansion

Numerical coefficient

Characteristic length (m)

Length of PIV interrogation window in the x, y, and z directions

respectively (m)

Width or perimeter of shear layer where "u/ur,u,o"=9.5" (m)

Kolmogorov length scale (sec)

FPJ nozzle chamber length, 2I6mm

D2

Do

þeQ

D¡

Dr

Dup

E

Er

Í
fÍr-nou,

ffl-n ¡n

fii-*
fr
fp

Í'
rt*t
1*

G

h

ht

hz

k

I

lr, ly, l,

Io.s

l*

L

xl



L"t

Lt, It,

M, MO

Distance between FPJ inlet plane and upstream face of centrebody,

181.6 mm

Dimensions of the PIV recording medium in the.r and y directions.

Magnificatis¡= 7oZ,o

Number of particles simultaneously in control volume

the zth block of data for power spectral density calculations

Number of PIV image pairs used in measurements

Average number of LDA bursts per measurement position

Particle concentration (particles/m3)

Minimum particle concentration required to resolve/rr¿

Number of fringes within the LDA probe volume

Average number of precession cycles per measurement position

Number of radial positions

Total number of averaging blocks used in power spectral density

formula

Stokes number

Total number of LDA velocity samples

LDA data validation rate (validated samples/s)

Perimeter of jet (m)

Atmospheric pressure (KPa)

Volume flow rate through a measurement cross section 1m3/s¡

Volume flow rate of forward flow (m3/s)

Volume flow rate at the inlet plane 1m3/s¡

Volume flow rate of reverse flow (m3/s)

Radial distance from nozzle axis (m)

Radius of FPJ inlet jet (m)

Radius at which mean flow velocity is half the maximum (m)

Radial location relative to local jet centreline in body-fiited coordinates

(m)

Radial location of hot-wire probe (m)

Radius of FPJ nozzle chamber (m)

Radius of FPJ exit lip (m)

Limiting resistor (Ç))

n

ns

N

Nt

N,

Nc,min

N¡

Np

N,

N,

Nstokes

Nr

ñ,
P

Po

o
Qforward

Qi

Qr"r"rr"

r
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Chapter I : Introduction I

Chapter L: Introduction

1.1 Emissions of oxides of Nitrogen (NO*) by the global cement industry

The cement industry is a major contributor of Carbon Dioxide (COz) and Oxides of

Nitrogen (NO.) to the earth's atmosphere. In 2001, the major producers of cement were

China, the European tlnion, India, Japan and USA. They accounted for approximately

64.37o of the global cement production in that year. In the United States of America, the

cement industry was the third largest COz emitter after fossil fuel combustion and

international bunker fuels (IPCC, 1996). It accounted for approximately L0.27o of total

COz emissions in the U.S. in 1997 (IPCC, 1996). Estimated production of cement in that

country, in 1997, was approximately 84.3 million tonnes. NO* emissions from high

energy use industries such as rotary kilns accounted for I.57o of the total NO* emissions

worldwide in that year.

As with all industrial processes, cement production is polluting. To produce a metric

tonne of cement, about one metric tonne of COz and about 3kg of NO* are produced (US

EPA, 2OO2). In the year 2001, the global production of hydraulic cement (portland,

natural, masonry and slag) was about I.69 billion tonnes (Cembureau, 2001),

approximately one third of which was produced in China alone (Cembureau, 2001). This

results in approximately 1.69 billion metric tonnes of COz and about 5.01 million metric

tonnes of NO* emitted by the world cement industry in that year alone. This production

trend is astronomical compared to only 62.4 mtllion metric tonnes of cement produced

worldwide in 1926. The global trend is presented in Figure 1-1 and is expected to rise

with an increase in global industrialisation.

1.2 The effects of NO* on the environment and climate

NO* comprises nitrogen oxide (NOz) and nitric oxide (NO). Although NO* emissions are

about 3Vo by weight of COz per unit weight of cement produced, their emissions are

known to be more immediate on the local population and public property than COz. NO*

emissions also have an indirect consequence for the earth's climate, as do other

greenhouse gases. In the lower atmosphere, NO* reacts with volatile organic compounds
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in the presence of heat and sunlight to form ground-level ozone. rwhen inhaled by
humans, especially children and animals, ozone can result in the reduction of lung function

and even to the damage of lung tissues. A recent case study showed that long term

exposure to children might retard the growth of healthy lungs @rischer, Studnicka,

Gartner, Tauber, Horak, Veiter, Spengler, Kuhr & Urbanek, lggg).

NO*, in addition to sulphur dioxide and other substances, reacts in air to form

photochemical oxidants which fall back to the earth as rain, snow, fog or hail. These

photochemical oxidants have the potential to be transported by wind currents to affect

locations far removed from the source of NO* production, some as far as hundreds of
miles away (Fujihara, wakamatsu, Yamaguchi, Nakao, Tatano & Sagawa, 2oo3). The

damages include deterioration of cars, buildings and even historical monuments which

contain calcareous stone (Massey, L999). Environmental damage includes the

acidification of streams, rivers and lakes. This ultimately reduces the sustainability of fish

and other living organisms in them.

NO" is a source of ozone production in the troposphere (extending between 10 to 19 km

above sea level), leading to the effect of a positive radiative forcing. Positive radiative

forcing leads to the trapping of longer wavelengths of light (infrared) within the earth's

atmosphere, as do other greenhouse gases at higher altitudes (US EPA, 2002). At a higher

altitude, in the stratosphere (which is between 19 to 48 km above sea level), other

greenhouse gases, gradually accumulate and also trap the longer wavelength of light

radiation within the earth's atmosphere. These gases include, water vapor (HzO), carbon

dioxide (coz), methane (cH4), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), ozone(o3),

hydrofluorocarbons (IIFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF), which

are found naturally in the atmosphere and contribute to a natural greenhouse effect.

However, due to anthropogenic (human initiated) emissions of greenhouse gases, these gas

levels are increased, thereby resulting in what is known as the "enhanced greenhouse

effect". This creates a phenomenon of 'Global Warming', whereby the increasing mean

global temperature has been reported to result in a change in global climate patterns in the

last century (Hansen, Lacis, Rind & Russell, 1984). One such reported effect is the

gradual melting of the polar ice-caps (Bindschadler, 1935) and this is thought to contribute
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to a general rise in the global sea level (Meier, 1984). Other major effects include, but are

not restricted to, El Ninio/ La Nina effects and the depletion of the ozone layer.

L.3 Emission legislations help alleviate NO* emissions

In light of its deleterious effect on the environment and climate, various nations have

attempted to control NO* emissions from cement plants through the implementation of

legislation. For example, 'Agenda 21' was published by the United Nations Conference

on Environment and Development (UNCED) during the Earth Summit in 1992, in which

170 countries participated. The publication outlines the various ways in which industries

can minimise or avoid waste. These strategies include optimising their production

process, setting up preventive strategies against pollution and implementing cleaner

production systems for an entire product life cycle.

Specifically, each country also has its own regulations regarding the emission of NO* in

the cement industry. For instance, in the USA, Reasonably Available Control Technology

(RACT) directs cement operators to develop and implement NO* reduction strategies

within each stage of the cement making process (Mullinger,1994). In Europe, the Large

Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD) was introduced to encourage major cement plants to

reduce their emissions (Mullinger, 1994). However, these controls place conflicting

requirements on industrial cement plants, which are pressured to reduce emissions on one

hand, but are also required to increase throughput and to increase energy efficiency on the

other.

1.4 NO* production in rotary kilns

The previous section outlined the conflicting requirements placed upon cement plant

operators to reduce emission, especially NO*, whilst increasing product output and

operating efficiency. Some processes in the kiln can be made more efficient in order to

address the above environmental and climatic concerns caused by NO*. A typical cement

making process involves the use of a rotary kiln (Figure 1-2) during the 'clinkering' stage

(so called because of the type of sound the finished products make). In long process kilns,

raw material is introduced from the elevated end of a slightly inclined (typically 2" to the

horizontal), long (typically 100m) and typically a five meter diameter duct rotated at I

3
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round per minute. The rotating action of the drum and the effect of gravity transports the

raw products to the lower end of the long duct. At about 800oC, partway along the kiln

length nearer the top end of the burner (Figure 1-3), the raw meal undergoes a calcining

reaction in which heat is absorbed (endothermic reaction). Nearer to the lower end of the

kiln, when air temperatures in the kiln can reach 1400oC, the clinkering reaction occurs

(Nathan & Rapson, 1995). This process is exothermic (involving the release of energy

during the formation of the products) and occurs in a mean temperature environment that

usually exceeds 1450'C.

The threshold flame temperature to generate thermal NO" occurs at around 1500t
(Chigier, l98l). As such various NO* emission controls are usually implemented near to

the clinkering reaction zone since peak flame temperatures may rise beyond l800oc.

Bluestein (1992) reports on various methods of NO* emission controls used in gas-fired

equipment. These methods can be broadly classified into two main groups, namely those

that involve modifying the combustion process and those that involve post-combustion

controls (Bluestein, 1992).

For this thesis, attention is focused on modifying the combustion process through the use

of low NO* burners. The success of these burners lies in reducing the peak flame

temperatures (>1800K) at which the formation of NO* occurs (Turns, 1996) or to the

control of equivalence ratios within the flame such that peak flame temperatures occur

only under fuel-rich conditions. One method, commonly known as 'Flue Gas

Recirculation', involves the addition of flue gas to either the fuel or the air (Breen, l97l;
Shofstall & Waibel, 1977). An alternative method is to reduce the amount of pre-heat air

into the kiln. However industrial experience has shown that the costs for reducing

emissions through these methods are reduced product quality and yield (Mullinger, 1994).

In other words, in the pursuit to alleviate emissions of NO*, the overall process efficiency

is lowered (Nathan & Luxton, 1991b). In general, all these low-NO* reduction strategies

may employ the use of fairly complicated combustion mechanisms to generate a flame to

reduce NO* emissions (Bluestein, 1992) and are not entirely practical in rotary kilns.

Some processes not only reduce NO*, but also increase other emissions such as CO,

thereby reducing the efficiency of the process (Nathan, Manias & Luxton, 1991).
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1.5 The 'Gyrotherm' burner is beneficial in high energy-use industries

However, the use of a low-NO* gas-fired burner developed and patented by researchers at

the University of Adelaide (Luxton & Nathan, 1988) has been found to produce a lower

temperature flame which not only reduces NO" emissions by 3O-40Vo (Manias and Nathan,

1994) compared to conventional kiln burners (free jet burners), but also improves the

product quality (Manias & Nathan, L994) and output (Videgar, 1997) of the clinker in

rotary cement kilns. In some cases, specific fuel savings of approximately 3-67o wete

reported (Videgar, 1997). The burner (hereinafter called the 'fluidic precessing jet' (FPJ)

nozzle) is commercially known as the Gyrotherm and is based on a geometrically simple

nozzle presented in Figure 1-4.

Since the early 1990s, FPJ nozzle burners have been trialed and installed in rotary cement,

lime and alumina kilns in Australia and in the United States (Manias & Nathan, 1994;

Manias, Balendra & Retallack, 1996; Videgar, L997). In contrast to the use of air for fuel

mixing in FGR or the reduction of pre-heat air, the momentum from the fuel jet is the

primary source of mixing in the Gyrotherm burner. This is advantageous for the

installation of individual burners in rotary kilns, since very complicated burner design is

avoided (Nathan & Luxton, 1991b). It is also reported that emissions of CO are

simultaneously low (Nathan & Luxton, 1993). For instance, it was reported to be below

100ppm for a Swan Portland Cement plant in Perth, Western Australia (Manias & Nathan,

t994).

The bumer presented in Figure 1-4 basically consists of an orifice at one end with the fuel

inlet expanding suddenly into a larger chamber. The chamber length is about 3 times its

diameter, while a lip and centrebody are usually located at the other end of the chamber

(Manias & Nathan, 1994). The fuel flow emerging from the exit plane at the lip is

described to precess in a natural way. Here, the internal or external precession of the jet

refers to the oscillatory motion of the developing jet about the geometric axis of the FPJ

îozzle, as illustrated in Figure I-4,by the thick affows either labeled "internal precession"

or "external precession" respectively. Precession can also be defined as the "wobbling

motion of the axis of a spinning body, so that it forms a cone-shape" (Brown, 2000) in the

time-average.

5
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This natural precession has been the focus of much research effort in the past decade. It is
reported that the precessing jet burner produces a short bulbous flame that emits a large

radiative component to the ambient environment (Nathan & Luxton, 1993). This appears

beneficial in a rotary cement kiln since optimum clinker quality is achieved by means of a

comparatively short, but hot, burning zone close to the exit of the kiln (Ono, 1980). In

addition, the increased radiation observed from the flame acts to reduce the peak flame

temperature (Nathan & Luxton, 1993). For instance, a flame temperature of 1180t was

recorded in a 50KW laboratory furnace by Nathan & Luxton (1991b) when compared to

eight other commercial burners whose flame temperatures varied between 1540t and

I77O'C (Waibel & Flemming,1979). At flame temperatures below l500oc, the formation

of thermal NO* due to the Zeldovich process is also reported to decrease (Parham, 2000).

Nathan (1988) found that the near-field mixing of a fluidic precessing jet is enhanced

relative to a free turbulent jet. He also conducted preliminary combustion trials on the

naturally precessing jet and proposed that it might be used as an industrial burner. This

quickly led to the patent (Luxton & Nathan, 1938) and subsequent use of it as an industrial

burner in high-energy use industries, such as in rotary cement kilns (Manias & Nathan,

1994), in alumina production (Jenkins, Nathan & Manias, 1995) and in the production of
lime (Manias et a1.,1996). Potential use can also be found in power station applications

(Ward, Nathan, Luxton & Truce, 1990).

Further examination of the FPJ as a gas burner by Nathan, Luxton and Smart (L992) found

that the NO* (Oxides of Nitrogen) emissions from the FPJ burner were reduced by about

607o relative to a traditional swirl burner and the burner also creates a highly luminous

flame (Nathan et al., 1991). Recently, Parham (2000) explained that the flame

temperature of the precessing jet reduces the formation of thermal NO*, which is the major

source of NO* emissions in high-energy kilns. Newbold and Nathan (1998) deduced that

the global strain rate in the FPJ flame is reduced relative to a free turbulent jet. A reduced

strain rate in a flame prompts the formation of soot and this increases the radiant fraction

of the flame, causing the flame to appear as a luminous orange colour (Newbold &
Nathan, 1998).

Though simple in design, the flow within and emerging from the burner is unsteady and

highly three-dimensional @gure 1-4). Several experimental FPJ nozzles were developed
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to study the fundamental characteristics of the precessing jet. Some of these experiments

employed classical flow visualisation techniques, such as particle-tracing (using glass

beads or gas bubbles), shadowgraphy, smoke, cotton tufts, coloured dyes and China-clay

surface flow visualisations (Nathan, 1988). More quantitative methods include the use of

yaw-probe meters, hot-wire anemometers, pressure probes, an entrainment shroud

(Nathan, 1988), planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF), OH-PLIF and particle image

velocimetry (PIV) (Newbold, 1997; Nobes, 1997).

In addition to experiments conducted at room temperature, flame experiments were also

caried out to record the instantaneous and time-averaged flame shape, flame luminosity,

and celerity (a form of flame convection velocity) of the precessing jet flame (Newbold,

1997). Other tests monitored the levels of a specific gas radical, such as NO or CO,

emitted from the gas (Nathan & Luxton, 1991b). However, owing to the unpredictability

of the exit velocity, exit angle, precession direction and precession frequency of the fluidic

precessing jet, a mechanical precessing jet (MPJ) was employed to study the effect that a

turbulent jet, with a known exit velocity, exit angle, precession direction and frequency,

has on the flow field downstream from the jet exit plane (Nobes, 1997; Schneider, 1997).

1.6 General understanding of the FPJ flow and a knowledge gap

All of the above studies have advanced the general understanding of the FPJ flow in

isothermal and reacting conditions. Specifically, the present knowledge of the FPJ flow

under isothermal (non-combustion) conditions can be divided into understanding of the

region inside the nozzle and the region beyond the nozzle exit plane. A general

understanding of the FPJ flow is listed as follows.

In Figure 1-5, the flow is observed to switch between an axial jet mode and a

precessing jet mode (Nathan, 1988). Nathan, Hill and Luxton (1998) reported that

the probability of the precessing jet mode becomes higher at Reynolds number

greater than Re¿=20,000. Besides increasing the Reynolds number, Hill (L992)

reported that the use of a centrebody near to the exit lip also increases the

probability of this precessing jet mode. Hill (1992) also found the optimumnozzle

dimensions that allow the precessing jet mode to be prevalent.

7

a
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Precession frequency, f, can be affected by different geometric arrangements of the

nozzle (Mi & Nathan, 2000).

Various Strouhal numbers (Sr) have been formulated to describe the external FPJ

flow based on conditions at the inlet plane and on the nozzle geometry.

the presence of a "negative bifurcation line" is seen just behind the exit lip,

o a "reversed flow foot" is present just behind the reattachment position,

"swirl" appears to be present in the azimuthal direction in the region between the

expansion face and the reattachment line (Figure 1-5: Bottom-left),

o the reversed fluid from the reattachment region traces a spiral path along the wall

of the expansion face as it is re-entrained back in to the separated jet (Figure 1-6),

o a lalge circulation region is seen in the region above thc reattaohment line (Figure

1-5: Bottom-right),

o there is evidence of precession of the internal jet within the chamber leading to the

near-field precession of the external jet, and

the entrainment of ambient fluid is also observed by the movement of dye,

introduced at the exit lip, flowing backwards into the chamber when the bulk jet is

deflecting past the exit face.

At present, the flow within the FPJ nozzle is understood only in very qualitative terms.

This is, in part, due to the complexity of flow conditions and the problem of probe

accessibility within the nozzle. The use of China-clay surface flow visualisation and dye

tracers within the FPJ nozzle were successfully used by Nathan (1988) to identify several

important features within a FPJ nozzle (Ch-L configuration). These features are listed as

follows:

the reattachment of the separated jet onto the curved interior nozzle wall forms a

line of "positive bifurcation",

a

a

a

o
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The following is generally known about the extemal precessing flow:

the jet deflects at a large angle (up to a mean angle of 60o from the nozzle axis)

across the exit face of the nozzle (Figure 1-5) and has a larger spreading angle

compared with a free turbulent jet (Nathan & Luxton, 1991a),

a the flow is characterised by macro scale turbulent structures which are two times

larger than those in a free turbulent jet (Newbold, 1997),

o the external FPJ flow entrains about 5 times more air than an equivalent free

turbulent jet in the first five equivalent jet diameters, Dro (Nathan & Luxton,

1991a), and

the time-averaged velocity field measured using cross-correlation particle image

velocimetry (PIV) indicates the absence of an external axial flow reversal along the

centreline of the nozzle (Nobes, Newbold, Hasselbrink, Mungal & Nathan, 2002).

This is in contrast to a region of axial reversed flow along the geometric axis

identified in the near external field of an analogous mechanical precessing jet

(N{PJ) at a high Strouhal number, StF0.015 (Schneider, Froud, Syed, Nathan &

Luxton, 1997a; Schneider, Hooper, Musgrove, Nathan & Luxton, 1997b).

However, there is a need to further the understanding of

the specific mechanisms of jet precession within and beyond the FPJ nozzle,

o

a

a

o the quantitative velocity characteristic of the phase-averaged internal and external

precessing jet,

the effect that different inlet conditions have on the emerging FPJ flow field,

a the effect of Reynolds number on the emerging FPJ flow field, and

a the definition of a Strouhal number to describe the emerging FPJ flow.

These needs will be further addressed in Chapter 2. Development in these areas may

contribute to a fundamental understanding of the precession mechanism and mixing within

a
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and in the near external field of the FPJ nozzle. The parameters defining the new exit

Strouhal number may enable FPJ burner designers to predict the downstream mixing more

accurately. The velocity data obtained will enable future researchers to plan their

experiments more objectively with the equipment available, especially in the setting up of

future Stereoscopic PIV experiments. Furthermore, the velocity data obtained will offer

computational fluid dynamicists experimental data to validate their numerical simulations

of the FPJ.

L.7 Organisation of the thesis

This thesis is organised into a further seven chapters. The tables and figures referred to in

the text are located at the back of each chapter. Chapter 2 provides a limited-scope

literature review on the precessing jet technology, which leads to five important

knowledge gaps stated earlier in Section 1.6. Having identified these gaps in the literature,

the thesis objectives are clarified and are explained in detail in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 introduces a frequency measurement technique and two laser diagnostic tools,

laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA) and PIV, used in this work and provides a review of the

state-of-the-art for these techniques. In addition, a surface flow visualisation method is

also described. The experimental equipment, flow apparatus and coordinate systems used

for each technique are also detailed here along with relevant experimental procedures.

However, specific details concerning the conditions for each experiment will be

mentioned in the relevant chapters.

Chapter 4 examines the axial velocity results obtained inside the FPJ chamber and relates

these findings to similar types of flows identified in the literature. The new results were

obtained by using a one-component LDA system.

Chapter 5 investigates the effects of varying inlet conditions on the velocity profile in the

emerging plane of the precessing jet for various FPJ configurations, that is for, chamber

only (Ch), chamber-and-lip (Ch-L) and the chamberlip-centrebody (Ch-L-CB)

configurations. Three types of inlet conditions are studied for each configuration: the flow

produced by a long pipe, that produced by a smooth contraction and the flow produced by

a sharp-edged orifice. From these configurations, the FPJ with the lip and centrebody
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affangement, having an inlet flow produced by a smooth contraction (Contraction Ch-L-

CB), is chosen for further examination in later chapters.

Chapter 6 presents and discusses the results of LDA and PIV measurements of the external

precessing flow for the Contraction Ch-L-CB nozzle, seeking to identify the flow

structures which may be responsible for the "enhanced" mixing reported in the literature.

In addition to the time-averaged results, phase-averaged LDA data are also compared with

results from a visually-selected and a computer-selected phase-averaged PIV technique,

and another phase-averaged PIV technique in which the phase and precession direction of

the jet are resolved. A flow topology of the external precessing jet is finally proposed. In

addition, a comparison is made between the LDA and PIV measurements of the external

FPJ flow

Chapter 7 explores the effect of varying Reynolds number on the external flow field for a

Ch-L-CB configuration with a smooth contraction inlet. Both time-averaged and

conditionally selected velocity data sets will be examined. These results, together with

results obtained in previous chapters, are used to formulate a new exit Strouhal number for

the external FPJ flow. Limited comparison is also made with an MPJ flow reported in the

literature

Chapter 8 summarises the thesis and proposes future investigations of this flow
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Chapter 2z Literature Review

This chapter begins by describing the fundamental FPJ flow mechanics based on the

observations reported in literature. The discussion in Section 2.2 addresses the lack of

quantitative data regarding the internal precessing jet. This is largely due to the

inaccessibility of the nozzle interior and the unpredictability of the internal jet. As a

result, no quantitative velocity measurements have been obtained within the FPJ nozzle.

This thesis addresses the need for such data. Section 2.3 addresses various difficulties

experienced by other researchers when studying the natural phenomenon of jet precession

in the external jet. Although some quantitative frequency and time-averaged velocity data

have been obtained by other researchers for the external precessing jet, no study has

examined the phase-averaged emerging jet. The study culminates with various strategies

to overcome these difficulties by using novel phase averaging techniques in conjunction

with two separate laser diagnostic systems, LDA and PIV. The final sections (2.4 to 2.8)

outline the literature gaps that will be addressed by the present thesis.

2.1, A description of the fluidic precessing jet (FPD flow

As discussed earlier, Figure 1-4 shows the FPJ nozzle in its simplest form. It is

constructed from a cylindrical chamber (diameter D7 and length t) with a small

axisymmetric inlet (d) a¡ one end and an exit lip (Dù at the other. The inlet flow separates

at the round inlet and, in the jet precession mode, reattaches non-preferentially onto the

curved wall of the chamber (Nathan, 1988). As a result of flow instabilities setup within

the chamber, the flow precesses around the chamber wall (Nathan & Luxton, I992b). A

region of swirl is formed in the region Il6<x/L4ll4. Also a larger recirculation region is

also observed to exist within the swirl region and the lip. The fluid in the swirl is

speculated to be made up of recirculated fluid from the reversed flow, contributions from

the larger recirculation region and some contribution by induced ambient fluid (Nathan,

1988; Nathan et a1.,1993). This larger region of recirculation is made up of recirculated

fluid from the forward jet and the induced ambient fluid (Nathan, 1988). As the jet exits,

it does not completely occupy the exit plane (Nathan & Luxton, I992b). The exit flow is

then directed through a large angle (typically È45" from the nozzle axis) towards the axis
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and across the face of the nozzle outlet as presented in Figure 1-5: Right. The emerging

flow is also highly three-dimensional and continues to precess for a short distance from

the exit plane (Nathan, 1988).

2.2 Jet precession within sudden expansion flows

The observation of low frequency oscillations in a jet was initially reported by Barchilon

and Curtet (1964) who studied the flow field in an axisymmetric confined jet in a low co-

flow facility using planar light sheet visualisation. However, their primary focus was on

the mean recirculating flow field and they did not attempt to understand the origin of these

low frequency oscillations. Hallet and Günther (1984), while studying the flow inside a

dump combustor with a diameter expansion ratio of E=2.22 (that is, E=Dt/d), observed

that the flow leaving a sudden expansion with an upstream swirl resulted in precession of

the fluid core. Hallet and Günther (1984) reasoned that this type of precession was of

limited use towards mixing in a dump combustor and did not pursue that matter further.

Dellenback, Mertzger and Neitzel (1988) also conducted an independent study of flow

precession within a dump combustor with a small expansion ratio, E=I.94. They studied

the effect of upstream swirl number, S, on the precession direction of the flow using dye

visualisation. Swirl number, S, is defined as the ratio of axial flux of angular momentum

to the axial momentum, divided by a characteristic radius @ellenback et a1.,1983). These

authors found that the direction of precession depends on the swirl number. The authors

deduced that at a critical swirl numbêr, Scr, no precession theoretically occurs, since this is

the point at which precession direction changes. At swirl numbers less than S"r, the vortex

precesses in the opposite direction to the mean swirl direction. At swirl numbers higher

than S". but less than the vortex breakdown regime, the vortex precesses in the same

direction as the swirl. The authors further noted that precession direction in the regions

where very low swirl (S<0.1) occurs was also difficult to resolve by eye.

In contrast to the abovementioned cases, Nathan (1988) found that jet precession can still

occur naturally inside a short chamber (UDr3) without upstream swirl (,S=0) for sudden

expansion ratios greater than E=5. Hill, Nathan and Luxton (1995) conducted further

parametric experiments to determine the critical expansion ratio and found the number to

be about E=3.75. Guo, Langrish and Fletcher (2001) conducted a numerical simulation
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using ak-e model and found that, at E=3.95, there appears to exist a point over which

either a precession dominated mode or a quasi-flapping dominated mode occurs.

In order to investigate the effects of the precession dominated jet, an expansion ratio of

E=5.O7 was chosen for the present experiments. This is above the critical value reported

in the literature, so that it enables reliable jet precession to occur, especially at Reynolds

number greater than 20,000 as suggested in Nathan et al. (1998).

2.2.L Flow topology within an FPJ nozzle

Nathan et aI. (1998) conducted China-clay surface flow visualization within a chamber of

internal diameter Dr9}Jmm with an inlet condition produced by a circular orifice plate

(b-L4.lmm), a diameter expansion ratio of E=6.43, a length to diameter ratio of

UDr2.73 and an exit lip of 0.88Dr. The Reynolds number based on the inlet throat

condition was Re¿=28x104. As stated earlier in Section 1.6, they found that the time-

averaged flow pattems on the chamber walls contained features such as a "positive

bifurcation line", a "negative bifurcation line" and a "reverse flow foot". The expansion

face also had flow patterns spiraling towards the inlet orifice (Figure 1-6) due to the flow

from the "reverse flow foot" being re-entrained into the separated inlet flow. From these

results, Nathan (19SS) proposed a flow topology, in the form of a three-dimensional

perspex and wire model, to describe the possible interaction of flows occurring within the

chamber (Nathan & Luxton, 1992b). This is given in Figure 2-1.

Similar features, described by Nathan (1988), were obtained earlier in a ramjet combustor

without upstream swirl with E=I.54 in the range of 1.3x106<Re¿< 2.2xI06 by Drewry

(1978). Drewry (1973) described a rotating "axial recirculation region" during his surface

oil visualisation experiment. The features Drewry (1978) described appeared similar to

the "positive bifurcation" phenomenon described by Nathan and Luxton (L992b).

However, Drewry (1978) did not report on further surface flow topology within the

chamber.

Hill (2003) also conducted surface flow visualisation using a mixture of corn flour and

water for several expansion ratios in a longer downstream chamber with a circular pipe
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inlet condition. He also reported on similar patterns found by Nathan (19SS) and Drewry
(re78).

2.2.2 Theories on the jet precession mechanism

Kelso (2001) further analysed the flow topology from the work of Nathan et at. (L998) and

proposed a novel theory to account for the dynamic mechanisms occurring to a flow
expanding suddenly into a larger chamber. He proposed that the driving mechanism for
the internally precessing jet is due to the presence of a strong driving vortex. This vortex

is formed as the result of a "bunching up of vortex lines" on the side to which the jet is
displaced azimuthally from the reattachment point. Kelso (2001) conjectured that the

region where the vortices bunch up creates a region of low pressure ahead of the

reattached jet. This will create a pressure gradient in the direction of the displacement and

thus causes the jet to precess around the peripheral wall of the chamber. However, due to

the complex nature of the flow, Kelso's (2001) theory has yet to be substantiated by

practical velocity measurements within the chamber.

Guo ¿f al. (200I) used a computational k-e model to simulate a three-dimensional and

transient jet precession within a long duct with an expansion ratio of E=5.0. Their ft-e

technique was applicable only to flows for Re¿>IOa. The simulations of Guo et at. (2OOI)

confirmed the broad features identified earlier by Nathan et at. (L998), but since their

results were time-averaged at one phase of the jet, the temporal "driving vortex" proposed

by Kelso (2001) could not be directly assessed from their results, since the technique does

not resolve instantaneous fluid structures.

2.3 FPJ flow characteristics pose practical measurement difficulties

The external FPJ flow is a naturally unstable flow that can be described to be highly three-

dimensional. The flow is usually characterised by its precession frequency, which is

usually measured near to the exit plane of the FPJ nozzle. This value is usually obtained

from the highest mean value in a frequency spectrum. As mentioned earlier, the flow in a

chamberJip configuration (Ch-L) is reported to contain two dominant modes, an axial jet

mode and a precessing jet mode (Figure l-5). It was found that the placement of a

centrebody near to the end of the FPJ chamber also increases the probability of the
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precessing jet mode and is commonly used in the design of industrial burners (Manias er

a\.,1996; Manias & Nathan, 1994).

The external precessing jet is also reported to change in precession direction and exit

angle, increasing the difficulty in studying the instantaneous jet structure and the effect of

each variable on the flow downstream. Consequently, a mechanical precessing jet was

developed to systematically study the effect of each variable (exit velocity, frequency,

precession direction and exit angle) on the mixing in the downstream flow (Schneider,

1997;Nobes, 1997).

2.3.1 Precession frequency affected by Re and FPJ nozzle dimensions

As stated earlier, Nathan and Luxton (1992b) reported that a precessional instability

occurs in an axisymmetric duct when the expansion ratio of a sudden expansion at its inlet

is sufficiently large (ie. Dtld > 5). In addition, they noted that the length-to-chamber

diameter ratio must be within a certain limit and that the Reynolds number based on the

inlet conditions be above a critical value (Rea>20,000).

Hill, Nathan and Luxton (1995) investigated, in water, the flow through a large sudden

expansion into a long downstream duct, which is approximately axisymmetric. They

found that jet precession can be generally described by the axial momentum (M), duct

diameter (Dr) and the fluid properties (i.e. density and kinematic viscosity) of the inlet

fluid. In quantifying their results for duct diameters of Dr-60mm and Drl40mm for

varyng expansion ratios, using a video camera with a framing rate of 3OIIa, they visually

counted (frame by frame) the frequency of precession by noting the oscillations in the

seeded jet in water. Their inlet flow was seeded with 0.6mm diameter neutral density

polystyrene beads. The minimum precession cycle count was 3 for E=3.75 at Rer4400

while the maximum count recorded was 107 for E=I4.2 at Re¿--56500. The small sample

size, used for the low Re¿ number experiments, meant that the result was not statistically

conclusive. Despite the measurement difficulties, especially for the low Re¿ flows, a

useful relationship between expansion ratio E and Re¿ was established for suddenly

expanded flows into long ducts.
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Mi and Nathan (2000) conducted a parametric study to determine the effects of changing

various dimensions on jet precession frequency. Their single stationary hot-wire study

concluded that jet precession frequency was mainly a function of length-to-chamber

diameter, lipto-chamber diameter, and centrebody-position-to-chamber diameter, further

supporting the study conducted earlier by Nathan and Luxton (1992b). Other factors

included the size of the centrebody (CB), the size of the exit lip, the presence or absence of
a CB, and the presence or absence of a lip. They noted that different inlet conditions, such

as an orifice or a contraction inlet, also influenced precession frequency. However, no

systematic experiments were done by them to examine the influence of a sharp-edged

orifice inlet, a developed pipe inlet and a contraction inlet flow on the FPJ precession

frequency nor the external velocity field of thenozzle. Section 2.5 addresses this issue.

2.3.2 Evidence of axial jet and precessing jet modes

As stated in Section 1.6, Nathan et al. (1998) reported on the mode switching behaviour of

the precessing jet. They identified two major flow modes: an axial jet mode and a

precessing jet mode. Instantaneous flow visualisation images for both modes were also

presented at the top of Figure 1-5. The corresponding conjectured flow patterns for the

flow in either mode are also given at the bottom of Figure l-5 (Nathan et a1.,1998). The

precessing jet flow has already been described in detail in Section 2.2 and is not repeated

here.

When in the axial jet mode (Figure 1-5:Iæft), the inlet jet emerges from the exit plane

without significantly attaching to the inner walls of the chamber. In Figure 1-5: I-eft-

Bottom, a symmetric region of recirculating flow on the upper and lower sides of the jet is

clearly observed (Nathan et al., 1998). lltll (1992) reported that the axial jet mode is

greatly suppressed by using a centrebody positioned near to the exit of the chamber. The

presence of a centrebody blocks the path of the naturally occurring axial jet mode.

Consequently, the flow by-passes the centrebody and emerges in an asymmetric fashion

from the exit plane resulting in the precessing jet mode. Therefore, in order to increase the

probability of the precessing jet mode for all the phase-averaging experiments, a

centrebody affangement is also used in the present investigation.
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2.3.3 Precession direction changes in the FPJ flow

Nathan and Luxton (I992b), while conducting surface flow visualisation experiments in

an FPJ chamber, reported that "for no apparent reason, the surface flow patterns were

occasionally destroyed for a short time and then reappeared". They added that following

the reappearance of the flow patterns the precession was reported to sometimes reverse

direction in the azimuthal direction. That observation was similarly reported in the

numerical simulations of Guo (2000) who explained that the change in precession

direction was the result of the phase interaction between the pressure gradient driving the

precession and the jet momentum.

2.3.4 Jet exit angle varies in the emerging FPJ flow

Nathan (1988), using flow visualization, documented that the exit angle of the emerging

jet can vary from È30o to Ê60o relative to the geometric centreline. This adds even

more variability to the flow and renders measurements in the flow more difficult. The

influence of varying the jet exit angle on the downstream flow has been examined in

further detail by Nobes (1997) who used a mechanically rotating jet (MPJ). He found that

increasing thejet exit angle increases the spread of the precession helix and this results in

an increase in the initial mixing rate in the jet. He proposed an alternate form of a Rossby

number to describe the emerging jet for different exit angles. The Rossby number is

defined as the ratio of inertial force to Coriolis force. The formula generally provides an

indication of the importance of rotation of the flow in pipes.

2.3.5 The FPJ is a highly three dimensional flow

As discussed earlier, the flow reversals within the FPJ chamber are caused by the large

recirculation region and the swirl region a short distance downstream from the expansion

face (Nath an et a\.,1998). In addition, the precessing jet is not confined along one axis of

motion. Instead, unlike channel flows, the flow is highly three-dimensional, unsteady and

turbulent. This implies the need for a measurement technique that is able to differentiate

direction in the flow velocity, whilst not disturbing the flow field of interest. This rules

out the use of stationary hot-wire anemometers and pressure probes, which are not able to
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resolve such turbulent flows reliably. Flying hot-wires, although able to resolve such

unsteady flows, are very complex and are difficult to apply to flows within confined

cavities. Laser diagnostic tools such as LDA and PIV are considered to be ideal because

they are non-intrusive, do not suffer from directional ambiguity when measuring flow

velocities @urst, Melling & Whitelaw, 1981; Raffel, Willert & Kompenhans, 1998) and

can be applied to flows within cavities. Further discussion on the use of LDA and PIV is

given in Chapter 3 and in other relevant sections of the thesis.

2.3.6 Use of an MPJ to study the effect of jet precession on mixing

The fluidic PJ nozzle produces an external precession whose frequency is a function of
Reynolds number (Mi & Nathan, 2000). As such, it is not possible to vary the precession

frequency at a given Reynolds number. Schneider, Nathan and Luxton (L992) developed a

mechanical precessing jet (MPJ) which is provided in Figure 2-2. The MPJ is a

mechanical analogue of the FPJ, designed to remove the ambiguity associated with the

change in precession direction and variable emerging jet angles of the naturally precessing

fluidic jet flow. Its primary purpose was to de-couple the effects of Reynolds number

from precession frequency. The MPJ is simply a mechanical jet that is angled at 0 and

rotated at a constant frequency about a geometric axis (Figure 2-2). With the MPJ,

Schneider et aI. (I997a,b) and Nobes (1997) used a Hall effect (magnetic field sensitive)

sensor as a phase reference sensor to measure the phase-averaged flow field of the

externally precessing jet.

The study of the mixing and velocity characteristics of the mechanical precessing jet

dramatically increased the understanding of the turbulent mixing of a well controlled

'precessing' jet. Although Nobes (1997) and Newbold (1997) indicated that the time-

averaged far-field properties of the MPJ and the FPJ flow are relatively similar, they

reasoned that the near field time-averaged structures of both jets are intrinsically different.

This is because, both exit conditions of the instantaneous jets are different. In order to

relate some results of the FPJ flow with the MPJ, the characteristic features of the

instantaneously emerging FPJ flow have to be investigated. Therefore, one aim of this

work is to develop a technique to record information regarding the emerging natural FPJ
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flow at a specific phase and a fixed precession direction. This is further discussed in

Section 2.6.

2.3.7 The proposed measurement solution

The emerging precessing flow is highly three-dimensional and unsteady, with both the exit

angle and precession frequency exhibiting considerable cycle-to-cycle variation. To

complicate matters, the precession direction and flow mode also change intermittently

with time. These flow variations make the flow difficult to study. Laser-based techniques

such as LDA and PIV are used to study the velocity of the flow field since the techniques

are relatively non-intrusive, are fairly accurate and have the ability to resolve the flow

direction. However, the simple application of these techniques will not provide adequate

information of the 'instantaneous' or phase-averaged structure of the flow. The major

variations in the flow (mode, exit angle, precession direction and phase) present in a

naturally precessing fluidic jet nozzle will have to be resolved with the assistance of

external flow sensors so that more instructive information can be obtained from the FPJ

flow with these laser-based techniques. This type of phase averaging technique was used

successfully by Fick, Griffiths and O'Doherty (1997) when studying the precessing vortex

core in swirl burners and also by Fernandes and Heitor (1998) who measured oscillating

flames. However, those techniques did not require the resolution of precession direction

since their flows are well-controlled by artificial means and require only one phase sensor.

In investigating the unsteady FPJ flow, both precession direction and phase information

should be resolved to determine the phase-averaged structure of the jet.

2.4 l't Aim: Phase-averaged flow fÏeld of internal precessing jets

To date, the phase-averaged velocity data of a precessing jet within a large sudden

expansion is not available. This is mainly attributed to a limited probe accessibility and to

the measurement probe disturbing the flow field. Only numerical simulations of the

instantaneous jet have been reported in the literature thus far. Most research has focused

on the time-averaged velocity data within the precessing flow downstream from a sudden

expansion (Rhode, Lilley & Mclaughlin, 1983; Dellenback et a1.,1988). Some numerical

simulations were also conducted of the time-dependent features of a flapping jet within a

23
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suddenly expanded channel with a large expansion ratio (For E=5, 100 < Re¿ < 1000:

Battaglia, Kulkarni, Feng & Merkle, 1997a) or for the precession of a jet in a suddenly

expanded chamber (For E=5, Re¿--105; Guo ¿/ al., 2001). However, there is a need for

more useful experimental data, so that a better physical understanding can be achieved in

these types of flows. In summary, the existing literature does not report on phase-

averaged velocity data of a natually precessing flow inside a duct having a large sudden

expansion ratio. Therefore, the first objective of this thesis is to study the phase-averaged

velocity flow field of an internal precessing jet and to relate the findings to relevant

literature so that a further understanding of the internal precessing jet and possibly its

precession mechanism is reached. In order to increase the probability of the precessing jet

mode for all the phase-averaging experiments, the FPJ with the lip and centrebody

arrangement was used. In addition, the experimental nozzle was designed according to

those FPJ dimensions which are optimised to produce reliable jet precession (Nathan &
Luxton, I992b; lúll, 1992; I{tll et al., 1995).

2.5 2"d Aim: Effect of initial conditions at the FPJ exit plane

George (1989) has shown theoretically that different initial conditions affect the far field

characteristics of a flow. Recently, Mi, Nathan and Nobes (2001) reported differences in

the mixing performance for three types of axisymmetric turbulent jet nozzles, in order of

largest to smallest: a sharp-edged orifice, a smooth contraction and a long straight pipe.

They postulated that differences in the mixing rate for each nozzle is dependent on the

underlying turbulent structures present in each jet. Mi and Nathan (2000) demonstrated

that for the FPJ flow, there are frequency and Strouhal number differences using an inlet

flow produced by a sharp-edged orifice and that produced by a smooth contraction.

Recently, Iæe, Lanspeary, Nathan, Kelso and Mi (2001) used a triangular sharp-edged

orifice in a chamber and lip (Ch-L) configuration to generate flow precession over a wider

range of geometric configurations than is possible for a circular inlet flow. These

investigations provide a strong motivation to examine the effects of initial conditions on

the velocity distributions of the emerging FPJ flow. Knowledge of these velocity

distributions is important in deducing the relative strength of the mixing mechanisms in

the near field of the precessing jet due to varying initial conditions. Thus, the second
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objective of this thesis will use LDA and PIV techniques to quantitatively examine this

lssue.

2.6 3"d Aim: The structure and characteristic of the external FPJ flow

Newbold, Nobes, Alwahabi, Nathan and Luxton (1995) conducted preliminary

autocorrelation Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in the external FPJ flow using a

chamber-lip-centrebody (Ch-L-CB) arrangement. The experiment was conducted in water

using a continuous wave laser light sheet modulated by an acousto-optic modulator. The

large out-of-plane components present in the external flow field could not be adequately

resolved by their PIV system and the resulting vector fields, especially in the near field,

were of limited use. However, there were some indications of axial reverse flows in the

outer parts of the flow where the out-of-plane motions were less significant. Nobes er ¿/.

(2OO2) continued the investigation of the external flow field in air using double-pulsed

Nd:YAG lasers and a standard PIV camera (with frame-straddling capabilities). He

presented a clearer PIV result of the time-averaged flow field in the near and transition

regions of a FPJ with a chamberlip-centrebody configuration in an unpublished internal

report (Nobes et a1.,2002). The time-averaged results enabled the overall spread angle to

be determined for each flow case and also showed the position of the axial velocity 'elbow

point' identified also by Parham (2000) who measured concentration distributions using

Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF). The term "elbow point" will be renamed as

'flow convergence point' in this thesis since it is based on a more accurate description of

the flow occurring at that location (see Section 6.1). Newbold et aI. (1995) and Nobes ¿r

al. (2OO2) reported on instantaneous and time-averaged results obtained in the external FPJ

flow. However, neither authors resolved the phase or the precession direction of the

naturally precessing jet. Some of their information were useful insomuch as they provided

an overall time-averaged velocity field of the FPJ and higher order velocity statistics.

Schneider et at. (I997a) identified two main regions of flows in the external flow-field of

an MPJ using 3C-LDA and a phase-averaging technique. The first region is where the

phase-averaged reverse flow occurs (x/d,<6). The other region is where the phase-

averaged jet approaches an axisymmetric flow (x/d"å). Again, these regions could not

have been observed by the time-averaged PIV data reported by Newbold et al.(1995) and
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Nobes et aI. (2O02) for a FPJ nozzle flow since their techniques could not resolve phase

differences in the flow.

Measurirtg the phase-locked and/or directionally resolved external precessing flow is
important because it allows the finer details of the mechanism responsible for the

"enhanced" mixing of the jet to be examined. As a third objective, this thesis will report

on the development and the use of phase-average LDA and PIV techniques to examine the

external flow field of a naturally precessing jet.

2.7 4"d Aim: Effect of Reynolds number on the external FpJ flow

Thus far research on the FPJ nozzle has focused on the frequency characteristics of the

nozzle by varying Reynolds number and various geometric dimensions. However, no

research has examined the effect of Reynolds number on the velocity field just

downstream from the FPJ exit plane and whether the external flow renders a Reynolds

number-independent state. Therefore, the fourth objective of this work is to study the

effect of varying Reynolds number on the near external FPJ flow field.

2.8 sth Aim: Formulating an emerging Strouhal number

The Strouhal number, ,St, of the jet emerging from a naturally precessing fluidic jet nozzle

cannot be directly determined from the physical geometry of the nozzle. Despite such a

limitation, various ways of defining an appropriate Sl were previously proposed. The

Strouhal number of a jet is generally defined as the product of a characteristic frequency

(fl and a length scale (/) divided by a characteristic velocity (ø):

$=Í!
u

F,quation 2-l

Nathan (1988) defined a Strouhal number to charactenze the internal flow using various

scaling paraÍieters. This study was for a fixed chamber length without a centrebody. He

found that the Strouhal number, Slr, that provides the best collapse of his experimental

data is given by the characteristic precession frequency (fp), step height (ft) and the

velocity based on the inlet (u¡), as follows:
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F,quation 2-2
ui

Hill et al. (1995) proposed that a Strouhal number, Slz based on a point source of jet

momentum flux (M) and a characteristic length scale (Dl) was more appropriate to give a

coûtmon curve for various sudden expansion ratios having a long duct configuration.

Their equation is:

st, =!-'h

SI

where,

Sr

* =lo,*?

Equation 2-3

Equation 2-5

r, .,[po

JM

a

2

Equation 2-4

where,

pdensity of fluid, d=inlet diameter and ø¡=þulk inlet velocity.

Guo ¿t at. (200L) recently reported that a characteristic frequency A in the form of either a

flapping frequency, ,Â or a precessing frequency, fp caî be used to partly define a

generalised Strouhal number, Sl: based on the concept of Stz. This Strouhal number can

be extended to cases where the downstream geometry is non-circular and/or the incidence

of "flapping occurs in a specific direction in a quasi two-dimensional fashion" (Guo et aI.

2001). It can be written as follows:

r
JM

0.5

Where Fl refers to the normal direction to the flapping and D is the width of the flapping

direction. Guo et al. (2O0L) further generalised this equation to other types of sudden

expansion flows for varying expansion ratios. Their equation is as follows:

cE^ fdsfo
ui

Equation 2-6
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where,

C=coefficient

.E=diametral expansion ratio, D/d

n=exponent which relates the sensitivity of the precession frequency to E.

The table of coefficients and exponents are reproduced from Guo et al. (2O0I) and are

given in Table 2-1.

Kelso (2001) proposed an alternative definition of Strouhal number based on empirical

data and on estimating the strength of the vortex for a given inlet flow velocity. Kelso's

(2001) model does not account for chamber length and Reynolds number and his model

will not be valid near to D/h4.6 since the calculated Strouhal number will approach an

infinite value. Despite these limitations, his results are still comparable with the

experimental data of Hill et al. (1995) for a long downstream chamber. The Strouhal

number, Sl5 based on a driving vortex model for a RepIx105 is

Equation 2-7

Most of the description of Strouhal number has thus far used the inlet velocity, z¡ (inlet

velocity defined by the time-averaged core velocity from a contoured nozzle inlet) or u¿

(the bulk inlet velocity either from a calibrated flowmeter reading or from the integration

of the axial velocity distribution in the radial direction at the jet inlet) and a characteristic

length based on the geometry of the chamber. However, those parameters describe the jet

within the FPJ chamber, but may not be adequate to describe the turbulent mixing

downstream from the exit plane of the FPJ nozzle. Mi and Nathan (2000) used analytical

methods to develop an alternative Strouhal number to describe the external flow from an

FPJ nozzle based on a shape factor and characteristic velocity of the emerging flow. They

acknowledged that these variables are 'difficult to measure by experiment' and suggested
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that a Strouhal number, Slr be in the following form for a good collapse of different

experimental data onto a general line:

L
d6

\+n2

Sr
Equation 2-8

where,

Z=chamber length,

d=dtatneter of inlet, and

tt r,n2 = experimentally determined exponents.

They stated that nßL and nz)I and needed to be determined from experiments and

suggested that nttnz=2 was a reasonable approximation. Their results show a strong

relationship between Slø and the chamber length, L, of FPJ nozzles. However, their

analytical approach was limited by the availability of velocity data at the exit plane of the

FPJ nozzle. Thus, in the search for an appropriate Strouhal number for the emerging

precessing jet, a few questions remain. These include: 'What are the characteristic

frequency, velocity and shape profile of the emerging jet and, once determined, what are

the best methods to characterise this jet?'.

Therefore, the final objective of this thesis is to formulate an exit Strouhal number for the

external precessing jet so that the turbulent flow downstream from the FPJ nozzle can be

better described. A variety of geometric length scales based on the shape of the emerging

jet will be tested, as well as a characteristic velocity obtained from the phase-averaged

LDA and PIV measurements. The final result will be of interest to researchers modeling

the turbulent downstream mixing of the FPJ (Smith, Nathan & Dally, 2003) and to the

study of the FPJ flow with coal particulates (Birzer, 2002).
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2.9 Summary of the thesis objectives

In summary, the five major objectives of this thesis are

to study the phase-averaged velocity flow field of the internal precessing jet and to

relate the findings to relevant literature so that a better understanding of the

precession mechanism can be achieved,

a to study the effect which initial conditions have on the external FPJ flow field,

to obtain a phase-averaged structure of the external precessing jet by means of
LDA and PIV techniques in conjunction with external sensors which can

discriminate the major variations of the flow (mode, precession direction and

phase) present in a naturally precessing fluidic jetnozzle,

to study the effect of Reynolds number on the external precessing jet flow, and

to formulate a new Strouhal number for the external precessing jet based on a

characteristic shape factor of the emerging jet and an exit velocity obtained by a

phase-averaged PIV technique so that the flow downstream from the FPJ nozzle

can be better described than current Strouhal numbers based solely on conditions at

the inlet plane.

o

a
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Figure 2-1: Perspex-wire model of the conjectured flow topology from flow visualisation studies
(Nathan,1988).
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Figure 2-22 l¡ schematic diagram of a mechanical precessing jet (MPD nozzle (Schneider' 1997).
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Chapter 3: Experimental apparatus and techniques

Chapter 2 has identified the difficulties associated with measuring velocities of the internal

and external precessing jet flow of a FPJ nozzle. In measuring flow velocities accurately

and without intruding on the flow, use of laser diagnostic tools, such as laser-Doppler

anemometry (LDA) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) were identified to be more

advantageous than mechanical probes such as stationary hot-wire and pitot probes. This

chapter describes how these techniques are used to measure the velocity within and in the

near field flow of the FPJ nozzle.

Section 3.1 introduces some important length and time scales issues which are referred to

in this thesis. These allow the limits of each measurement technique with respect to

various fluid mechanical scales to be quantified. Section 3.2 introduces the experimental

FPJ nozzles used in the present experiments based on designs that optimise jet precession.

It also describes the use of an upstream flow conditioner used to produce a well-defined

flow into the FPJ nozzle. Section 3.3 presents details of a technique to measure the

precession frequency for various inlet conditions. Section 3.4 outlines the LDA technique

used to measure the flow velocity within the nozzle chamber and in the near emerging

field of the FPJ nozzle. The phase-averaging techniques using a pitot probe is also

described. Section 3.5 introduces the digital PIV technique, which allowed complete

vector field to be obtained within the measurement plane. By itself, PIV was primarily

used to examine the instantaneous and time-averaged flow field of the external precessing

jet. Section 3.6 describes a novel phase-and-precession-direction resolved PIV technique

to conditionally select data only within a naffow range of the abovementioned parameters.

This allows the phase-averaged jet structure of the external precessing jet to be resolved in

greater detail when precession direction was accounted for. Data in the transverse and

longitudinal planes were collected for one flow condition. To complete the understanding

of the emerging flow structure, details of the boundary conditions at the nozzle centrebody

are required. This leads to section 3.7 which describes a qualitative surface flow

visualisation technique performed on the downstream face of the FPJ centrebody.
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3.1 Preliminaries

A fluid measurement device becomes useful only if it is able to adequately resolve the

relevant fluid flow scales of interest, which are dependent on the apparatus used. Another

point of clarification is the various means in which the Reynolds number is defined. This

issue has been the source of several discrepancies reported in the literature. Thus, the aims

of this section are firstly, to introduce the types of kinematic fluid scales, secondly to

explore the ways to measure them and thirdly to clarify the best types of variables used for

non-dimensionalising the Reynolds number for the present work.

3.1.1 Types of fluid scales

Hinze (1975) describes the 3 major fluid flow scales associated with the kinematic

motions and structure of a flow. These scales are named, in decreasing order of size, the

Integral scale, the Dissipative scale (or Taylor microscale) and the Kolmogorov scale. We

can further define each scale by its size in space (spatial scale) and its time-dependent

motions (temporal scales). The notation for these scales are summarised in Table 3-1,

where subscript 'E' represents a Eulerian (non-moving) frame of reference,'f and'g'

represent measurements in the longitudinal (streamwise) and transverse (cross-stream)

directions respectively. Hinze (1975) explained that these scales are dependent on the size

of the flow. He classified 4 major types of flow scenarios, namely:

"isotropic turbulence", which can be observed far downstream from a grid,

"homogeneous, shear-flow turbulence", which is a 'theoretical' flow scenario that

occurs in a flow with a constant velocity gradient,

"free turbulent shear flows", as occur in jet and wake flows, and

"wall bounded turbulent shear flows", as occur in pipe flows, or the flow near the

surface of an object.

Further details of each type of flow scenario can be found in Hinze (1975). For more

specific aspects of each subject, the reader is referred, for instance, to G.I. Taylor (1935)

a

a
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on the statistical theory of turbulence, Schlichting and Gersten (2000) on boundary layer

theory, Rajaratnam (1976) on turbulent jets and Abramovich (1963) on the theory of
turbulent jets. The following paragraphs summarise the derivation of the integral,

dissipative and Kolmogorov scales.

3.1.1.1 Integral scale

The integral length scale ,,1 is a measure of the longest distance that can be correlated

between two measuring points in a given flow field. The degree of spatial correlation

tends towards zero as the distance between 2 points approaches infinity. Alternatively,

this correlation approaches unity as the separation approaches zero. This is expressed

mathematically as:

L!=!*n*t Equation 3-1
0

for spatial correlation in the stream-wise direction (x-axis) and

Ir, = !drg(r) Equation 3-2
0

for spatial correlation in the cross-stream (r-axis) direction

The above equations are illustrated for the stream-wise case (indicated by subsript /).
There are two types of correlation curyes, presented in Figure 3-1. In the first type (I), the

values may monotonously decrease to zero, while in the second (tr), these values decrease

in an oscillating fashion. The latter is typical of turbulent oscillating flows, but, Hinze

(1975) suggested that it cannot be used with the equation for the integral scale defined

earlier. The vertical axis is the degree of correlation normalised by the maximum value at

æ0, while the horizontal axis refers to the correlation scale, which in this case is the

separation distance between the two measurement points. For the monotonously

decreasing graph, the representative integral length is simply the value given by summing

the area under the curve (solid line). Although this length scale is only applicable to a

homogeneous flow field, it is often a good first approximation for most turbulent flows.

Such an evaluation is discussed in Section 4.6.2 for the internal FPJ flow.
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3.1.1.2 Dissipative scale

Hinze (1975) described the dissipative scale ),, as a measure of the dimensions of same

intensity eddies producing the same dissipation as the turbulence encountered in a flow.

Edwards (1937) alternatively defined it as the time required for the flow to change by one

standard deviation. In summary, it is a measure of the average eddy size that are mainly

responsible for dissipation in the fluid. Dissipation in a fluid can be thought of as the

transfer of mechanical energy by viscous forces into heat energy. This microscale (or

dissipation length scale) can be estimated by considering the graph in Figure 3-1 again.

We can obtain the dissipative length scale by a Taylor series approximation of the

correlation function, say f(r) (see Hinze 1975, p.41). Thus,/(r) can be approximated by:

2

fQ) =r-+Ar
Equation 3-3

This expression defines a parabola (dotted line) with a vertex at rcO and ft|, where it

osculates (or coincides tangentially) with the correlation curve (solid line). The dissipative

scale in the streamwise direction, )ç,can then be found from the intersection of the

parabola with the r-axis. Again this approximation is valid for a homogeneous flow.

3.1.1.3 Kolmogorov scale

According to classical turbulence theory, kinetic energy of a flow is dissipated at the

Kolmogorov scale (Kolmogorov, 1941). In other words, the Kolmogorov scale occurs in

the flow regime where the supply of total energy to the eddies balances the dissipation rate

of these eddies. The size of these Kolmogorov eddies can be estimated as

Equation 3-4

and their characteristic time scale is

/- =[

tk Equation 3-5
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or more conveniently expressed as a velocity in

u* =(ve)t'o Equation3-6

and vis the kimatic viscosity of the fluid. In order to describe the Kolmogorov length and

time scales, the dissipation term e, is evaluated from

u'' u''
e = IJV; ='JUVT , Equation 3-Z

^'s 
/u I

where the subscripts "f and g again correspond to the longitudinal (streamwise) and

transverse (cross-stream) directions respectively, and z' is the root-mean-square (r.m.s.)

of the measured velocities.

3.1.1.4 Time scales

The derivation for the Eulerian time scales for both the integral time scale and the

dissipative time scale, 4 is analogous to their corresponding length scales. In this case, the

correlation is calculated for a time series of data measured at a single point in space. The

result obtained is plotted as a function of the autocorrelation coefficient R¿(t) with respect

to a horizontal time scale t (similar shape to the graphs in Figure 3-1). This coefficient is

normalised by the maximum value at n0. The Eulerian integral time scale is obtained by

integrating the area under the R¿(t) curve. Likewise, the Eulerian dissipative time scales

are obtained by the osculation (or the tangential coincidence of two curves) of the

approximated Taylor series parabola with R¿(t) at t=0 and obtaining the time scale based

on the intersection of the parabola with the f-axis.

3.1.1.5 Relationship between length and time scales

Hinze (1975) summaried the relationship between the Eulerian time and Eulerian length

scales for the integral and dissipative scales as:

/t, =UT" Equation 3-8

for integral scales and
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'1, =ucu Equation 3-9

for dissipative scales.

These equation involved the use of Taylor's hypothesis which assumes that:

o the flow is isotropic and homogeneous,

o the mean velocity in the flow field is either stationary or quasi-stationary, and

the velocity fluctuation is very small compared with the mean velocity.

In summary, sections 3.1.1.1 to 3.1.1.5 stated some approximate analytic equations to

estimate the length and time scales within a fluid if Taylor's hypothesis is applicable.

3.1.1.6 Other types of approximation

Hong and Chen (1997) evaluated three ways of estimating the above mentioned scales and

applied it in an enclosed turbulent environment, such as in an engine cylinder test cell.

The first method was to obtain correlation information directly from the flow described in

Sections 3.1.1.1 and3.I.I.2 by using two velocimeters to measure the flow. The second

method is based on inferring the length scales from measurements of the single point time

autocorrelation function and using Taylor's hypothesis to estimate the length and time

scales (Section 3.1.1.5). The third method estimates the scales based on turbulence

models (e.g. k-e model). They derived dissipation (Taylor's length scale) and integral

length scales as a function of kinematic viscosity v and r.m.s. velocity fluctuations a'

using specific empirical constants relevant to their type of flow. They also assumed that

their turbulent flow was isotropic. They concluded that the indirect length scale estimates

(second method) give wrong results and incorrect magnitudes because Taylor's hypothesis

is unsuitable for an unsteady turbulent flow field. Hong and Chen (1997) recommended

that for an accurate assessment of these length scales in highly turbulent flow fields, direct

measurements using two point correlation techniques are required (first method). Since,

these measurements could not be done due to equipment limitations, an assessment using

o
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the second method was done in Section 4,6.2 whereby the integral time scales within the

FPJ nozzle using single point autocorrelation techniques were estimated.

3.1.1.7 Nyquist criterion

The above definitions can be used to estimate the resolution required to resolve a given

flow scale. The measurement volume should satisfy the Nyquist criterion by being at least

half as small as the smallest scale studied and twice as fast as the smallest scale studied.

In the study of turbulence, it is not unusual to have both large scale and small scale

structures simultaneously present within the region of interest. In light of this, the

measurement system should be capable of resolving the velocities of both small scale as

well as large scale structures adequately. In other words, the system must have a large

"bandwidth" or "dynamic range". The dynamic range of a measurement system was

defined in broad terms by Adrian (1997) as the ratio of the largest scale measured to the

smallest scale measured. These definitions are used to assess the resolution of each

technique after the measurement details have been described. Specifically, the resolution

issues for the LDA technique can be found in section 3.4.L.4, and that of the PIV in
Section 3.5.1.2.

3.1.1.8 Definition of Reynolds number

The Reynolds number Re, is generally defined as:

Re
UL

v
Equation 3-10

where U refers to a characteristic velocity, L a characteristic length and v the kinematic

viscosity of the fluid. Their S.I. units are m/s, m and m2ls respectively. In the literature,

R¿ is normally defined relative to the source of momentum generation. For instance, it
may be used to describe the jet characteristics at the exit plane of a free turbulent jet, or

that of a suddenly expanded flow. Consider the present case of defining an appropriate

velocity for the flow from an inlet into a sudden expansion. Variables such as a bulk mean

velocity (u¡), a bulk measured velocity (uø), a time-averaged centreline velocity (uò and a

spatially averaged core velocity have been reported in the literature. These values differ

between inlet types. Bulk mean velocity, n¡, is obtained by performing a volume
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integration of the ensemble averaged velocity distribution across the jet exit plane. The

bulk measured velocity, uø, can be determined rapidly from inJine measuring devices,

such as a flowmeter. In contrast to the above, time-averaged centreline velocity is the

ensemble-averaged velocity taken at one location in the jet centre at the exit plane over

some time. Lastly, the spatially averaged core velocity is a special case of the bulk mean

velocity whereby a partial velocity distribution in the vicinity of the centreline of a

uniform jet is volume averaged.

As an example, the time-averaged centreline velocity of a flow at the exit plane produced

by a contoured nozzle will be quite similar to the bulk mean velocity measured by a

flowmeter upstream of the jet exit plane, since the velocity distribution is fairly uniform

across the jet core. In contrast, the time-averaged centreline velocity of a flow produced at

the end of a long pipe will be much higher than the bulk measured velocity obtained by the

integration of the measured velocity distribution just upstream of the jet exit plane. In

order to compare results from various experiments, it is important to define a common

characteristic velocity to describe the flow well. It was decided to use the bulk mean

velocity or the bulk measured velocity as the normalising parameter for all flows that

departed from a uniform velocity distribution. This is especially useful in comparing the

different inlets flows in Chapter 5. To a first approximation, the time-averaged or

spatially averaged centreline velocity of the flow produced by a contoured nozzle can be

taken to be the same as the bulk mean or measured velocity. These approximations and

conversions will apply to data obtained from the literature and used herein.

Several length scales to describe the condition of a particular flow are also reported widely

in the literature. For instance, a jet diameter dfor a free jet, the channel width for a2-D

sudden expansion (either an inlet width ht or the downstream width hù,the step height (/t)

for a single backward facing step flow, or more generally, the boundary layer thickness (ó)

of the jet shear layer at separation. Although the boundary layer thickness áis a preferred

choice, not many researchers report this value.

In most cases, the fluid properties such as the fluid density and dynamic viscosity are not

reported in the literature. Therefore, the assumption is made that all the experiments that
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did not report on these fluid properties were conducted at standa¡d room temperature (2lo

C) and pressure (101325 Pa or 1 atm), unless stated otherwise.
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3.2 Experimentalnozzles and flow conditioning

This section provides a description of the 9 experimental FPJ nozzles used for the various

experiments and also of the details of the upstream flow conditioner used for the smooth

contraction inlet and the sharp-edged orifice type inlet.

3.2,1 Experimental nozzles

As discussed in section2.3, the design of the FPJ nozzles is based on the specifications

proposed by Hill, Nathan and Luxton (1992) and Hill (1992) for reliable jet precession.

Three different inlet conditions combined with three alternative ways of arranging the FPJ

chamber gives a total of nine configurations selected to be studied. Table 3-2 summarises

these nine arrangements and defines the notation associated with each configuration. Of

these nine, the Chamber-Lip-Centrebody (Ch-L-CB) configuration was chosen for further

studies because its inlet flow is uniform and well-defined, and the configuration provides

reliable jet precession. Figure 3-2 gives the important dimensional details of this nozzLe.

3.2.2 Flow conditioning

Unless great care is taken, the inlet fluid from a supply hose may contain embedded swirl

and a biased velocity distribution. In order to overcome this, Bradshaw and Pankhurst

(1964) proposed the use of a flow conditioner to remove residual upstream swirl, to reduce

the turbulence intensity level of the flow and to make the flow at the inlet uniform.

Relevant literature regarding the design of low speed wind tunnels can also be found in

Mehta and Bradshaw (1979). For these reasons, a flow conditioner was used upstream

from the smooth contraction or plate orifice inlets employed in the present experiments. It

consisted of a development pipe, a small angle diffuser, a honeycomb section, a series of

screens, a short post-screen development length and a smooth contraction.

Figure 3-3 shows the details of the flow conditioning facility. A development pipe for the

conditioner of length equal to approximately 16 internal diameters was connected to a

90mm long diffuser (with an inner diameter of 35.66mm) having an included angle of 9.1o

and an area ratio of 2.1. The end of the diffuser opened out to a chamber with a diameter
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of 50.0mm. This diffuser was designed to alleviate flow separations, following the

recommendations from Meht a (197 6).

Bradshaw and Pankhurst (1964) suggested the use of a flow straightener positioned after

the diffuser to reduce the lateral mean velocity variations and to remove any swirl that

might be present. Following their recornmendations, an aluminium honeycomb section

with each cell having a nominal length-to-diameter ratio of 12, followed immediately after

the diffuser. A further reduction in turbulence level was achieved by the placement of a
screen just after the honeycomb section as suggested by Loehrke and Nagib (1976). The

other function of this screen was to mechanically secure the honeycomb in position.

Following Bradshaw and Pankhurst (1964), a further series of five equally spaced screens

with a wire diameter of 0.355mm and an open ratio of 6lVo followed immediately after the

honeycomb section. The use of such screens were reported by MacPhail (1940) to reduce

the turbulence intensity and to improve the uniformity of the flow. However, Grant and

Nisbet (1957) found that the flow behind grid screens is inhomogeneous. Thus, a

contraction based on the guidelines of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin (1966), following a post-

screen development section, was used to further improve the isotropy of the exiting flow.

The post-screen development region had a length equivalent to 280 screen wire diameters.

This distance is long enough to ensure that the turbulence generated behind the screens has

attenuated before the flow enters into the contraction (Batchelor & Shaw, L944). Klein

and Ramjee (1973) studied the importance of various parameters, such as contour shapes,

nozzle-length-to-inlet-diameter ratios and contraction ratios (that is, the ratio of the

contraction diameter at the inlet to the diameter at the outlet). They concluded that the

contraction ratio had the greatest influence on the turbulence intensity produced at the

outlet. Following their recommendations and design suggestions from Morel (1975), a

contoured nozzle, having a 5th order polynomial profile having zero-derivative-end-

conditions and a contraction area ratio of 10.03, was used for the present experiments.

Ramjee and Hussain (1976) provides further information regarding the optimisation of

contraction ratios.
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3.3 Frequency measurements

Frequency measurements were carried out on the FPJ chamber for varying Reynolds

numbers using a hollow tube with a beveled end that was connected to a pressure

transducer via a short length of plastic tubing. The signal was fed into a Hewlett Packard

356654 Dynamic Signal Analyzer for immediate processing of the frequency spectrum.

Three different inlet conditions and various FPJ arrangements used for this parametric

study (Table 3-1). The purpose was to investigate the influence of Reynolds number on

the precession frequency for various inlet types (Section 5.10). These measurements were

conducted at the Turbulence, Energy and Combustion (TEC) Laboratory of the University

of Adelaide, South Australia, Australia.

3.3.L Experimental arrangement

A typical experimental arrangement is presented in Figure 3-4 fot the case of the flow

conditioner and orifice plate. The whole rig was mounted horizontally and secured to a

firm base. Connection between the Fisher and Porter flow meter and the rig was via a 3 m

long flexible pipe hose. The combination of a 1" variable area flow meter (Fischer &

Porrer FP-I-27-G-10) with a float (model 1-27-GNSVGT-6S) gave a nominal flow rate of

43.54 -3/h. for a IOOTo reading for air at OoC and 1013mbar. The accuracy in reading the

flowmeter was +IVo. A pressure gauge with a maximum rating of 250kPa was positioned

downstream from the flow meter so that pressure corrections can be made to the flow

meter readings. The room temperature was approximately 2IoC and the temperature of

the air emerging from the FPJ inlet plane was measured to be 20.8oC. Considering the

likelihood of room temperature fluctuations, all the compressed air properties were

evaluated at2loc based on the air emerging from the FPJ exit plane.

3.3.2 Pressure transducer

The pressure transducer used for the frequency measurements was an R.S. Ultra low

Differential Pressure Sensor (Stock No.395-263) with a sensitivity of 2mYtPa over a 5

Volts range. It had a documented frequency response time of lms (R.S. Electronics,

Igg4), which is more than adequate to resolve the2IIz to 10 Hz frequency range of jet
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precession. One end of the pressure transducer was connected to a 300mm length of
plastic tubing, whose other end was fitted to a hollow aluminium tube of internal diameter

3mm, with a 45 degrees-beveled-end facing upstream and inserted about 10mm inside the

FPJ chamber as illustrated in Figure 3-4. This choice was based on testing the sensitivity

of the probes in various orientations: upstream, downstream, tangential (clockwise or

counter-clockwise) (see Figure 3-5). Figure 3-6 shows that the detection of the precession

frequency is insensitive to the orientation of the probe. However, the upstream facing

probe was finally selected as it gave the most direct response to a corresponding pressure

pulse caused by each precession cycle. The probe was azimuthally located between the

centrebody support posts and positioned along the wall between the centrebody and the

exit lip (Figure 3-4). This location was found to be ideal in measuring the pressure

pulsations associated with each precession cycle (see also Nathan et aI. (1998) for pressure

locations in a FPJ nozzle without a centrebody).

3.3.3 Experimental procedure and conditions

A total of three experimental arrangements were adopted. One arrangement was required

for the pipe inlet case, for which the FPJ chamber, a pipe adapter and a long pipe of 63

internal diameters were used. The inlet flow rates were varied by adjusting the air supply

tap upstream from the flow meter. Several flow rates over a moderate range of Reynolds

numbers were investigated and these are summarised in Table 5-7. For each experimental

condition, a Hewlett Packard 35665A Dynamic Signal Analyzer was programmed to

average the frequency spectrum over several hundred precession cycles until a steady

mean frequency peak was obtained. The results were recorded and the procedure was

repeated for all the other conditions and inlet arrangements. These results are mainly

presented in Section 5.10.
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3.4 Laser-Doppler anemometry

Laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA) is a well established laser diagnostic tool commonly

used to measure the velocity of a seeded flow at a single point in space. Several review

articles and textbooks have been written about the subject. For example, review articles

were written by George (1975), Bates (1977) and Adrian (1986a) and textbooks were

written by Greated and Durrani (1977), Drain (1980), Durst et al. (1981) and Adrian

(1933). The application of LDA to fluid mechanics was first described by Yeh and

Cummins (1964) who measured in a fully developed laminar pipe flow in water. Since

that time, much progress has been made to refine the technique in more complex flows

such as in rotating machinery (e.g. Glas, Forstner, Kuhn & Jaberg, 2000) and in high

speed flows (e.g. in supersonic flows by Baroth and Holt (1983)). The application of LDA

to rotating flows such as in swirl burners and mechanically precessing jet flows is also

widely reported in the literature. For instance, Loader and Thew (L975), Altgeld, Jones,

and rWilhelmi (1983), Dellenback et al. (1988), Carvalho and Heitor (1996) andBick et al.

(1997) used LDA to measure swirling flows, while Schneider et al. (L997a) used it to

measure in mechanically rotated precessing jet flows.

3,4.1 Overview of the technique

This section begins by discussing the benefits and limitations in using the LDA technique

(Section 3.4.1.1). It also introduces the basic components (Section 3.4.I.2) and the

relevant equations (Section 3.4.I.3) used to define the spatial and dynamic resolutions of

the LDA probe volume (Section 3.4.1.4). In addition, the importance of flow seeding is

discussed in Section 3.4.1.5 since this technique is greatly dependent on resolving the

reflections from the seed particles which have been assumed to follow the fluid flow. In

addition, issues of probe beam accessibility are also discussed in Section 3.4.1.6 when

measuring within a confined nozzle, along with a short review of phase-averaged

measurements conducted in flows where a continual flow precession motion is present

(Section 3.4.I.7). The final sections provide a summary of the calibration uncertainties

(Section 3.4.1.3) and systematic errors (Section 3.4.1.9) associated with the LDA

technique.
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3.4.1.1 Advantages and limitations of LDA

The use of a non-intrusive probe, such as LDA, to measure flow velocities within the FpJ

chamber in air is preferred over mechanical probes such as hot-wire anemometers and

pitot probes. Firstly, mechanical probes are physically intrusive on the flow and are

known to affect the basic flow structure within the FPJ chamber as demonstrated by

Nathan (1988). In his thesis, he observed the wall surface flow patterns within a short

suddenly expanded chamber with a slender rod inserted part way into the nozzle was

markedly different from the surface patterns without the insertion. In contrast, the use of a

measurement volume constructed from a pair of intersecting light beams (i.e. an LDA
probe volume), will not interfere with the flow at all (Durst et at. I98l). This is provided

the flow seeding does not affect the flow. Secondly, some single-point mechanical probes,

such as stationary hot-wire anemometers are not able to resolve flow direction in highly

turbulent flows (Perry, 1982). In contrast, Durst et al. (1981) reported that directional

ambiguity can be eliminated in LDA by applying a phase shift to one of the beams.

Thirdly, Durst et al. (L981) mentioned that the signals produced by an LDA system are

essentially linear and the instrument is calibrated just before use and remains calibrated

throughout the experiment. This is in contrast to hot-wire anemometry, which not only

produces a nonlinear relationship with the actual flow velocity but, as pointed out by

Perry (1982), needs to be calibrated often due to instrument drift over time. Fourthly,

compared with planar techniques such as PIV, LDA has a better spatial resolution and

more accurately measures the true velocities in a flow. For instance, the LDA probe

dimension for the green beam pair employed in this thesis is l.64x}.l7x0.17mm3

compared to a typical probe volume dimension of 4x4x1.5mm3 for the PIV when

measuring over a common flow region. A relatively larger probe volume results in poorer

spatial resolution, especially in regions of high velocity gradients, such as across a shear

layer. This issue will be dealt with in more detail in Section 5.3.1.

Despite its advantages, LDA also has its limitations. Firstly, it is a single-point measuring

technique so that data can only be obtained at any one point in space. This implies that

velocity measurements over a larger region cannot be obtained simultaneously.

Alternative techniques that overcome this limitation include planar and volumetric laser

diagnostic tools such as particle image velocimetry (PIV) and holographic PIV. However,
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the sampling frequency of LDA is far superior to conventional planar and volumetric laser

diagnostic tools. Durst et al. (I98I) suggested that the data sampling frequency (fi) of an

LDA system is typically around 2OO0 }Jz, but can go higher in some cases depending on

the seeding density in the flow. This is an advantage over planar or volumetric laser

diagnostic techniques (such as PIV and holographic PIV), since time-resolved

measurements can be obtained easily. However, LDA has a poorer frequency response

and a larger probe volume than hot-wires. The other limitation of LDA is the effect of

velocity bias associated with the non-random arrival times of the particles into the LDA

probe volume. Consequently, various corrective schemes are usually applied to account

for the velocity bias associated with non-uniform seeding. These are discussed in Section

3.4.r.9.

3.4.1.2 Basic LDA components

Figure 3-7 shows a schematic diagram of the main components of a two-component LDA

system. For the sake of brevity, an LDA system measuring one component of velocity

will be described here. This system is made up of a light source, various optical

components to transmit and receive light, photo-detectors, monochromatic filters and

signal processing systems.

The light source is a continuous wave laser that is monochromatic, coherent, linearly

polarised and has a low beam divergence. The beam is split into two by means of beam

splitters and later crossed at the region of measurement to form an interference pattern

made up of a series of light and dark bands as described by Rudd (1969) in his LDA

"interference fringe" model. Since Rudd's (1969) model is not the only model in the

literature to describe the laser-Doppler concept, it is used here for illustrative purposes to

simplify the description of LDA working principles. The interference pattern is usually

ellipsoidal in shape and is called the LDA probe volume (Figure 3-8). When a light-

reflecting particle within the fluid moves through a light band, a bright flash is produced.

In contrast, minimal light signal is produced when the particle moves through a dark band.

Hence, when the particle moves through the probe volume, a series of flashes

corresponding to its movement is produced. The scattered light from these flashes are
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recorded through receiving optics which are appropriately focused to collect light from the

probe volume.

For a 2-component LDA system, monochromatic filters are used to discriminate the

signals for respective photo-detectors. The photo-detector, which in most cases is a photo-

multiplier (PM), amplifies and converts these light signals into electrical signals. The

electrical signals produced are sent to the signal processing system where they are later

converted into velocity values by calibration constants defined earlier by the optical

system.

By itself, this arrangement does not tell us which direction the particles are traveling

through the probe volume. In order to resolve flow direction a frequency shift can be

introduced to one or both beams. Suzuki and Hioki (1967) used a moving grating to

induce a phase shift in one of the beams. However, Durst et al. (1981) explained that in

moving gratings, the use of higher shift frequencies up to 3MFIz are not efficient and are

highly unstable. Therefore, this technique was only limited to low velocity flows. As

such, researchers such as Drain and Moss (1972) and Durão and Whitelaw (1975)

employed electro-optic techniques in LDA to measure in high velocity and turbulent

flows. They reported that the use of an electro-optic Bragg cell, allowed phase shifts of up

to 4OMFIZ to be achieved. The present investigation used such a Bragg Cell for frequency

shifting.

3.4.1.3 Fundamental equations

Durst et al. (1981) provide great detail of the fundamental principles and equations

underlying the LDA technique. Therefore, this section only summarises the main

concepts behind LDA. The basic equation used to describe a frequency shift from a

moving body by a stationery detector can be stated as @urst et a1.,1981, p.82):

vo =2Lû n Equation 3-ll

where,

v o = Measured frequency dffirence
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v o = Frequency of light source

c =Velocity of light

tn=fluidvelocity

When an additional frequency shift (used to remove directional ambiguity) is added to

equation 3-11, we have the following relationship:

It
v,+vD=2!n1Û,+Û n)c

Equation 3-12

where,

v, =Frequency shift

U, = Fringevelocity.

3.4.1.4 Spatial resolution of the LDA probe volume

Figure 3-9 shows the relationship describing the various parameters that characterise an

LDA probe volume. The following equations taken from Durst et aI. (L98I) were used to

obtain the dimensions of the LDA probe volume for each wavelength of light used in the

measurements. The definitions of these symbols are found in the Notations section and

also from Durst et al. (I98I):

3.4.1.4.1 Length of LDA probe volume

4 Iar= Equation 3-13

E"Drn .i"( r
2

3.4.1.4.2 Heíght of LDA probe volume

4f ,tr,
^ Ex

L DLn
F,quation 3-14
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3.4.1.4.3 Width of LDA probe volume

4f ,tr,
^

The fringe spacing is:

Equation 3-15

Equation 3-17

trrr"*t(l)

Since yl2 is -6o (small) , cos(y/2) is approximately unity.

Thus,

d¡= [=71..

and the nominal diameter of the ellipsoidal LDA probe is:

d Equation 3-16

The value of d¿in the present measurements are dç\.77mmand 0.16mm respectively for

the green and blue beam pairs. Their lengths, Ay, àta l.64mm and 1.56mm respectively.

In addition to the calculation of the probe dimensions, information regarding the fringe

spacing and the number of fringes present within the measurement volume were defined.

These parameters affect the sensitivity of the measuring volume to respond to spatial

variations caused by the particles traversing through it. Following Durst et aI. (l9BL), we

define the half angle (yl2), the fringe spacing (S) and the number of fringes (Nr) in the

following way:

The calculation of the half angle between each beam pair is:

4f ,tr,
ErDrnL

),1
6r 4 Equation 3-18
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Finally, the number of fringes can be estimated based on the equation:

_8f,""(i)N Equation 3-19
ErDrn

These experimental parameters are summarised in Table 3-3

3.4.1.5 Seeding issues in LDA

Menon and Lai (1991) reported that the design of the seed delivery system was critical for

a successful LDV experiment. Therefore, this section discusses the main issues involved

with particle seeding in LDA experiments, which are listed as

the ability of the seed particle to track the flow faithfully,

the homogeneity of the seed particles within the measurement location, and

a two-phase effects.

3.4.1.5.1 AbíW of the seed pørticle to track the flow

The ability of a particle to track the flow of interest is an important issue in measurement

accuracy in laser anemometry. The equations of motions for a sphere in an infinite,

stagnant fluid were first derived by Basset (1888). Later Hinze (1959) modified the

equation for a spherical particle in a moving fluid. These equations are well explained and

summarised in Melling and \Vhitelaw (1975) as:

Accelerating force = Stokes drag

+ Pressure gradient force on fluid

+ Fluid resistance to accelerating sphere

Í

a

+ Drag force associated with unsteady motion
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For LDA measurements in air where the solid or liquid suspension in air is of interest and

where the density of the particle rç) with respect to the fluid (p¡) is high, the last three

terms of the equation on the right-hand-side can be ignored (i.e. effects of pressure, fluid

resistance and drag forces). Thus, only the accelerating force (dU 
o tdt) and the Stokes'

ßv(u^-u"ldragterms,4ffi)areimportant.MellingandWhitelaw(l975)reducedthe

above equation to the following for a spherical particle of diameter d, moving with an

Eulerian velocity U, in a fluid with a known kinematic viscosity v (which is the ratio of

dynamic viscosity ¡u, to fluid density p) andEulerian velocity U¡:

dUo

dt
Equation 3-20

N ,,ok",

provided the Stokes number:

v
td'o'

Equation 3-21

is approximately equal to greater than of about 8 (Melling and Whitelaw,1975) (and note

the use of the equivalence sign instead of the equals sign, indicating that this relationship

is strictly an approximation),

and where,

tD=21T f,u,o Equation 3-22

and given LI:raI f¡,r6 is the frequency of the smallest investigated turbulence scale in the

flow.

Re-writing Equation 3-20 in terms of the ratio (Uo/U¡) between the particle velocity and

fluid velocity,
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I

dU,

dt

(+)
1U p

L8v -0. Equation 3-23
2d /p¡p

The assumptions imposed on the use of the above equation are that

a turbulence in the flow is homogeneous and time-invariant,

the particles are smaller than the turbulence microscale,

Stokes drag law applies only to spherical particles,

the particle is always surrounded by the same type of fluid molecules,

a the particle does not interact with other surrounding particles, and

the particle is not affected by external forces such as gravity, centrifugal force or

electrostatic forces.

In other words, the equation states that the particle assumes the flow characteristics of the

fluid completely. In practice, these assumptions are not always true. For instance, the

seed particles introduced into the flow may not be perfectly spherical and this may induce

an additional particle motion on the seed as it tries to follow the moving flow. The

approximation is applied in Sections 3.4.4 (I-DA) and 3.5.1.3.3 (PIV).

3.4.1.5.2 Homogeneíty of seed particles

In an analogue recording system, such as a stationary hot-wire anemometer, a

measurement signal is continuously generated. These signals are then sampled at fixed

time intervals. In contrast, LDV systems record measurements only when a seed particle

arrives in its measuring volume (where the time of seed arrival is denoted as the 'arrival

time' relative to the previous measurement time) and satisfies some minimum criteria for

measurement validation. In most practical flows, the arrival time of seed particles is

a

a

a
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random and can be described by a Poisson distribution. If the seeded jet discharges into an

ambient environment which is not seeded, then velocity information regarding the motion

of the unseeded ambient fluid being entrained into the seeded jet stream will not be

recorded. This will introduce a velocity bias in the measurements and will affect the

calculations of mean and higher order statistics during data reduction. Since the present

experiments were not conducted in a wind tunnel having a uniform seed distribution,

global seeding was not possible. Instead, every effort was made to homogeneously seed

the inlet jet and to provide local seeding at the measuring location to reduce this type of

measurement bias. However, such a technique cannot guarantee that seeding bias is

completely eliminated. More specific discussion on the topic related to the present

measurements can be found in Section 4.5.3 for the flow within the nozzle and in Sections

5.3 and 6.6 for the external flow. A related discussion for particle seeding in PIV is also

found in Section 3.5.L.3.2.

3.4,1.5.3 Two-phøse effects due to seeding

Founti and Klipfel (1998) used one-component (1C) LDA to examine the effect of particle

loading on the reattachment position in the flow just after an axisymmmetric sudden

expansion with E=2. They concluded that the presence of small particle loading (i.e. L%o

by volume of spherical glass particles (DRAGO-NIT-25) with a mean diameter of 0.45mm

in a diesel oil mixture) reduces the measured reattachment position by up to 87o.

However, with increasing particle loading up to 57o, the deviation from a single phase

flow is reduced considerably.

Recently, Ancimer, Wallace and Jääskelåünen (1999) investigated the effect of high

density seeding on the operating characteristics in the harsh environment of a spark

ignition engine. They concluded that the introduction of high density solid particle

seeding did not have a significant effect on the general performance of the flow within the

engine.

The present measurements employed the use of approximately lpm 'Ii{aze' liquid droplets

which are an order of magnitude lighter than the solid particle seeding used by Founti and

Klipfel (1998) or Ancimer et al. (1999). Flow precession was unaffected in the FPJ flow

despite the seed (in its liquid phase) being introduced into the flow, indicating that the
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seeding used for LDA measurements had a negligible effect on the dominant motions of

the FPJ flow. Since the volume of seeding compared to the FPJ chamber is estimated

from the measurements to be extremely small (i.e.1.4x10-7Vo¡, effects of two-phase flows

is negligible. This similarly applies to the PIV technique in Section 3.5

3.4.L.6 Probe beam accessibility

In addition to having appropriate seed diameters and seeding density in the region of

interest, a clear line of sight is usually required between the probe volume and the

receiving optics. For instance, Hong and Chen (L997) slightly modified their engine block

to enable optical access for the measurement of velocities inside a four-stroke cylinder

engine where optical access was a problem. They used a flat quartz window which

allowed the laser beam to be transmitted in both directions even at high temperatures and

pressures within the engine. However for the measurements within the FPJ nozzle,

problems associated with refraction due to the curved optical interfaces arose. That would

have varied the point of beam intersection and also created a different half-angle which

would affect the dimensions of the LDA probe volume to some extent.

The literature lists several techniques to correct for the effect of curvature and the reader is

referred to papers by Bicen (1982), Durret, Stevenson and Thompson (1988), Stieglmeier,

Tropea, Weiser and Nitsche (1989) and more recently Lee and Sung (1994). It is

interesting to note that Lee and Sung (1994), who measured in an axisymmetric sudden

expansion chamber, found that the error associated with a distorted fringe spacing in the

LDA probe volume was smaller compared to error contributions by velocity bias and

volume gradient biases.

For the experiments within the FPJ chamber optical correction schemes were not used.

Instead, a lmm thick optically transparent Perspex access flat was installed to one side of

the chamber in order to facilitate LDA measurements within it as presented later in Figure

3-I4. Since the optical access used was relatively thin and flat, optical distortions of the

LDA probe beams were minimal and the systematic error (precision) in locating the probe

beams were estimated to be much less than +0.5mm. The error was not significant

compared to the 2mm measurement step size and I-DA probe length of up to 1.7mm used.

Furthermore, it was checked that the presence of the flat did not affect the generation of
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precession in the F|PJ nozzla nor did it have a significant effect on the velocity distribution

of the flow in the time average. The mean difference between the time-averaged velocity

distribution for the nozzle with the flat did not generally vary by more IOTo of the

maximum velocity (u'r,^^) from the nozzle without the flat. However, this anangement

enabled only the axial component of velocity to be measured and excluded the possibility

of measuring the radial and tangential components. In Section 4.5, it will be shown that

the preliminary data provided by the axial velocity component reveal new and important

information about the internal precessing jet.

3.4.1.7 LDA phase-averaging methods

The phase-average technique used for the present LDA measurements followed Fick et al.

(1997). They used this technique with LDA and PIV to measure the precessing vortex

core downstream of a swirl burner exit. Both techniques used a total pressure probe as a

reference marker. Schneider et aI.(I997a) also used a similar technique to measure three-

components of velocities for various measurement planes downstream from a mechanical

precessing jet. In their case, a "Hall effect sensor" was used as the phase cycle reference.

The present work also involved the use of a reference pressure sensor to sense the phase of

the precessing jet.

3.4.1.8 Measurement uncertainties

Martin, Pugliese and Iæishman (2000) suggested three categories of uncertainties that are

applicable to LDA systems, or in general, to other measurement techniques. These are

calibration, data acquisition and data reduction uncertainties. Calibration uncertainty is a

measure of the sources of uncertainty in the alignment of optics. Data acquisition

uncertainty is the measure of the sources of uncertainty in the frequency measurements.

Data reduction uncertainties refer to the propagation of the above two sources of

uncertainties to the final result. LDA calibration uncertainty is calculated from the

uncertainties obtained by measuring the focal length of the final lens of the probe head f¿

and the beam separation B using a ruler with a resolution of t0.5mm. The calibration

uncertainties for the LDA measurement are:
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LÍ" 
=0.0016f'

L'o 
- 0.0332

vD

Equation 3-24

Equation 3-26

AB_ = 0.0079
B

Equation 3-25

Data acquisition uncertainty is estimated from the uncertainty in the Doppler frequency

shift X and the Doppler frequency /o, which mainly consists of the particle bias, gradient

bias, fringe bias, angle bias and seeding bias. These values are estimated from the

manufacturer's specifications and from the present measurements. To a first

approximation, the frequency shift (for the purpose of eliminating directional ambiguity)

setting is neglected based on the manufacturer's specifications of the Bragg cell. By also

neglecting the error resulting from other frequency bias discussed later, the data

acquisition uncertainty was estimated to be:

The errors contributed by each of these measurements were approximated using the

method of Kline and McClintock (1953) as:

Lu
Equation 3-27

u

Therefore, the total calibration and data acquisition uncertainty (in the absence of other

frequency bias as discussed below) is approximately 3.4Vo.

3.4.L.9 Frequency bias errors in LDA

The frequency bias in LDA measurements can be mainly attributed to particle bias and

velocity gradient bias. However, contamination by other types of noise, such as fringe

bias or angle bias, can also contribute to the velocity bias in the measurements. For an

ideally configured LDA system, the error contributed by particle bias is usually the most

significant and will be discussed in greater detail than other sources of errors.

+)".[#)'.(+)'
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3.4.1.9.1 Particle bias

The velocities recorded by a "burst" mode LDA system depends on the movement of
particles through the probe volume. In practice, the arrival time of each particle is not

constant, but assumes a random arrival rate distribution. This will create a statistical bias

on the results since each sample is not statistically independent from the flow velocity.

Mclaughlin and Tiedermann (1973) showed that a direct arithmetic averaging of the

resultant velocities resulted in an over-prediction of their mean LDA results since more

high velocity particles per unit time are recorded by the system than are slower particles.

They suggested that a correction based on an inverse velocity weighting be applied to each

recorded velocity. However, their method of correction was not recoûtmended by

Edwards (1987) since it did not remove velocity bias in all cases, instead for some

situations, applying their correction might increase the bias even more. Edwards (1987)

also discussed the debate over the issue of velocity bias corrections in LDA
measurements, since there was no general solution to the problem. Edwards (1987),

together with an expert panel of LDA users, proposed an objective criterion, following

Adrian and Yao (1987) and Edwards and Jensen (1933). This criterion was based on the

product of the data validation rate (Nr) and a Taylor time microscale (tu) to decide the

circumstances in which various correction techniques can be applied.

Edwards (1987) defined the data validation rate N, as the rate at which a free running

LDA processor measured particles. The dissipation time scale (Taylor time microscale)

t1refers to the time required for a flow to change one standard deviation. If we denote ø,

as the r.m.s. velocity fluctuations in the flow and as the r.m.s. of the change of
2

velocity per unit time, then we can define the Taylor time microscale as:

Equation 3-28

Physically, this is the time scale over which no significant energy change occurs to an

eddy. A summary of the various methods are listed as follows:

tE
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a For low data densitl (Ñrr"<0.05), use either

o residence time (or transit-time) weighting by the actual length of the burst

(Buchhave, George & Lumley, 1979)

this method requires an accurate estimate of the residence time, or

o weighting the time between samples (Barnett & Bentley, 1974) where the

cycle time is long compared with the correlation time of the flow, or

o Correct the probability distribution function of the samples (Lakao, Terao

& Hirata, 1987).

o For intermediate data density (0.05 3 Ñ rr" ( 5 ), use either

o residence time weighting or

o rate measurement based on the inverse of the expected (mean) particle

arrival rate either

calculated from a theoretical model (Dimotakis, L976) ot

measured, or

o rate measurement based on the distribution of the inter-arrival time, that

is,'arrival-time weighting' (Edwards, 1987).

For high data density (5< N rî u), use eithera

o residence time weighting, or

o rate measurement based on the inverse of the expected particle arrival

rate, or

o rate measurement based on the distribution of the inter-arrival time, or

o regular sampling by hardware using
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¡ a controlled processor (Stevenson, Thompson & Roesler, I9B2;

Erdmann & Tropea, 1981; Winter, Graham & Bremhorst, 1991),

or

a saturable system (Edwards & Jensen, 1983), or

a sample-and-hold technique (Edwards & Jensen, 1983), or

o regular sampling by software

by equal time re-sampling of the time-stamped velocity history

@dwards, 1987), or

by re-slotting (Gaster & Roberts, 1975), or

using the transfer function approach (DeGraaff, 1999) - this

method corrects for both the velocity bias and the bias induced by

the overall LDA system.

Most of these methods assume that the LDA system measures all the possible velocities in

the flow (i.e. negligible filter bias errors) and that the seeding in the flow are spatially

uniform.

In the spirit of Edwards (1987), Winter et al. (L991) later defined another objective criteria

based on the product of the sample time interval (?',) and the validation rate (Ñr), to

decide if velocity bias needed to be applied to data obtained from controlled processors.

They reported that when using controlled processors in an environment where Ñrrr>5

and Ñ rT,>5, no velocity bias corrections were required. In the present experiments, a free

running processor was used. V/inter et al. (1991) classified the free running processor as a

special case of the controlled processor where lrrrZ" <O.OS.

Bachalo, Modarress and Johnson (1977) and Modarress and Johnson (1979) showed that

correction of LDA data for highly three dimensional and separated flows using the one-

dimensional correction proposed by Mclaughlin and Tiederman (L973) will result in an

over-coffection, giving rise to more biased results, especially near to zero velocity

I
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measurements. The present FPJ flow can be classified under the same type of flow in

which three-dimensional and separated flow occurs. Buchhave et al. (1979) suggested

that transit-time weighting can be applied to LDA burst processors which measure in

highly turbulent and 3D flows. This correction is applied to all the time-averaged and

phase-averaged LDA data in this thesis since it is recommended in the literature as the

most versatile correction scheme, especially under all types of seeding conditions.

3.4.1.9.2 VelociÍy gradient bias

Velocity gradient bias is usually caused by spatial averaging over a measurement length

which is larger than the length scale over which velocity gradients are significant. In other

words, the source of velocity gradient bias originates from the existence of a velocity

gradient across the finite measurement length. This problem was investigated

theoretically by Kreid (1974) in a non-uniform flow. For instance, the effect of velocity

gradient is negligible in the potential core of a free turbulent jet from a contoured îozzle,

provided the probe length is much smaller than the core diameter. However, the effect of

velocity gradient bias is most significant in regions where velocity gradients are high, such

as across a shear layer of a jet. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3-10 for a velocity

gradient change across a planar flow. An ensemble average of all the velocities within

Figure 3-10a will underestimate the actual velocity, while the actual velocity will be

overestimated for Figure 3-10b. In turbulent flows, the largest probe dimensions should

be no more than half the size of the smallest estimated turbulent structure (eddy). This is

not possible in most cases, thus resulting in velocity gradient bias, for instance, causing an

underestimation of actual peak swirl velocities in rotating flows and an apparent

enlargement of the vortex core. An estimation of the various velocity gradients will be

more fully discussed in Section 4.5 for the internal FPJ flow, in Section 5.3.1 for the flow

near to the FPJ exit and in Section 6.6 for the near external field of the FPJ flow.

3.4,1.9.3 Other sources of errors

Other sources of errors are seed particle bias, fringe bias, validation bias, angle bias and

clock-induced errors. The source of seed particle bias stems from the differences

between the velocity of the fluid and the velocity of the seed particles. It will be shown in
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Section 3.4.4that this type of bias is negligible forthe present investigation on the FPJ

flow.

Fringe bias originates from the non-uniformity in fringe spacing caused by optical

misalignment. This form of bias was assumed to be negligible since the LDA probe head

was checked to be factory-aligned prior to the investigation.

Validation bias is generally defined as any deviation of the measurement from a flat

validation response for the whole processing system, over the range of all possible

velocity measurements (DeGraafl 1999). This type of bias is closely related to the

velocity bias mentioned earlier. It can include other forms of bias such as filter bias or

processor bias. Filter bias is the result of band-pass filtering the Doppler signal too close

to the valid signal frequencies corresponding to valid velocities. This subsequently

reduces the likelihood of measuring those velocities @urão & Whitelaw, 1979). Since no

correction scheme can be applied to filter biased data, Edwards (1987) suggested that due

care must be taken to ensure that the frequency response is flat in the region of

measurement. Processor bias is related to the ability of the LDA processor to detect a

minimum number of fringes from a minimum signal threshold level. For example, the

processor will more likely detect a slow moving particle which scatters a large number of

photons than a faster moving particle that scatters a smaller number of photons, whose

intensity may not reach the minimum threshold level set earlier. Unfortunately, the

processor bias is uniquely dependent on the user and the system. Stevenson et al. (1982)

repofed that, in most cases, processor bias actually counteracts the other expected LDA

biases.

Angle bias occurs when the measured particle exceeds the acceptance angle of the LDA

probe volume and does not meet a required number of counts for a valid data acceptance.

This problem can be partially solved by introducing a moving fringe induced by the use of

a Bragg cell as was used by Whiffen (1976), Buchhave et al. (1979) and Stevenson

(1982). The effective velocity of these moving fringes were recommended to be at least

twice the maximum Doppler shift so that a uniform angular response can be achieved.

However, Edwards (1987) explained that despite the use of Bragg cells to correct for angle

bias, there might still be particle trajectories that do not conform within the acceptance

angle of the LDA probe volume. Other methods suggested by Edwards (1937) were to
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reduce the number of fringes for processing, or to use a variable fringe number mode.

This bias was eliminated in the present experiment by the use of Bragg cells with a

frequency shift of 40MHz.

The use of a Bragg cell to correct for angle bias introduces another effor called the clock-

induced error. Graham, Winter, Bremhorst and Daniel (1989) reported that a shift to a

higher frequency may lead to an overestimation of the actual particle velocity. However,

they reported that the error was negligible for shift frequencies at 40lstfrfz.

3.4.2 Experimental arrangement

The LDA experiments were all conducted at the Division of Mechanical Engineering at

the University of Wales, Cardiff, United Kingdom. This section summarises the main

equipment used in the investigation of the flow using LDA. Figure 3-11 shows the

experimental arrangement used for all the LDA experiments. For clarity, the support

structure, required to mount the development pipe, flow conditioner and FPJ nozzle, is not

shown. Also not shown are other components of the LDA system, such as the 5rW argon-

ion laser, the beam splitters, the LDA optics, the colour separator, photomultipliers, Burst

Spectrum Analysers and traverse controllers. It is impoftant to note that identical

experimental nozzle and flow conditioners were used in Adelaide University for the

experiments described in Section3.5.2. The only difference in the two arrangement lies in

the length of the upstream pipe used for the initial condition experiments of Chapter 5.

That was, 95d for the 'Wales experiments and 63d for the Adelaide experiments. The

shorter pipe development length at Adelaide University was due to space constraints and

the use of a different optical ¿urangement from the Wales experiments.

3.4.3 LDA equipment

All the LDA measurements were obtained with a Dantec LDA system operating in

backscatter mode using a light source produced by a Coherent Innova 70 S-Watt

continuous wave Argon-ion laser. Table 3-3 provides more details regarding the whole

LDA system. To remove directional ambiguity and to reduce angle bias, one beam of

each beam pair was frequency-shifted by 40MHz. At this frequency, clock-induced bias

was expected to be negligible. The LDA optical head had a focal length of 310mm and a
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beam separation of 64mm, and these parameters assisted in defining the respective probe

volume dimensions. The LDA optical head contained a green-beam pair orientated

orthogonally to a blue-beam pair (See Figure 3-11). Each beam within a beam pair was

assumed to have the same waist diameter at the LDA probe beam intersection since they

were factory aligned. Thus phase ambiguity broadening can be assumed to be negligible

as suggestedby Zhang and Wu (1987). The green-beam had a wavelength of 514.5nm

and produced an ellipsoidal probe volume that was 1.65mm long with a nominal waist

diameter of 0.l7mm. The blue-beam had a wavelength of 488.0nm and formed a probe

volume that was 1.57mm long with a waist length of 0.l6mm. Thus, the largest probe

length was about 2Vo of the FPJ nozzle inner diameter and approximately I07o of the inlet

jet diameter. The most severe errors are expected for measurements in the shear layer of

the inlet jet and near to the wall.

The LDA probe was traversed by a Dantec 3-axis traverse system which had one axis

aligned parallel to the axis of the nozzle as presented in Figure 3-11. The traverse had a

position accuracy of 0.05 + 0.008 rnm in three orthogonal directions. Further

specifications of the LDA system are also detailed in Table 3-3.

To investigate the effects of initial conditions at the FPJ exit plane (Chapter 5) both the

green and blue line pairs were used. Each data point was collected in 'burst' mode and the

coincidence mode was also selected to provide simultaneous two-component velocity

measurements. Both Burst Spectrum Analysers (BSAs) were programmed to collect up to

10,000 velocity samples. Further sampling details can be found in Table 4-7 for the

internal flow, Table 5-4 for the initial condition experiments and in Table 6-1 for the

external FPJ experiments. The time window for coincidence was set to 1 ms, while the

time-out for incoming data record was set to 200 seconds. Phase-averaged measurements

for the internal (Section 4.5) and external planes (Section 6.1) were also performed using

only the green line pair in burst mode, and the average number of samples collected are

given in Table 4-7 andTable 6-1 respectively.

3.4.4 Air supply and seeding

Figure 3-11 provides a schematic layout of the apparatus used. An air compressor with a

capacity of up to 4000 l/min at 600 KPa supplied air to the experimental nozzles used in
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the experiment. The compressed air was channeled through a 2000 l/min flow meter,

followed by a seed ejector. The seed ejector entrained sub-micron "H^Æ" glycol

particles which were produced by an external ROSCO 4500 fog generator. These particles

had diameters less than 1 pm and a density ratio relative to air of 800. Their frequency

response was estimated from the data provided by Melling and Whitelaw (1975) and Durst

et al. (I98I). These authors used an approximate equation which was derived from Stokes

equation to calculate their results. Using these formulae (see Section 3.4.1.5), the

frequency response of the "}JA7F" particles was found to be up to 7.35 Kflz. At that

maximum frequency, the ratio of the amplitude of such a particle's oscillation to the

amplitude of fluid oscillation was greater than 0.99. This meant that the particles were

able to closely follow the flow for fluid frequencies up to 7.351<J.Iz. The present flow is

typically precessing at L}Ifz, thus the seeding used were sufficiently small to follow the

bulk precessing flow with negligible time lag, although fluid scales at higher frequencies

will not be measured (for example, the Kolmogorov scale).

The outlet from the seed ejector was connected to a long flexible hose. This, in turn, was

coupled either to a long pipe or to a flow conditioner for the smooth contraction and

orifice inlets. Part of the fog was divided to seed the entrained ambient flow so that

seeding was present in both the surrounding ambient fluid and the jet fluid. This was used

to minimise velocity bias (Sections 3.4.1.9 and 4.5.3.3).

A disadvantage of the above air supply configuration is that it did not allow the flow meter

to measure the total flow rate through the nozzle directly, thus resulting in different

Reynolds number for the initial condition experiments conducted at the exit plane in

Chapter 5. However, the actual flow through the nozzle was measured later for each case

by integrating velocity profiles (Table 5-2) near to the chamber inlet plane at x/d=I when

the FPJ chamber was removed. Preliminary measurements with and without the chamber

indicated that the mean axial velocities at the centerline differed by approximately 2.4Vo.

This indicates that the uncertainties associated with back pressure are small. Also, the

measurements were obtained at Red>20,000 when the probability of jet precession is

reportedly high (Nathan et a1.,1998).
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3.4.5 Experimental procedure and conditions

As discussed earlier, three regions were examined: the flow inside the FPJ chamber, the

flow at the FPJ exit plane and the flow just outside the FPJ exit plane. One set of
experiments dealt with the effects of different initial conditions on the time-averaged flow

at the exit plane (Chapter 5), while the other set of experiments were for the internal

(Chapter 4) and external precessing jet (Chapter 6) using the technique of phase-

averaging.

3.4.5.1 Initial conditions experiments in the exit plane

For investigations of the effect of initial conditions on the FPJ flow, the LDA probe

volume was positioned at x'lDz-0.16 downstream from the nozzle exit plane (Figure 3-I2).

Measurements were performed at 46 locations equally spaced at 2 mm across the entire

exit plane for all nine configurations as in Table 3-2. V/hen measuring the axial

component of velocity (u), the blue beam pair was used. The green beam pair was used to

measure the radial (v) and tangential (w) velocity components. The green beam pair has a

higher energy distribution than the blue beam pair and is better at resolving the motion of

weakly scattered seed particles usually moving in a direction perpendicular to the bulk

flow (i.e., the tangential and radial components). In measuring the axial and radial

components, the probe was traversed along the z-axis. Similarly, to acquire the axial and

tangential components, the probe was moved along the y-axis. The LDA data generated

by the BSAs were processed with Burstware version 3.21. Further details of the LDA

experimental parameters are discussed in their appropriate sections.

3.4.5.2 Temporally phase-averaged experiments

3.4.5.2.1 Reference probe system

The reference probe used for detecting the phase of the precession was a 3-mm diameter

aluminium tube with an open end beveled at 45o and inserted normal to the mean flow

direction. Various positions were examined before an optimum location was found. The

main criteria for the probe placement was a strong and constantly fluctuating pressure

signal registered by the pressure transducer, which was connected to the aluminium tube
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via a 300mm length of plastic tubing. It was decided to position the probe midway

between the centrebody and the lip of the chamber as presented earlier in Figure 3-4, as

that location had the least interference with the flow field between the expansion face and

the upstream face of the centrebody. That location also enabled the detection of a strong

pressure signal associated with each precession cycle as seen earlier in Figure 3-6. The

probe was inserted, with its beveled end facing upstream and protruded 10mm into the

flow. This orientation also provided the best signal to noise ratio when the internal

precessing jet emerged from the FPJ chamber (see Section 3.3).

The pressure transducer used was an RS Ultra Low Differential Pressure Sensor (Stock

No.395-263) and had a sensitivity of 2mY[Pa over a 5 Volts range. This was the same

type used in the frequency measurements described in Section 3.3. It had a nominal

frequency response time of lms, which was more than adequate to resolve the jet

precession whose characteristic frequency was in the order of 10H2.

Whenever the precessing jet sweeps past the beveled aluminium probe, a series of

fluctuating reference signals (unfiltered pressure signals) are produced as given in Figure

3-13a. The signal from the pressure transducer is low-pass filtered using a low pass filter

(DISA type 55D26) at l0Hz by a 6-pole Butterworth filter (output given in Figure 3-13b),

and it is passed to an oscilloscope which generated a TTL trigger pulse from each falling

edge of the filtered signal (Figure 3-13c). The trigger is stored by the LDA Burst

Spectrum Analyser as a false velocity reading with a time stamp of the trigger's arrival as

provided in Figure 3-13d. These phase signals are later used to phase-average the velocity

data using the procedures described in the next paragraph.

3.4.5.2.2 Princíples of phøse-øverøgíng

Phase averaging of the precessing jet flow utilises a reference probe (the pressure probe-

transducer system) to identify the start time and end time of each precession cycle

corresponding to an arc segment of 360 degrees. In Figure 3-13d, the start and end times

are indicated by the time stamps r(r) and (l+1) recorded along side the false velocity

readings. This corresponds to a cycle duration of ùi, where i referred to the ith precession

cycle given in Figure 3-13e. The time interval defining each precession cycle was divided

into 36 arc segments. Thus, each arc segment that was made up of an ensemble velocity
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sum conesponded to a lO-degree range of phase angles. The velocity data in each

segment were added into the appropriate ensemble sum so that dividing each ensemble

sum by the number of velocity samples gives the phase averaged velocity field in Figure

3-13f. On average, each segment contained about 40 samples. In the worst case, at least

11 samples were recorded for each segment. Details of the average number of data

samples per measurement position can be found in Table 4-7 for the internal

measurements and Table 6-1 for the external flow. In effect, the phase averaging

technique generated an ensemble average of the instantaneous flow fields at that particular

phase. It must be mentioned that precession direction could not be resolved in these

measurements since only one reference probe was used. An improved method of

resolving precession direction is described in Section 3.6 for the PIV technique.

3.4.5.2.3 Experimental procedure

All the phase averaging measurements were obtained at an inlet Reynolds number of Re¿=

84,500 and an inlet velocity, ui-78.7mls, which was calculated based on the mean velocity

in the jet core at x/d=I.52 (x/D=O.3O). Due to beam accessibility restrictions, only the

axial component of velocity was measured, using the green beam pair. Measurements

were obtained along a radius at each of eight distances from the FPJ inlet plane. Five of

these were inside the chamber and three were in the external flow field. For the internal

measurements, data were recorded at 2O locations along each radius with a radial step size

of 2mm. Lee and Sung (1994) reported that LDA measurements less than 2mm from the

wall were difficult to measure due to the noise from the re-scattered light from the wall

and also due to lower particle concentrations (up to 100 samples per second). Yang and

Yu (1983) also reported a sampling rate of approximately 100 samples per second near to

the wall, but their closest measurement from the wall was lmm. The present

measurements also suffered from poor signal-to-noise ratio received by the BSA for

measurements near to the wall. After some iteration, the closest measurement location,

about 2mm from the wall, agrees with the practical limit mentioned by l-ee and Sung

(1994). For the present measurements in this region, a typical yield of less than 300

samples per second was not uncommon. For the external measurements, both the number

of sampling positions and the radial step sizes were larger. These and other details, such
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as the average number of velocity samples and the average number of precession cycles at

each measurement condition are also given in Table 4-7 andTable 6-1.

The LDA data generated by the BSAs were processed with Burstware version 3.21, while

further data processing was done with a collection of BASIC programs, which are found in

Appendix A-1-1.
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3.5 Particle image velocimetry

Panicle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a well-known diagnostic tool for measuring the

velocity field in a plane. It has been widely used, for example, in microchannel flows (e.g.

Meinhart, Wereley & Santiago, 1999), turbomachinery (e.g. wernet, 2000), high speed

flows (e.g. Molezzi & Dutton, 1993) and even in granular flows (e.g. Lueptow, Akonur &
Shinbrot, 2000) For a review on the technique, the reader is referred to papers by Adrian

(1991) and Grant (1997). Further details on the history, development and the use of the

technique can be found in Meynart (1983), Lauterborn and Vogel (1984), Adrian (1991),

Westerweel (1993), Grant (1994), Adrian (L996) and Granr (L997).

3.5.1 Overview of the technique

The PIV technique uses many similar principles to LDA. Both techniques measure

velocity indirectly by observing the relative displacement of particle images over a short

time delay (Adrian, 1995). However, in PIV, the whole plane of interest is illuminated

within some time interval by a powerful light source. The scattered light from the seed

particles (which have been assumed to follow the flow of interest) in the flow are recorded

by a light sensitive medium, such as a photographic film or a video/digital camera. The

particle images are analysed using various computational techniques (Raffel et a1.,1998)

so as to obtain the two dimensional velocity vectors over the entire observation area.

Further post-processing is carried out on the raw vectors to obtain other differential

properties of the flow.

3.5.1.1 General advantages and limitations of PIV

PIV has several advantages over other fluid measurement techniques such as hot-wire

anemometry, pitot probes and single-point LDA. Firstly, like the LDA technique

described earlier, PIV is a non-intrusive technique for measuring flow velocities as

opposed to the use of mechanical probes (such as hot-wire or pressure probes) which

usually intrude upon the flow (Raffel et al.,l99S). Secondly, PIV is a planar technique.

Unlike LDA or other single point techniques, PIV allows the simultaneous evaluation of

velocity vectors over a large part of the flow. Westerweel, Draad, van der Hoeven and van
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Oord (1996) suggested that knowledge of the instantaneous flow field is important for

studying the time-dependent structure of the turbulent flow field. In addition, calibration

procedures are relatively straight-forward and are only done in the beginning of each

experimental run. This is in contrast to say, hot-wire anemometry, which suffers from the

effects of instrument drift over time and must be re-calibrated after every experiment

(Perry, 1982).

Despite its advantages, PIV also has its limitations. Firstly, the cost involved in acquiring

a complete basic system (such as lasers, cameras, optics, pulse delay generators and vector

processing software) for high velocity flows are relatively high. Therefore, for a low-cost

velocity measurement, traditional methods such as pitot-static probes and hot-wires may

be the preferred option. Secondly, conventional PIV systems have low sampling rates.

These sampling rates are usually determined by the recording frame-rate of the imaging

system (typically 30Hz for a standard PIV camera), but more usually by the repetition rate

of the illumination system (typically 10 Hz for Nd:YAG pulsed lasers). Until today, the

sampling rate of PIV cannot match that of a conventional LDA system, which can sample

at rates close to the frequency scales of the smallest turbulence scale (for instance, the

Kolmogorov scale). A typical LDA sampling rate can be in the order of 2000 Hz, but can

be greater than 10,000 Hz with higher seeding density. Recently, the literature has

reported that the use of high repetition rate lasers (such as copper vapour lasers, or high

powered diode lasers) combined with high speed imaging cameras (up to 9000 frames per

second) in PIV enables time-resolved measurements to be obtained (see for instance,

Lecordier & Trinité (1999) and Baur & Koengeter (2000)). This is commonly known as

time-resolved PIV. However, these systems are still in their developmental stage and their

costs can be prohibitively expensive.

Subsequent sections discuss other limitations of PIV, such as its dynamic and spatial

resolution, seeding issues, the source of illumination, the loss of pairs due to out-of-plane

particle motion, PfV vector processing and post-processing.

3.5.1.2 Resolution issues

Recently, Tsurikov and Clemens (2002) measured the Kolmogorov scale for their PIV

experiments conducted in air at about 30 jet diameters downstream along the jet centreline
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for a 26mm diameter jet. Their estimated Kolmogorov size of /¿=0.6mm was the same

size as the spatial resolution of the PIV system. The size of this scale is dependent on the

kinematic viscosity of the fluid vand the rate of kinematic energy dissipation or turbulent

dissipation e (Schlichting & Gersten, 2000). They defined the Kolmogorov scale by

estimating the kinematic energy dissipation from Hinze (1975) as:

t7u-
f,=!-.

^
Equation 3-29

Here, A here is an empirical constant, u'is the r.m.s. velocity fluctuation and, the integral

length scale A, on the jet centreline for an axisymmetric jet by Wygnanski and Fiedler

(1969) was approximated by:

lv = 0.226 6ttz. Equation 3-30

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the scales obtained by Tsurikov and Clemens (2OO2) are

purely approximations from empirical data. This implies that a prior knowledge of the

flow must be acquired in order to estimate the scales of turbulence to be investigated.

However, limited information is presently known about the various velocity length and

time scales of the emerging FPJ jet, let alone the internal jet. However, some research

were done in estimating the mixing length scales. Newbold (1997), using a planar Mie-

scattering technique in air, estimated that the integral length scale of the concentration

fluctuations along the centreline increases almost linearly fuom Ay'd-2.2 near to the FPJ

exit plane to A/d-9.5 by 6.2Dl downstream (for d=2.3, Dr=l3mm, Re¿=2O,5OO). These

integral length scales are at least twice those of the free turbulent jet produced by his inlet

orifice alone.

Recently, Parham's (2000) estimation of the Kolmogorov scale /r based on a scalar

quantity measurement using PLIF estimated that l¡-250¡tm at the FPJ exit plane and

increases linearly to approximately l¡-SùOpm by 5Dr downstream. All these estimations

are valid for the time-averaged flow far downstream when the FPJ jet behaves very much

like simple jets in the far-field. Those approximations may not be applicable within the

FPJ nozzle or even in the near-field (x'lD2<1.5 or x'lD6I.2) FPJ flow. However, indirect

measurements have been made using Eulerian autocorrelation analysis mentioned in
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Section 3.1.1 which allowed the estimation of the integral and Kolmogorov time scales.

Results of these calculations will be discussed in Section 4.6.2 for the internal flow. Note

that these calculations assume that the flow is homogeneous and isotropic, and therefore

will not be expected to provide an accurate length scale for the flow within the FPJ nozzle.

Recently, Wong, Nathan and O'Doherty (2003a, 2003b) obtained detailed information of

the time-averaged r.m.s. velocity fluctuations in the near-field of the emerging precessing

jet for the Ch-L-CB configuration (see Chapter 5). An estimation of the time-averaged

Kolmogorov scale can be made with the assumption that A=0.33 (Antonia, Satyaprakash

& Hussain, 1980) for a free turbulent jet (see Section 3.1.1.3). Using equation 3-29,the

streamwise integral length scale was estimated tobe A/d-0.6 (for d=L5.79mm, Dl=8Qmm,

A¡9mm) for a half jet width of ùn-40mm. This is smaller than the estimations made

earlier by Newbold (1997) for his integral length scale obtained by concentration

measurements.

By using equations 3-4 and, 3-29 and A¡9mm (assuming that wl4.7xl0-6m2/s for

measurements in air), the Kolomogorov length for the time-averaged FPJ jet in the present

jet at the location of maximum r.m.s. velocity fluctuation (where u'-I.52mls) is /r- 64¡tm.

This value is approximately 4 times smaller than that estimated earlier by Parham (2000),

who conducted his experiments in water using PLIF in the same vicinity.

In general, there is still a lack of measured data reported in the FPJ literature regarding

integral, dissipative and Kolmogorov scales. The present measurement system did not

allow the direct measurement of the smallest length scales. In particular, the present PIV

technique cannot resolve the Kolmogorov scale in the near-field of the external precessing

jet which may be as small as l7o of the largest interrogation window dimensions.

However, the present PIV measurements may just resolve the integral length scale since

an interrogation window size of /r=5mm, ly=5mm and a lightsheet thickness of between 1

and2 mm were used. In order to measure the various fluid length scales in such a flow, a

more accurate method using phase-averaged two point spatial correlation methods would

be more reliable. However, due to equipment constraints, these issues cannot be

addressed adequately in the present work.
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3.5.1.2.1 Dynamìa spectrøl rønge

Each scale of fluid motion can be characterised by its level of energy. The energy at each

scale can be measured with a frequency spectrum. Many experimentalists have

endeavored to measure the frequency distribution of these scales (spectral scales) within

their flow of interest. In most cases, they employ the use of single-point measurement

techniques that give high data sampling rates. As mentioned earlier, conventional PIV

systems have low sampling rates (typically 10 Hz) and cannot be used to measure the

spectrum of high frequency oscillations (which are typically greater than 1000 FIz) within

a flow. Although PIV cannot measure the time-resolved frequency spectrum of a flow, it
can simultaneously provide an indication of all the measurable length scales within the

region of interest. Analysis methods such as Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)

analysis (Wiegel & Fisher, 1995) and neural networks (Carasone, Cenedese & Querzoli,

1995) can be used for this purpose. However, the use of such advanced analysis methods

are beyond the scope of the present work and therefore are not presented here.

3.5.1.2.2 Dynømíc spaÍial and velociQ¡t ranges

It is useful to know the lower and upper bounds of measurement length-scales and

velocities for any PIV system. Adrian (1997) proposed the use of the terms "dynamic

spatial range" (or DSR) and "dynamic velocity range" (or DVR).

DSR is broadly defined as the range of length scales that can be resolved by the

measurement system. For instance, a large DSR allows the experimenter to measure small

scale variations embedded in a large scale motion (Adrian, 1997). Mathematically, DSR

is expressed as

DSR= l' -L'lM'&rr** Mor**
Equation 3-31

where /' is the ¡-dimension of the measurement plane as seen by the imaging system, Z, is

the ¡-dimension of the recording medium (e.g. the x-dimension of the image sensor in a

CCD camera), Mo is the magnification of the lens system (or the ratio between the image

size and the object size) and Axp^* is the particle displacement in the measurement plane
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associated with the full-scale velocity measured. The above calculation can be similarly

applied to DSR values in the y and z dimensions. Typical DSR values can range from 48

to 3000 (Adrian, 1997). For a further discussion on spatial resolution the reader is referred

to a paper by Willert and Gharib (1991). A typical in-plane DSR value for the present

measurements is approximately 45. This value is relatively low compared to those in the

literature, due to the limitation imposed by the large out-of-plane component of the FPJ

flow studied here.

DVR is generally defined as the ratio of the maximum velocity range that can be measured

(with a fixed set of experimental parameters) to the minimum velocity resolved by the

system (Adrian, 1997). It can be expressed as

DVR =!l "^- = 
M oM o' *

ou crd"
Equation 3-32

Equation 3-33

where U,,*rAxp,no,/Ar is the modulus of the full-scale velocity magnitude, At is the time

between laser pulses, o;, is the minimum resolvable r.m.s. velocity fluctuation in the

measurement and c¡ is a constant which indicates the ability of the vector analysis to

determine the displacement between image pairs (i.e. the sub-pixel resolution of the

system to be discussed later). The values of c" are typically I-IOVo of the particle image

diameter, do

The r.m.s. in the ø-velocity measurement, ou, for instance, was defined by Adrian (L997)

as follows:

oM

Lt
-o*ou

M oltt'

where on is the r.m.s. error in determining the displacement of the centroid of the actual

particle in the measurement plane, which could be determined directly by measurement in

the image plane. Thus, o¿1a (note the change to an uppercase letter in the subscript) is the

r.m.s. error in determining the displacement of the centroid of the particle image. Note

that the use of upper and lower case subscripts here denotes a quantity as belonging to

either in the image plane (uppercase) or in the measurement plane (lowercase).
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The particle image diameter, d" is also used in the DVR calculations and is derived as

follows:

d dd2o, + M Equation 3-34
2 )

Pf o

where the diffraction limited image diameter, d¿¡¡,is defined as

d¿,fr = 2.M(l+ M 
")Í# 

) Equation 3-3s

and wheref is the f-number of the lens, 2 is the wavelength of light and d.ris the particle

diameter. Typical values reported by Adrian (1997) is approximately 143. However,

typical DVR values for the present experiments range fuom 79 on the centreline of the

inlet plane to 39 at the FPJ exit plane.

The capability of any PIV system can be described by the multiplication of DSR with

DVR as follows (Adrian, 1997):

(DsRXDVR)=+ Equation 3-36

An ideal PfV system to measure turbulent flows should have large DSR and DVR (Adrian,

1997). Thus, the important parameters from this equation are:

the size of the imaging (recording) media

the performance of the optical system to resolve the seed particles and

o the ability of the interrogation algorithm to measure the displacements accurately

For the present FPJ measurements, a typical value of (DSRXDVR) value is approximately

1800. This is small compared with typical values reported in the literature by Adrian

(1997). These values can range from 6800 for a standard video arrangement to 450,000

for a large format (8"x10") film.

Typcial "accepted" values of DSR, DVR and (DSRXDVR) reported in the literature have

mainly been obtained in quasi 2D+ype flows where the out-of-plane components are not

significant (say, less than 57o) compared with the in-plane velocities. In the present

a
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experiments, the out-of-plane velocity components represent a significant contribution

(about SOVo). This results in a trade-ff between lightsheet thickness and the time between

pulses, thereby reducing DSR, DVR and (DSR)(DVR). In the present system optimal

performance was achieved using a lightsheet thickness of between lmm and 2mm,

resulting in DSR, DVR and (DSR)(DVR) to be below values that are possible in quasi-2D

flows.

3.5.1.2.3 Size of the íntetogatíon window

The size of the interrogation window determines the spatial resolution of the sensor in the

experiment. Ideally, the interrogation size must be small enough so that the effects of

velocity gradients in a moderately seeded flow are minimised. A large interrogation

volume usually results in an under-estimation of the "r.m.s." or dissipation rates. A

qualitative description of the effects of averaging across a steep velocity gradient was

illustrated in Figure 3-10 and is discussed in 5.3.1.

The interrogation window size also determines the total number of velocity vectors and

this impacts on the maximum spatial resolution of the velocity 'map' that can be obtained

within a given observation field (Adrian,1997). Raffel, \Villert and Kompenhans (1998)

mention that typical values used are 16xI6,32x32,64x64 and l28xt28 pixel-square. The'

use of smaller interrogation windows, such as 16x16 pixel-square, allows a smaileJ

measurement 'sensor' to be used. However, the small sampling area reduces the number

of cross-correlated 'particle images' and this decreases the cross-correlation value and

ultimately the data yield. On the other hand, the use of a large interrogation window such

as a 128x128 pixel-square, may yield a higher cross-coffelation signal, but this larger

measurement area results in a poorer spatial resolution. In the present measurements,

interrogation window sizes of I6xL6,32x32 and64x64 are used.

3.5.1.2.4 Amount of overlap requiredfor dßplacetnent recovery

In order to smooth the data recorded, a certain amount of interrogation overlap can be

applied so that the vectors can still be recovered. Adrian (1986b) suggested an upper limit

for such displacement recovery in film-based PIV systems of 507o of the interrogation

window size (U2 or t/2). Willert and Gharib (1991) proposed a maximum overlap of
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337o in digital PIV systems. However, an optimum percentage (7o) overlap is based on the

criteria discussed in Section 3.5.1.4.L for the time delay between laser pulses and the

requirement of minimum allowable dynamic spatial and velocity ranges (Sections

3.5.1.2.1 and 3.5.1.2.2).

3.5.1.2.5 Sub-pixel resolution esthnøtían

The general resolution of earlier PIV vector processing algorithms was limited by the

grain size of the photographic film or to the pixel size of the electronic imaging system

(Kimura & Takamori, 1986). V/illert and Gharib (1991) reported a sub-pixel resolution of

0.01 pixels for actual Digital PIV (DPIV) measurements. They also conducted some

numerical simulations on the sub-pixel resolution etrors, which depend on various factors

such as:

particle image size,

a interrogation window size,

a local velocity gradients,

a particle density in the interrogation window,

the performance of the instrument used to record and digitize the images,

quantisation effect (refers to the measurement resolution of each light sensitive

element (pixel) and is usually measured in bitsþixel), and

computational errors such as rounding and truncation erors.

a

a

a

Raffel et al. (1998) systematically studied the error contribution from each of the above

factors using Monte-Carlo simulations to examine artificially generated particles which

matched most of the actual particles' characteristics. Recently, Westerweel (2000)

demonstrated that results obtained from artificially generated PIV images may in fact

underestimate the displacement measurement error. He attributed this error to the

incorrect representation of the image intensity probability density function used. This was
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observed by Willert and Gharib (1991) who reasoned that the discrepancy between their

numerical results and actual measurements was due to the recording of a non-linear

intensity response of the imaging affay. In other words, their imaging system did not

record the Gaussian-like intensity distribution of the actual particles. Westerweel (2000)

simulated various scenarios of lightsheet and seed intensity distribution, and found

excellent agreement between his theoretical analysis and the use of a Gaussian lightsheet

and seed combination. Although these estimations can be used to determine an

appropriate detection limit (lowest resolvable resolution) for an experiment, most practical

systems are able to give sub-pixel resolutions of between 0.05 and 0.1 pixels (Westerweel,

2000). For further discussion on this topic, the reader is referred to papers by Westerweel

(1997) and Willert and Gharib (1991). Recent discussion with the programmer of the PIV

View 1.7 software used in the vector analysis estimated the sub-pixel uncertainty to be in

the order of O.2 pixels (Willert, 2003).

3.5.1.3 Seeding issues

Since PIV is a laser imaging tool, it usually requires the flow of interest to be transparent,

but seeded adequately with particles small enough to follow the flow faithfully, yet large

enough to scatter the light to the imaging system (Raffel et al., 1998 or see Melling, 1997

for a review). Since these are conflicting criteria, a compromise is usually found.

3.5.1.3.1 Seedíng density ønd visibílity

The flow of interest cannot be too sparsely seeded or too densely seeded. In sparsely

seeded flows, there will not be enough particle images within an interrogation volume to

obtain reliable velocity statistics (Adrian, 1990). In such cases, a method known as

particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) can be often used to obtain the velocity vectors. This

method essentially traces the trajectories of individual particle within the flow by tracking

their particle images. For further information regarding this technique, the reader is

referred to work by Kobayashi, Saga and Sekimoto (1989), Nishino, Kasagi and Hirata

(1989), Maas, Gruen and Papatoniou (1993), Malik, Dracos and Papatoniou (1993),

Guezennec, Brodkey, Trigui and Kent (L994), and Virant and Dracos (L997).
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On the other hand, if the seeding density is too high, the particles introduce a significant

influence on the flow and the original flow properties might be altered drastically such that

two-phase flow effects dominate (Westerweel, L994). Smith (2000), in his study of two-

phase flows with a FPJ nozzle inside an annulus reported that the large scale motions

produced by a precessing flow affected the clustering of smaller particles. The movement

of these patticles, which were much larger than the present seeding particles (typically 30

to 60¡^m), were observed by high-speed video photography (1000 frames per second) with

a l0KHz pulsed copper laser and were later deduced to preferentially cluster in regions of
low vorticity and high strain. The potential for such clustering effects was also assessed in

the present flow. However, the present PIV images collected (see Figure 3-21) showed a

fairly uniform distribution of particles, except for the shear layer regions, unlike the

images which Smith (2000) reported.

High seeding densities also reduce the optical transparency of the medium so that the

scattered light signal is attenuated by the seed particles (Adrian, 1984). A technique

known as Laser Speckle Velocimetry (LSV) can be employed to study this type of flow.

For more information regarding the effect of seeding densities on pulsed laser velocimetry,

the reader is referred to a paper by Adrian (1984).

The previous paragraphs highlight the extreme types of seeding (low and high density

seeding) for non-PlV-based techniques. Adrian (1934) proposed seeding in the 'particle

image mode' for PlV-based experiments. This is typically greater than 3 or 4 particles per

interrogation window (Raffel et a1.,1993) and generally not greater than2O particles per

interrogation window (Keane & Adrian, 1990). These limits and recommendations have

been adopted in the present PlV-based measurements.

3.5.1.3.2 Homogeneous seedíng ønd uniþrm pørticle síze

Homogeneous seeding in the flow in also required (Westerweel,1997). This is in contrast

to flow visualisation where only qualitative information is sought and only the flow of
interest is clearly marked with a dye or tracer particles. In PlV-images of high quality and

where the flow is homogeneously seeded, no flow structures demarcated by shear layers

should be detected (Raffel et a1.,1993). Therefore, for all the PIV experiments conducted

in the present investigation, both the FPJ nozzle inlet flow and the surrounding co-flow
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were homogeneously seeded following the general guidelines from Adrian (1984),

Vy'esterweel (1997) and Raffel et al. (L998). A further discussion of the homogeneity in

seeding is also found in Section 3.4.I.5.2 for the LDA technique.

Melling (1997) also pointed out that a uniform seeding particle size is important so that

inaccuracies from the scattering of large particles and background noise do not

overshadow the smaller particles which follow the flow better.

3.5.1.3.3 AbiW of the seed, to follow the flow

In general, laser anemometry in fluid flow assumes that seed particles follow the motion of

the flow faithfully. This assumption is reasonable when external forces such as

gravitational, centrifugal and electrostatic forces are small. To a first approximation, these

external forces were assumed to be negligible in the present measurements.

As discussed in Section 3.4.I.5.1, Melling and Whitelaw (1975) used an approximate

equation based on Stokes' Law to derive the frequency response of seed particles. The

equation assumes that the ratio between the particle and fluid oscillation amplitudes is

greater than99%o.

Equation 3-37

For the present experiments, olive oil seeding was used. Two types of seed generators

were used: a TSI (Thermal Systems Incorporated) seeder and an in-house built nozzle

particle generator similar to a Laskin nozzle (see Section 3.5.2.1 and Raffel et al., L998,

page 2l). Calculations based on equation (3-37) predicted a frequency response of about

20 lfltz for the olive oil seed (for a density ratio of particle relative to air aot= 767,

kinematic viscosity y= 1.5x10-s m2ls, seed particle diameter dr= 0.6 pm) using the TSI

seeder and 8 kHz for the olive oil seed (dp = L pm) generated by the nozzle particle

generator. In general, both types of seeding followed the bulk flow well and were also
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suitable for the experiments whose velocities were in the sub-sonic range (Raffel et al.,

1998). However, this type of seeding may not be adequate to follow higher frequency

fluctuations (that is, turbulence scales such as Kolmogorov or Taylor micro-scales)

associated with smaller fluid scales (also see Section 3.4.1.5.1for seeding in LDA).

3.5.1.3.4 LWt scøtteríng properties of the seed pøfücles

The scattering properties of a transparent seed particle is direction dependent as shown by

the generalised Mie-scattering equation (Hulst van de, 1957). However, the Mie-

scattering theory is applicable only to an incoherent light source. Gouesbet (1996)

extended the traditional Mie-scattering theory to the case of Gaussian illuminating beams,

which are better suited to describe laser beams. As discussed previously, Willert and

Gharib (1991) pointed out that the imaging system may not accurately record the Gaussian

characteristics of the seed particles. This may introduce some inaccuracies in the PIV

vector processing stage.

In general, the scattering properties of a transparent seed droplet is strongest during

forward scatter and weakest for side scatter. In order to reduce the effect of perspective

distortion, most PIV imaging systems are positioned perpendicular to the lightsheet,

thereby viewing the side-scattered light from the particles. This poses some limitations on

the technique if high powered lasers are not available, since side scattering is not as

intense as forward scatter. This problem can be overcome by various perspective

corrections which have been mainly designed to correct such distortions in Stereoscopic

PIV systems. However, the use of such corrective schemes were not employed in the

present experiments since there was adequate side scattering by the seed particles.

3.5.1..4 Light source issues

The light source used for PIV determines the temporal resolution of the system. If high

laser power is not required, a continuous wave laser with an acousto-optic modulator or

chopper-disk (disc) is often used. For higher power requirements, a pulsed laser is usually

used. In general, each light pulse needs to have a short duration so that the particle

position is fixed for the duration of the light pulse. This is to avoid blurring of the image.

Typical pulse duration times are about 6ns to 10ns for Nd:YAG lasers (Stanislas &
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Monnier, 1997). The Quantel Brilliant Twins lasers used in the investigation of the FPJ

flow have a manufacturer specified pulse duration of approximately 6ns.

3.5.1.4.1 Tíme delay between laser pulses

The time between each laser light pulse is known as the 'time delay', At, and this

determines the distance traveled by the particles between image pairs. If this time delay

results in a mean particle image movement of less than the sub-pixel resolution of the PIV

analysis algorithm (typically 0.1 pixel), a null velocity value will be returned and the

algorithm will not resolve such particle image movements. Likewise, the time delay must

not be too long such that majority of the particles move beyond the thickness of the light

sheet (Keane & Adrian, 1990). For single exposure/ double frame PIV, an optimum in-

plane or out-of-plane particle image movement has been suggested by Keane and Adrian

(1990) as less than 257o of the interrogation plane length or corresponding lightsheet

thickness. An upper limit of up to 50Vo was suggested by Adrian (1986b) for

measurements recorded on film, while ÌWillert and Gharib (1991) reported a more

conservative estimate of 337o for digital PIV applications. Similarly, in a flow with strong

rotational or acceleration fields, the particle must not travel beyond a certain arc length

otherwise, the measured velocity will be underestimated (Adrian, L995; Boillot & Prasad,

ree6).

3.5.1.5 Loss of pairs due to the out-of-plane movement of particles

Since PIV is a planar technique, it can only measure the two components of velocity

within the plane of the light sheet. The third component of velocity or "out-of-plane

velocity" can also be obtained if a Stereoscopic facility (Stereo-PIV) is used (see for

example Arroyo & Greated (1991) or Prasad & Jensen (1995)) or by the use of dual-plane

PIV in which the second light sheet is displaced in the direction of the flow (Raffel,

Gharib, Ronneburger & Kompenhans, 1995). However, the latter is still a planar

technique, since it acquires data from one measurement plane. If a three component

velocity field in a large spatial volume is required, the use of a holographic PIV technique

can be employed (see for example Coupland & Halliwell (1992) or Royer & Stanislas
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(1996) for more details). However, due to equipment and time constraints, the present

thesis uses standard PIV to examine the FPJ flow

The loss of pairs becomes a significant issue when recording in the y-z plane with the

precessing jet flowing perpendicular to the lightsheet plane. As such, the time interval

between laser pulses were reduced such that it satisfied Keane and Adrian's (1990)

optimisation parameters for the out-of-plane components (see Section 3.5.1.4.1above) so

that a reasonable correlation signal is obtained during the vector processing stage.

However, this necessarily limits the dynamic and spatial ranges of the PIV system.

3.5.1.6 PIV vector processing

To process velocity vectors from a pair of singly exposed images, it is necessary to

statistically correlate individual 'interrogation windows' of the first image with the other

at the same location. This process is likened to a volume average in which the algorithm

inspects each interrogation area with an associated light sheet thickness (Adrian, 1988).

The aim is to produce 'correlation' peaks which assist in determining the likely position of

the particles in the second image.

PIV evaluation methods can be categorised into either autocorrelation or cross-coffelation.

The auto-correlation method applies to a doubly exposed image in which two successive

exposures are superimposed onto a single image (see Adrian (19SS) for further details).

This method does not resolve the direction of the velocity vectors. Thus, various schemes

have to be applied to resolve vector directions. These include the use of a rotating mirror

(Adrian, 1986b; Raffel & Kompenhans, 1995), a birefringent crystal (Landreth & Adrian,

1988; Lourenco, 1993; Reuss, L993) and colour coding (Gogineni, Trump, Goss, Rivir &
Pestian, 1996) to name a few. In contrast, cross-corelation does not require the above list

of corrective techniques. Cross-correlation applies to singly exposed image pairs whereby

successive images are recorded onto different image regions. The theory of this technique

can be found in Keane and Adrian (1991, 1992). A summary of both methods, along with

their strengths and limitations can also be found in Raffel et al. (1993). The PIV

investigations employed in this thesis use the cross-conelation method for velocity vector

calculations with the images recorded on singly exposed image pairs using standard PIV

cameras
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Once the initial vector field is processed, further post-processing can be carried out to

detect "outliers". The purpose of outlier detection is to remove spurious erÍors within the

region of interest so that these errors do not propagate into the calculations of differential

fields (e.g. divergence, vorticity, shear strain and shear stress) later on (Raffel et a\.,1998).

However, outlier detection is quite subjective and, until today, no general solution can be

offered to solve this problem (Raffel et al., 1998). The general principle of outlier

detection is, in the present investigation, based on the assumption of an incompressible

and continuous flow field. Thus, a vector is considered an outlier if its magnitude and

direction are inconsistent with adjacent vectors surrounding it. If the image quality of the

experiments is excellent and only few outliers exist, then removing outliers manually

(Sun, Yate & V/interbone, 1996) is an option. However, if a large number of image pairs

have to be processed or if high quality images cannot be obtained due to harsh

experimental conditions, then automated methods are employed to detect outliers (Raffel

et a\.,1998; Westerweel, L994).

Various schemes are available to tackle this problem objectively. However, the present

investigation employed the use of a commercial vector processing package, PIV View 1.7,

from DLR, Germany, which has the following schemes:

a median filter (Hartmann, Kohler, Stolz & Flogel, L996; Astola, Haavisto &

Neuvo, 1990),

global histogram method (Raffel et a1.,1998),

dynamic mean value operator (Raffel et a1.,1998), and

choosing other correlations peaks.

A median filter is frequently employed in PIV processing to remove binary noise from the

raw PIV data (rWesterweel, L994). The method aranges all the neighbouring vectors

according to their relative total magnitudes (or a or v components) in increasing order and

selects the central value. For example, for eight neighbours, either the fourth or fifth value

is selected as the median value. This method has yet to be optimised for different types of

o

a

a
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flows, especially highly turbulent flows. As such, it is not used in the present

investigation.

In PIV View, the global histogram method is used to interactively select the region of
interest and to exclude possible outliers. Although the method is subject to the experience

of the user, it provides an excellent way to visualise the range of velocities encountered

within the whole region of interest (Raffel et a1.,1998). This method is used for all the

present PIV vector processing.

The dynamic mean value operator is preferred for flows with strong velocity gradients,

such as across a shock wave in transonic flows (Raffel et a1.,1993). This method accepts

a vector as valid if the difference between each vector and the average value of its
neighbouring vectors is below a certain threshold. Such a threshold value is usually

determined by experiment. The present flow does not have strong enough velocity

gradients to warrant the use of the dynamic mean value operator and so it is not used here.

The PIV View 1.7 software stores the three highest correlation peaks found in each

correlation calculation. If the highest correlation peak turns out to be an outlier the next

highest correlation peak is selected.

If a spurious vector that cannot be correlated by the above procedure is detected by the

programme, it is usually replaced by biJinear interpolation using information from the

surrounding vectors. When several of the immediate neighbours are also outliers then a

Gaussian-weighted interpolation scheme is used.

3.5.L.7 Post-processing of velocity vectors

The information obtained from a PlV-processed vector field does not supply all the

information to completely solve the Navier-Stokes equations, since other information such

as simultaneous pressure, density fields and the out-of-plane component are not available

using the technique. However, it does allow the measurement of some differential

quantities, such as the vorticity fîeld. The vorticity field is independent of the obseryer's

frame of reference and is useful in the study of highly vortical flows such as turbulent

boundary layers, wakes, and certainly in the present investigation on the FPJ flow. For
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incompressible flows (VoU=0), the Navier-Stokes equation ,written in terms of

vorticity is:

9*(J oYa¡=ú)cY(J +tNza Equation3-38
òt

Since the standard PIV technique utilised in the present thesis can only measure the in-

plane components (for instance U and V) simultaneously, the differential quantities

obtained from such experiments include the following:

AV AUat = ðx- N
au avç =-+-"xY aY'ax

au av
€xx lEw = AX* N

Equation 3-39

Equation 3-40

Equation 3-41

Thus, the vorticity component (ú)ò out of the plane of the lightsheet, together with the in-

plane shearing and extensional strains can be obtained using standard PIV. For

incompressible flows, the out of plane strain can also be estimated by:

au av
Ez =- A.- N 

Equation3-42

Calculation of these differential quantities requires non-null velocity values from at least 8

surrounding vectors. Generally an overlap of 507o or less is used such that the noise from

sampling identical particle image pairs is reduced.

3.5.2 Experimental Apparatus

This section provides details of the experimental arrangement and the PIV equipment

employed for the PIV experiments employed in the research.

3.5.2.L Experimental Arrangement

The PIV experiments were conducted at the TEC laser laboratory at the University of

Adelaide. Figure 3-15 shows the apparatus used in the experiment, while Figure 3-16
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shows the coordinate system used for the time average and visually-selected phase average

experiments.

A compressor with an operating pressure of up to 650 kPa delivers conditioned supply air

to the experimental nozzle. The compressed air is regulated and is divided into three sub-

streams. The first sub-stream is fed into a 6-jet panicle generator (TSI Model 9306) while

the second sub-stream is diverted to a by-pass valve. The two streams are re-combined at

the exit of the 6-jet particle generator and are transported via a flexible pipe into the brass

pipe of the nozzle flow conditioner section. The by-pass system allows the particle

generator to function optimally, whilst providing a large air flow rate to the FPJ chamber.

The third sub stream is fed into an in-house built nozzle particle generator system.

The nozzle particle generator is made up of a sealed high pressure cylinder with 2 inlets

and one outlet. One of the inlets, similar to the reference type used by Kåihler, Sammler

and Kompenhans (2002), is a 200mm long copper pipe with an internal diameter of 2mm

and an external diameter of 5mm. This nozzle design (a variant of a Laskin nozzle) is

similar to those described by Echols and Young (1963). Compressed air at a typical

relative upstream pressure (difference between ambient pressure and inlet pressure) of
60kPa (-0.6 Bar) is introduced at one end while the other end of the nozzle is weld-sealed.

Four holes of lmm diameter are arranged in a cross-wise fashion and are located about

25mm from the sealed end. The holes are positioned about 30mm above the bottom of the

cylinder and about 50mm below the olive oil surface. This is to alleviate flow bias due to

free surface effects and wall boundary effects (Kahler et a1.,2002). The other inlet acts as

a by-pass stream which allows some control over the seeding density of the co-flow by

diluting the fine particles generated by the first inlet with additional air. Due to the shear

stress interaction by the air jet on the oil, micron sized particles are generated (Raffel et at.

1998). Larger bubbles are simultaneously formed due to the free surface disturbance and

they trap the micron sized particles. These larger bubbles rise to the top of the oil surface

and burst, releasing the micron-sized particles in the process. Kahler et aI. (2002) provide

a clearer visual description of the process. A series of impactor plates were also

positioned above the oil surface to prevent larger particles from leaving the seeder.
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The TSI seeder produces a particle distribution with a modal diameter of 0.6pm (Figure

3-I7), while the nozzle particle generator uses olive oil to generate particle seeding

(density, ç874kgtm3 dynamic viscosity, ¡r}.O26kgt(ms)) with a nominal particle

diameter of approximately lpm + 0.5 ¡r,m (Kahler et al.,2OO2). Seed from the nozzle

particle generator was used to seed the co-flow around the FPJ chamber and was

distributed by means of a ring{ype distributor located at the base of the flow conditioner.

A cylindrical shroud of about 4.4 times the diameter of the FPJ nozzle is positioned such

that the top edge is aligned at the same level as the exit plane of the FPJ nozzle (see Figure

3-15). This is to confine the co-flow seeding within the region of interest. The whole rig

is positioned under an exhaust hood which produces a co-flow velocity of about 0.1 m/s

based on preliminary PIV measurements. To reduce room draughts, all the doors and

windows of the experimental laboratory (with a length, breadth and height of 6m, 6m and

5m respectively) were closed.

3.5.2.2 General PIV Equipment

The PIV system consists of a light generation system, light delivery system, shaping

optics, a pulse delay generator, a PIV camera and suitable lenses. A detailed summary of

the system is found in Table 3-4.

3.5.2.2.1 LWt Generøtion System

Light is generated by a Quantel Brilliant Twins pulsed Nd:YAG laser rated at 380mJ per

pulse at a frequency doubled wavelength of 532nm. The Twins has two separate laser

systems which produce a fundamental harmonic wavelength of 1064nm. A reference

beam and a secondary beam are initially parallel with the secondary beam offset from the

reference. The secondary beam is later combined by a series of mirrors and lenses to share

a common geometric axis with the primary beam. The re-combined beams are passed

through a second harmonic generator which frequency-doubles the light so that beams of

532nm wavelength are formed. These beams appear green in colour and a¡e used in the

PIV experiments. Each beam pulse has a duration of about 6ns at FWMH (full width at

maximum half-height). This was verified by observing the electronic signals produced by

a high-speed light detector positioned in front of the scattered particles. After optimising
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for equal beam strength, the actual power measured is typically 180mJ per pulse per laser

cavity for a flashlamp-to-Q-switch delay of 300¡rs.

3.5.2.2.2 LWt Delivery and Shaping optics

The laser beam is delivered, via a series of mirrors, to the shaping optics which consist of
a diverging cylindrical lens (focal length 200mm) followed by a cylindrical focusing lens

with a focal length of 260mm. Optimising this arrangement of lenses produces a suitable

light sheet with a non-uniform thickness that varies between lmm and 2mm in the region

of interest. This thickness was chosen because of the significant out-of-plane motion in

the emerging precessing jet. The variation in lightsheet thickness is expected to have

minimal impact on the results since the calculations for particle out-of-plane motion are

based on the minimum light sheet thickness (lmm) and the probe resolution of the

interrogation windows are all larger than the thickest part of the lightsheet (2mm).

3.5.2.2.3 Pulse Delay Generator

The laser system comprises two independently controlled laser oscillators which fire at a

nominal rate of lOHz each. The lasers are controlled by a Stanford Research Systems DG-

535 pulse delay generator, which has a pulse-to-pulse jitter of less than *5ns. However,

the pulse-to-pulse jitter (or r.m.s. fluctuations) between laser pulses is measured to be

about t0.7 ps, slightly more than the manufacturer rated jitter of +0.5 ps. This value is

used later to estimate the precision of the PIV measurements.

The pulse delay generator produces the signals given in Figure 3-18 whenever an internal

timing trigger initiates a timing cycle. The flashlamp-to-Q-switch delay for both lasers is

typically set to 300 ps and this gives a laser energy output of about 180mJ per oscillator,

which is adequate for the most of the experiments. The output signal from the internal

timer is sent to the camera which, following an extemal trigger, has an internal delay of

20 ps before exposing the first frame. The exposure time is determined by the transfer

pulse width (TPW) which is set to 304 ¡rs. The first laser pulse is synchronised to

illuminate the region of interest during this period. Following this, a transfer pulse delay

(TPD) of 1 ps occurs before the second exposure is activated for a fixed time period of up
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to 30ms. The second laser pulse fires at a time, At, after the first pulse. After this period,

frame two will still be recording even after the second laser pulse has elapsed. Since a

532nm* 10nm n¿urow bandpass filter was not available, minimum room lights were used

to reduce the effect of background light to negligible levels and background light was later

subtracted from each image pair.

3.5.2.2.4 PIV Camerø ønd Lens

The PIV camera is a Kodak Megaplus ES 1.0 and has a charged-coupled device (CCD)

with an array of 1008 by 1018 pixels (width and height) respectively. The quantum

efficiency of the camera is given in Figure 3-19 and is approximately 367o for light at a

wavelength of 532nm. Each pixel is approximately 9 pm square and has a fill factor of

607o. Each pixel contains three main regions: light sensitive region 1, light sensitive

region 2 and a dark region. It is purpose designed to allow it to collect two images in

rapid succession. In the "triggered double-exposure mode" or the "frame-straddling

mode", light sensitive region I is activated to collect photons for an extremely short

period. This period, known as the transfer pulse delay (TPD), can range from I ps to 999

¡rs. Typically, not more than 500 microseconds and not less than 10 ps are used. After the

transfer pulse delay, a transfer pulse width (TPW) event occurs before light sensitive

region 2 is activated. This time can range from lps to 5 ps. During the transfer pulse

width event, integrated light signals falling on region 1 are sequentially shifted into the

dark region, which is then further transferred to the random access memory (RAM) of the

camera capture card. Light sensitive region 2 is activated for a fixed time of up to 30ms

before the data is transferred into the dark region and ultimately into the RAM. Data in

RAM is later transferred to permanent storage in local hard disk drives.

The camera is connected to a 70-300mm variable Nikon zoom lens set at anf¡ = 5.6. The

/4 is the ratio of the focal length,fi, to the aperture diameter, D". This f* value ensures that

the image distortion around the edges of the image is minimised, while allowing adequate

light to the image array via the lens. Raffel et al. (1998) noted that this kind of systematic

perspective distortion due to the lens arrangement is generally neglected in most

experiments and the only way to quantify this error for highly three-dimensional flows is
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to measure all three components of velocity. This was not possible using conventional

PIV employed in the present investigation.

The depth of field of the lens system is also checked to ensure that particles within the

lightsheet are adequately imaged and focused. The depth of field of a lens is the distance

along the optical axis over which an image can be clearly focused. For PIV, it is

calculated based on the following set of equations summarised in Raffel et at. (1998):

M=zo
zo

da,r =2.4f0(M +|fi"

EquatÍon 3-43

Equation 3-44

Equation 3-45

Equation 3-46

where,

M = magnification factor,

zo= distance between image plane and lens, m

Zo= distance between object plane and lens, m

/*= f-stop

"f = tbcal length of lens, m

Do - aperture diameter, m

d¿w= dtffraction limited minimum object diameter, m

),= wavelength of light used, 532nmfor frequency doubled Nd:YAG

4= depth of field
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To estimate the particle image diameter, the following equation is used neglecting effects

of lens abberations:

d d +ddifri
Equation 3-47

where,

dr=parlicle image diameter, m

dr- paticle diameter, m

The depth of field is calculated for:

particles estimated to have a mean diameter of about lpm,

o f* = 5.6,

laser wavelength of 532nm, and

a nominal image pixel size of 9Pm.

The depth of field is calculated for each experimental setup. In general, it exceeds

5.75mm for a magnification (px/mm) of 15 as given in Figure 3-20. Since all the

experiments have light sheet thicknesses of less than 3mm and a magnification of not

more than l5px/mm, the depth of field used is appropriate and all the particles moving

into or out of the light sheet will thus be in focus.

3.5.3 Experimental procedure and conditions

A total of 350 image pairs were recorded at a nominal rate of 10Hz for 35 seconds in each

experimental batch. This was achieved by transferring the images from the camera

capture card to the computer's random access memory (RAM), which is about 1.5 GB in

size. The data stored in RAM is later downloaded onto the computer's hard-drive for long

term storage.

2

a
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3.5.3.1 Time-averaged experiments

Before each experiment, a calibration ruler was positioned within the plane of the laser

sheet and its image recorded. This allows the magnification (in px/mm) of each image to

be recorded.

An iterative process was then carried out to optimise the experiment so that each run had a

velocity data yield of greater than 957o. Firstly, an estimate of the flow velocities was

made and a few images taken to assess the relative movement of the correlation peak for a

specific interrogation window and a tolerable dynamic velocity range (DVR). As

discussed earlier, the DVR was defined by Adri an (L997) as the ratio of the largest

resolvable velocity to the smallest resolvable velocity by the PIV system. An optimum

out-of-plane motion of V¿ the lightsheet thickness suggested by Keane and Adrian (1990)

was chosen for particles moving perpendicular to the lightsheet. The out-of-plane velocity

for the FPJ flow was assumed to be of similar magnitude to the in-plane velocities. The

software used for all the image processing, PivView 1.7, was assumed to have a sub-pixel

resolution of 0.1 pixel. An acceptable level of cross correlation signal was achieved by

setting the time delay, At (typically 10ps), so that an out-of-plane particle motion of V¿ ¡he

lightsheet thickness is achieved. This means that a maximum particle movement of

between 3 and 4 pixels were achieved for the FPJ experiments. Such small pixel

displacements will result in a poor dynamic velocity range in these experiments.

Nevertheless, broad features of the flow can still be obtained as will be demonstrated in

Chapters 5 and 6. In addition, the seeding uniformity of both the jet stream and the

ambient flow. Figure3-21shows a typical PIV image pair taken during the experiment.

3.5.3.2 Visually-selectedphase-averagedexperiments

For those PIV data collected without an external phase reference signal, a 'visual' method

was employed to select at most two particular phase orientations: a '0o-180o' phase plane

and a '90o-2'l}o' phase plane. The method cannot differentiate the direction of precession

and so averages across both precession directions, as does the LDA phase measurement

technique described in Section 3.4. The ensemble averaging for the '0o-180o' plane was

obtained from those velocity images in which the local jet emerged parallel to the light
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sheet and was ejected from the bottom left of the image to the top-right (Figure 3-22). The

ensemble average for the '90o-27}o' plane was obtained from those images in which the

jet seemed to be directed out of the plane of the light sheet @gure 3-23). Figure 3-24 and

Figure 3-25 show typical averaged results for the images based on the above phase

averaging scheme for the '0o-180o' and'9O"-270o' planes respectively. The geometric

centreline and jet centreline are also presented in Figure 3-24. The geometric centreline is

aligned with the axis of the FPJ chamber, while the local jet centrelina, x'¡et, is defined here

as the line that passes through the mean zero vorticity regions of the jet.

3.5.3.3 Computer-selected phase-average experiments

An improvement to the visually-selected technique discussed in Section 3.5.3.2 involves

the use of a computer algorithm to select those image pairs which meet specific criteria for

a particular flow condition. Since more useful information about the instantaneously

emerging jet is gained from the '0o-180o' plane, the '90o-270o' plane was not investigated.

To select the data files for ensemble averaging for the '0o-180o' plane, the following

criteria at the respective locations were to be met:

I. x/Dz= 0.06, r/R2 = - 0.78: u>0,v>0,

2. xTDz= 0.56, r/R2= 0.01: u>0, Y>0,

3. xlDz= 1.27, r/R2= 1.19: u>0, v>0,

4. xTDz= 0.06, r/R2= 0.52; u<O,

5. xlDz= 0.06, r/R2= - 0.27: u<0.

These criteria were selected based on the visually-selected phase-averaged results obtained

in Section 6.3.I, for which the trajectory of the jet core passes through and for the

corresponding flow reversals near to the exit plane that occur during such an event.

Typical data yield using these criteria meant that between 10 and 15 image pairs were

finally selected for ensemble averaging out of 350 image pairs. That is a nominal

conservative data yield of approximately 37o. If each of these recorded images were to

represent the flow as it emerges in any azimuthal fashion from the exit plane for each
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precession cycle (i.e. 360o), then approximately I image pair will occupy 1o of phase.

Thus, for 10 to 15 images pairs, a phase angle of between 10o and 15o can be expected in

these types of conditional averaging.

3.5.4 Discussion of the measurement errors

Wernet and Edwards (1990) used the following equation to estimate the random

measurement error in a velocity measurement in pulsed laser velocimetry:

au-
v *)'.(*)' F,quation 3-48

where ø refers to a standard deviation of a particular parameter, y is the velocity

component in the measurement plane, /s is the displacement of the correlation peak and

Âr is the time between laser pulses. Here, the subscripts s and r represent the

corresponding displacements and times respectively. Using this formula, the worst case

calibration errors in the present measurements are estimated as:

o' 
-5"10-0,

^s

L=0.07 (ø¡0.7ps, At=l}ps - jitter between laser pulses).

Thus, typical -d"- u¿1uss are largely a function of * and is nominally +7.0Vo. This value

is limited by the performance of the Brilliant Twins lasers for the present measurements in

air. It would be ideal to use a larger Âr for the experiments for the same flow conditions,

but this would mean having more particles moving out of the plane of the lightsheet

causing the loss of correlation pairs leading to a loss in correlation value (Adrian, l99l).

Another solution would be to increase the thickness of the lightsheet. However, this will
necessarily reduce the spatial resolution of the system and result in reduced scattering

signals from the seed particles. This ultimately reduces the vector data yield in the region

of interest, especially in those times when (and in those regions where) the jet moves out
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of the plane of the lightsheet. The mean values are expected to be a function of the

sampling size, while we can expect a larger variation in the r.m.s. velocity fluctuations in

the results.

Another source of error is due to curvature effects in the flow. Since only two laser pulses

are used to illuminate the region of interest, the PIV technique would not be able to detect

the motion of a particle as it navigates along a curvilinear path. The technique will

therefore underestimate the actual velocity of the particle traveling along a curved path. In

Section 6.4.I for the measurements in the transverse plane þ-e plane), the main curvilinear

path is assumed to be the precessing motion of the jet. For example, in the most severe

case, using Ar=l5¡rs (for a maximum particle movement of 0.2mm) and for a typical

precession frequency of 6Hz at x'/D2=Q.11 and at a radius of 32mm from the nozzle axis,

the particle at that location will only move by 0.36o around the 32mm radius. To a first

approximation, the particles moving in a straight line will be equivalent to particles

moving in an arc for such a small angle. Thus, the errors introduced by curvature effects

caused by the main flow in the present measurements are considered negligible.

As discussed earlier, the spatial resolution of PIV is poorer than the LDA by at least 2

orders of magnitude in terms of the measurement volume. This aspect is important in

highly three dimensional flows and in flows where velocity gradients exist. In general, too

large a measurement volume overestimates the width of the shear layer and reduces the

magnitude of r.m.s. and differential properties such as vorticity (Raffel et a1.,1998). More

detailed aspects of this issue are discussed in Section 5.3.1, where a comparison is made

between PIV and LDA for measurements made across the velocity gradients in a free

turbulent jet (Section 5.3.1) and in Section 6.6 for the external FPJ flow.

Two main sources of error in the non-triggered conditionally averaged results are due to

possible effors the phase angle and the inability of the techniques to resolve precession

direction. The phase-erïor for both the visual and computer selected phase-averaging

methods is estimated to be less than +10o. These phase errors together with directional

ambiguity effectively reduce the magnitudes of mean velocities, whilst increasing the

r.m. s. velocity fl uctuations.
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Oversampling due to the overlap of the interrogation windows introduces another source

of error, especially in the differential results, such as vorticity, in-plane shear and

extensional strains. Oversampling results in the correlation of neighbouring velocity data

which have been estimated from the same particle images (Raffel et aI., 1998). This

results in the propagation of velocity errors into the differential values, especially in

regions of high velocity gradients or low seeding densities. It also produces some spatial

averaging (or smoothing). For example, a64x64 interrogation window with an overlap of
50Vo will result in more spatial smoothing than a 32x32 interrogation window.

Further sources of error in terms of r.m.s. uncertainties using Monte Cado simulation are

detailed in Raffel et al. (1998). These r.m.s. uncertainties are affected by the particle

image diameter, particle image displacement, ratio of particle image size and pixel size,

particle image shift, image quantisation, background noise of the image, displacement

gradients and out of plane motions. The authors have produced general graphs for

different sizes of interrogation windows, such that an approximate r.m.s. uncertainty for
each measurements were possible. A typical r.m.s. uncertainty for the present PIV

experiments is approximately t0.7 m/s relative to a bulk inlet velocity of 55m/s (or I.3Vo).
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3.6 Phase-and-precession-direction-resolved PIV

The previous section (3.5) dealt with the collection and processing of time-averaged PIV

data. It also presented a subjective method ('visually-selected phase averaging') and a

more objective method ('computer-selected phase-averaging') to extract further

information about the instantaneous FPJ flow. It was shown that the visual and computer

selected phase-averaging methods of selecting phase was limited to the '0o-180o' plane

and '90o-270o' plane. Phase-planes (e.g. 15o-195o, 45o-225", etc) between these two

planes were more subjective to resolve in the absence of further information.

Furthermore, in using these methods, the precession direction could not be resolved either.

To resolve phase and precession-direction, a triggering system has been developed using a

pair of hot-wire probes as flow sensors.

3.6.1 Introduction

Various methods of triggering a data collection system based on external reference

conditions have been used by researchers to study time-dependent flows. Triggering of a

PIV data collection system by pressure probes has also been used by Fick et al. (1997) to

study the precessing vortex core near the exit of a swirl burner. Fick et al. (1997) used the

technique successfully to measure the radial and tangential components of a precessing

vortex core (PVC) in a swirl burner. A key element to the success of that measurement

was the predictability of the precession direction of the PVC. As such, the use of a

direction selectivity sensor was not required. In contrast to Fick et aI. (1997), the naturally

excited fluidic precessing jet studied here not only precesses, but is known to change

direction intermittently for the Ch-L configuration (Nathan, 1988). Frequent directional

changes in the emerging flow for a Ch-L-CB configuration are also found in the present

LDA tangential velocity measurements (Section 5.9). It is also numerically predicted by

Guo et al. (20OI) in a long pipe downstream from a sudden expansion inlet.

Hence, it is necessary to develop a data collection system which resolves both precession

direction and phase. This is achieved with a triggering system for the PIV system. The

components to be synchronised are the PIV laser, the camera system and the triggering
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system. A block diagram showing the interaction with each system is presented in Figure

3-26 while the timing diagram for the trigger system is presented in Figure 3-27.

3.6.2 Experimental Considerations

This section discusses the main issues involved in the phase-and-precession-direction

resolved PfV measurements. These issues include the overall system timing for the

microcontroller-laser-camera system, the details of the Atmel microcontroller, the trigger

system, verifying the ability of the system to differentiate precession direction, an

appropriate probe placement and probe separation distance, phase-lag of the system, and

the final experimental arangement.

3.6.2.1 Overall system timing

An ATMEL microprocessor interfaced the laser and camera system with the external hot-

wire sensor-trigger system. An important criterion for stable and reliable operation of the

pulsed Nd:YAG laser is that the flashlamp frequency must not vary more than 10t0.5 Hz.

The laser manufacturer advises that power output decreases dramatically when the

flashlamp frequency is outside of the nominal flashlamp frequency (Quantel, 1994).

The following relationship establishes some criteria for the timing system of the

microprocessor.

ffl-^tu <[fl-*^<ft-o* Equation 3-49

9.5H21ffl_* < l0.5IIz Equation3-50

and

4r-,- = Ll fy-no^ Equation 3-51

therefore,

ù-r,"r-rcS ms ) õg-* > 4l-'¡n-95 ms Equation 3-52

where,

,fr_n r=Nominal flashlamp frequency, Hz
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ffl _^in=Minimum fl ashlamp frequency, Hz

.fn_o,,.;.Maximum fl ashlamp frequency, Hz

4l_-r=Nominal flashlamp time interval, sec

$t_min=Minimum flashlamp time interval, sec

4t-r.'-Maximum flashlamp time interval, sec

The next step is to choose an appropriate time window that selects a particular band of

precession frequency. In the present case, the precession frequency is nominally 5IIz and

a frequency range between 3 and 6 Hz was chosen. The 3 and 6 Hz cut-off frequency

range was chosen to match the -3dB frequency interval for a 5Ilz precession frequency

(see Figure 7-10).

If the frequency range were to be shifted to a higher precession frequency envelope, i.e.,

from 3 and6Hz to 4 and 7Hz, fluid structures having a higher precession frequency will be

recorded. Although slightly different types of structures may be observed, the overall flow

topology of the higher precession frequency flow is not expected to be markedly different

from the proposed flow topology in Section 6.4. Data collection time may be increased

for the 4 to 7 Hz range since the probability of detecting an event decreases as the range is

shifted from the -3dB range (located between 3 and 6 Hz). This argument similarly

applies if the frequency range were to be shifted to a lower one, such as 2 and 5 Hz.

The main parameters that determined the time window calculations are as follows:

a linear (or circumferential) separation distance between the two hot-wire probes,

radial distance from the hot-wire probe sensing element to the geometric centre of

the FPJ, and

a frequency bandwidth that characterises the precessing jet (between 3 and 6[lz).a

The filtering criteria accompanying these parameters are:
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the jet does not 'flip' across the exit face of the nozzle during one cycle of jet

precession, rather the jet takes the path of a circle about the axis of the chamber,

the output from the two-probe arrangement are adjusted to give similar voltage

responses to similar velocity fluctuations, and

a

a

the probes are separated far enough so as not to interfere with each other

Once the frequency bandwidth is selected, a time window for valid inter{rigger times can

be set in the microprocessor. The inter-trigger time was the time between triggers that was

accepted by the microprocessor as a valid coincidence window for which another

comparison can be made with the arrival of a valid laser-trigger.

When a valid signal trigger time is sensed after the lag hot-wire probe, an internal

comparison is made immediately by the microprocessor to see if a valid laser trigger

window has arived. If there is a match, a laser trigger and a camera signal are sent

simultaneously. If there is no match, the laser trigger will still send a signal to the lasers

100ms after the last known laser trigger, and PIV laser pulses are still produced without

the activation of the PIV camera. This is required to maintain stability in the laser system.

These events are summarized in Figwe3-27.

3.6.2.2 Basic details regarding the Atmel microcontroller

The microcontroller employed for this work is an Atmel 490S2313-10PC integrated

circuit. It operates at a clock frequency of l0MHz. Thus the time resolution for this

system can be as small as 0.01 microseconds for each clock cycle. The program algorithm

is found in Appendix A-l-7.

Programming the trigger acceptance window is carried out by transferring the

microcontroller to an STK 500 programmer's board and downloading the instruction set to

the microcontroller.
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3.6.2.3 Basic details regarding the Trigger system

The trigger system was incorporated as a whole alongside the microprocessor. This was to

reduce the length of wires needed for each signal from the triggers to reach the Atmel

microcontroller. In fact, the trigger system consisted of three separate types of trigger

arrangements which were used in the search for a practical trigger solution. Only the

Schmitt trigger solution was suitable for the experiments since it avoids the large phase-

lag introduced by the other methods.

3.6.2.3.1 Schmitt trígger

The first type of trigger studied was the Schmitt trigger. This type of trigger is made

from a CMOS 4050 buffer with a block diagram given in Figure 3-28 (Lancaster, 1997).

The trigger has two triggering voltage levels, an upper trigger level (UTL) and a lower

trigger tevel (LTL) as presented in Figure 3-29. 'Whenever a signal voltage level rises

above the upper trigger voltage level, the Schmitt trigger immediately outputs a step

change to a high voltage value (+V). If the signal voltage level falls after which time, but

does not go below the lower trigger voltage level, nothing happens and the output remains

high. However, the moment the signal level decreases below the lower trigger voltage

level, a step change from high to low (-0 V) signal is output by the CMOS 4050 buffer.

The region between the trigger levels is known as the "dead band" in which the Schmitt

trigger ignores any other voltage signals.

The width of the "dead band" is adjusted with the use of various resistance values, R,

(Lancaster, 1997) which are summarised in Table 3-5 (Lancaster, 1997). The use of such

a trigger is advantageous to the precessing jet flow because it is possible to trigger the

flow on the rising edge of the unfiltered hot-wire signal just before the signal peak of the

jet sweeps past. By using a low-pass filter with a phase lag equal to the time from the

trigger to the peak signal region of the jet, it is possible to capture an image of the peak

flow coinciding with the physical location of the lag hot-wire probe (presented later in

Figure 3-31 for test case using a mechanically precessing jet).
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A limitation to the use of the Schmitt trigger is its inability to adjust for variable signal

voltage levels. This introduces a "phase jitter band" which varies with fluctuating signal

amplitudes. This is estimated to be about +7o for a repeatable flow (such as a mechanical

precessing jet flow) (see Figure 3-33a) and +30o for a naturally excited flow (i.e., the

present FPJ flow) (see Figure 3-37). Furthermore, to obtain a small phase jitter band, the

upper trigger level has to be set high, so that only a limited large amplitude flow
precession will activate the trigger system. This increases the experimental time

considerably by reducing the sampling rate (to approximately I image for every 300 flow

cycles). This concept can be further explained by the use of a sine wave with an

amplitude range that spans from the upper trigger level to +V. The frequency of the sine

wave is fixed, while the signal amplitude is varied. As the UTL increases, the phase jitter

band reduces in value. In applying this to the precessing jet, the probability of sampling a

valid signal for increasing UTL also decreases, thereby increasing experimental time

considerably (see 'Future work' in Section 8.2 for a possible solution to overcome this

limitation).

3.6.2.3.2 Peak detecting trigger

Another type of trigger, the basic peak detecting trigger was also investigated. Although

it was not used in the experiments, it is briefly described here. The trigger outputs a TTL
signal a short time following a peak signal. To avoid false triggering by high frequency

peaks, the hot-wire signal should be filtered. This involves low-pass filtering the raw

signals at a frequency close to the precession frequency in the order of 10 tlz or less. This

introduces a large phaseJag to the triggering system in relation to the actual signal

observed by the hot-wire probes. For a maximally flat low-pass filter at a cut-off

frequency of 10H2, this phase-lag was about ll2o for a jet precessing at a characteristic

frequency of 6IIz. Further details of the phase lag for various frequencies can be found in

Appendix B. This implies that the recorded data may not reflect the actual peak signal

required, instead, the data collected may belong to the precession in the next cycle,

provided the flow does not reverse direction during this time.

Despite its disadvantage in the present FPJ flow case, the peak detecting trigger reliably

provides the peak of a given signal with varying amplitude. This is in contrast to the
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Schmitt trigger which only triggers when the signal goes beyond or below a fixed voltage

lcvel and the trigger-to-peak time varies with varying signal amplitude. Nevertheless, the

peak detecting trigger may be advantageous for use in a periodically varying waveform

that does not change direction. Despite the phaseJag introduced as a result of low-pass

filtering, phase corrections can be made later to relate the flow to the data collected, if
required.

3.6.2.3.3 Cornbíned Schmift ønd Peuk detecting trígger

In order to avoid the severe phase lag introduced by low pass filtering at a frequency near

to the precession frequency, a Schmitt trigger can be used. Furthermore, it is

advantageous to trigger the system for signal amplitudes above a certain voltage level.

This can be achieved by a combination of the Schmitt trigger (to filter lower voltage

levels) and a peak detector trigger (to trigger at the right phase position). However, this

technique still suffers from a severe filtering phase lag since a relatively smooth signal is

required for the peak detecting circuit to function reliably.

3.6.2.3.4 Choice of Triggers

The Schmitt trigger was finally chosen for use with a low pass filter in the following

experiments to avoid the severe phase lag of the other two approaches. A phase lag is

problematic due to the cycle-to-cycle variation in the precession frequency.

3.6.2.4 Verifying the operation of the direction sensors

A simple check was made to verify the direction selectivity of the sensor system with a

mechanically precessing jet (Schneider et al., 1997a and 1997b). The set-up is presented

schematically in Figure 3-30. When the MPJ nozzle is rotated in a clockwise direction,

the lead hot-wire probe experiences the advancing jet before the lag hot-wire probe. This

was found to result in a constant stream of camera signals being sent to the PIV system for

data collection. Figure 3-3Ia gives an example of the instantaneous flow of an MPJ

(precessing at a fixed frequency of fr=Çty clockwise and d"=3mm). These measurements

were taken at x'/dr=Ll.3 with the hot-wire sensors located at x'/d"=6.J, r/dr=11.
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Corresponding analogue-to-digital (A/D) signals are given in Figure 3-3La. These signals

include:

o the lag hot-wire signals directly from the hot-wire amplifier,

the lag hot-wire signals low-pass filtered at30Hz,

the Schmitt trigger generated by the lag filtered signal, and

the camera signals.

A short sampling of these signals are provided for a particular PIV image pair in Figure

3-31b. Successive series of instantaneous velocity images of the jet contours based on half

the local maximum in-plane velocity 1v2+w2¡1t2n * are given in Figure 3-32. These further

demonstrate the ability of the hot-wire-microcontroller system to detect and measure the

required flow event in synchronism with the PIV system. Figure 3-33 presents the mean

realization of 50 of such velocity fields. In Figure 3-33a, the peak in-plane magnitude of
20 successive velocity field results are marked as small filled circles in the 0.5(v2+w2)rt2o *

contour of the mean result. They show that the mean phaseJag between the lag hot-wire

and the core of the jet is approximately 23.8o with an error band (or jitter) of t7o. Due to

the large phase jitter inherent in the system, data overlap over the 140-span centred about

the 23.8o mean is inevitable. This phase jitter is caused by several main factors:

o 3Hz frequency window chosen,

varying exit angle of the jet, and

selection of the UTL of the Schmitt trigger (that relates to the selection of higher

magnitudes of velocities before the data collection system is allowed to trigger).

Although the data appear to be 'smoothed' out, the results still indicate that the direction

sensors are operating as required, it also allows the precision of the present technique for

the MPJ flow to be estimated.

O

o

o

o
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To further confirm the directional selectivity of the system, the rotation direction of the

MPJ was reversed. This time, no camera signals were sent to activate the PIV camera and

so no images were captured, further confirming that the system is effective at

discriminating precession direction.

3.6.2.5 Optimising the location of the trigger probes in the FPJ flow

To measure the FPJ flow reliably, a suitable location is needed for the hot-wire probes.

Nathan (1938) demonstrated that the introduction of a foreign object (such as a long rod)

within the FPJ nozzle cavity will unnecessarily perturb the precessing flow mechanism. In

order to avoid this, the probes were positioned outside, but as close as practical to the exit

plane of the nozzle to reduce jitter. However, the probes should be positioned in a

location which minimizes the interference of the probes and probe holder, and maximizes

the signal strength of the flow. The flow signals produced at such locations should also

provide an amplitude range that can be adjusted to lie within the design voltage range of

the triggering system, that is between 0 and 5 Volts. In Figure 3-34, the lag hot-wire

probe was positioned parallel to the nozzle axis with its centre at r/Dz=0.61 in the y-z

plane for a total of 4 downstream locations, namely x'/Dz-O.I2, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75.

Repeatibility of the experiment using r/Dz-0.6I is illustrated by Figure 3-34 before the

actual experiments and in Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17 when the final experiments were

conducted. An ensemble average of 50 image pairs are presented in the figure, whereby

the phase-averaged velocities 7v2+w2¡tt2 were non-dimensionalised by the maximum in-

plane velocity for each measurement plane are shown as contours. The difference

between each contour level is 0.2. The location of the lightsheet was fixed at x'/D2=Q.QJ

and the flow was kept at a constant flow rate for the duration of the experiment. For each

experiment, the hot-wire parameters were re-adjusted to suit the new flow conditions for

each hot-wire probe location.

The criteria for the best location was by visual inspection of each successive image pair to

see which location gives the least spatial jitter and also by ensemble averaging the results.

In Figure 3-34, the locations for x'/Dz=O.I2, o.25 and 0.75 appear to produce similar

results in the total magnitude of in-plane velocities. I-ocating the probe at x'/Dz'O.50

appears to average data over two precession directions, as shown by the larger 'footprint'
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at the 0.2(v2+w2)l/2 contour. This location coincides with the zone of flow convergence

(location of time-averaged, but not instantaneous, flow convergence downstream from the

exit plane) explained later in Chapters 6 and 7. Thus, any probe location which senses the

magnitude of fluctuating velocities of the emerging precessing jet, other than at a location

near to the zone of flow convergence, is a valid choice for the present experiment. The

probes were finally located at x'/D2=Q.12 and, r/D2=Q.91. This location, which is also

approximately l30o to 150o from the peak in-plane velocity magnitude, resulted in the

least influence of the probe holder on the overall flow and was not in the plane of the

lightsheet. Further discussion in Section 6.5 will indicate that the hot-wire probes are

located at the point at which separation of a vortex pair occurs (Edge 2 vortex pair).

It must be noted that this position will not resolve the various emerging angles (0¡ of the

jet and this is expected to be another source of error in the phase averaging technique. A

series of instantaneous flow visualisation images of the captured flow (seeded and appears

as 'white' fog) at the appropriate triggering conditions are provided in Figure 3-35. This

further demonstrates the reliability of the technique even in such difficult flows as the FPJ

flow.

3.6.2.6 Selecting the separation distance of the probes

The separation distance between the probes also plays a key role in ensuring the success of

the technique. The lag hot-wire probe was positioned at a radial distance of approximately

r/Dz-0.61 and a downstream location of x'/Dz=0.12, as determined from Section 3.6.2.5.

To solve for an appropriate probe separation distance, s", the following arbitrary criteria

should be satisfied:

the highest precession frequency of interest (i.e. 6Hz) should be at least 100 times

higher than the smallest clock cycle of the Atmel controller, and

the circumferential distance, s", traveled by the precessing flow at a fixed radius, r",

from the nozzle axis should not be more than IÙVo of the circumference (s¡)

described by the radius rr. That is, s. < 0.1 s¡.
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We can derive the time it takes for the flow to travel between the lead and the lag hot-wire

probe (i.e. the separation time,T,", ) given the precession frequency of interest (i.e. 3 or 6

Hz), from the following equation:

'sr Equation 3-53
2nr, f ,

where sc = circumferential distance between the lead and the lag hot-wire probe (m),

rs = râdial distance between the lag hot-wire probe and the nozzle axis (m)

S - precession frequency of interest (tlz)

To calculate the separation time between the lead and lag hot-wire probe for the ATMEL

controller time, we use the following conversion formula:

To,^"t Equation 3-54

The smallest clock resolution (i.e. 1 integer clock cycle) of the ATMEL microcontroller is

approximately 0.1ms. Based on the criterion mentioned earlier and for accuracy, a

minimum clock time of approximately To¡^"¡=lOms (or 97 clock cycles) for /o-6Hz was

used. Subsequentl!, Tatmct=2Oms (or 195 clock cycles) was selected for fp=3 Hz. The

circumference, .s/, traveled by the flow around a circular path for rs=0.6D2 is calculated

from:

s, =2fir, Equation 3-55

This gives us a circumference of approximately 245mm. If we allow the flow at that

radius (r) to travel at most lOTo of that circumference every cycle, then an appropriate

separation distance would need to be less than be 24.5mm. Arbitrary probe separation

distances of s"=5, 10, 15 and 20mm were considered. In order to satisfy the two criteria

mentioned earlier, a probe separation of l5mm was finally chosen. Further details of these

parameters are found in Appendix A-2-L
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3.6.2.7 Final setup of the system

The schematic diagram of the overall PIV system (presented earlier in Figure 3-15) is

combined with the phase-and-precession-direction resolved PIV setup in Figure 3-26. In
addition, an oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 210 Real Time Oscilloscope) was used to

monitor important signal outputs while a multi-channel A/D converter (PC30D) was used

to collect various voltage signals from the Schmitt trigger inputs/outputs, the camera

outputs and the laser outputs.

3.6.3 Experimental Procedure and data processing

The hot-wires were fully annealed prior to the experiments and the hot-wire system was

designed for a short warm-up time and turned on at least 2 hours prior to use. If the hot-

wire system was not allowed to stabilize, the data collected would be contaminated by

electronic drift and lead to a false activation of the Schmitt triggers, and hence also to the

inability of the system to detect directional flow changes. Both hot-wire probes were held

by probe holders and positioned at x'/Dz-O.L6 and r/Dz=0.61. They were initially spaced

approximately lmm apart so that they sensed the same magnitude and frequency of flow.

Both hot-wire channels (using an overheat ratio of 1.2) were adjusted to respond equally to

a lKflz square wave test. The signals from each hot-wire channel were passed to Krohn-

Hite filters (Model 3322) and low-pass filtered at the appropriate frequency (3OIIZ in the

present experiments). Both filters were previously adjusted to give the same roll-off and

filter frequency response for the same velocity fluctuations. Air was supplied to the FPJ at

the experimental condition required and the output of each wire was adjusted to match and

to fit within a 0 to +5 volts window.

After this, the probes were spaced linearly apart by l5mm based on the procedure

discussed in Section 3.6.2.6 and detailed Appendix A-2-1. The experimental setup was

then ready for data collection by the PIV camera system. Data processing was done in the

usual manner by means of ensemble averaging as explained in Section 3.5.3.1.
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3.6.4 Discussion of phase-averaging errors

The estimate of the systematic effor on the evaluation of PIV vectors is the same as in

Section 3.5.4. However, errors associated with the phase-averaging technique will be

discussed. The main effors are the systematic effor caused by the phase lag of the initial

low-pass filtering of the hot-wires and the random errors due to the inability of the probe

to resolve the jet's emerging angle.

Low-pass filtering introduces a finite time lag on the results relative to the actual

measurements. Figure 3-36 provides the relationship between the phase-lag on the

measurements and the cut-off frequency, as introduced by the low-pass filters. Reducing

the filter frequency increases the phase lag between the actual trigger event and the

sampling event. Increasing the filter frequency past 30Hz introduces too much high

frequency noise to the Schmitt triggers, which may activate the PIV system at an

inappropriate time. For the phase-precession-direction resolved PIV experiments, the

filter frequency of 30 Hz introduces a phase-lag of 18o for fr= 3Hz and 36o for fo= $lþ.

This is within the assumption that a change in precession direction does not occur during

this range of phase angles. The phase jitter or error band can be estimated by the same

techniques described earlier for the MPJ flow in Section 3.6.2.4. A typical result is

presented in Figure 3-37 which estimates that the phase-jitter (estimated from the location

of the peak in-plane magnitude of velocity) for the present technique is approximately

t30o about a mean jet core position for 35 out of 50 image pairs collected. In other words,

approximately 757o of the data collected are within a phase angle of +30o from the mean

jet core position. As expected, this phase angle jitter is much larger than the MPJ results

since the FPJ flow is much more variable.

The error due to the inability of the probes to resolve the angle of the emerging jet can be

approximated by inspection of the half maximum velocity contour plots for 20 phase-

averaged realisations at r¡3}o presented in Figure 3-38. The results show that only a

small variance in the angle of the emerging jet exists for the phase-precession-direction

resolved PIV measurements. The mean emerging angle, È53" is almost constant within

¡l40mm (or x'/Dz=0.625). Based on the O.5(u2+v2¡t/2,** contours, the range of emerging

angles is estimated to be about +15o about the local jet centreline. This range of angles is
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two times the value of the minimum phase resolution ( + 30o ) in the azimuthal

direction (y-z plane).

Maximum statistical elrors for a 95Vo confidence interval based on 50 image pairs for

these measurements were also calculated. For measurements in the longitudinal section

þ-e plane), the largest errors were not more than 3.2Vo of the inlet velocity, while the

minimum effors were not less than 0.l%o. For measurements in the transverse sections (x'-

r plane), these errors were 2.2Vo and,0.08Vo respectively.

In general, variations in the phase and jet exit angle combine to reduce the peak

magnitudes of phase-averaged velocities and of the velocity gradients in the flow,

compared to instantaneous jet velocities. In addition, these efrors contribute to the

'smearing' of the patterns seen in the results illustrated in Chapter 6, and to the reducing

the 'sharpness' of their features. This may explain why the magnitudes of the phase-

averaged velocities are generally much smaller than the instantaneous or even the

conditionally processed results.

3,7 Surface flow visualisation

The purpose of surface flow visualisation (such as the use of the oil-streak technique) is to

make visible the patterns of skin-friction lines (Maltby, 1962) and critical points on the

sutface of wind-tunnel models, so that the flow around the surface can be interpreted and

understood (Perry & Chong, 1987). This method relies on the ability of the flow mixture

to respond to skin friction forces generated by the air-stream flowing over the object's

sutface, provided the oil film is thin enough to be unaffected by pressure gradients

(Squire, 1962; Tobak & Peake, 1979). It should be noted that this technique does not

represent the instantaneous state of the flow. Instead, the results reflect a pattern caused

by the flow's interaction with the surface over a period of time (Hunt, Abell, Peterka &

Woo, 1978).

The axial vorticity fields obtained using the phase-precession-direction resolved PIV

revealed the presence of a number of vortical features near to the FPJ exit plane at

x'/D2=Q.11. The presence of these structures are further investigated by conducting time-

averaged surface flow visualisation on the downstream surface of the centrebody using an
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alcohol and powder mixture. It must also be noted that these experiments are qualitative,

but provide insight into some of the features measured from the PIV experiments in

Section 6.4.

3.7 .l Experimental Arrangement

A steady (non-precessing) jet that deflects at a large exit angle to the nozzLe axis was

obtained by removing the inlet end of the FPJ nozzle (chamber-lip-centrebody

affangement) and introducing air at an eccentric location in the inlet plane. The air was

supplied by diverting a portion of the flow from a wind tunnel using a suitable turning

vane as presented in Figure 3-39. The deflected air-stream emerging from the exit lip was

checked with a cotton tuft attached to a metal rod. As expected, jet precession was not

detected by the tuft while the jet was steadily deflected by approximately 45o relative to

the nozzle axis.

3.7.1.1 Wind tunnel description

Figure 3-40 presents the "K-C" wind tunnel at the Holden Laboratory, University of

Adelaide, which was used for the experiments. The wind tunnel is an open-return, open-

jet type, with an exit area of 0.5m by 0.5m. The maximum free-stream velocity is 28mls.

3.7.1.2 Selection of an appropriate indicator

Initially, flow visualisation was attempted using a mixture of olive oI f¿t0.026kgl(ms)

and p874t /-') and white talcum powder (magnesium silicate: p880kg/m3). Other

types of oil and powder mixtures have been reported in the literature. For instance,

Maltby and KeatingGg62) used a conventional titanium oxide and light oil mixture in

their experiments; }Junt et al. (1978) used a film of zinc oxide powder and 'Crisco' oil

mixture effectively in low turbulence flows. The use of high dynamic viscosity oil was

found to be unsuccessful for the flow visualisation over the FPJ centrebody. The surface

friction forces of the flow behind the centrebody were observed to be too weak to cause

any significant flow to the mixture.
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Zdravkovich, Flaherty, Pahle and Skelhorne (1998) studied coin-like cylinders using a

talcum powder-paraffin film mixture; and more recently Potts and Crowther (2000) used

kerosene and fluorescent dye powder to study inclined disc-wings. It appears that the use

of a powdered substance mixed into a liquid of low viscosity and low volatility is

commonly reported in the literature for the flow visualisation on these types of surfaces.

In the present experiments, the use of white talcum powder and methylated spirit (96Vo

ethanol @ 20oC: ¡r5.23xL}-i kglms¡, p802kglm'¡ gave the best mixture for surface

flow visualization on the centrebody surface. The centrebody and nozzle exit were first

painted matt black to provide good contrast from the white powder. The mixture was

stirred thoroughly before being applied as a thin and uniform film over the region of

interest which was initially positioned horizontally. Excess mixture was drained off by

slightly tilting the model until the desired film thickness was achieved. An optimum film
is achieved when the mixture just 'wets' the sample's surface. This was an iterative

process as it was difficult to quantify the optimum film thickness since the evaporation

rate of the methylated spirit was very rapid. The FPJ nozzle was positioned vertically at

the working section with the deflector facing upstream, such that the flow emerging from

the nozzle exit plane was deflected by about 45o. This deflection direction was tested with

a cotton tuft held by a thin rod positioned in the centre of the exit lip, just above the

centrebody.

The most obvious flow features, such as the flow reattachment location and the foci could

be seen to form immediately on the matt black surface of the centrebody. More features

were revealed as the methylated spirit evaporated over time, leaving only the white talcum

powder behind. This process was repeated if the contrast between the talcum powder and

the matt black background was poor. For example, if too much talcum powder remained

behind, a less concentrated mixture of talcum powder was used the next time and vice

versa.

The influence of the centrebody supports were also considered in the experiments,

however, it was found that the orientation of the supports do not greatly affect the

distinctive flow patterns observed on the upper surface of the centrebody. As such, a

study on the centrebody supports is not further discussed here.
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3.7.2 Validation of technique \ilith circular discs

To validate the visualisation technique, at least for the surface patterns on the windward

side of the centrebody, simple trial experiments were conducted on thin discs (surplus

Compact Discs) measuring 120mm in diameter by lmm thick and also of the FPJ

centrebody alone in a free stream velocity of approximately 24mls (at a fan speed of 1500

cycles per minute). One side of the disc (leeward side) was taped with matt black plastic

for contrast. A 'sting', made of a strip of stiff steel bar (200mm long by 6mm wide by

2mm thick), was secured by adhesive tape to the windward side so that the disc could be

held freely in the free stream without affecting the main structure of the flow, especially

over the leeward side. The disc with the 'sting' was positioned in the centre of the

working section at an angle of attack of 45o relative to the geometric centreline of the wind

tunnel exit. The results shown later in Section 6.4.4 are comparable to the results of

Zdravdovich et al. (1998) for coin-like cylinders at zero angle of attack and also of Potts

and Crowther (2000) for inclined disc-wings at various angles of attack. Although there

were observable vibrations when the discs were positioned in the wind tunnel, the flow

patterns on these discs were topologically similar to those of the non-oscillating

configurations reported in the literature. To the author's knowledge, there is currently no

literature that addresses the effect of vibration on surface flow visualization of either coin-

like cylinders or of inclined disc-wings. As such, the issue of vibrations caused by an

oscillating pressure field cannot be adequately addressed here.

In summary, the surface flow visualisation tests demonstrated that the ethanol-talcum

powder mixture was appropriate for the surface flow topology experiments.
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Table 3-l:Summary of notation for various types of temporal and spatiat scales.

A¡ Ar

Dissipative (Taylor microscale) htrt

Kolmogorov

Table 3-2: Schematic diagrams of FPJ nozzle confïgurations examined in this thesis along with the
symbols and notations used to represent them in subsequent figures.
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Table 3-3: Specifications for the LDA system.

LDA Manufacturer Dantec

Transmitter
Transmitting lens focal length,/
Beam spacing, BxE¡
Beam diameter, D¿

Beam intersection half angle, y/2

Number of fringes, N¡

Fringe spacing, S

Approximate ellipsoidal
volume dimension
(Length, À, x DiameterdT)
Effective shift frequency
Signal processors

Dantec Fibreflow 60x40 transmitter
310.0 mm
64.0 mm
-6.0 mm
5.go

Green :67.9
Blue :67.9
Green :2.5I ¡tm
Blue :2.38 pm

probe Green : I.64 mm x 0.17 mm Q"r-514.5nm)
Blue : L.56 mm x 0.16 mm (2¿=488 nm)

40 MHz
Green : Dantec 57N20 BSA @nhanced)
Blue : Dantec 57N10 BSA

Traverse Dantec 57G15 3-axis traverse
Seeder Rosco Model4500 Fog Machine

Laser source

0.8 ,HAZE'

Coherent Innova 70, S-Watt laser
(continuous wave)
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Table 3-4: Specifications for the PIV system.

System Important Specifications
Laser o Quantel Brilliant Twins Nd:YAG Pulsed laser

o 4.5rù/ (or 450mJ) @ 532nm
o Maximum flashlamp-flashlamp jitter from

external triggering:tO.7¡rs
o Nominal beam diameter at 6m: -4 mm

Light transmission and
lightsheet optics

3 mirrors
2 apertures
Diverging cylindrical lens, f¡=2ù0mm
Converging cylindrical lens,.f¿=16;g6nt

o

o

o

O

Camera o Kodak Megaplus ES 1.0
o 1018 x 1008 pixels (H x W)
o 9Fm x 9pm pixel size
o 60Vo fill factor

Camera Lens o Nikkon 70-300mm f415.6 variable focal lens
Image Acquisition Board o EPIX version 2.0

o "Panel trigger" - "Triggered double exposure
mode" used

Pulse Delay Generator o Stanford Research System Inc., Model DG-535
four channel digital delay/pulse generator

o Jitter between flashlamp signals - 5ns
Data processing software o PIVView L.7, DLR, Germany

o Sub-pixel resolution of 0.lpx
Seeder FPJ flow - TSI6-jet panicle atomiser (<lpm)

Model9306
Co-flow - Laskin nozzle (-lpm)

Table 3-5: Resistor values affecting uppeÌ trigger level and lower trigger level for Schmitt triggers
made using noninverting buffer for a S-Volts supply (Lancaster, 1997).

R- Upper Trieeer Iævel Lower Trigger Level

o

47K
100K
220K
470K

3.7
3.1
2.7
2.6

1.3
1.9

2.2
2.4
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Figure 3-2: Full dimensional details of the Ch-L-CB FPJ configuration in mm. Note that the diameter
of the chamber is D=Dr=80.0mm and the diameter of the exit lip is Dz=64.0mm.
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HP 35665A
Dynamic Signal

Analyzer

Pressure Transducer,
lKHz sampling

frequency

Þ

--+.-.-.-.-6PSI mains
compressor via a

variable area flow
meter

Figure 3-4: Experimental arrangement for frequency measurements with pressure probe for a FPJ
chamber with sharp-edge orifice inlet flow and Ch-L-CB arrangemenl
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Figure 3-5: Schematic diagram showing the various probe orientations tested. Plan view of FPJ
nozzle looking upstream.
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Figure 3-8: Example of an ellipsoidal LDA probe volume (oval region), (Dantec 2002a).
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Figure 3-9: Parameters used to describe the LDA probe volume. a) Transmitting optics; b) LDA
probe volume definitions.
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Figure 3-10: Schematic diagram of the effect of spatial averaging across changing velocity gradients
for a planar flow.
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Measurement
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a. Side View b. End View

Figure 3'12: Coordinate system of LDA experiments for studying the effects of inlet conditions at
x'/D2=Q,16 from the exit plane of various FPJ configurations. presently shown is the smooth
contraction inlet with the Ch-L-CB configuration. Mean velocities in x (or x') direction are
represented as ¿. When traversed along the J-ilb, the green beam pair measures the tangential (u)
component and when traversed along the z direction, the green beam pair measutes the radial (r)
component. These notations are used in the text and graphs. Root-mean-squared (r.m.s.) values are
similarly represented as u', v'and w'respectively. All dimensions are in mm.
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Figure 3-13: Schematic diagram explaining the concept of obtaining phase averaged LDA velocity
data using a reference pressure signal that is low-pass filtered and peak triggered. The red box
qualitatively deflrnes an arc segment within a 360-degree precession cycle.
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Figure 3-14: Coordinate system for the phase-averaged LDA experiments used in studying the axial
velocity inside and in the near external field. The smooth contraction inlet and the Ch-L-CB
configuration are used in these experiments. Labels a, b, c, d & e correspond to x/D=0.3t 0.72, 1.05,
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Figure 3-16: Coordinate system used in time average and visually-selected phase average experiments.
See also Figure 3-24.
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Internal Trigger of DG-535

Strobe pulse of Camera 20

Exposure of First Frame (TPD) TPW

Exposure of Second Frame 30ms +
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Flashlamp of First laser
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Pulse of First laser

Flashlamp of second laser

Fl-Q(2)
Q-switch of second laser

Pulse of Second laser

Figure 3-18: Relative timing diagram for the PIV lasers. All times are in ms unless specifïed
otherwise. Fl-Q(f) and Fl-Q(2) represent times between flashlamp and Q-switch of oscillatorc I and 2.
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Figure 3-21: Typical PIV image pair taken for Ch-L-CB configuration with smooth contraction
conditioned inlet. The mean flow is moving upwards and the lightsheet is introduced from left to
right.
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Figure 3-22: Instantaneous velocity map of the precessing jet emerging parallel to the light sheet and
its mean flow moving from the bottom teft of the image to the top-right ('0%180o' plane). Coloured
contours represent magnitudes of axial velocþ, r. Axes are not normalised. Also see Figure 6-6.
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Figure 3-23: Instantaneous velocity map of the precessing jet emerging into or out from the plane of
the light sheet ('90o-270o' plane). Coloured contours represent magnitudes of axial velocity, z. Äxes
are not normalised. Also see Figure 6-12.
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Figure 3-24: Example of visually-selected phase averaged vorticity map of the precessing jet emerging
from bottomJeft to top-right of lightsheet ('0o-L80o' plane). Shown also are the 'geometric centreline'
and the 'jet centreline'. Axes are not normalised. Also see Figure 6-7.
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Figure 3-26: Block diagram of the relationship between the triggers, laser and camera systerns. Note
that Krohn-Hite Model 3322 filters are used in the low-pass filtering operations. Other details of the
general PIV arrangement are found in Table 3-4. A Tektronix TDS 210 Real Time Oscilloscope was
also used to monitor various electronic signals.
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R.,

R¡,

Figure 3-28: Circuit diagram of the Schmitt trigger used in the triggered PIV experiments (Lancaster
1997). R¡" values limit the amount of current entering the buffer, typical values of R" are presented in
Table 3-5.
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Figure 3-32: Typical successive sequence of PIV images in MPJ experiment to determine precession

direction selectivity and phase of the jet relative to the lag hotwire probe. Contours are normalised in-
plane velocity magnitudes 1v2+w2¡1t2. Local (y2+w')**,values are used for each figure.
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Figure 3-33: Verifying the selectivity and phase of the direction sensors with a mechanical precessing

jet (d,=3¡¡¡¡, È45o) rotation in a clockwise fashion at 9Hz. The nozzle is centred at y=Q mm and z=0

mm. a) Phase-lag (/) of jet relative to the tag hot-wire probe, where ûu"¡Íefers to phase'jitter in the

measurements; b) Psuedo-streamlines are shown with velocity vectors while coloured contours

represent in-plane velocity magnitudes (vz+wz)n normalised by 1v2+w2)tn^*=l8m/s.Measurements are
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Figure 3-35: The seeded jet, which is shown here as a white 'fog', being consistently ahead of the hot'
wire probes, demonstrates that the phase-and-precession-direction PIV system is working as expected'

capturing the image of the jet while it is precessing in a clockwise fashion. The flow is directed

towards the reader. These are l-bit black and white images obtained from 8-bit greyscale image files.

The hot-wire probes (r/D2=Q.91, x'/D2=Q.ll¡ are located at the bottom left-hand corner of each inrage.

Lightsheet ß at x' lD 2=0.05. Re659K' Sr¿4.661tt.
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u

Figure 3-39: Flow arrangement to simulate a steady deflected jet emerging from the FPJ exit plane.

Figure 3-40: Open-circuit wind tunnel for surface flow visualisation experiment. Left: Octagonal inlet
into wind tunnel; Right: Square outlet of wind tunnel (0.5m by 0.5m). Maximum freestream velocity
is approximately 28m/s.
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Chapter 4z The internal flow

4.L Introduction

Chapter 4 examines the phase-averaged one-component LDA results of a precessing jet

flow in an FPJ nozzle with a lip and centrebody ¿urangement (Ch-L-CB). A uniform inlet

flow, whose velocity and r.m.s. velocity fluctuation distributions are presented in Figure

4-9, was used in the investigation as it provided a more thoroughly understood initial

condition than a sharp-edged orifice inlet. The Reynolds number chosen produces a flow

with a sufficiently high velocity to produce a pressure fluctuation in the chamber so that a

reliable precession of about 7.5 Hz was obtained. In addition, these pressure fluctuations

were within the sensitivity limits of the pressure transducer. Further details of the

experiment are described in Section 3.4.5.2.

Various forms of flow visualisation by Nathan et al. (1998), as illustrated in a conjectured

flow topology in Figure 2-1, revealed several features within the precessing jet nozzle

during jet precession, notably a jet reattachment region with a noticeable "reverse flow

foot" feature, alarge recirculation region above the reattachment region, and a region of

circumferential "swirl" between the expansion face and the reattachment region. It is

recognised that an investigation of the above three-dimensional features may not be

possible with the axial-component LDA data collected. Despite these limitations, new

quantitative insight is gained regarding the flow within the FPJ chamber.

In the near-field of the inlet jet, the internal precessing jet possesses similar features to the

development region of a free turbulent jef subject to the same initial and boundary

conditions. Further downstream, the precessing jet curves towards the chamber wall. This

produces an upper shear layer that is concave and a lower shear layer that is convex. The

lower shear layer reattaches to the wall at the 'reattachment point'. When viewed in a

longitudinal cross-section (x-r coordinate system), the jet structure has a similar

appearance to a two-dimensional offset jet. Limited comparison is also made with 2D

sud.den expansion channel flows of similar expansion ratios. However, the internal

precessing jet shows closer similarity to the flow issuing into an axisymmetric chamber
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with a large expansion ratio. In the literature, time-averaged velocity data or qualitative

flow visualisation data are reported, and phase-averaged experimental data on this type of
time-dependent precessing jet in literature are not reported. This chapter will address this

issue.

Downstream from the reattachment point, the jet behaves like a watt jet. At the end of the

short chamber, the flow emerges at a large angle due in part to the exit lip and the presence

of a centrebody. A general reverse flow is also present in the FPJ chamber. The

interaction of the reverse flow with the forward precessing jet flow has some analogy to a

free turbulent jet flowing in a counter-flow.

In this chapter, a general background and literature review on each type of flow is first

presented. This is followed by the presentation and interpretation of the experimental data

in relation to these flows. A brief treatment on the precession mechanism is also covered

in this Chapter. In addition, a discussion on LDA velocity bias corrections applied to the

time-averaged and phase-averaged data also will be made.

4.2 Free turbulent jet

Research into free turbulent jets was comprehensively reviewed by Forstall and Shapiro

(1950), Abramovich (1963), Hinze (1975), Townsend (1976), Rajaratnam (1976), Fisher,

List, Koh, Imberger and Brooks (1979), List (1982) and Gouldin, Schefer, Johnson and

Kollmann (1986). Experimental research prior to and including Forstall and Shapiro

(1950) and Abramovich (1963) employed intrusive probes such as stationary hotwire

anemometry (includes single wire, cross-wire and multi-wire), pitot probes and gas

sampling techniques. Since the application of laser diagnostic techniques in the 1960s,

there has been a proliferation of jet and gas-phase research using non-intrusive

experimental methods such as LDA (e.g. Hussein, Capp & George, 1994), LIF (e.g. Mi,

Nobes & Nathan, 2OOl), Rayleigh light scattering (Papadopoulos & Pitts, 1998),

molecular tagging (e.g. Stier & Koochesfahani, L999), particle tracking velocimetry (e.g.

Ninomya & Kasagi, 1989), particle image velocimetry (e.g. Liepmann & Gharib, L992),

laser-speckle velocimetry (e.g. Smith, Lourenco & Krothapalli, 1986) and Doppler global

velocimetry (e.9. Ainsworth, Thorpe & Manners,1997) among others. This research trend
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has coincided with the increase in computing speeds and in the size of data storage

facilities. However, the most definitive data on free turbulent jets using a combination of

stationary cross-wire, flying hot-wire and LDA to-date can be attributed to W.K. George's

group (e.g. Glauser & George, 1987; Hussein, Capp & George, 1994). The present

investigation employed the use of LDA to examine the phase-averaged flow field of the

internal precessing jet. As explained in Chapter 3, the use of this technique is non-

intrusive on the flow and also removes the directional ambiguity in measuring flows which

exhibit strong recirculating regions.

Free jet flows can be broadly classified into compressible and incompressible flows and

further into isothermal and non-isothermal flows. The present thesis assumes that the flow

was incompressible. The experiments were conducted under isothermal conditions at

room temperature. Jets can be further divided into 2D+ype or 3D-type flows; however,

the present flow is exclusively 3D in nature.

4.2.L Centreline velocity decay

The axial velocity decay of a free turbulent jet along its centreline (presented in Figure

4-1) can be described by the following equation (Abramovich, 1963):

u _ r-(x-xo)
uid

Equation 4-l

where u represents the axial velocity at a location x downstream from the jet inlet plane, u;

is a characteristic axial velocity at the inlet plane, xo is the virtual origin of the jet, d is the

jet diameter and fr is a dimensionless coefficient which describes the slope of the velocity

decay of the jet.

Abramovich (1963) divided a jet into three main regions: an initial region, a transition

region and a main region. This is presented schematically in Figure 4-1. The initial

region is the part of the jet that contains a core of potential flow and applies to jets issuing

from a contraction (contoured) nozzle. The static pressure in this region is constant and

results in a uniform velocity in the potential core. The transition region is defined as the

region in which the initial flow overlaps with the main region. Abramovich (1963)
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assumed that the jet in the main region takes the form of a flow of fluid emanating from a

"source of infinitely small thickness". In this region the flow is said to be self-similar,

such that the mean (and r.m.s.) velocity distribution of the jet in the radial direction can be

collapsed onto a general curve.

4.3 Jet reattachment region

Just beyond the initial region, the precessing jet curves towards the chamber wall. This

results in the formation of a concave (upper) shear layer and a convex (lower) shear layer,

similar to an offset jet presented in Figure 4-2. A main recirculation region is present

beneath the convex shear layer. When viewed in the longitudinal (x-r) section, the phase-

averaged jet shows similar features to a plane offset jet and plane sudden expansion flows.

The time averaged results are also similar to the time-averaged results of various

axisymmetric sudden expansion flows. These results are presented in Section 4.5. A brief

literature review on offset jets (Section 4.3.1) and sudden expansion flows (Section 4.3.2)

is presented here.

4.3.L Offsetjets

Offset jets are often encountered in engineering applications such as in burners, boilers,

gas turbine combustion chambers and fuel injection systems. A simple offset jet is formed

by the attachment of an axisymmetric jet (or a planar wall jet) to a nearby wall. This

effect was first documented by Thomas Young (1300) who described the deflection of a

jet around a cylindrical surface (Figure 4-3). Coanda (1935), similarly observed that an air

jet exiting from a nozzle will tend to follow the curvature of an adjacent surface provided

the angle between the air stream and curved body is small. That effect, which was

patented by Coanda (1935), is commonly known as the "Coanda Effect". Further

applications of this effect were comprehensively reviewed by V/ille and Fernholz (1965).

In a further note, offset jets can be alternatively described by an axisymmetric wall jet

with its axis removed from the wall (Benaissa, Ewing & Pollard, 1997) for which there is

also extensive literature. However, this thesis focuses on the offset jet instead of the wall

jet.
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4.3.1.L Reattachment position

Figure 4-2 illustrates an offset plane jet issuing at the top step of a single backward facing

wall. The separation of the bulk flow from the step edge is followed by the formation of a

jet with a curved streamline whose lower shear layer reattaches to the floor some distance

downstream from the step face. This point of reattachment at the floor is also called the

reattachment position, xr.

4.3.1.2 Previous analysis

The flow produced by an offset wall jet has been studied by many authors. Dodds (1960)

proposed a simple model to describe the flow resulting from a two-dimensional jet issuing

parallel to a flat plate, while Bourque (1959) studied it for an inclined adjacent flat plate.

Bourque and Newman (1960) added to Dodds' (1960) analysis by extending it to predict

the mean pressure within the separation bubble, the position of the reattachment x,, and the

increase in volume flow from the inlet slot. Both Sawyer (1960) and Bourque and

Newman (1960) independently studied the reattachment of a quasi two-dimensional,

incompressible, turbulent jet onto an offset parallel flat plate. However, Bourque and

Newman (1960) studied it for an adjacent, inclined, flat plate as well. Bourque and

Newman (1960) employed the use of dimensional analysis to develop key parameters to

describe the flow and found that for a sufficiently long plate, the flow becomes

independent of Reynolds number. They reported that, for a jet reattaching to an offset

parallel plate, the flow becomes independent of lild, Ud and Reynolds number when these

values are sufficiently large, provided h/d is less than 35. Sawyer (1960) conducted his

experiments for a higher Reynolds number than Bourque and Newman (1960) and he

introduced an additional spread parameter into his analysis. These earlier analyses

assumed that a uniform pressure existed within the recirculation region, implying that the

radius of curvature for the offset jet is constant. However, later experiments by Bourque

(1967) and Rajaratnam and Subramanya (1968) showed this to be untrue.
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4.3.1.3 Time dependent characteristics

Ayukawa and Shakouchi (1976) studied the time dependent characteristics of the offset jet

and found that the amplitude of the oscillating jet increases along the jet axis. However,

this amplitude decreases with an increase in frequency of the pressure fluctuation in the

recirculation bubble.

4.3.1.4 Effect of aspect ratio

McRee and Moses (1967) reported that the reattachment length x. increases greatly at

small aspect ratios (AR) and this effect is dependent also on Reynolds number.

4.3.1..5 Jet curvature & entrainment

Although Sawyer (1963) theorised that jet curvature has a significant effect on the offset

jet entrainment rate. However, they could not accurately measure the velocity profiles for

each measurement plane using the available velocity measurement technology. Pelfrey

and Liburdy (1986a) unambiguously measured the streamwise and cross-stream velocities

at various downstream sections of an offset jet using a one-component LDA technique.

They succeeded in quantifying the entrainment rates of the offset jet and reported that

entrainment reaches a maximum slightly downstream from the minimum pressure in the

recirculation region, becomes a minimum when the relative pressure is zero and peaks

again just downstream from the maximum pressure location near to the reattachment

point. In a study conducted on a surface-mounted bluff plate using a flying hot-wire

technique, Kelso, Lim and Perry (1993), by means of a streamwise force analysis,

advanced the view that entrainment rate has an effect on the radius of curvature and

thereby on the length of the reattachment length.

4.3.1.6 Jet curvature & shear layer stability

Pelfrey and Liburdy (1986b) also used LDA to study the effect of jet curvature on the

turbulence of a two-dimensional offset jet with h/d=1. Their experimental data

demonstrated the existence of a "stabilizing" lower shear layer and a "destabilizing" upper
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shear layer. They argued that the upper shear layer tends to enhance the downstream

fluctuations while suppressing the cross stream fluctuations, and the converse was found

to be true for the lower shear layer.

4.3.1.7 Use of laser diagnostic tools to measure reverse flows

It is interesting to note that studies conducted before Pelfrey and Liburdy (1986a,b) used a

variety of pressure probes and stationary hot-wire anemometry which are intrusive on the

flow and cannot measure the direction of flow velocities reliably, especially in the

recirculation region of the jet. With the advent of more advanced laser diagnostics

techniques, such as multi-component LDA and PIV, the understanding of the offset jet has

increased. Nasr and Lai (1997,1998) provided a comprehensive literature review on these

techniques used in the investigation of the offset jet. For convenience, this review, with

additional references and parameters, such as jet initial conditions and other geometrical

variants of the offset jet are included in Table 4-1. It is acknowledged that this list is not

exhaustive, but it includes the main body of existing work reported for the offset jet in the

literature.

4.3.1.8 Computational complexity in offset jet flows

Nasr and Lai (1998) reasoned that the offset jet poses a more severe test case for different

types of turbulence models than single backward facing step flows (Section 4.3.2.1). The

former contains two developing shear layers, compared with only one in the latter.

However, these two cases are predominantly quasi two-dimensional flows. In the case of

three-dimensional turbulent flows, such as in the present investigation where there are

large out-of-plane velocity components, simple turbulent models will not suffice. The

problem of large out-of-plane velocity components also extends to measurement

difficulties in offset jet flows. Nonetheless, the data from offset jets are important

references and will be compared with the data obtained for the flow within the FPJ nozzle.
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4.3.2 Sudden expansion flows

The literature on sudden expansion flows predominantly falls into quasi two-dimensional

planar affangements and three-dimensional axisymmetric arrangements. The planar

arrangements can be further classified into single or double backward facing step flows.

Section 4.3.2.1 reviews planar configurations and Section 4.3.2.2 reviews axisymmetric

configurations. Bradshaw and Wong (1972), Eaton and Johnston (1981) and Adams and

Johnston (1988a,b) comprehensively reviewed the literature on sudden expansion channel

flows. Here, only the salient points are highlighted. A non-exhaustive literature review on

the main body of work on single and double backward facing step flows is presented in

Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 respectively. Table 4-4 summarises the literature in non-swirled

axisymmetric sudden expansion flows, while Table 4-5 lists selected works in the

axisymmetric case where upstream swirl is introduced.

4.3.2.1 Sudden expansion channel flows

Figure 4-4 presents a planar single-backward-facing-step flow. The flow separates at the

inlet edge and reattaches at the reattachment position, r., some distance downstream from

the expansion face. This is essentially an inlet flow with channel height, /r1, expanding

suddenly into a larger downstream chamber with height, hz. The ratio of h2 to fu is known

here as the channel expansion ratio, E. The region bounded by the streamline, the step

wall and the floor is known as the 'primary recirculation' region. It contains recirculated

fluid from the lower side of the bulk flow. The rest of the flow above the streamline

continues downstream and gradually becomes uniform again in the far field.

By introducing an equal step on the other side of the previous case, the flow over a planar

double-backward-facing-step is obtained (Figure 4-5). Various authors have examined

this type of flow and they have identified unique features that differentiated this flow from

the single backward facing step channel expansion flows. By comparing Figure 4-4 and

Figure 4-5, the differences between these flows are apparent.

4.3.2.1.1 The reattachment posítían x,
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Most studies in the literature have concentrated on reporting the relationship between x,

and Reynolds number R¿. The reattachment length can be found in a variety of ways,

such as using dye tracers (Macagno & Hung, 1967), thermal tufts @aton & Johnston,

1982) and laser-Doppler anemometry (Tropea, 1982). In general, the reattachment

position, xr, for sudden expansion channel or axisymmetric flows is widely found to be a

function of the Reynolds number based on the freestream velocity, V-, and the step

height, h. From the literature, three distinct regimes of flow based on the relationship

between Reynolds number and reattachment length were identified. These regimes are

arbitrarily called Re¡, Re¡ and Ren in the present thesis. The first regime, Re¡, known

commonly as the 'laminar flow' regime (Armaly, Durst, Pereira & Schönung, 1983),

occurs when x,. increases with Re and when x, extends to a maximum length in the range

of 200< R¿l <1000 given various flow geometries, inlet conditions and fluid properties. In

the second regime Re¡¡, also called the 'region of transitional flow' (Armaly et a1.,1983),

x, decreases to a minimum value xr_,n¡n with increasing Re. The reattachment length, xr,

rises again afteÍ xr_^¡n and starts to taper off to a constant level. Reatis the final regime

where x, is generally reported to asymptote to a constant value independent of further

increases of Re, (Armaly et a1.,1983).

4.3.2.1.2 Effect of expansion ratío on xnlh

Expansion ratios are reported to affect the reattachment location of sudden expansion

channel flows as well, but to date, only results in the region Ret and Ren are reported in the

literature. For instance, in double backward-facing step flows, Abbott and Kline (1962),

Durst, Pereira and Tropea (L993), and others in Table 4-3 used small expansion ratios

(E=2), while others such as Ouwa, Wanatabe and Asawo (1981) and Ouwa, Wanatabe and

Matsuoka (1986a, 1986b) studied larger expansion ratios from E=5 to E=20 for Reynolds

numbers in the laminar and transition regime. Battaglia, Tavener, Kulkarni and Merkle

(1997b) numerically simulated x, for different E values in the Reynolds number range

between 27 and 155. Ouwa et al. (I98I) also conducted a dye visualisation experiment at

R¿=100 to determine the reattachment position for various values of E. The findings from

Battaglia et at. (I997b) and Ouwa et al. (1981) indicated that with larger expansion ratios,

x,nax decreases with increasing Re. In addition, the maximum reattachment distance
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occurs at a lower Reynolds number for larger E ratios than for smaller ^E'ratios. In the

limit as E approaches infinity, the emerging jet behaves very much like a free planar jet,

which is widely described in the literature (See for example Gutmark & Wygnanski (1975)

and Thomas & Goldschmidt (1936)). Note that for the present investigation, an expansion

ratio of 5.07 was used. Quantitative experimental velocity data for double backward-

facing steps with large expansion ratio for high Reynolds number flows are scarce. Thus

far, only data in the laminar flow regime, using numerical computations (Battaglia et al.

1997b) and flow visualisations (Ouwa et al. 1981,1886a), are reported.

4.3.2.1.3 Effect of ínlet conditíons on x,/h

Different inlet conditions are known to affect the reattachment location.rr, in plane sudden

expansion flows in Re¡. Adams and Johnston (1985) studied the effect of the upstream

boundary layer thickness of the emerging jet on a single backward-facing step flow. They

demonstrated that increasing the initial boundary layer thickness of the inlet jet results in a

reduction in the reattachment length. Isomoto and Honami (1939) studied the turbulence

intensity (ratio of r.m.s. velocity fluctuation, u', to the mean velocity in the freestream, z)

of a similar flow case and found that increasing turbulence intensity near to the separation

point reduces the reattachment length x,. Eaton, Johnston and Jeans (1979) found that the

state of the initial boundary layer, whether it be laminar, transition or turbulent, has a

significant effect on the reattachment length, especially for an initially laminar or

transitional state. This dependence apparently becomes weaker for an initially turbulent

boundary layer state. Their results agreed qualitatively with Bradshaw (1966) who earlier

demonstrated that the shear layers developing from initially laminar boundary layers grow

more rapidly than those originating from turbulent boundary laycrs.

4.3.2.1.4 Channel flows øre quasí-two dímensionøl

In general, the flow in the offset jet, the single- and double-backward-facing-step cases are

not entirely two-dimensional ('quasi-two-dimensional'). This was observed and reported

by several investigators. For instance, Cherdron, Durst and Whitelaw (1978) reported the

presence of a vortex pair behind a sudden expansion inside a symmetric channel. Armaly

et al. (1983), who investigated the flow in a single backward facing step expansion with an
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aspect ratio of 18:1, demonstrated the existence of multiple separations on the top and

bottom sides of the channel walls downstream from the step (Figure 4-4). The aspect

ratio, AR, defined as the ratio of the spanwise width (17) to the downstream channel step

height (å), is an important consideration when reducing three-dimensionality effects

caused by the side walls of the experimental apparatus. Berbee and Ellzey (1989) found

that, although the mean velocity stays constant for single backward facing step flows with

increasing aspect ratio (from 4 to 10), the turbulence intensity increases with increasing

AR. De Brederode and Bradshaw (1972) reported that two-dimensional flow for single

backward facing expansions is assured when an aspect ratio greater than 10 is used. This

value is used by several investigators in symmetric channel flows and also in offset jet

flows. De Brederode and Bradshaw (1972) reported that if the aspect ratio decreases

below 10, then interaction of the flow with the end walls will result. These and other

investigations of channel offset and expansion flows are presented in Table 4-1 to Table

4-3.

4.3.2.1.5'Flip-Flop' jets

'We now turn our attention to the time dependent events that can also occur in plane

sudden expansion flows. Transient flow switching occurs when one wall is positioned at a

different distance from the other wall, relative to the jet centreline. This phenomena was

studied by Wiedman (1972) and later by Shakouchi and Kuzuhara (1982). Shakouchi and

Kuzuhara (1982) observed wall attachment switching at low Re=75 when the movable

wall opposite the near offset wall (with a fixed step height å) is moved to within 0.9h of

the central jet. However, theirs is a singular transient event that occurs for only half a

cycle, and ceases with the flow fully attached to the wall nearer to the jet. To enable the

switch again, the movable wall is traversed away from the centreline and the process

repeats itself for another half cycle. Wiedman (1972) similarly observed wall attachment

switching with a diverging downstream expansion wall pair as given in Figure 4-6. The

switching for Wiedman (1972) depended on moving the farthest wall towards the jet

centreline, resulting in a reattachment wall switch.

Piatt and Viets (1979) devised a nozzle to produce periodic flow switching using a

symmetrical double backward facing step and without wall shifting, by providing a
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feedback loop from one wall to the other. When the jet attaches to one side of the wall,

the high pressure at the reattachment is transferred via the feedback loop to the other side

of the jet where a relatively lower pressure exists. The pressure at the first wall decreases

until the jet detaches from it and begins to move towards the other wall where a relatively

lower pressure has developed. Upon attaching itself to the second wall, the process

repeats itself again. When viewed in an Eulerian sense, the jet seemed to "flip"
approximately sinusoidally from one wall to the next. Hence, this jet was termed the "flip-
flop jet". Further information on this and similar types of jet can be found in Cervantes de

Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981), Viets (1975), Simmons, Platzer and Smith (1978), Piatr

and Viets (1979), Simmons and Lai (1981), Favre-Marinet, Binder and Hac Te (1981),

Badri Narayanan and Raghu (1987) and Mi, Nathan and Luxton (1995) to list a few. In

general these jets can be found in flow measuring or fluid mixing devices.

Although the offset jet and the backward-facing step flow cases are ideal for validating

theoretical analysis with experimental results and vise versa, most practical engineering

flows, are three-dimensional in nature. This includes the present FPJ nozzle flow. Thus,

the next section reviews the literature for a flow entering into an axisymmetric sudden

expansion.

4.3.2.2 Axisymmetric sudden expansion

An axisymmetric sudden expansion (SE) is a three-dimensional analogue of the planar

double-backward-facing-step given earlier in Figure 4-5. A circular jet enters into a larger

axisymmetric chamber with a diameter expansion ratio E defined here as the ratio of the

downstream chamber diameter Dt (or D) to the inlet jet diameter d (note a change in

notation to the planar case). In general, the behaviour of the reattachment length is similar

to the channel flows in Section 4.3.2.1J. Macagno and Hung (1967) conducted early

studies of such flows for an expansion ratio of E=2. However, their results were limited

to the laminar regime or low Re range (Re) and cannot be extrapolated to higher R¿. Back

and Roschke (1972) and Iribane, Frantisak, Hummel and Smith (1972) investigated ¡, for

a wider and higher range of Re¿. Both groups independently found that with further

increases beyond a critical Re¿, )c, decreases to a minimum value before increasing with

increasing Re to a second maximum. Back and Roschke (1972) called this the "transition"
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range Re¡¡. Further increases of Reynolds numbers were observed to have little effect on

the reattachment location and this regime was termed the "turbulent" regime by Back and

Roschke (1972), Rear In general, Back and Roschke (1972), who measured in an

axisymmetric sudden expansion flow using dye injection to determine the reattachment

location, suggested that the shape of the x,/h vs Re¡ curve is "general for all abrupt

expansions but that the level of the curve, the maximum reattachment length, and the

Reynolds number at which it occurs, will depend on the flow geometry and the flow

conditions upstream of the expansion". Since then, other authors have investigated this

relationship in these types of flows for varying E and a wider range of Re numbers as

summarised in Table 4-4. The present investigations are conducted in the Ren¡ regime

(R¿d>30,000) in which x, is relatively independent of Reynolds number.

4.3.2.2.1 Effect of ínitial condítions in the lømínør regime

The type of inlet condition used in axisymmetric sudden expansion flows is also found to

affect x, in Ret. Latornell and Pollard (1936) reported that the onset of shear instability

depends on the inlet velocity profile. They found that initial conditions with thick

boundary layers, such as a fully developed pipe flow, enable a longer x, to form in the R¿¡

range, while the flow from a sharp edged inlet results in a shofter x,. The rate of increase

of x, with Re¿ for a fully developed turbulent pipe flow inlet is also higher compared with

the flow from a contoured nozzle inlet in the low Re¿ number regime. This suggests that

inlets which have thin and possibly asymmetric thick boundary layers lead to reattachment

at a lower Reynolds number than inlets with thick boundary layers. However, the

Latornell and Pollard (1986) data were limited to the low Re range and were not extended

into the higher Re range, where the effect of turbulence dominated. In sunìmary, the type

of inlet velocity distribution can affect x, and the onset of reattachment in the laminar

reglme.

4.3,2.2.2 Reattøchment locøtian in the turbulent regime

Durst and V/ang (1989) compared their measurements of x,/h and Re¿ with those of Durst,

Founti and Wang (1989), Back and Roschke (L972) and Runchal (1971). They defined

R¿¿ based on the inlet diameter d and the maximum mean inlet centreline axial velocity
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uo*,. The authors replotted the conventional xl versus R¿ as lx¡x,(Re)l/å versus RelReT,

where Ret and Rez are the Reynolds number at the first and second x, maximum

respectively, and x,(Rez) is the magnitude of x"/h at Rez. In addition, they defined [-r.-

rc,(Reù)lh as the zero origin. Their results showed a partial similarity of the decay in xr/h

for RelRepl and a 'general' collapse of the data for the flow regime Re/Repzo.

4.3.2.2.3 Reattachtnent lacøtíon øfter the second maxírnutn

Back and Roschke (1972) extended the study up to the point where Re¡ has only a small

effect on rr. Agarwal (1994) found by experiment that at higher Re, x/h decreases from

12 at Re¡,=3x104 to 9 at Re¡,-7.3xL0a. Although his experiments were conducted in air

with the possibility of compressibility effects, Durst and Wang (1989) found a similar

trend in their results for experiments conducted in a diesel oil mixture, showing that the

slight decrease in x,/h at higher Re¿ is not caused by compressibility effects. It is also

interesting to note that Agarwal (1994) and Durst and Wang (1989) usecl sharp-edged

orifice plate inlet conditions and had approximately the same x/h values of 12. In both

cases, after the short plateau in the Re¡¡¡ region, both groups reported a decrease in x.

towards the asymptotic xnlh value of -9 for the pipe and uniform inlet flow conditions.

For the case of Agarwal (1994), x, decreases past x/h-9 with increasing Re¿. Note that

this value is slightly longer than that reported by Durst and Schmitt (1935) for a backward-

facing step flow (x/h=8.35). This complements the findings of Nathan et at. (1998) who

concluded, through a literature review, that the reattachment location in the Re¡¡¡ regime

for an axisymmetric sudden expansion with a diameter expansion ratio E is generally

longer than the E equivalent of either a plane sudden expansion or a plane offset jet.

4.3.2.2.4 The effect of centrelíne turbulence on x,/h

So (1987) surveyed the literature on axisymmetric sudden expansion flows and found that

x,/h is most dependent on the centreline turbulence intensity u',\u,, before half a step

height (hl2) downstream from the expansion face. He considered that other factors, such

as Re¿, expansion ratio (D/d), inlet Mach number, and inlet and outlet geometries, have a

less significant effect on x/h than centreline a, I u,. He reasoned that a higher turbulence
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intensity tends to "eîergize" the separating shear layer, which subsequently increases the

spreading rate of the shear layer, leading to ashorter x/h.

Kelso et al. (L993) alternatively suggested that the increased turbulence intensity increases

the rate of momentum transport, thereby increasing the Reynolds shear sttess component

u'v' . This causes the curved shear layer to support a greater pressure gradient leading to

the formation of a greater streamline curyature and hence a shorter reattachment location

x,/h. This may explain some of the results presented in Chapter 5, in which the effect of

inlet conditions on the velocity distribution near to the exit plane of the FPJ nozzle is

discussed.

Two major factors were identified in the literature which accounted for the dominant time-

dependent motions within these flows. They are the effects of upstream swirl and the

effects caused by large (>a¡ expansion ratios. An independent report by Gould,

Stevenson and Thompson (1990), who measured in an axisymmetric sudden expansion

without upstream swirl and with a diameter expansion ratio of 2, suggested otherwise.

Their studies of triple products suggested that the "passage of large eddy structures" or the

reference to an oscillating "central core region" occurs at some resonant frequency.

However, these eddy passages were only observable with the use of specialised

measurement equipment.

4.3.2.2.5 The effect of upstream sw¡rl on precessíon

Hallet and Günther (1984) while studying the flow within a dump combustor, with

expansion ratios ranging fuom E=I.25 to 3.0, visually observed jet precession within the

combustor chamber. They further concluded that precession in a dump combustor was not

beneficial for mixing and did not pursue the matter further.

Dellenback et al. (1988) conducted a series of experiments with upstream swirl in a long

pipe flow to further observe the precession phenomenon. They used an expansion ratio of

E=L.94 and varied the upstream swirl number from 0.05 < S < 0.4 for Re=30,000 and

R¿=100,000. They found that jet precession direction is related to swirl number. Their

data showed that at low swirl numbers the precession of the jet is opposite to that of the
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upstream swirl. When the swirl increases past a critical swirl number (5-0.15), the flow
precesses in the same direction as the upstream swirl. However, their air bubble

visualisation technique used was not able to resolve jet precession direction for values for

5<0.05. They extrapolated their results to conclude that at a swirl number of zero, no

precession occurs. The other region where precession direction was difficult to resolve

was at the critical swirl numb€r, S",. The authors interpolated the data before and after the

crossover point and reasoned that no precession exists at the critical swirl number

(s",-1.5).

4.3.2.2.6 Precessían ín axísymmetríc SE tlows without upstrearn swirl

Nathan (1988), through a systematic method of experimentation, found that jet precession

not only occurs for an inlet with upstream swirl, but it can also occur for a short chamber

with a sufficiently large expansion ratio, Ë)5. He used a smoke visualisation technique to

observe jet precession in air and a dye visualisation in water. He conducted further tests to

characterise the nature of the precession and postulated the interaction of flow during jet

precession using basic flow visualization tools such as the China-clay surface flow

visualisation technique, dye tracers, hydrogen bubbles and frequency measurements

among other tests.

Quantitative experimental data, such as velocity profiles obtained within the axisymmetric

sudden expansions are scarce for large expansion ratios. Hardalupas, Taylor and

Whitelaw (1992) reported time-averaged one-component phase-Doppler anemometer

measurements while studying particle dispersions in a large sudden expansion with E=5

from an upstleam development length of 100 pipe diameters. Their study concentrated on

the interaction of various-sized particles and the large eddies present in the chamber.

However, they did not focus on the large-scale oscillatory motions of the instantaneous jet

(internal jet precession).

Lipstein (1962) measured the wall static pressure in a long duct downstream from the

expansion face of an inlet duct with a uniform velocity distribution for various expansion

ratios E, ranging from 0.ll to 7.5, for Reynolds numbers above 40,000, while Nathan

(1988) measured time-averaged static pressure distributions along the wall close to the
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expansion face for E=6.43. Nathan's (1988) measurements were for an inlet orifice with a

sharp edge and a shorter downstream duct length that vented into the atmosphere. In

many of the measurements, an exit lip was attached to the end of the downstream duct.

Nathan (1988) reported that the phenomenon of jet precession was dependent on the duct

length and concluded that short ducts were more likely to produce precession than a long

duct. This is supported, for example, by Lipstein (1962) who did not report on flow

instabilities in a longer duct length (from UD=11) for a similar range of expansion ratios

(E=5 and E=7.5).

Iftll et al. (1995), using bubble flow visualization, reported on the presence of precession

from a contraction inlet expanding suddenly into a long downstream duct for E between

3.75 and 14 in the absence of upstream swirl. Although they did not report on the

chamber length used in their experiments, it was estimated to be greater than 3.6D from

their figures.

Recent simulations by Guo et al. (2OOl) also showed that jet precession is possible in a

long downstream duct (UD>16; no upstream swirl) with an expansion ratio of E=5.0 at

Re¿=I}s. The present investigation addresses the need for time-dependent experimental

data on a precessing jet produced by an axisymmetric sudden expansion flow with a large

diametral expansion ratio by measuring the velocity distribution within an FPJ nozzle

without inlet swirl.

4.4 Interaction with downstream recirculation region

Figure 4-8 provides a schematic diagram of a jet in a counter flow. When a free turbulent

jet with a jet velocity u¡, discharges into an ambient flow that is flowing in the opposite

direction with a negative co-flow velocity ur, a"jet in a counter flow" is established. This

type of flow is usually found in afterburners of turbojet engines (Rajaratnam, 1976) or in

the rapid discharge of wastewater in the environment (Lam & Chan, 1995). Various

terminologies can be found in the literature to describe the reverse flow. Examples are "a

counterflow", "a counterflowing jet", "a counter-current", "an opposing stream", "aî

opposing jet of large dimensions" and "a reverse jet". For convenience, the term "counter

flow" shall herein refer to the stream opposing the forward flowing jet.
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The jet in a counter flow can be divided into two regions: namely the near-field and the

far-field (Yoda & Fiedler, 1996). In the near-field, the forward flowing jet is dominant.

In the far-field, the effect of the reverse flow is to decelerate and deflect the forward

flowing jet such that it reaches a stagnation point. The forward flowing jet then reverses

and approaches the velocity of the reverse flow in the far-field (that is, in the far-field

behind the forward flowing jet's exit).

4.4.L Effect of outer walls

Confining walls are also known to influence a jet in counter flow. However, Sekundov

(1969) and Baltaos and Rajaratnam (1973) found that if the diameter of the counter flow

D, is greater than 2xr, then the effects of confinement are negligible.

4.4.2 Centreline velocity decay

The centreline velocity decay of a jet for various ratios of forward to counter flow

velocities has recently been characterised by Chan and Lam (1993). They proposed an

advection model to predict this centreline decay. They also conducted 2-component LDA

measurements along the centreline of the jet to verify their hypothesis. Their equation

predicted the velocity decay well for velocity ratios between 3 and 15 for most regions of

the flow, except near the beginning of the flow establishment zone for the forward jet (that

is, in the region just after the developing zone). Chan and Lam (1998) reasoned that their

model was not reliable for downstream locations where the counter flow dominates.

4.5 LDA experimental results

This section presents both transit time weighted phase-averaged (Section 4.5.1) and time-

averaged results of the flow within the FPJ chambor measured using axial component

LDA. Full details for these measurements are described in Section 3.4.2 and the

coordinate system is presented in Figure 3-L4. Measurements in the FPJ chamber include

the velocity distribution at various xlD locations, centreline velocity distributions,

reattachment length, r.z.s velocity fluctuations, entrainment of the forward flow and a

map of the velocity spectra and length scales associated with the internal precessing jet. In
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addition, a brief discussion on the theory of the precession mechanism is presented in

Section 4.5.6. It should be noted that x/d and x/D (or x/Dt) are used throughout this

chapter when reference is made to the jet or the FPJ chamber respectively. For clarity,

sometimes both values are shown.

4.5.1 Phase-averaged mean velocity results

The initial conditions for the phase-averaged flow are given in Figure 4-9. Figure 4-9a

provides the uniformity of the flow produced by the smooth contraction nozzle, while

measurements for Figure 4-9b were taken at Re¿=82,500 and with the chamber removed'

The Reynolds number for the phase-averaged data is measured at x/D=0.30 for

Re¿=84,500 with the chamber in place.

Figure 4-10 presents the internal flow results with the observer looking upstream. These

results have been corrected for velocity bias using the transit-time weighted method. For

interest, the differences in mean velocity contours between the uncorrected and transit-

time weighted results are also presented in Appendix B-1.

In Figure 4-I0a the flow at x/D=O.30 still shows the potential core of the jet, produced by

the inlet contraction. This jet core is indicated by the half velocity (O.Su/ur,"¿) contours in

the figure. For a deflected jet, such as in the present case, a phase-averaged local

'centreline' velocity, u,¡,,r¡, is defined as the maximum axial velocity in the core of the

phase-averaged jet in the current measurement plane, that is, at x/D=O.30. The zero

velocity contours in the bottom-half of the jet indicate that some weak axial flow reversals

are present. These axial flow reversals have a magnitude of up to approximately 0.06n¡.

The present results are broadly consistent with the flow visualisation experiments by

Nathan et at. (1998), described in Section 2.2.1, who showed that the flow behind the

reattachment point is reversed towards the expansion face and traces a spiral path along

this face as it becomes re-entrained into the separated jet.

At x/D=0.72, the inlet jet appears to be in the process of departing from the geometric

centreline of the nozzle. This is evidenced by a slight shift in the jet core towards the

bottom-left-hand corner of the chamber. However, the majority of the jet, indicated by the
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zero velocity contour, is shifted to the top-right. The aspect ratio, defined by the ratio of
shortest side to widest length of the jet based on the half velocity contour, is

approximately 0.94. There is also some evidence of weak mean axial flow reversal

towards the expansion face. Here, the peak normalized mean axial flow reversal, which is

defined as the ratio of the highest phase-averaged value of reverse axial velocity to the

inlet velocity in each measurement plane, is u",r*/u¡- 0.09 at x/D=e.12.

By x/D=1.05, the jet core continues its departure from the geometric centreline, but this

time is displaced towards the bottom-right wall. Upstream from this location, the lower

shear layer of the jet, indicated by the zero axial velocity contour, would have reattached

to the chamber wall. The jet aspect ratio at this location is approximately 0.95, while the

peak mean axial flow reversal is approximately u,o*o/u¡- - 0.11.

At x/D=I.39, more than half of the jet's lower shear layer is attached to the chamber wall,

and the jet core's aspect ratio is 0.75, suggesting that jet has an elliptical shape. The peak

mean reverse flow velocity at this location is estimated to be approximately

u,,^o/ui - - O.14, slightly higher in magnitude than the peak mean reverse flow at

x/D=\.05.

By x/D=L.76, the jet core, having an aspect ratio of approximately 0.5, is completely

reattached to the wall. At this location, the lower shear layer of the jet occupies at least

60Vo of the chamber perimeter, while the peak mean reverse flow velocity is

approximately u",n*/u¡- - 0.21.

These results were used to construct a longitudinal cross-section of the FPJ nozzle flow

patterns, showing regions of forward and reverse flows. The pattern given in Figure 4-11

is consistent with those of flow visualisation studies conducted earlier by Nathan er ø/.

(1998), who identified an asymmetric reattaching jet in the FPJ chamber while in the

precessing jet (PJ) mode. A region of recirculating fluid above the upper shear layer of the

reattaching jet is also evident in Figure 4-11.
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4.5.2 Phase-averaged r.m.s. velocity results

In Figure 4-I2 Íansit-time weighted phase-averaged r.m.s. velocity distributions of the

flow in the FPJ chamber are plotted as contours. The velocity fluctuations are non-

dimensionalised using the maximum axial velocity of the local jet in the measurement

'plane', u¡et,ct. A comparison of Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-12 illustrates that in many

locations the r.m.s. velocity fluctuations are higher than the mean forward flow speeds.

This indicates that instantaneous flow reversals are also taking place. The largest

fluctuation occurs at x/d = 8.93, where the jet is fully attached to the wall, and where

significant recirculation occurs within the nozzle. These high levels of fluctuation can be

attributed in part to a decreased sample size (Table 4-7) and a lower data sampling rate

(Figure 4-I3) as a result of seed deposition to the walls (see Section 4.5.3.8).

4.5.2.L Centreline velocity decay

Figure 4-14 compares the non-dimensional centreline velocity of the FPJ inlet jet flow

with that of an unconfined jet (Crow & Champagne, 1971), a plane offset jet of equivalent

offset ratio (Nasr & Lai, 1997) and a jet in a uniform counter-flow (Chan &. Larrt, 1998).

In the figure, both uncorrected and transit-time weighted results are presented. Section

4.5.3.5 shows that the transit time weighted results are more accurate than the uncorrected

results especially in the flow recirculation region after the 'potential core' of the jet.

The unconfined jet measurements of Crow and Champagne (197I) were obtained at a

Reynolds number of Re¿ = 83,000. The unconfined jet has no co-flow (u, = 0), and the

length of the potential core region is reported to be approximately 6d. On these logJog

axes, the decay rate slope of -1.07 in the region x/d > 9 indicates an almost linear

spreading rate. In contrast, the potential core of the local jet for uncorrected LDA results

within the FPJ chamber has a length of approximately 3.5d and a decay rate slope of -1.5

in the region 5<x/d<8.93. When the results are corrected for velocity bias, the potential

core of the jet becomes 3d and has a decay rate slope that is steeper than -1.5 up until

7.03d. After this point, the velocity decay rate decreases.
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The large decay rate of the precessing jet in Figure 4-14 implies that its spreading rate is

also higher relative to an unconfined free turbulent jet. This is also confirmed by Figure

4-15 which gives radial distributions of axial velocity for the unconfined jet and transit-

time weighted phase-averaged axial velocity distributions within the FPJ chamber.

Asymmetry and reverse flows are also evident in Figure 4-15. The reattachment length in

the chamber is in the vicinity of x/D-I (x/d-5.3) and, at x/D=L.76 (x/d=8.93). the inlet

flow is clearly in contact with, and confined by, the wall.

At least two other types of jet flows have similarities with the FPJ chamber flow, an offset

jet and a jet in counter-flow. Nasr and Lai (L997) measured the velocity distribution in a
plane offset jet, which is free on one side and confined by a wall on the other. Figure 4-16

presents a plot of the maximum axial velocity and the half maximum velocity locations of
Nasr and Lai's (1997) data and that of the present investigation. For Nasr and Lai's

(L997) experiments, the Reynolds number was Re¿ = 11,000 based on the maximum inlet

velocity and the offset ratio was R/d = 2.125. The corresponding Reynolds number and

offset ratio for the FPJ were Re¿=84,500 and R/d = 2.53 respectively.

Nasr and Lai (1997) reported a reattachment length (x,/d = 4.65) which is a little shorter

than for the FPJ (x/d-5.3). This difference can be partly attributed to the difference in the

offset ratios used. By non-dimensionalising the reattachment length using the chamber

radius, we obtain a value of xr/R=2.I9 for Nasr and Lai (1997) compared to xn/R=).Q) ¡s1

the precessing jet, that is only a 4.5Vo difference. Referring back to Figure 4-14, in the

region upstream from the reattachment (0<x/d<5.3) the axial velocity decay rate of the

offset jet is only slightly higher than the FPJ. However, downstream from the

reattachment (x/d-5.3), the decay rate of the precessing jet is more rapid than that of the

offset jet, probably due to a three dimensional spreading of the precessing jet laterally in

the chamber. In contrast, the extent of spreading for the offset jet is confined by the side

walls of the channel. Interestingly, Nasr and Lai's (1997) inlet profile was slightly biased

due an asymmetric upstream flow development region. An initial bias in the flow,

resulting in enhanced three-dimensionality effects may also induce the flow to reattach

prematurely. This could be another reason why their reattachment point was shorter than

the FPJ.
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As mentioned earlier, Chan and Lam (1998) measured the effect of counter-flow on the

centreline velocity of a turbulent jet, and they produced an advective algebraic model

which agreed well with their experimental data. Their model also provides an estimate of

the effect of counter-flow on the length of the potential-core region. To estimate a

representative counter-flow speed in the FPJ chamber, each internal cross-section in

Figure 4-10 is divided into regions of forward and reverse phase-averaged flow by a

contour of zero axial flow velocity. The phase-averaged axial velocity component is then

averaged over the forward flow area and also averaged over the reverse flow area to obtain

the urrrrrr" /u¡onnard velocity ratios provided in Table 4-8. This ratio is equivalent to the

counter-flow velocity ratio, u/u¡.

At a counter-flow velocity ratio of uo/u¡ = 0.324, which is similar in magnitude to an

average value of 0.3 from Table 4-8, the Chan and Lam (1998) model predicts a

centreline-velocity decay (shown as dotted lines) very close to the uncorrected phase-

averaged decay in Figure 4-14. However, the transit time weighted results appear to be

overestimated by the Chan and Lam (1998) model. This is expected since the jet between

x/h5.32 and 8.93 experiences a significant reduction in axial velocity caused by the

recirculating flow there. However, by x/d=8.93, a better agreement is achieved between

the FPJ and Chan and Lam's (1998) predictions. In addition, the length of the potential-

core region given by the model (3.2d) is also close to the interpolated value obtained from

the transit-time weighted phase-averaged FPJ data (3.Od) in Figure 4-14.

The general agreement of some of the features of the internal precessing jet with

analogous jet flows in the literature provides confidence that the present measurements are

reliable.

4.5.3 Continuity in internal flows

Both the phase-averaged and time-averaged velocity data are useful for estimating the

forward and reverse flow rates through a given cross-section. For each cross-section of

Figure 4-10, the positive phase-averaged velocity components are integrated over the area

of the forward flow to obtain the forward flow rale (Q,fo,-o), and the negative velocity
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components are integrated over the area of the reverse flow to obtain the reverse flow rate

(Qrrr".,r).

If we assume that the density gradients in the FPJ nozzle are negligible in the present

incompressible, isothermal flow, then the volume flow rate calculated from direct

measurement, is therefore proportional to the mass flow rate. Dellenback et al. (1988)

suggested that mass flow rate balance obtained from the integration of velocity profiles in

each measurement plane can be used to appraise the credibility of internal flow velocity

data. Freeman (1976) commented earlier that it can also be used to indicate departure of a

flow from axisymmetry and the indication of systematic measuring effors. For continuity

to be satisfied, the sum of non-dimensional forward and reverse flow rates at each cross

section within the nozzle must be unity, that is,

Qr"r"rr" , Q¡o*ora i-i---t.

Q, Q,
Equation 4-2

4.5.3.1 Flow rate balance for phase-averaged results

In Figure 4-17, the phase-averaged forward and reverse flow rates are non-

dimensionalised with the inlet flow rate (Q), and are plotted as righrpointing and left-

pointing triangles respectively, while diamond-shaped symbols represent the net flow rate

(i.e. the sum of the forward and reverse flow rates). In this figure, both uncorrected and

transit-time weighted (see Section 4.5.3.3 for definition) results for the phase-averaged

results are connected by dotted lines (red).

The uncorrected results provide an indication of where the flow becomes more difficult to

measure using LDA and therefore requires velocity bias corrections. For the uncorrected

forward flow rates (open right-facing triangles), the region where forward flow rates begin

to level off (x/D=l), coincides with the region of reattachment identified in Figure 4-11

and by Nathan et al. (1998). This is also the region where significant flow recirculation

occurs within the chamber. A rapidly increasing forward flow rate in the region O<x/D<I

is generally consistent with the rapid rates of spread and decay also given earlier in Figure

4-14 a¡d Figure 4-15. However, the uncorrected net flow (open diamond-shaped symbol)

also appears to increase as we proceed downstream from the inlet plane. This obviously
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violates the rules of continuity, as discussed earlier, and indicates that for x / D > 1 the

data require velocity bias corrections, such as the use of arrival-time or transit-time

weighting.

In phase-averaging, only transit-time weighted corrections can be calculated using the

equations explained in Section 4.5.3.3. Arrival-time weighted corrections (see Section

4.5.3.4 for definition) cannot be used in phase averaging since the velocity data stored in

each phase bin (or arc segment - see Figure 3-13) are not temporally related to each other.

In other words, each velocity datum in a phase bin is separated at least by one cycle of

precession and is consequently unrelated, therefore preventing the use of an arrival-time

weighted correction for the phase-averaged data.

In the transit-time weighted phase-averaged results, the trends indicating the presence of

highly recirculating flows are less obvious, if not absent, for the forward flow. Reverse

flow rates for the transit-time weighted data (closed lefrfacing triangles) are also similar

in magnitude to the uncorrected reverse flow rate data (open left-facing triangles).

Although the transit-time weighted net flow (closed diamond-shaped symbols) at each

measurement location is closer to unity in Figure 4-17, there is still appreciable departure

from continuity in the recirculation region (I<(/D<2). A calculation of the flow rate error

for the phase-averaged measurements can further provide a quantitative indication of this

departure from continuity. Here, the calculation of the flow rate error is based on the

relative change in flow rate between the flow at a particular measurement plane and the

flow rate at the inlet. The 'inlet flow rate' is estimated from the diameter of the inlet (d)

and the transit-time corrected velocity on the centreline of the nozzle (uu_tr*rit) measured

at x/D=O.3O. Given that the centreline velocity is constant with x/D=0.69 (x/d=3.5) (see

Figure 4-L4), this will provide a reasonable estimate of the inlet flow velocity. Thus the

inlet flow rate is defined as:

Inlet flow rate =
üb . trowit xnxd2

Equation 4-3
4

In Figure 4-18, the trend in the percentage flow rate error of the uncorrected results

(closed circles) increases approximately to +L307o by to/D=1.76. The figure also illustrates
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that despite applying transit-time weighted corrections to the data, these flow rate effors

decrease from ÙVo at the inlet up to 407o in the most severe recirculation region

(x/D=L.39).

4.5.3.2 Flow rate balance for time-averaged results

In Figure 4-18, the percentage net flow rate error for the time-averaged results are

presented for uncorrected (open circles), transit-time weighted (open upward-pointing

triangles) and arival-time weighted (open downward-pointing triangles) data. For

interest, the percentage flow rate errors obtained by combining the transit-time and arrival-

time weighted results are also shown as open diamond-shaped symbols. The percentage

deviation in the uncorrected time-averaged flow rate error increases with downstream

distance and becomes as large as 50Vo in the region of recirculation between x/D=1.05 and,

I.76. This is much higher than the findings of Morrison, DeOtte Jr., Nail and Panak

(1991) who reported that a percentage flow rate error for uncoffected time-averaged data

(from 3-component LDA in an axisymmetric tube (E=1.33) downstream from a thin plate

orifice) can be as high as 23Vo in the strongest region of recirculation.

4.5.3.3 Transit time weighting

Figure 4-18 presents the percentage flow rate error for the time-averaged transit-time (or

residence-time) weighted results as open upward-pointing triangles. Section 3.4.1.9

discussed that during velocity measurements of turbulent flows, a source of uncertainty is

introduced into the accuracy of the mean values. Mclaughlin and Tiederman (1973)

reported that direct arithmetic averaging of the LDA data will often over-estimate the

actual mean velocity. This is because a disproportionate number of measurements are

recorded during periods of high velocities since more particles will pass through the

volume in a given time. They suggested a l-dimensional correction scheme based on

weighting each sample by a factor that is inversely proportional to the measured velocity

component of the n't' sample, un. However, their correction scheme was best applied to

steady one-dimensional flows in which the local turbulence intensity u'/u (where u'/u=

u'/u¡x u/u), is not greater than I57o (Buchhave et al., L979).
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Mclaughlin & Tiederman (1973) concluded that for turbulence intensities up to 35Vo, an

accuracy of 27o to 37o can be achieved. However, such a correction is not applicable to

the present flow, which is highly three-dimensional and where local turbulence intensities

of around I007o are not uncommon (by inspection of Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-12). For

such a flow measured using LDA processors operating in the "burst mode", Buchhave ef

al. (1979) and Edwards (1987) suggested the use of a transit-time weighted correction.

The general equation used in the calculation of the one-dimensional transit-time weighted

mean velocity is:

N

luQ)Lt,
U Equation 4-4

where ø(tn) refers to the ntt'rcalisation of velocity, Atnreferc to the transit time of a particle

moving through the LDA probe volume and N refers to the total number of bursts

sampled. The root mean square (r.m.s.) velocity term is calculated in a similar fashion as:

Zn.
I

N

u
Z["Q,) - uf' tt,

Equation 4-5

In Figure 4-18, it appears that transit-time weighting can underestimate the actual time-

average net flow rate by up to 45Vo, especially in the region of greatest recirculation

(x/D=L.39). This can be explained in Figure 4-19 in which the effect of transit time

weighting for the flow in the core of the jet and in the shear layer region of the jet at

x/D=0.3O is assessed. For clarity, individual data points are not presented in this figure.

The figure illustrates that transittime distributions in the jet core is less than 0.85 ps for

95Vo of the valid bursts, while the transit time at the shear layer is less than 4.25 ¡ts.

The probability distribution of the transit times for the jet core and the shear layer are

presented in Figure 4-2O. For 9O7o of the data, the broadening of the transit time for the

shear layer is approximately 4 times that in the jet core. This broadening in the transit

time also occurs in the region of strongest recirculation (x/D=L39) where conditions are

similar to the shear layer region of a turbulent jet. In addition, there is also significant

-I¡tlu'
Zt^

t
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seed loss to the walls in the plane of strongest recirculation (see Section 4.5.3.3). It
appears that such a broadening in the transit time may result in an underestimation of the

volume flux in these regions. Furthermore, in precessing jet flows, it is possible that a bi-

modal distribution of transit times may occur, each mode representing the forward (et)
flow and the reverse (slower, recirculating) flow respectively. The possibility that a broad

spread of transit times leads to an underestimated flow rate is consistent with actual trends

presented in Figure 4-18 for the time-averaged transit-time weighted results. This

suggests that the transit-time weighting scheme is preferable in flows that do not have

severe three-dimensional recirculating flows and seed loss.

The comparison, in Figure 4-18, between the time-averaged (open upward-pointing

triangles) and phase-averaged (closed upward-pointing triangles) transit-time weighted

results suggests that phase-averaging is more reliable in estimating the flow rate at

x/D=0.3O (x/d=I.52) compared with the time-averaged results. This is because in time-

averaging, there is a broad scatter in transit times at each point, leading to an

underestimation of the true velocity at that point. In phase-averaging, the overall scatter in

transit times in each data bin (or arc segment) is small, leading to a more accurate

description of the true velocity at that location and phase.

The error in estimating the true velocity due to area averaging by a finite measurement

volume, is the same for both cases.

4.5.3.4 Arrival time weighting

The general equation used in calculating a one-dimensional arrival-time (or more

commonly called the "inter-arrival time") weighted mean velocity is:

N

lu( to^ )Lt,,
U Equation 4-6

where u(to) refers to the nth realisation of velocity. Here, Aton refers to the inter-arrival

time of the nÛ particle relative to the (n-l)ü particle arriving at the LDA probe volume and

/v

Z^,,,
I
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N refers to the total number of bursts sampled. The root mean square (r.m.s.) velocity

term is calculated in a similar fashion as:

N

Zlu( t", )-[Il' Lt,^

-u'=,Ju' = Equation 4-7

In Figure 4-18, the velocity corrections by arrival-time weighting (downward-pointing

triangles) did not produce a significant improvement in the time-averaged data. In fact,

the percentage flow rate error for these results deviates up to +507o in the recirculation

region of the flow (x/D=I.16), similar to the uncorrected time-averaged data. Figure 4-2t

gives the relative distribution of the particle arrival times at x/D=0.3O at the jet core and at

the shear layer region of the jet. In the jet core,957o of the valid data arrives within 8ms,

while the arrival time broadens to 14ms in the shear layer.

The probability distribution of the arrival times for both locations are given inFigure 4-22.

For 90Vo of the data, the broadening of the shear layer arrival time is about twice that in

the jet core. This broadening is expected to be just as large in the flow recirculation at

x/D=1.39 as it is at the shear layer. However, the arrival-time weighted results did not

deviate much from the uncorrected data set in those planes where large differences

between this and the uncorrected data set are expected. This would imply that the

distribution in inter-arrival times was not sufficient to produce any significant bias in the

velocity data.

4.5.3.5 Combined weighting

In Figure 4-18, the combined weighting (open diamond-shaped symbols), by

arithmetically averaging the transit-time and arrival-time weighted results, also

overestimates the flow rate within the nozzle. Although, the percentage flow rate error at

x/D=1.39 is smaller (-2OVo) than at other locations, the trend beyond this location (i.e. for

x/D>1.39) suggests that the combined weighting may continue to overestimate the initial

flow rate, especially after x/D=I.76.

N

ZLr"^
I
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Overall, the results show that the combined weighting scheme provides a consistent

overestimation of the flow rate within the FPJ cavity. By comparison, the transit-time

scheme produced a smaller r.m.s. error than the combined weighting scheme. The

magnitude of the maximum error was similar in both cases.

4.5.3.6 Revised time-averaged velocity distribution

Figure 4-23 plots the time-averaged axial velocity distribution in the FPJ nozzle for the

uncorrected data and the various correction schemes discussed in sections 4.5.3.3,4.5.3.4

and 4.5.3.5. At x/D=0.30, negligible deviation for all the data is seen in the core flow at

r/R=0.0. However, at the shear layer of the local time-averaged jet (r/R=O.25), the

uncorrected data is almost 3 times higher than all the other correction schemes used. For

subsequent x/D planes. the arrival time weighted data do not differ significantly from the

uncorrected data. Based on the discussion in Sections 4.5.3.3, 4.5.3.4 and 4.5.3.5, the

transit-time weighted results are more effective than either the arrival-time or combined

weighted results, especially for measurement planes downstream from the plane of

strongest recirculation and seed loss. For this reason, the transit-time weighted correction

scheme for the LDA data will also be used in Chapter 5 and Section 6.1 for the external

flow.

4.5.3.7 Other reported mass balance errors in the literature

A summary of the percentage flow rate errors in literature involving LDA measurements

in axisymmetnc non-precessing sudden expansion flows is given in Table 4-4 for

unswirled inlets and in Table 4-5 for swirled inlets. In most cases where recirculation is

less severe, the error could be as high as ú.5Vo (Yang & Yu 1983) or as low as t2%o

@evenport & Sutton, 1993; Freeman, 1976). However, the present analysis has

demonstrated that a high percentage flow rate error is not uncommon for highly turbulent

and recirculating flows in air, despite efforts to ensure uniform seeding within the region

of interest or having a fixed data sampling interval.
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4.5.3.8 Other sources of error

The other source of experimental error contributing to the deviation in measured volume

flux calculations is most probably the severe seeding loss in the reverse flow and in the

flow after the reattachment region. Seeding loss (observed during the experiments) occurs

as the particles impact and collect onto the chamber walls, especially at the reattachment

region. This problem, discussed earlier by Durst et al. (198I), leads to an underestimation

of the reverse flow and an overestimation of the forward flow velocities as shown in the

flow rate calculations earlier (Figure 4-17).

Another source of error for each measurement is the limitation in sampling size in each

measurement plane. The decrease in the number of data samples for x/D >0.30 (presented

in Table 4-7 for the internal planes) correlates with a decrease in the data sampling rate

(Figure 4-13), which is attributed to the deposition of seed to the chamber walls after the

reattachment position. Seed deposition results in a 'fogging' up of the optical access

window through which the LDA probe beams are transmitted or received, leading to a

rapid attenuation of the scattered light signal from the particles. This reduces the overall

data sampling rate, thereby contributing to frequent "time-out" of the Burst Spectrum

Analyser. Before the start of each measurement point, action was taken to remove the film

of fluid from the internal wall of the access window by using a small sponge. This sponge

measures approximately lmm by 5mm-square and was attached to a long, thin and firm

plastic sleeve. A quick check was made on an oscilloscope to confirm that the cleaning

action did not result in the cessation of the internal precession. Data sampling was carried

out immediately after each wipe so that data could be collected before 'fogging up' of the

access flat occurred again.

4.5.4 Maximum reverse flow velocity

The maximum measured time-averaged reverse axial flow velocity for the uncorrected

velocity data occurs at x/D=I.OS (x/d=5.32), which is near to the location where the jet

reattaches, that is at x/D-L. Its magnitude is 4.27o of the uncorrected inlet velocity and

8.87o of the maximum time-averaged velocity in the same measurement plane, ux,^ax.
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Likewise, these values are 3.77o and 4.4Vo respectively for the arrival-time weighted

results and3.6Vo and 4.4Vo respectively for the transit-time weighted results.

Yang and Yu (1983), who measured in a combustion chamber at Re=6.4x104 with an

expansion ratio of 2.'1, reported that their time-averaged mean maximum reverse velocity

occurred at x/h=2.3 (x/d=2) with a magnitude of tOVo of the inlet flow centreline velocity

and I2Vo of the geometric centreline velocity within the same measurement plane. These

values are, in general, somewhat higher than the time-averaged results obtained in the

present experiment. This is expected since time-averaging does not allow the statistics of

the instantaneous jet to be obtained. An assessment of the reverse velocities in the FPJ

chamber using the phase-averaged results would be more accurate, since it accounts for

the actual location of the reverse flow relative to the forward jet flow. Furthermore, the

actual location of the present peak mean reverse axial velocity is not known due to the

relatively coarse grid of measurements available.

By inspection of the phase-averaged precessing jet in Figure 4-10, the peak mean axial

flow reverse velocity u",^Jui (see Section 4.5.1 for definition) increases with downstream

distance into the flow recirculation region after the reattachment location.

4.5.5 Reattachment location, r,

Nasr and Lai (1998) proposed an analytical equation to predict the reattachment location

for plane offset jets based on empirical data whereby:

x, = 2.632(h/d)o'8st d Equation 4-E

Given h/d=2.O3 for the present investigation (i.e., O.s(D-dyd), the reattachment location is

predicted to be at xr/d=4.ïI. Based on the LDA data in Figure 4-15, the precessing jet

flow appears to reattach at approximately x/d=5.3 (x/h=2.6). The slightly longer

reattachment location for the phase-averaged jet is expected as discussed in Section

4.3.2.2.3.

A further comparison with the literature is made in Figure 4-24. The relationship of x/h
with increasing Reynolds number (displayed here on a logarithmic scale) is shown for a
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diameter expansion ratio of E=2.6 for the data of Back and Roschke (1972) who measured

in water using dye visualisation. It is noted that the data of Back and Roschke (1972) are

suspect because the inlet condition is not known (Latomell & Polla¡d, 1986). As

described in Section 4.3.2.1J, the reattachment length increases almost linearly with

increasing Re¿ up to a maximum value of x/h-24 in the vicinity of Rer250, before

decreasing again to a minimum at Re¿-1000. After the minimum reattachmentlength, x/h

reportedly asymptotes to a constant value independent of further increases of Re¿ (Back &

Roschke, 1972). This mean value appears to be approximately x,/h=9 in Figure 4-24, in

which selected data points from the literature (Table 4-4) are represented. Also presented

in the figure are the data from Dellenback et al. (1988) who demonstrated that the

reattachment length reduces from x,/h=9.2 to 1.8 corresponding to increasing upstream

swirl, from S=0 up to 5=1.23 for E-2. In comparison, the reattachment values of Nathan

(1983) and Nathan et al. (L998), for E=6.43 in the absence of any upstream swirl, takes on

an average value of x,/h-3.6. In the present study, the reattachment location is x/h-2.6.

This confirms earlier findings that the reattachment length of the unsteady precessing jet

flow is much shorter than the steady jet case in an axisymmetric sudden expansion.

Nathan's (19SS) and Nathan et al.'s (1998) experimentalnozzle used a Ch-L configuration

with a sharp-edged orifice plate attached to a downstream chamber having a length to

nozzle diameter ratio of UD-2.7. Although the present inlet flow expands suddenly into a

chamber length (l/D=2.7) that is similar to that of Nathan (1988) and Nathan et al. (1998),

the measurements were conducted using a Ch-L-CB configuration for an expansion ratio

of E=5.O7 with a smooth contraction inlet. The introduction of the centrebody is probably

primarily responsible for the shorter reattachment length (x/h-2.6) measured by the

present LDA experiments, although the slightly smaller expansion ratio may play a minor

role.

4.5.6 Precession mechanism

Information regarding the mechanism within the FPJ chamber is still very qualitative

despite the present quantitative measurements. Hill et al. (1995) sought to understand the

precession mechanism of the precessing jet by modeling a jet flowing into an

axisymmetric chamber with a blind end (d=19mm, D=140mm, E=7.4). They conducted a
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preliminary flow visualisation study of the flow and found that jet precession also occurs

for such a flow at Re¿=17800. Battaglia et al. (I997a) conducted a numerical study of a

planar jet issuing into a blind cavity with similar dimensions as Hill et al. (1995) and

demonstrated the phenomenon of an unsteady flapping jet at a much lower Reynolds

number of Re¿=I0O.

Hill et al. (1995) also studied the flow into a sudden expansion with E=5 for a long

downstream chamber and noted the presence of precession. As stated earlier, Ouwa et al.

(1981) also studied in a planar double-backward-facing step case for .E=5 using flow

visualisation; however, they did not report on unsteady flows in their experiments. Instead

they measured reattachment lengths. Battaglia et al. (1997b) used Reynolds-Averaged

Navier Stokes (RANS) numerical simulation for various E ratios of 1.5, 2,3, 4, 5,6 and'z,

and plotted Re¿ versus downstream reattachment lengths, x,. for a plane sudden expansion.

Their results indicated that xn/h generally decreases with increasing expansion ratio E.

This work culminated to the assessment of jet precession in low Re¿ flows in three

dimensions. The main findings from this work suggests that planar jet oscillations are

possible even in low Re¿ flows.

Recently, Guo et al. (2001) used a very large-eddy simulation (VLES) method to simulate

the transient flow features of a precessing flow for a sudden expansion of E=5 for high Re

flows, up to Re¿=10s. Their results were in agreement with the findings made earlier by

Nathan et al. (1998) as to the precessing motions identified. Their study identified various

mode types and limit cycles within the suddenly expanded flow. Guo ¿t al. (2001)

identified one mode type as "flapping" and the other mode type of temporal movement as

"shaking". "Flapping" occurs when the jet is deflected from one wall to the other side of

the wall and the jet does not complete a full cycle around the chamber circumference. A

qualitatively similar motion was observed by Parham (2000) during a flow visualisation of

the external precessing jet. Parham (2000) described the jet as "moving in an almost

triangular fashion around the chamber". Guo et al. (20O1) described "shaking" as the

short tangential oscillations when the flow approaches the wall. This finer motion has not

been reported in the experimental observations of the precessing jet literature. However,

evidence to this phenomenon might be shown later in the power spectral density

measurements in Section 4.6.1.
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A comparison of the present axial velocity distribution is made with the data of Guo et al.

(2001), who numerically simulated a precessing jet for a downstream chamber length of

16 diameters for Re¿=IxI}s at x/D=I.58, is given in Figure 4-25. In Figure 4-25a, the

axial mean velocity contour distribution and shape for both data sets are found to be

similar. In Figure 4-25b, the pressure distribution of Guo et al. (200I) is overlaid onto the

r.m.s. data from the present LDA experiment. A strong correlation exists between both

data sets. The region of high r.m.s. data in the present investigation appears to be located

slightly behind the region of low pressure calculated by Guo et al. (20O1), consistent with

the presence of an active shear layer between the forward jet and the reverse flow.

Additional insight regarding this observation can be gained in Kelso (2001). In his

analysis, he employed classical flow topology based on the surface clay visualisation of

Nathan et al. (1998) together with critical point concepts (Peny & Chong, 1987) to deduce

the complex flow interactions within the FPJ nozzle. He hypothesised that precession

within the chamber was caused by a 'driving vortex' made up of a tight bundle of vortex

lines and that the precessing jet leaving the chamber exit predominantly contains a strong

embedded vortex.

A vortex core is usually a region of relatively low pressure. Hence, the low pressure

region in Guo et al. (2OO1) is deduced to correspond to the 'driving vortex' proposed by

Kelso (2001). Let us assume that the centre of this vortex coincides with the centre of the

core of minimum pressure of Guo et al. (2001) in Figure 4-25b. The centre location of

this driving vortex is offset by about 80o counter-clockwise from the center of the local jet.

The low pressure region from Guo et al. (2OO1) in Figure 4-25b is located ahead of the

high r.m.s. velocity region. Guo e/ al. (2001) and Kelso (2001) explained that the jet

precesses towards the direction of the low pressure region. This suggests that the present

phase-averaged jet is precessing in a clockwise direction.

The data in Figure 4-l2,between x/D=I.05 to x/D=l.76, show that the peak r.m.s. region

is offset approximately 50o clockwise from the centre of the phase-averaged jet. The lack

of azimuthal symmetry suggests that the direction of precession, during measurement at

this plane, was predominantly clockwise during the experiments. Further evidence of this
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predominant precession direction for the present contraction Ch-L-CB configuration is

found in Section 5.9.

In addition, the increase in the size or broadening out of the offset r.m.s. data may also

suggest that the driving vortex grows in size as it proceeds downstream. However, this

observation must be interpreted with caution since the number of LDA bursts in those

regions are relatively small compared with other measurement planes. The smaller sample

size may also contribute to a false increase in the spatial distribution in the r.m.s.

velocities.

Although the present data have been shown to be useful in partially characterising the

phase-averaged internal precessing jet, they are limited in providing further insight into the

precession mechanism of the internal jet. Further in-plane velocity information is needed

before more conclusions can be drawn about the precession mechanism. However, by

cross referencing numerical and analytical data, evidence has been found for the presence

of a driving vortex sustaining the precessing motion.

4.6 Other observations

The LDA data was further analysed to obtain the power spectral density and the time

autocorrelation function for selected locations within the FPJ chamber.

4.6.1 Map of the po\iler spectral density within the FPJ nozzle

This section describes results of the power spectral density within the FPJ nozzle using the

experimental data obtained during the phase-averaged LDA experiment described in

Section 3.4.5.2. Further details of the calculation of the power spectral density can be

found in Table 4-9. A power spectral density for a series of LDA sampled velocity uses a

fast Fourier transformation which is as follows:

s, (r),n= 
#[lå,,,,,*,1),

Equation 4-9
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where,

T = duration of a block during which N7 velocity samples occur,

Nr= total number of velocity samples,

u¡= the velocity of the iú sample,

"f = frequency, and

t¡= the arrival time of the ifr velocity sample.

The following equation was used in calculating the mean spectral estimate (power spectral

density):

S, =! Is,., Equation 4-10
Ns n"=l

where,

N, = total number of averaging blocks,

ns = the r¿rth block of data, and

Srn" = the spectral estimate Sl calculated from the n"h block of data.

Figure 4-26 presents selected locations of the power spectral density for selected locations

within the FPJ nozzle. The locations selected for assessment were along the cenfeline of

the chamber axis (r/R=O), near to the wall of the chamber (nominally r/R=0.95) and a

location mid-way between these two locations (nominally r/R=O.S). It should be noted

that the lowest sampling frequency was approximately 160112 at point 57 (the

reattachment point), while the highest sampling frequency (-1900H2) occurred at 56.

These frequencies were well in excess of the minimum frequencies of interest encountered

in the FPJ chamber. In analysing the results, we can divide the chamber into 4 main
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categories, namely A, B, C and D. In addition, results of the longitudinal flow structure

from Figure 4-11 are also included to help us visualise the flow in relation to the power

spectral density results. To assist the reader further, the 4 categories are colour and line

coded as follows:

A - "Continuous" green-lined rectangle;

B - "Dashed" brown-lined rectangle;

C - "Dotted" red-lined rectangle, and

D - "Dash-Dot-Dash" bluelined rectangle.

Power spectral densities in Group A (Points S1 and 52) indicate fundamental frequencies

between 6 and 8 Hz and higher harmonic frequencies between 20 and,3ÙItz. The lower

frequencies encompass the characteristic precession frequency, which was obtained by an

independent total pressure probe. The probe protrudes slightly above the inner wall with

its 45o beveled end facing upstream and positioned between the centrebody and the exit. It
appears that the difference between the lower and higher frequency becomes smaller as we

move from the wall at Sl to the centreline at 53. This suggests that the higher frequency

motions decrease in amplitude as the radial distance from the centreline decreases.

Results in Group B, points 54, 57 and S10 which are near to the chamber wall, generally

have strong peaks at the low frequencies (6 to 8Hz). Point S7, which is near to the phase-

averaged reattachment location (x,/D=I.0), has a fundamental frequency of 8 Hz with

harmonic frequencies at 16 and 32H2. Interestingly, point 54 has a frequency of 7 Hz a¡d,

another frequency at approximately 23112. Point 54 is also located in the swirl region

observed earlier by Nathan et aI. (1998). This is not related to frequency locking onto the

local mains electricity, which was supplied at 50H2. In contrast to points 54 and S7, the

point S10, which is about O34D downstream from the reattachment location, has a

fundamental frequency at 8 Hz with no appreciable upper frequency peaks.
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The peak frequencies in Group C, which are points 55, 58 and S11, appear to only occur

at fundamental frequencies between 10 and 12 Hz, which may be at the higher end of the

characteristic precession frequency. In general, there are no appreciable higher frequency

peaks for these locations, since these are the locations where the jet generally passes once

per precession cycle.

Finally, the points in Group D, which are 53, 56, 59 and S12, generally do not show

significant peaks associated with the characteristic precession of the flow, except for 53

with a peak at approximately 6Hz. However, it is interesting to note that point 56 is in the

central region of the swirl zone and shows peaks at 4 and l4Hz. These frequencies may

be associated with a regular oscillation of the non-centred jet core about the chamber axis

(presented earlier in Figure 4-10b), possibly due to the "swirling" flow entrained into, or

around the jet core. The cause of the frequency peak near to llfz for point 53 is not

certain, but might be associated with the oscillation in the seeding density of the Rosco fog

machine or to some low frequency perturbation upstream.

In conclusion, the evidence from all the power spectral density results suggests that a

fundamental frequency peak of between 7 to 12 Hz is a primary characteristic of the entire

precessing flow. These frequency peaks are predominantly found in the flow downstream

of the reattachment point and in regions, located between the expansion face and the

reattachment location, not significantly affected by the "swirl". Higher harmonic

frequency peaks are only present in the flow before the reattachment position (x,/D-I.O),

especially in the region of observed and reported azimuthal (circumferential) "swirl". The

lower frequency peaks may perhaps be associated with the diametral "flapping" of the

inlet jet reported earlier by Guo et al. (2001) using numerical simulations (See Section

4.5.6), while the higher frequency peaks may elude to the presence of the circumferential

"shaking" phenomenon also reported by Guo et al. (2OOL). A physical explanation of

these higher harmonic frequency peaks may be due to the passing of each vortex leg from

a "horseshoe vortex" system (a topological feature which was mentioned in Kelso (2001)

at these locations. In other words, a strong vortex leg and a weaker vortex leg separately

contribute towards the power density spectrum calculations for each circumferential cycle

of the precessing jet.
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4.6.2 Map of the various time scales within the FpJ nozzle

Figure 4-27 gives the time autocorrelation graphs at each measurement location. The

procedure to obtain a time autocorrelation was discussed in Section 3.L.L4 and the

number of samples used are the same as the calculation for the power density spectrum

calculations in the previous section. The values along the vertical axis are normalized

with the maximum correlation value C(t),, at /=0. For clarity, the data for each graph up

to the first zero crossing on the horizontal axis are shown. The area under each graph,

representing an estimate of the integral timescale, up to the first zero crossing is obtained

using a trapezoidal integration. These results are interpolated and presented as coloured

contours in Figure 4-28.

In Figure 4-28, the integral time scale increases from about 4 ms in the jet core (at

x/d=1.52) to about 35ms near to the reattachment region (tc/x,=1.9¡, an increase of

approximately 8 times. A further comparison is made with the autocorrelation results

from Stieglmeier et al. (1989), who measured in an axisymmetric non-precessing sudden

expansion with E=I.6, at Re6l.56x10a and at x/d=2.4. They made axial velocity profiles

through the recirculation region at a location just behind the reattachment at x/x;O.8, by

traversing from the chamber centreline at r/R=O.O to the wall at r/R=0.95. They obtained

integral time scales of 6ms in the jet core and 32ms in the recirculation region just behind

the reattachment point at the same downstream location (x/x,-O.8). The integral

timescales at the same x/x,location, interpolated from Figure 4-28, are approximately

6.5ms in the core jet and 20ms within the recirculation region near to the reattachment

zone (at x/x=l.O). This suggests that the integral time scales of a large sudden expansion

producing a precessing jet and a non-precessing small expansion flow are broadly similar.

However, the frequencies (1/timescale) obtained in these measurements (between 29 Hz

and I54Hz) do not reflect the characteristic precession frequencies found in Section 4.6.1

(between 6 Hz and 8 Hz).

However, Hinze (1975) suggests that caution should be exercised in interpreting these

integral times scales for flows which are not homogeneous as it is in the present case.

These present results are consistent with the results of Hong and Chen (1997) who

concluded that the estimation of the integral time scales using the present single point
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correlation method does not apply to highly turbulent and unsteady flows since the

conditions for Taylor's hypothesis are not satisfied. Nevertheless, the results indicate the

qualitative time-averaged integral time-scales within the nozzte and their good agreement

with non-precessing axisymmetric sudden expansions with small expansion ratios.
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4.7 Summary

Axial component LDA measurements within the chamber of the FPJ nozzle have

demonstrated that the phase-averaged internal precessing jet:

has an axial velocity decay that is similar to a free jet immersed in a counter

flow velocity that is almost a third weaker than the free jet,

a

spreads rapidly within the FPJ chamber compared to a free turbulent jet,

has a wall reattachment distance of approximately x/d-5.3 which is

approximately IOVo longer than the theoretical value (x/d=4.81) calculated from

a turbulent plane offset jet with a similar offset ratio,

has integral time scales broadly similar to a non-precessing flow produced in an

axisymmetric sudden expansion with a small diameter expansion ratio, although

these time scales may not be applicable to non-homogeneous flows.

The present investigation has found that large percentage flow rate errors, associated with

the uncorrected time-averaged LDA velocity data in the recirculation region downstream

of the reattachment location in the FPJ chamber, were slightly larger than previous studies

performed in axisymmetric non-precessing sudden expansion flows of small expansion

ratios (E<3). The arrival-time and combined arrival-time-and-transit-time weighted

corrections consistently overestimate the flowrate. The transit-time weighted correction

for the time-averaged data gave less overall percentage flow rate errors over the

measurement region and was chosen as the more reliable scheme for LDA velocity

corrections within the nozzle. Therefore, this form of correction is also used for the

external fl ow corrections.

Power spectral density data indicated that the characteristic precession frequency in the

chamber is in the range between 6 and IzHz, while higher harmonic frequency peaks may

indicate the presence of the circumferential "shaking" phenomenon reported in a

a

o
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numerical simulation by Guo et al. (2001) or to the passing of vortex legs from a

horseshoe vortex system proposed by Kelso (2001).

Other conclusions supporting the literature are:

the structure of Nathan et al. (1998) with respect to an attached precessing jet has

been confirmed,

o the results at x/D=I.39 are in strong agreement with the numerical results of Guo ¿f

al. (2OOI) atx/D=I.58,

the results are in good agreement with other analogous flows, such as plane offset

jets and jets in a counterflowing stream, and

o

O

a the results offer qualified support for the vortex bunching mechanism of precession

proposed by Kelso (2001).
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Table 4-1: Sumrnry of literature on flows in offset jets.

Technique

Pitot probe, disk type
pressure probe

Pressure tap

Theory

Pressure tap

Pressure tap

2C-LDA

2C-LDA

2C-LDA

Pressure tap;pitot tube;
HWA

Medium

Plane air jet from
wall

Plane air jet from
wall

Plane air jet from
wall

Air with zero co-flow
above inlet

Plane air jet from
wall

Plane air jet from
wall

Plane air jet from
wall

Plane airjet from
wall

Plane air jet from
wall

xrlh

r.62

1.286
-2.4

N.R.

0.6-
12.65
3.08

2.862

2.862

0.29-
13.9

x,/ht

24.3

5.t4-
116

o.969
-35.8

6-
25.3

5

4.65

4.65

2.8-
6.95

Re(h7¡r5)
*10-4

0.6t22

0.165-
1.05

2-5

o.2-1.2

0.66

1.1

0.33-r.52

3,5

U6

(tr/Ð

30

23.9-
101.3

N.R.

9.3-55.6

T6

26.5

26

17.Ø,
29.4

Inlet Type

16.7hI
channel

Uniform

Uniform

Uniform

Uniform
(slightly
skewed)
Uniform
(slightly
skewed)
Uniform
(slightly
skewed)
Uniform

Aspect
ratio

(wh,'l
10

r12-523

10,18

1-9

30

30

30

8

hlht

15

4-
48.5

0.01-
2r.3
2-ro

1.625

r.625

r.625

0.5-
8.5

hr
(mm)

J

r.o2-
4.75

N.R.

3.r75

6

6

6

25

h
(nm)

45

t9,
49.3

N.R.

6.35-
31.75
9.75

9.75

9.75

12.5-
237.5

Author

Ayukawa &
Shakouchi

(I976')
Bourque &
Newman

(1960)

Bourque (1967)

Lund (1986)

McRee &
Moses (1967)

Nasr & Lai
(1995)

Nasr & Lai
(tee7)

Nasr & Lai
(1ee8)

Nozakiet al.
(1981)
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Summary of literature on flows in offset jets - continued

190

Technique

Flattened pitot tube;
pressure taps; paper tufts;

oil vis.
1C-LDA

Nylon tuft

Prandtl-type pitot-søtic
tube; Preston tube; dye
injection; piezometer;

screw driver probe

Pitot & Static probes;
flow vis.

Pressure taps; yaw meter;
tuffs; oil film

Split film probe; [IWA;
liquid crystal

Medium

Plane air jet from
wall

Plane air jet from
wall

Plane water jet from
wall in free surface

channel
Plane water jet from
wall in free surface

channel

Plane air jet with zero
co-flow above inlet
Plane air jet from

wall; with opposite
wall

Plane air jet from
wall

xrlh

2-6

2

t.6-4

2.26-
3.72

r.57-
2.56
See

Fig.6

1.8-

3.2

x,/ht

3-14

13

4-18

3.73-
14.55

9.34-
37.6
See

Fig.6

8-18

Re(h*ù
+10{

r.3-3.9

1.5

r.3

3.8-8.8

9.5

0.75

1.77-5.32

A6
(ds)

30.48-
9t.44

r7.s

N.R.

2.44-3.32

293-767
(coryr€ssible)

30

3t.3

Inlet Type

Uniform

Uniform
(slightly
skewed)

N.R.

Uniform
(slightly
skewed)

Slightly
Parabolic
Uniform

Uniform
(slightly
skewed)

Aspect
ratio

(Wh,'l
40

t2

1.6-100

13.4-
32.7

6l.-168

5,10

t2

hlh,

t-7

6.5

1-100

1-6

3.6s-
23.9
2-to

2.5-
10

h7
(mm)

6.35

12.5

N.R.

13.97

34.M

1.8-
4.8
4,8

25

h
(nm)

ó.35-
4.45

8r.25

N.R.

34.r4

84.12

tt.2-
49.8
840

62.5-
250

Author

Parameswa¡an
& Alpay
(r975)

Pelfrey &
Liburdy

(1986a,b)

Perry (1967)

Rajaratnam &
Subramanya

(1%8)

Sawyer (1960)

Shakouchi &
Kuzuhara

(t982)
Songa aI.

(2000)



Table 4-2: g¡¡rnmery of literature on flows in single backward-facing step channel (sudden expansion) flows

Technique

Surface pressure tapping, flow
vtz.

Thermal tuft;flWA

Thermal tuft

Thermal tuft,IfWA, Pulsed wire
Probe

1C-LDA

1C-LDA

Numerical

1C-LDA

Hot-wire & x-wire; forcing

Pitot tube & preston tube

Hot-wire; forcing
Numerical - Re-stress closure

model

Vo flow
rate error

37o

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

xr/h

2-r7

4.2-6.7

N.R.

4.2-6.7

2-18

2-r8

6

7.75

Medium

oil

Air

Air

Air

AiI

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

Re^+1çs

0.00s-
0.058
8-40

8-40

840

(Rea)
0.07-8
(ReÐ
0.07-8

5,11

26-76

4.2

84.3
N.R.

Aspect
ratio
(whl
27.6

11

tt.4

11

36.7

37.r

Infinite

4,lo

r.49

30

t.2

E
(h2lh)

1.06

r.25

t.25

t.25

t.94

r.94

r.5,2,3,4,5,7

r.2, r.5

1.10

t.25

2
1.5

h
(mm)

7.366

38

38.1

38.1

4.9

4.9

25

56

25

254
38.1

h2
(mm)

12t.7

190

190.5

190.5

10.1

10.1

75.8,
r52
610

125

508
II4.3

ht
(mm)

114.3

r52

r52.4

t52.4

5.2

5.2

50.8,
r27
554

100

254
76.2

Author

Acnvos et al.
(1968)

Adams &
Johnston (1985)

Adams &
Johnston (1988a)

Adams &
Johnston (1988b)

Armaly et al.
(1981)

Armaly et al.
(1983)

Battzglia et al.
(1997b)

Berbee &Ellzey
(1989)

Bhattacharjee er

al. (19861

Bradshaw &
V/ons (1972)**
Browand (1966)

Celenligil &
Mellor (1985)
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4: The Intern"al Flow

single backward-facing step channel (sudden expansion) flows.. .CONTINIJED

r92

Technique

Pressu¡e tap, pitot static porbe,
CTAHot-wire &

X-wire
Split film probe, hotwire; forcing

Pressure tap, hotwire,x-wire,split
film probe

Split film probe
2C-LDA
1C-LDA

3D-PTV
Thermal tuft,2C-LDA

Numerical - conservative finite
volume

2C-LDA

Review Paper

Vo llow
rat€ error

2.5Vo

trlh

5.9

7.8,7.2,
6.75
7.&

6

6.2

3-16

8.35
(asymp)

Medirrm

Air

Air

Air

Water

Water

Vy'ater

Air

Air

Rer'*1ç"

110

33

13,23,33

1.2

0.073,
0.r25,
0.191,
0.229

10

37

0.01,
0.0368,
0.0óÍ8

Datapoints
hard to

decipher

Aspec't
ratio
(whl
t4.9

12.5

12.5

12.5

20.3

12

t2

20

E
(hz/h)

t.4

1.5

1.5

l.1l

1.5

1.09

1.t25

r.94

2

h
(mm)

5r

50

50

20

15

25

12.6

4.9

50

h2
(mm)

178

150

150

200

45

300
114.3

10.1

100

hr
(-m)

r27

100

100

180

30

275
101.6

5.2

50

Author

Chardrsuda &
Bradshaw (1981)

Chunet al.
(1999)

Chun & Sung
(1996)

Chun & Sung
(l998)

Denham &
Patrick (1974)

Doh et al. (2000)

Dnver et al.
(r987)

Durst & Pereira
(1e88)

Dr¡¡st & Schrnitt
(1e85)

Eaton &
Johnston
(1981)**



single backward-facing step channel (sudden expansion) flows. . .CONTINUED

Technique

Thermal tufts; IIWAÈWA

IC-LDA; combustion

1C-LDA

1C-LDA

Numerical - LES

UVP, IC-LDA

Hot-wi¡e, smoke vis.

Flush-mounted pressure tapping,
chalk/paraffin flow vis., split-film

probe

DPIV

Wall flow differentiation probe,

ITWA-CTA

7o flow
rate error

2%

xrlh

7.6

4.9

7.4

6.5,7.0,
6.8
6.0

3-13

5.5-7

-5

8.14

Medium

Air

Comb: air &
airlmethane

mix
Free surface

water
channel;14.5
h to surface

Air

Water

Air

Air

Water

Air

Re^*1çt

4t.5

13.5

Rer3IA0

18.4

15,22,37

5

0.1-0.5

190

4.3

32

Aspect
ratio
(wh)

12

7.85,
t5.7

1 1.1

t7

3

T2

ro-28.3

12.2

2.5

18

E
(hzlh)

r.67

t.33,2

r.o7

r.67

2

1.5

r.02-1.o7

1.1

t.25

1.5

h
(mm)

50.8

1o,20

t3.46

26.7

h

20

3.6-10.2

75

20

40

h2
(mm)

126

40

2N

65.25

2h

60

156.6-
163.2
825

100

t20

ht
(mm)

75.6

30,20

186.54

38.55

h

40

153

750

80

80

Author

Eaton &
Johnston (1982)
El Banhawy er

al. (t983)

Etheridge &
Kemp (1978)

Fessler & Eaton
(1997\

Fureby (1999)

Furuichi &
Kumada OOO2\

Goldstein er ø/.
(l970)

Heenan &
Morrison (1998)

Huang & Fiedler
(1997)

Isomoto &
Honami (1989)
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4: The Internal Flow

single backward-facing step channel (sudden expansion) flows. . .CONTINLJED

t94

Technique

Pressure Probe, IIWA

3D PTV

3C-LDA
IC-LDA; forcing

HWA, split film probe,
microphone arrays

PV/A; X-hotwire;micro-
manometer

PWA;IIWA;x-wire

aC-LDA

2C-LDA; forcing

DPTV

DPIV

Vo llow
rate error

t57o

xrlh

6.5

6.51

7
5.2

7.4

-5

5.5

6.3,6.4,
5.8,5.5,

5.2

-5.5

-6

-5.9

Medium

Air

Water

Air
\Vater free-

surface
Air

Air

Air

Water

Air

Air

Air

ler*19'r

25.5

5.54

19

12.7

33

50

50

8.2,22.9,
14,8.4,

23.4
9.5,39

5

5

Aspect
ratio
(whl
ro.7

20

12

12.67

12.6

18.05

18.05

15

ro.2

10

I0

E
(hz/h)

l.19

1.5

2
r.t2

1.5

1.1

1.1

1.23-1.53

1.31

t.2

r.2

h
(mm)

38

4I

76.2
30

50

76

76

20

89

20

20

h2
(mm)

24r

122

t52.4
272

150

838

838

58, 78,
79,8r,

106

380

r20

r20

hr
(mm)

203

8l

76.2
242

100

762

762

38,59,
59,61,

86
29r

100

100

Author

Jovic & Browne
(1989)

Kasagi &
Matsunaga

(199s)

Kielsaard (1991)

Luetal. (2æ2)

Iæe & Sung
(2001)

Moss er ø/.
(1979)

Moss & Baker
(l980)

Nakagawa &
Nezu (1987)

Roos &
Kegelman

(1986)

Scarano aal.
(1999\

Sca¡ano &
Reithmuller

û999)



single backward-facing step channel (sudden expansion) flows. . .CONTINUED

Technique

1C-LDA

Smoke, static pressure probe,
HWA

IIWA

Flow vis., PIV

1C-LDA

Electro-diffusion

HWA

Thermocouple, thermal tuft ,

pulsed wall probe, IC-LDA

Hot-film Anemometry

Pulsed wall probe, thermal tuft

Pressure gage, flow vis., pitot
tube, X-wire

Vo Ílow
rate error

+37o

xrlh

-4.3

6.25

N.R.

5.O4,
5.39,
6.14,
6.54
7.Or

5.1

-7

6.66

4-5

-8

-6.5

Medium

Water

Air (amb
45"C)

Air

Water

Air

Water

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

Reu"1çs

2.3

o.662,
r.324,
2.&8

3.5,5.1,
10, 16

3.5

-97

4.8

45

28

t9.4

38

3l

Aspect
ratio
(wh)

3

16.2,
32.4,
&.8
t3.6

50

N.M.

11

16.25

11.8

78.7

N.M.

43

E
(hz/hù

N.R.

1.O2,

1.04,
1.09

1.31

1.03

2

t.4

1.10

t.25

r.o2

r.67

1.05

h
(mm)

19.05

6.25
12.5
25
22

10

101.6

20

56

38

t2.7

50

20

h2
(nm)

N.R.

305

92

350

203.2

70

610

190

547.3

125

M5

hr
(mm)

N.R.

280,
292.5,
298.75

70

340

101.6

50

554

r52

534.6

75

425

Author

Shih & Ho
(1994)

Sinhz et al.
(1981)

Spazzim et al.
(2001)

Spazzirrl' et al.
(2001)

Stevenson ef ø/.
(r982',)

Tihon et aI.
(2001)**

Troutt et al.
(1984)

Vogel & Eaton
(1985)

Weber &
Danbers (1992)
Westphal er ø/

(1981)

Yoo & Baik
fl992\
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Ch.apter 4: The Internal Flow

Table 4'3: Summary of literature (eryeriments only) on flows in symmetríc doubtc backwarit-facing step ch¡nnel

196

Technique

Hot-film

HoGfilm, optical double probe,
pressure taD

Hot-fiIm, pressure tap

Pitot tube

1C-LDA

IC-LDA, flow vis.

IC-LDA, numerical**

2C-LDA

1C-LDA

Pitot-static tube, thermocouple,
thermopiles

Medium

Water

Water (gas-
liquid)
Water

Air

Air

Air

Air

Water

Water & Glycol

Air

Vo flow
rate error

úVo

+5Vo

N.R.

ú%

!27o

tI5Vo

N.R.

xr/h

7+l

-3.r

vanes

N.R.

2.s-6

3.13,11.5

varres

Varies

Re+10-'
(uehú4

40-100

32

N.R.

N.R.

0.034-0.37

<1.1

Up ro 6100

55.5

G0.060,0.38

0.07.0..205

Aspect
ratio
tulh,l
2-r5

0.18

0.18

r,2,4

5-40

9.2

8

2

I

15.5

22.6

E
(hJh)

2

2.27

2.27

1.09,
r.2,
1.5

2

3

2

4

3

2.125-
3.1

w
(mm)

304.8

5

5

914.4

20,
40,
80,
r60
r10

160

80

N.R.

2438.
4

h2
(mm)

ffi.6

100

100

229,
457,
914
20

t2

20

n
N.R.

108,
158

h1
(mm)

0-
304.8

4

44

r52,
381,
838
10

4

10

10

N.R.

50.8

h
(mm)

0-
152.4

28

28

38.1

5

4

5

15

N.R

28.6,
53.3

Author

Abbot & Kline
(re62)

Aloui & Souhar
(1996)

Aloui & Souha¡
(2000)

Arie & Rouse
(les6)

Cherdron et al.
(1978)

Dtnst et al.
(r974\

Dtxst et al.
(l993)

Escudier et aI.
Qn2l

Fearn et al.
(1e90)

Filetti & Kays
(1967\



Technique

FlowVis.

1C-LDA

1C-LDA

Thermocouples

Hot-wire

Hot-wire

1C.LDA

1C-LDA

Medium

Water

Water

Air

Air

Air

Air

Water

Air

Vo flow
rate error

+257o

N.R.

x/h

vanes

Va¡ies

varres

vafles

varres

6

3.4,17

Re*10'"
(uihiltl

0.037-0.385

<0.06

0.5-4

4-80

4-250

4-250

6.7

26.5

Aspect
ratio
(wlhz)

t.25-5

3.33,5

9.2,
t3.75

1

1.0

1.6

7.6

TT.43

E
(hlhì

5,
10,
20

10, 15

2,3

2.r2-
3.10

1.07-15

r.o7-r5

1.5

2.86

w
(mm)

100

100

110

150

150

396.8

76

160

hz
(mm)

20,
40,
80

8

t2

150

150

248

15

40

h1
(mm)

4

.,

4
4

48.4-
70.6
10-

140.2
16.53

23r.8
10

I4

h
(mm)

8,
18,

38

/)

4

39.7,
50.8
4.9-
70

8.1-
115.7

2.5

t3

Author

Ouwa et al.
(1e81)

Ouwaet ø1.

(1986a)

Restivo &
'Whitelaw

(1978)

Seki et al.
(1976a)

Sekjet al.
(r976b)

Seki et al.
(1e76b)

Smyth (1979)

DeZilwa et al.
(2000)

Summary of literature (experiments only) on Flows in symmetric double backwa¡d-facing step channel...continued

*Note that there is also a vast amount of analytical and numerical resea¡ch for this type of flow in the literature as well.
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Table 4'4: Summary of literatu¡e on flows in axisymnetric sudden expansion flows without upstream swirl.

198

Technique

Surface fence gauge

Thermocouple, pressure
vls.

Dye vis.

Thermocouple

Thermocouple, IilVA

IIWA

X-IIWA, stagnation
tube, pitot tube, needle

tuffs
Fling cross-wires

Fling cross-wires

Vo Ílow rate
er¡or

+2.5Vo

N.R.

N.R.

xrlh

9-r2

4.2-15.8

8-9

7-t2

9-12

5

6-8?

9

9-9.2

Ret*1¡'"

10c.730

0.2r4-
0.450
0.02G.
o.42

9-148

11-1il

15-24

2AO

4t

4t

Medium

Air

Argon

Water

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

E:rit Geometry

>48D pipe

9.7Dpipe+
convergent nozzle

9.7Dpipe+
convergent nozzle

l8D pipe

16D pþ

19D pipe

l2.2Dpipe

l2Dpipe

I2Dpipe

Inlet Geometry

Sonic Choke+
pipe(fdfl+fence
Contaction +

IdPiw
Contraction +

IdPioe
4Sdpipe

4Sdpipe

59dpipe

Contraction

47.9D pþ into
onftce d

47.9D pþ into
onftce d

E
(I)/d)
1.2-
1.6

2.ñ

2.60

r.25-
3.75
25

t.u)-
t.23

2

3

3

D
(mm)
72.5

49.5

24.8

9.53

9.s3

133.5

216

228.6

228.6

d
(mm)
45.3-
60.5
r9.05

9.53

2.54-
7.62
3.81

136.7

158.9
108

76.2

76.2

Author

Agarwal (1994)

Backet al. (1972)

Back & Roschke
(r972)

Bauglnet al.
(1984)

Bzughna ø1.

(1989)

Bullock ¿t øJ.

(1e90)

Chaturvedi (1963)

Cole & Glauser
(1998a)

Cole & Glauser
(1ee8b)



Summary of literature on flows in AXISYMMETRIC SLJDDEN Ð(PANSION FLOWS \ryTIHOUT UPSTREAM SWlRl...continued

Technique

1C-LDA

Pulsed wire

Gas sampling, surface
flow vis. & su¡face

pressure msrmts
1C-LDA

1C-LDA

thermocouple

1C-LDA

IC-LDA

7o llow rtte
erTor

3-5Va

+2Vo

N.R.

+3Vo

N.R.

¡47o (typ),
up to ïVo

3O7o

xlh

1.8-9.3

ro.7

7.6-rt.9

8.3

3.8-11.ó

N.R.

9.7

11.37

Reo+19-.

30-100

82

1300-
2200

84

0.1-100

0.8-100

26-t52

56

Medium

Water

Air

Air

Air

Two diesel
oil mixnue

Water

Glucose,
xanthan
gum and

water
Diesel oil
& glass

spheres

Exit Geometry

TO.4D

>3.3D pipe

392D
+contraction

>6.4D

36D

l08D pipe

77D pipe

t9.6D

Inlet Geometry

15D pipe

Uniform flow +
tripped b.l. +
2.25dpipe
5.2Dpipe

31.5D pipe +
contour (2

twes)
60D into a glass

orifice of diam d
lOSdpipe

112.SD+contrac
tion to d

-39.2dpipe

E
lDld)
t.94

1.875

1.536

r.9,
2.7

2

2

t.54

1.98

D
(mm)
9.98

150

97.5

95.2

50

50.8

40

50.5

d
(mm)
5.08

80

63.5

35.2,
50

25

25.4

26

25.5

Author

Dellenbacket al.
(1988)

Devenport & Sutton
(1ee3)

Drewry (1978)

Durrett et aI. (1988)

Du¡st & Wang*x
(1989)

He et al. (1956)

Escudier & Smith
(le99)

Founti & Klipfel
(1ee8)
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Chapter 4: The Internal Flow

SUTNMATY Of IitCTAtU¡C ON flOWS iN AXISYMMETRIC SUDDEN ÐGANSION FLOWS WTTHOUT I]PSTREAM SWIRL...CONIiNUCd

2N

Technique

1C-LDA
1C-LDA

ZC-LDA

Numerical

IIWA; pressure probes

DPTV

1C-LDA

Photochromic method

IC-LDA
Visualisation

Thermocouple

Dye vis.

Toflow ¡ate
etTor
+2Vo

+3Vo

N.R.

N.R.

¡I5Vo

+3Vo

xtlh

8.8
8.6

8

3.75

-9

r.6-2r.6

-10

8.3-28.5

9.3-28

5.6-6.8

3-86.25

Reo'r1¡'"

30
tt2

tt2

100

294

o.o2-
o.2tl
13-14

0.09-
1.355

o.12-40

10-130

0.005-1.5

Medium

Water
Air

Air

Air

Diethylene
glycol
Air

Ethylalcoh
ol,

Kerosene
Water

Water

Dipropylen
e slycol

Exit Geometry

10D pipe
>4D+exten-sion

duct
>4D+extension

duct
>t6D

20.8D,28D,
34.5D

38Dpþ

>6D

32Dpipe

29.8Dpipe

>29Dpipe

28Dpip

Inlet Geometry

18D pipe

39.8dpip

5:l Contraction

5-rod

4.2d-28dpip

64./pipe

100dpþ

113D pþ
+contraction(d)

6.25dpip

Long tube ? +
orificed
(t=2.38)

llùlpipe

E
(I)/d)
2.1
2

2

r.96-
6

2.O

2.25

3.33,
5
2

t.75

1.5-
4.0

2.A2

D
(mm)
r52.2
t52.4

152.4

I 16,
rt4,
t92

25.4

50,75

28.r

84

19.1

77

d
lmm)
72.5

76.2

76.2

72

12.7

15

14.2

48

4.78,
6.37,
9.5s,
t2.7
38.1

Author

Freeman (1976\
Ctould et al. (1983)

C:ould et al. (190)

Guo er al. QAO\

HaMinh &
Chassaing (1979)

Hamnad,a al.
(1999)

Hardalupas et al.
(1992)

Inbarne et al.
(re72)

Khezzar a al.
(r986)

Krall & Sparrow
(1e66)

Latornell & Pollard
(198ó)



Summary of literature on flows in AXISYMMETRIC SUDDEN E)GANSION FLOWS WTIHOLIT IJPSTREAM SWlRl...continued

Technique

Dye vis.

1C-LDA

Pitot probes

ITWA

Tracer vis., Dye vis.

Numerical

1C-LDA

3C-LDA

7o flow rate
CITOT

+5Vo

N.R.

N.R.

237o

uncolTecte
d,9qo

corrected
(3D-M&T)

xrlH

2-40

10.5

5.3-t0.7

6.8-10.0

o-t2.5

8.86

10

Reo*1ç"

0.005-
800
73

4t-265

50

0.03G4.5

0.8

280

91.1

Medium

Dipropylen
e glycol

Air

Air

Ai¡

oil

Air

Air

Exit Geometry

28Dpip

t.36Dt2.72D14.@
D+32.7d130d127.3

d pipe

T2D,IID,9.6D

7.2D

45Dpipe

Infinite

18D pipe

20D

Inlet Geometry

11.25 A.R.
Contraction
<36dpipe

Contraction

98.4D+roughnes
s element

(l=3.175-9.53)
99dpipe

Pipe

lSdpipe

40D + orifice

E
(I)/d)
2.O3

2

0.11,.
.5,...7

.5

1.1 1-
t.43

2

t-4.5

r.43

r.34

D
(mm)

77

220

101.6-
254

63.5

4t.9

100

50.8

d
(mm)
37.9

110

20.3-
229

4.5-
57.2

2l

70

38

Author

Latornell & Polla¡d
(1986)

Lee & Sung (1994)

Lipstein (1962)

Logan &
Phataraphruk

(1989)

Macagno & Hung
(1967)

Milos & Acrivos
(1986)

Moon & Rudinger
(r977\

Mornsonet al.
(lee1)
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Summary of liærature on flows in AXISYMMETRIC SUDDEN ÐGANSION FLOWS \ryTTHOUT IJPSTREAM SV/IRl...continued

202

Technique

China-clay flow vis.

Diffr¡sion-conûolled
elecûolvsis
Numerical

1C-LDA

HWA

IC-LDA; pressure taps;
oitot-st¿tic orobes

1C-LDA

limiting diffrnion cunent

Pressure gauge

Anal¡ical approach

1C-LDA

Temperature probe

Vo llow rate
ETTOT

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

+2Vo

+57o

ú.57o

xrlh

3.5

-6-8

8

8

9.97

vanes

4.5

vanes

Rer*1¡-"

280

2.5-89

<0.2

94.9-163

1.5

88

15.6

0.19-11.5

15-66

64

4-(50,90)

Medium

Air

ElecFol¡e

Air

Air

Air

Water

NaOH +
K3Fe(CN)6
/K¿Fe(CN)

ß

Air

Air

Air

Exit Geometry

2.7D+onftce

44Dpipe

8.8

22.7Dng.sDt19.5
D pipe

>l5D

N.M.

>7.SDPipe

9.6Dpipe

>56.6Dpþ

3.57D +
contraction
1lOD Pipe

Inlet Geometry

30D + orifice
olate

11.4Dpþ into-
contraction

Fdf prpe

28.rdt36.3dt4v
Pipes

425d,pipe

convergent

Tripped b.l.+
Pipe 30d

Contraction

110d pipe

2.2dPipe

l00dPipe

E
(I)/d)
6.43

2

1.5-
4.O

1.4-
2.48

2

1.87

1.6

2-to

1.135
-2.47

2.7

t.22-
2.33

D
lmm)
90.7

28.s

37

12.7

9s.3

80

52.2

22.7-
49.4

140

23.6

d
lmm)
t4.t

14.2

15-
25.8
6.35

51

50

5.22-
26.r

20

52

10.16
-t9.3

Author

Nathan et ø1. (I98)

Runchal (1971)

Scott & Mirza
(l986)

Shahnam & Morris
(l991)

Sreenivasan &
Strykowski (1983)

Stevenson eú ø/.
û984)

Stieglmeier er ø/.
(1989)

Tagga aI. (1979)

Tashiro & Tomita
(1986)

Teyssandier &
Wilson (1974)

Yang & Yu (1983)

Z,emanick&.
Doueall (1970)



Table 4-5: g¡mmery of selected literature on flows in axisymmetric zudden expansion flows with upstream swirl.

Technique

IC-LDA

1C-LDA

5-hole pitot probe

S-hole pitot probe

2C-LDA

7o llow
rate error

x.3-57o

3-57o

+77o

N.R.

N.R.

xlh

2-9

1.8-9.3

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

Reo*1¡."

3-10

3-10

10- 16

10

0.2-r.o

Medium

Water

Water

Air

Air

Water

Outlet
Geometrv

IO.4D

to.4D

3.6D-8.7D

4.2D

4.5D,r3.9D

Inlet
Geometry

3Id+swtrl+I2d

Swirl + 15D
plpe

Pipe-swirl

Contraction +
Swirl vane

Swirl + 0.8d
pioe

E
ÉDldt
r.97

t.94

r.25-3

2

1.4,4.41

D
(mm)
9.98

9.85

vanes

300

r44,
441

d
(mm)
5.08

5.08

101.6

150

100

Author

Delle¡backet al.
(1987)

Dellenbacka al.
(1988)

Hallett & Toews
(1e87)

Rhode et al.
(1983)

Rosendal & Kok
(1991)

Notes:
ilá refers to bulk velocity meas¡red either by integration of the velocity distribution at or neilr the inlet plane or obtained from mass flow readings from

flowmeters.
il¡ refers to mean velocity in the core of the potential flow.
ild refers to the centreline velocity at or near the inlet plane.

N.R. means data was not reported
--- means not applicable
** provides further review of the literature
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T¡ble 4-6: Summ¡¡y of literature on axisymmetric jets in reverse flows.

204

Technique

Pitot-static tubes
Pitot-cylinder

probe
PIV-POD
analysis
2C-LDA

IC-LDA

Dye/Video flow
imaging

Dye & travelling
microscope

Consolidated
data from

Margasson,
Sekundov, Sui

and Arendt
PLIF

Medium

Air
Air

Water

Water

Air(et-
327K)t

Air(ducÈ
295K)
Water

Air

Water

k =xrl(t|oQ

2.39
2.6

N.R.

Non-linear

Bet2.4 &
2.7

2.5

2.7

2.8
(2.2<ßrO)

Re(d,u)

N.R.
2ffi

338-26000

166-1430

9945

r25-9m

æuolu¡

N.R.
o.w26

o.o5-0.77

0.32,0.20,O.
13,0.1,0.07

0.05,0.1

0.056,0.07,0
.1,0.13,0.2,0

.4

0-0.00625

o.l-0.77

uy'u"

N.R.
10.8

r.3-20

3.1,5,7.7,IO,t4
.J

10.2,20.4

2.5,5,7.7,10,
14.3, 18

G.160

¿" (m/s)

4.57-r3.72
7

0.13

0.01

7.5, 15

0.05

<20

¿¡ (ds)

N.R.
75.6

0.169-2.6

0.0313-
o.143

153

o.or25-
0.09

Outcr duct
(mx m)

O.9l4x0.9l4
0.61Ox0.610

0.300x0.300

0.450x0.300

Diam0.051

0.450x0.300

Diam 0.032,
0.063,

0.083,0.152

0.300x0.300

d (mn)

4.572
5.08

2,5,10

5.3, 10

1.3

10

o.4,3,7

5 (È3.4)
10(CI<7.5)

Author

Arendt et al. (1956)
Beltaos &

Raiaratnam (1973)
Bernero & Fiedler

(2000)

Chan & Lam (1998)

Blghobashi et øL
(1981)

Lam & Chan (1995)

Morgan et al. (1976)

Rajaratnam (1976)

Yoda & Fiedler
(1ee6)
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Table 4-7: Experimental parameters for phase-averaged LDA measurements inside a Ch-L-CB FPJ
nozzle with a smooth contraction inlet at Re¿=84'500' Sf¿=0.0015.

Plane x/d xlD hc
(mm)

N" Nø NP

(mm)
)c

Internal

r.52
3.67
5.32
7.03
8.93

0.30
0.72
1.06
1.39
t.76

24.0
58.0
84.0
TII.2
140.8

22,648
23,698
14,181
1o,636
3,8r4

615
1,159
2,146
3,081
3,577

a

b
c

d

2
2
2

2

2

20
20
20
20
20

x = axial distance from inlet plane

Ax -radial step size
N, = number of radial positions
N¡ = average number of LDA bursts per measurement position
N, = ¿vs¡age no. of precession cycles per measurement position

Table 4-8: Estimates of the average reverse flow velocity component urevcrsc as a fraction of average
forward flow velocity component u¡onord.

xld r.52 3.67 5.32 7.03 8.93

ll¡¿y¿¡sfi,L¡orlard 0.15 o.23 0.37 o.43 0.37

Table 4-9:Detaits of the power spectral density calculations. The symbols N, T and N, respectively

represent the total number of samples used, the duration of the block during which N samples occur'
and the LDA data validation rate (maximum sampling rate) of the systern

Point
number

xld xlD rlR N ? (ms) ñ2

SI
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
s10
s11
s12

r.52
t.52
1.52
3.67
3.67
3.67
5.32
5.32
5.32
7.O3

7.O3

7.03

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.72
0.72
0.72
1.05

1.05
1.05

r.39
r.39
r.39

0.95
0.50
0.00
0.95
0.45
0.00
0.95
0.45
0.00
0.90
0.45
0.00

23099
2256r
24486
r8942
20150
29916
9842
15073
19109
16950
r3734
12t08

2.833
2.O87
4.r54
4.480
3.960
r.043
12.333
6.745
4.359
5.576
7.803
9.294

706
958
481
446
505
t917
162
297
459
359
256
215
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Virtual origin

centreline

Initial Region Transition Region
Main Region

Figure 4-1: Schematic diagram of a time-averaged free turbulent jet (after Abramovich, 1963). The
large arrow shows the mean flow direction.

Main recirculation region

Upper Shear
Layer

h1

rI I
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ìl
\ Lower Shear

Layer

\¡-/
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\ - 7
I \ \

h
Reattachment Position

L

Figure 4'2: Schem¡tic diagram of a typical offset jet showing upper, lower shear layers, reattachment
position (dotted lines) and main recirculation region. Note that the jet exits from a bounded wall.
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+

Figure 4-3: The deflection of a vertical jet by a round body (after \Mille & Fernholz, 1965).

Primary recirculation region

xr

Figure 4-4: Single sided channel expansion (after Armaly et aL.r 1983). Note that in a free surface flow,
the upper wall and hence the structure associated with it will be absent (see Etheridge & Kemp' 1978).
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--r--!-jê'
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-ll \ \ \ \h
\

\-
Jcr

Figure 4-5: Double sided channel expansion (After Aloui & Souhar, 2üX) and Darst et aL.r 1993).

+
(1)

(
(

+(2)

1

I
(

1

(3)

Figure 4-ó: Wall attachment switching with a diverging downstream expansion wall pair after
lViedman (1972). Sequence is denoted as (1), (2) and (3).
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o.21
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Figure 4-7: Jetprecession direction related to swirl number (Dellenback et al.r1988).
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Figure 4-8: A jet in a reyerse flow stream (time-averaged), where u, refers to forward velocity, z, the

counter flow velocity and x, is the penetration distance of the forward jet.
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Figure 4-9: Mean and r.m.s. velocity distributions of the inlet flow (a) Rep43r0ù0, x/d=0.56 and (b)
Re682r500, x/d=|. Data are non-dimensionalised using the average velocity in the jet core, U¡. For
these measurements, the chamber was removed.
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vlR

Figure 4-10: Contouns of the trlnsit time weighted phase-averaged axial velocities in the FPJ nozzle.
The line marked 6â-8'' is the section in which velocity presented in Figure 4-15 is obtained. Data are
norm¡lised with rr,a. The flow is viewed upstream following the coordinate system set out in Figure
3-14. R is the radius of the FPJ chamber. Re¿ = g4'5gg' Sf¿=0.001.5.
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potenüal
Short

Ëone

Erdt
phnel

i

H€duoËd
Beflesliofi

Angle

Jst
Ëxtemal

Heatlsrhment Zone

Figure 4-i1: Transverse view of the internal and near external flow interpolated and extrapolated
from the axial velocity LDA data Figure 4-10. Note that features in the external jet are obtained from
Figure 6-1 and are discussed later in Section 6.1.
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Figure 4-12: Contours of the transit-time weighted r.n.s. velocity fluctuations of phase-averaged axial
velocity inside the nozzle. Data are normalized with the local jet centreline velocity, u,,,¿in respective
measurement planes. The flow is viewed downstream following the coordinate system set out in
Figure 3-14. R is the radius of the FPJ chamber. Re¿ = 94,5¡¡, 5ú¿=0.ü)15.
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xlD=1 .76: x/d=8.93

¡</D=1 .39; xld=7.03

x/D=1 .05; xld=5.32

xlD=O.72;xJd=3.67

)dd=1

N

:
o
(ú
(It
(ú
ô

0

0

1 0

0 0

0.5
rlR

1

Figure 4-13: The mean LDA data rates N, fo" the measurements inside the FPJ nozzle. Starting
from¡/D=0.30, ordinates for successivex/D are shifted upwards by +0.5kH2. Re¿-Å4r5MrStF0.0015.

f

oj-

0.1
5 10 15 20

x/d

Figure 4-14: Maximum non-dimensional mean velocity, u¡çy'ur, at each phase-averagcd cross-section
of the FPJ velocity field (Re¿-J4,5fi), E=5.07, R/d=2.53) showing uncorrected and transit-time
weighted results. z¡=time-averaged velocity at inlel rrc=counter-flow velocity. Note the log-log axes
and data of unconfined jet (RerJ3,üX)), offset jet (Re611,OOO, R/d=2.125) and counter-flow jet
(Re63090, u,/u¡=[.])l'¡ from Crow & Champagne (1971), Nasr & Lai (1997) and Chan & Lam (1998)
respectively.
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x/d=8.00

>/d=5.32
>/d=6.00

>/d=3.67>t/d=4.00

xld=1.52xld=2.00

eti
I

- - vJd:z
otrtroEEEoEEotr

- 
Unconfined Jtr FPJ

0.0

l
l

0.0

1.0 0.0

0.5

ilR

Figure 4-L5: Radial distributions of the transit-time weighted phase-averaged axial velocity
component for the internal FPJ flow compared with the time-averaged velocity in an unconfined jet at
Re¿=33,ggg and Sfr=0 (Crow & Champagne, 1971). The coordinate system for each axial position is
progressively shifted by u/u¡=+0.5. The distributions of phase-averaged velocities are obtained from
respective radial distributions along section "A-8" in Figure 4-10. Re¿ = 84,500 and St¿=0.0015 for the
FPJ.
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Figure 4-16: Radial loc¿tions of maximum (r,*) and half maximum (r*vz & rtn) axial velocity
positions for precessing jet at Re¿=${r$([) and Sf60.ü)15) and plane offset jet at Re¡7--11'0ü) and
Sf¡r=0 (Nasr & Lai,l997).
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0

0 10

Figure 4-17: Non-dimensional forward and reverse flow-rates. Q ls the flow-rate at the inlet plane.
The data are for uncorrected and transit-time weighted nhase-averased LDA velocities.
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Figure 4-18: Assessment of various correction schemes using the percentage net flow rate error at
each downstream measurement plane within the FPJ chamber for !!!qgÉyj.Egg¡! @lack solid lines)
and p[glggyg4¡! (red dotted lines) measurements.
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Figure 4-19: Transit time percentage cumulative distributions for the measurements at the jet core
(r/R=0.0) and jet shear layer (r/R=0.25) stx/D=0.30. Individual data points are not shown for clarity.
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Figure 4-20: Transit time probability distributions for the measurements at the jet core (r/R=0.0) and
jet shear layer (r/R=0.25) aJx/D4.30.
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Figure 4-21: Arrival time percentage cumulative distributions for the measurements at the jet core
(r/R=0.0) and jet shear layer (r/R=0.25) aJx/D=0.30. Individual data points are not shown for clarity.
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Figure 4-23: Comparison of various correction schemes compared with the uncorrected time-averaeed
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Figure 4-252 a) Present transit time weighted LDA axial mean velocity (line contours) superimposed
onto Guo et sl.'s (2001) axial mean results (coloured contours) and b) Present transit time weighted
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Chapter 5: The effect of inlet conditions on the

emerging FPJ flow

This chapter examines the effect of varying inlet conditions on the time-averaged flow

emerging from the exit plane of the precessing jet chamber. Both LDA and PIV

measurements are used.

5.1 Introduction

Several inlet flows to the FPJ chamber have been used in previous studies. These

include a uniform velocity distribution produced by a contraction (contoured) nozzle

inlet, the flow produced by a long pipe (Nobes et a1.,2002), and.the flow produced by a

sharp-edged orifice plate (Newbold, 1997) which is known to form a vena contracta just

downstream from the sharp edge. Nathan (1988), using flow visualisation, showed that

each of these inlet flows could produce jet precession and deduced that the presence or

absence of precession determined the characteristics of the exit flow from the chamber.

However, he did not investigate these effects in detail and did not quantify the exit

velocity.

Mi et al. (2001) showed that, in an unconfined jet, the three initial conditions mentioned

above produce significantly different near-field turbulent flow structures, and that these

differences propagate into the far-field. They observed that the contraction nozzle

produces relatively large and fairly symmetric roll-up structures in the near field. This

observation is also shown by the present PIV experiment in Figure 5-la. The calculation

of vorticity for all the inlets in Figure 5-1 are based on the equations stated in Section

5.4. The vorticity data were generated on a uniform grid by PIV View 1.7 and linearly

interpolated by Tecplot 7.0. In contrast, the pipe jet produces less evidence of large-

scale organised motions although smaller roll-ups were observed to be 'randomly'

formed around the jet periphery @gure 5-1b). The sharp-edged orifice plate also

generates distinct roll-up structures, which tend to be arranged asymmetrically @gure

5-1c). The structures shed from the orifice plate were observed to be somewhat smaller

than the structures generated by the contraction nozzle. Mi et al. (200L) reasoned that
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the increased asymmetry could be due to the strong upstream separation and

recirculation regions that are present for the orifice plate but not for the other nozzles.

Other authors, such as Reeder and Samimy (1996) andZaman (1999) used small tabs at

the edge of a contraction nozzle to generate an initially asymmetric shear layer. They

found that longitudinal vortices are generated behind the small tabs. These vortices lead

to the rapid mixing of the jet fluid in the near-field and subsequent large-scale mixing

downstream of these tabs (Reeder and Samimy, 1996).

Quinn (1990) examined the flow of a free jet from an asymmetric (triangular orifice)

inlet and found that its Reynolds shear stress levels are higher than that from a smooth

contraction inlet. He reasoned that the higher shear stress levels promoted mixing.

Recently, I-e,e et aI. (2O01) used a triangular orifice for an inlet condition expanding

suddenly into a short chamber, somewhat analogous to the present FPJ nozzle. Their

flow visualisation experiments concluded that the asymmetric (triangular) jet inlet also

generates a significant oscillation of the jet, somewhat similar to the jet precession

described earlier. However, jet oscillation in their case occurs for a larger equivalent

diameter over a wider range of Reynolds number and configurations than is possible for

the FPJ configurations presented in this thesis. They deduced that the increased

asymmetry within the inlet jet was a contributing factor in promoting this oscillation.

These issues provide the motivation for the present investigation which sought to

determine the effect of circular inlet conditions produced by a long pipe, a contraction

nozzle and an orifice plate on the resulting precessing jet flow in terms of axial, radial

and tangential velocities and frequency of precession for each of three different nozzle

configurations. This knowledge is useful for nozzle design engineers and serves as a

basis for future research involving the use of various inlet conditions.

5.2 Experimental apparatus

The overall arrangements for these experiments are described in Section 3.4.5.1 for the

LDA experiments and in Section 3.5.2 for the PIV experiments. For the LDA

experiments, the flow apparatus was positioned horizontally as presented in Figure 3-11.

In contrast, the apparatus was positioned vertically for the PIV experiments @gure

3-15). Table 5-1 summarises the inlet flow conditions at which the preliminary radial
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distributions of the mean axial velocity were obtained using LDA. The LDA

measurements were acquired by means of a two-component LDA technique using both

the green (514.5nm) and blue (488nm) beam pairs of the LDA system. The inlet flows

were measured using the axial velocities (blue beam pair). The purpose of measuring

the velocity distribution in the radial direction was to check for flow uniformity in the

inlet flow to the FPJ chamber. This procedure was similarly conducted for the PIV

experiments. All the initial velocity profiles were measured for the 3 jets in an

unconfined environment, that is with the chamber removed. This avoided the optical

distortion of each jet associated with the chamber mentioned in section 3.4.I.6 and also

allowed its comparison with other investigations in the literature.

Measurements of the flow emerging from the FIPJ nozzle were all performed at

x'/DrO.I3 for Chamber-only configuration and at x'/D2=Q.16 for the Ch-L and Ch-L-CB

configurations. The inlet Reynolds number, Re, = 
u'd 

, *u" greater than 30,000 to
v

ensure the flow was fully turbulent and was precessing reliably (Nathan et aI. 1998).

Details of the important experimental conditions for the experiments at the FPJ exit

plane are found in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 for the LDA and PIV experiments

respectively. For the LDA experiments, in contrast to the preliminary investigations on

the inlet flow, both the blue and green beam pairs were used for the measurement of

either the axial and radial, or axial and tangential velocities.

5.3 LDA velocity bias corrections

The transit-time weighted correction scheme was assessed in Section 4.5.3 to be the best

available form of LDA velocity correction for the external flow, where seed loss and

recirculation are not as severe compared with the internal flow.

Figure 5-2 illustrates the differences in axial velocity profiles between the transit-time

weighted results for the contraction Ch-L-CB case at x'/D2-0.16. In this figure, both the

transit-time and arrival-time weighted results are consistently lower than the uncorrected

data. In Figure 5-3, the uncorrected axial velocities can be overestimated by up to 3OVo

relative to the transit time weighted corrections. The arrival-time weighted corrections

generally do not vary more than +107o from the transit-time weighted results between
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- 0.85 < r / R, < +0.85 in which the number of validated bursts and data rates (Figure

5-18) are greater than 6000 and 600H2 respectively.

As discussed in Section 3.4.I.9, the transit-time weighted correction is highly

recommended in the literature (Edwards, 1987), especially in flows where seed density

is not uniform, which is the case for the present external flow (see later Figure 5-12,

Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-18). Therefore, this method of correction was applied to all the

velocity data for the external flow reported in Chapter 5 and involves the averaging of

velocities for those periods (transit or residence times) where there were LDA burst

signals.

In the measurements at the exit plane of the FPJ nozzle, the ratio of transit-time

weighted mean velocity results to uncorrected mean data is typically 0.75, while the

corresponding ratio for the r.m.s. velocity results was approximately 0.90. In the region

- 0.85 <
rr
Rr R2

< 0.85, where adequate seeding exists and where sampling rates are

high, the typical random error for a95Vo confidence interval is approximately +f/s. A6"

transit time weighted velocities were normalized by the transit time weighted bulk

velocity, a¡ from the respective inlet flows which are summarised in Table 5-2.

5.3.1 Inlet velocity profiles

The geometry for the pipe inlet case was chosen such that a fully developed velocity

profile would be obtained. To achieve this, the pipe length was chosen to be equal to 95

and 63 pipe diameters for the LDA and PIV experiments respectively. The results from

the preliminary LDA measurements showed that the mean velocity profile for the jet

exiting the pipe measured at x/d=0.34 was indeed fully developed and turbulent, with the

profile fitting a power-law equation with n=Il7 (given in Figure 5-4). The turbulence

intensity at the centreline and shear layer were 4.27o and L57o respectively. The mean

axial velocity results from the PIV measurements, at approximately 4Vo and I4.8Vo

respectively, are comparable with the LDA measurements at the same locations.

The flow emerging from the smooth contraction, measured using LDA, had a uniform,

laminar velocity profile as given in Figure 5-5. This profile is similar to that of Crow
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and Champagne (197L) who measured at )(/b-0.025 for Re¿=83,000. The present

velocity distribution was measured at x/d=O.56 and gave a bulk velocity of 40.1 m/s. Its

turbulence intensities at the centreline and at the shear layers were I.67o and !8Vo

respectively. Measurements of the mean axial velocity components using PIV (taken at

x/d=I) were in agreement with the LDA results in the region -0.4< 2rtd <+0.4.

Axial velocity results from PIV underestimate LDA values in the region

-I<2rld <-0.4 and +0.4<2rld <+1, while overestimation occurs for -I<2rtd
and 2r I d > +1. This is largely due to spatial averaging over a larger radial probe length

(2r/d=O.45) compared to the I-DA (2r/d=0.2t). Such an effect is illustrated in Figure 5-6

whereby the use of a longer radial probe length in the region within the jet (in this case

2r ! d > +l ) results in the underestimation of the axial velocities near to the edge of the

jet. This was achieved by applying a simple spatial averaging of the measured values

from the LDA data. In the case of the present PIV measurements, the use of an axial

probe length of 2r/d=O.45 and a tangential probe length of 2r/b-0.23 compared to the

LDA probe lengths of 2r/b-O.02 for both axial and tangential directions, results in

further spatial averaging and an earlier decrease in the mean axial velocities in the

regions -L<2rld <-0.4 and +o.4<2rld <+1 as presented in Figure 5-5. The

measurement of the power law profile of the fully developed pipe flow case in Figure

5-4 is less affected by the spatial averaging problem due to the larger shear layer

thickness.

Figure 5-7 presents the mean axial velocity distribution obtained for the sharp-edged

orifice plate. The LDA results obtained at x/d=2.60 are similar to those of Quinn and

Miliøer (1989). At x/d=2.67, Quinn and Militzer (1989) reported a centreline and shear

layer turbulence intensity of 4.77o and I5Vo respectively. This was comparable with the

turbulence intensity of the LDA measurements for the orifice at 4.IVo and lTVo

respectively. The rapid velocity decay of the PIv- measurements beyond the region

-0.5<2rld<+0.5 can be partly attributed to the effect of spatial averaging in the

radial direction and more severely affected by the larger PIV axial probe dimension,

which spans the "vena contracta" region of the jet. The "vena contracta" refers to the

waist (or thinnest diameter) in the near-field of a free turbulent jet and is most

pronounced for a jet issuing from an orifice plate. The larger axial probe dimension of

the PIV (3.39mm), is approximately 2O times larger than the LDA (0.l7mm). These
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reasons may cause the decrease in the mean axial velocity for the PIV results in the

region - O.5 < 2r I d < +0.5, although this attenuation is larger than expected.

Similar arguments apply to the differences in turbulence intensities between the two

methods; turbulence intensities are expected to be overestimated (or broadened) when

using alarger probe volume as in the case of the PIV technique. It is, thus expected that

larger differences will occur in the shear layer and also in regions where the physical

size of the velocity gradients are substantially smaller than the probe volume. In

summary, the differences in the two measurements are attributed to differences in the

technique more than to any genuine differences in the flow.

5.4 Near-field vorticity of the various unconfïned inlets

Figure 5-1 gives typical structures (indicated by the dimensional vorticity plots) shed

from an unconfined contoured nozzle, a long pipe and an orifice plate. These are

compared with typical experimental images shown on the left-hand column of Figure

5-1. The azimuthal vorticity (ø,=+-+), presented in Figure 5-8 for a typical-dxdy

instantaneous image from each nozzle, is normalised by u, and d, where ø. is the average

of the centreline mean velocity over the region O.I<xld<2.5 in each case, that is,

0rd
uc

. For the contourednozzlejet, the fluid structures are highly organised. These

structures are illustrated by the cross-section through individual vortex rings in the.r-r

plane; each positive vorticity peak on one side of the axis is closely aligned with a

matching negative vorticity peak of approximately equal magnitude on the other side.

The large-scale vortex ring interactions in the pipe jet (Figure 5-8b) are not entirely

obvious although groups of relatively smaller vortices are observed to be clustered

together and appear to move as a group (as evidenced by the radial velocity contours).

For the orifice jet (Figure 5-8c), large-scale structures are also evident from the vorticity

plot. However, some vortices seem to be aligned nearly axisymmetrically, while others

are not.
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5.5 Spatial correlation of the varior¡s unconfined inlets

A quantitative measure of large-scale coherent structure of each unconfined jet is
assessed from 350 image pairs. The spatial correlation (Schlichting & Gersten, 2000) of

radial velocity, v7, wâs calculated relative to the point at r(/d-l and r/d - -0.5, and v2 at

other locations, i.e.,

Rtz = Equation 5-1

-yl 2

The reference position for each inlet condition was chosen based on the evidence

presented in Figure 5-8 (radial velocity) in which radial inflow and/or outflow typically

occurs in that region. An evaluation for one pair of correlation points was made at x/d-l
to assess the minimum number of samples required for each inlet condition. The

reference point selected was at r/d - -0.5 while the other point was at r/d-+O.S. The

number of samples used for data evaluation for the contraction nozzle, the long pipe and

the sharp-edged orifice jets were 350,349 and 698 respectively.

The spatial correlation (of radial velocity) contours for the contraction nozzle (Figure

5-8a) and pipe (Figure 5-8b) jets are very similar, suggesting a high degree of

axisymmetry and comparable size in the underlying large-scale flow structures.

Nevertheless, vortical structures in the pipe jet clearly exhibit less organisation as shown

here by the vorticity plot and the broad frequency spectra measured by Mi et al. (2O0I).

This suggests that the pipe jet contains a broader range of length scales than the other

two inlets, but nevertheless exhibits a form of large-scale organisation. In contrast, the

correlation contours of the orifice jet @gure 5-8c) are less axisymmetric. The

magnitude of the peak correlation on the opposite side of the jet (at x/d=O.96, r/d=0.55)

is only about 25Vo of the peak correlation in the other jets (atx/d=0.96, r/d=O.55). There

is also less evidence of organised motion based on the radial contours. This suggests a

higher degree of variability in the symmetry and location of the flow structures.

Figure 5-9 presents 3 typical instantaneous azimuthal vorticity results for the three inlets.

These results are again non-dimensionalised by d and u", aîd the difference in value

,\

-v v2
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between each contour level is 4 dimensionless units. Here, the solid lines represent

contours of positive (counter-clockwise) vorticity and the negative contours aÍe

represented by the dotted lines. For the contraction nozzle in Figure 5-9a, the periodic

shedding of organised large-scale structure is similar to those commonly reported in the

literature for turbulent mixing layers in plane jets (e.g. Brown & Roshko, 1974) or in

round jets (e.g. Yule, 1978). In contrast, this form of organisation is not apparent in

Figure 5-9b for the pipe inlet case, although many smaller structures appear to be

grouped cohesively as a larger structure. The evidence of a large cohesive structure was

demonstrated earlier by the coherence results in Figure 5-8b. In Figure 5-9c, the

departure from axisymmetry in the vorticity field for the orifice jet bears some

resemblance to the near-field non-axisymmetric structures shed from unforced inclined

nozzles reported by Webster and Longmire (1997). Oscillations in the separation bubble

upstream from the orifice plate may be responsible for the increased variability in the

symmetry and shape of the vortical structures in the orifice jet.

In summary, the near-field large-scale vortex rings from the contraction nozzle are

approximately axisymmetric, as found previously. Those from the pipe are less

organised and more complex, but exhibit similar spatial correlation in the underlying

large-scale motions. In contrast, those from the orifice exhibit lower correlation,

suggesting a larger variability in the measured instantaneous axisymmetry. This may be

caused by oscillations in the separation bubble upstream from the orifice or from the

failure of the seeding to follow the flow at the lip separation of the orifice.

5.6 FPJ exit plane results - overvie\ü

The exit flow results from the I-DA experiments are presented in Figure 5-11 for the

Chamber, in Figure 5-14 for the Chamber and Lip, and in Figure 5-17 for the Chamber,

Lip and Centrebody cases respectively. Likewise, PIV results ¿re presented in Figure

5-13 for the Chamber, in Figure 5-16 for the Chamber and Lip, and in Figure 5-19 for

the Chamber, Lip and Centrebody cases respectively. All velocities are normalised

u2ørdr
relative to the bulk mean inlet velocity, u¡ (i.e.

fr,' ). This accounts for the

differences in throughput for the various inlets, while allowing the differences in
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velocities through the nozzle to be compared, which would not have been possible if the

data were normalised by the mean axial value at the exit plane. The characteristic

differences associated with each general nozzle configuration are discussed first.

Subsequent sections address more specific differences associated with each inlet. Note

also that the values on the abscissa for Figure 5-11 to Figure 5-13 have been normalised

by the chamber radius R¡, while those for Figure 5-14 to Figure 5-19 have been

normalised by the exit lip radius R2. This allows for the effect of exit geometry on the

velocity field to be assessed more easily.

As discussed in Section2.3.2, the flow in the chamber is known to be bi-modal and can

switch between an axial jet (AJ) and a precessing jet (PJ) mode (Nathan et aI., 1998).

Figure 1-5 (RighQ illustrates that the instantaneous jet in the PJ mode emerges from only

one "side" of the chamber. This is similar to the phase-mean distribution of the axial

velocity component quantified by Wong, Lanspeary, Nathan, Kelso and O'Doherty

(2003a) and further mentioned in Chapter 6, where the peak is shown to be on one side

of the axis. rühen data are taken randomly over some time during the PJ mode, a

double-peak in the time-mean velocity profile is obtained as was shown earlier by the

total pressure measurements of Nathan (1988). Figure 5-10 summarises the features of

the time-averaged velocity characteristics of a purely precessing jet (PJ) mode and those

of a purely axial jet (AJ) mode. This allows us to classify nozzles as producing either of

these two and also to identify those nozzles which produce a 'mixed' mode, obtained

when the flow switches between the AJ and PJ mode during the measurements.

The P"/ mode in Figure 5-10a is characteised by 'M'-shaped axial mean and r.m.s.

velocity profiles, with the maximum peaks located near to r/R1 = t 0.85 or r/Rz = ú.7
respectively. As a confirmation that such a mode is prevalent, we further examine the

radial velocity profile, which should indicate the flow of fluid towards the centreline

('in-flow') at approximately rlfu = + 0.4 ot rlRz= + 0.5 and peak radial r.m.s. velocities

at rlRt = t 0.6 or rlRz = + 0.6. The in-flow at the FPJ nozzle exit is shown by a

schematic diagram in Figure 5-10b. In other words, negative mean radial velocities to

the lefr of the vertical axis, and p ositive mean radial velocities to the right of the vertical

axis both represent inflow. The sign convention for out-flowing fluid away from the

nozzle axis (outflow) is subsequently reversed. Further details of the r.m.s. profiles are
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provided in Sections 5.7 to 5.9. In the present experiment, the pure PJ mode occurs most

distinctly in the Ch-L-CB configurations presented later in Figure 5-17 and also in

Figure 5-19.

In Figure 5-10a, the mean and r.m.s. velocity profiles of the AJ mode are Gaussian (or

bell-shaped) in appearance. As a further confirmation, we refer to the mean radial

velocities in Figure 5-10b for the axial jet mode case. The time-averaged flow is

charactenzed by an outflow with the peak mean radial velocity at approximately r/R1=

t0.4 or r/R2= + 0.4 and a bell-shaped r.m.s. velocity profile. An example of a pure AJ

mode is presented later in Figure 5-11 for the contraction Ch case, represented here by

'right-facing' triangles.

Nozzle configurations which exhibit both the AJ and PJ modes, are most clearly

illustrated by the chamber and lip (Ch-L) configurations, given in Figure 5-14 for the

LDA results and in Figure 5-16 for the PIV results. For instance, the broad plateau and

'M'-shaped distributions in Figure 5-I4a (Mean) for the orifice inlet appears to be

composed of both the AJ and the PJ modes. However, closer inspection of the radial

mean profile suggests that the PJ mode is more prevalent than the AJ mode. Inspection

of the other inlet types using the 'template' of interpretation in Figure 5-10 suggests that

the mixed mode of flow is a characteristic feature for all the present Ch-L

configurations.

As a note, before the discussion of specific results in the following sections, the

magnitudes of both the peak axial (u/u) and radial turbulence intensity (v/u) at each

individual measurement point, by inspection of Figure 5-11, Figure 5-14 andFigure 5-17

for LDA and Figure 5-13, Figure 5-16, Figure 5-19, are generally greater than 1007o in

the PJ mode; these are also consistent with the prevalence of the precessing motion and

also the highly turbulent AJ mode flows. (Note that uTu= u'/u¡x u/u and vTu= v'/u¡x

u/v).

5.7 ChamberconfTguration

Figure 5-11 presents LDA results of the mean and r.m.s. velocities at the exit plane for

the chamber only configuration, i.e., without the lip or the centrebody. Note that the
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present LDA results are most reliable for the region between -0.8 < r I R, < +0.8 where

the number of validated bursts are greater than 5000 (Figure 5-I2a) and the data rate

given in Figure 5-I2b is adequate enough to resolve the precession frequency which is

generally less than 3OHz. Further details of the inlet conditions can be found in Table

5-2 and details of sampling rates and duration of each experiment are found in Table 5-4.

A complimentary study using PIV @igure 5-13) is also discussed here in conjunction

with the LDA results. Specific details pertaining to the present PIV experiments for the

Ch configuration are found in Table 5-3.

Examining the mean axial components in Figure 5-1la (Mean), it is clear that the orifice

and pipe inlets exhibit significantly different behaviour to the smooth contraction inlet.

Where the latter has the distinct bell-shaped profile associated with the AJ mode, the

orifice and pipe inlets exhibit both considerably more scatter and have two side peaks

superimposed onto a central peak. This is consistent with the flow switching

intermittently between the two modes as discussed earlier. Since the measurements were

not conditioned upon the mode, different points will be measured with different

proportions of AJ and PJ mode. Thus, where a profile may contain both the central and

side peaks, some points were measured with the flow more in one mode than the other.

This is responsible for the scatter, notably for the Orifice and Pipe inlets in Figure 5-1la

(Mean) and for the lack of symmetry in the radial (Figure 5-11b Mean) and tangential

(Figure 5-11c Mean) profiles. The higher axial r.m.s. velocities in the orifice and pipe

data are also consistent with mode switching as given in Figure 5-11a (R.M.S.).

Together, these data further suggest that the orifice and pipe inlets are more conducive to

generating both AJ and PJ modes than the smooth contraction case in the chamber only

configuration.

PIV results for this configuration are presented in Figure 5-13. These measurements

were taken over a shorter time period, approximately I minute (about 600 precession

cycles) compared with the LDA measurements, which could take at least half an hour

(over 18,000 precession cycles) for a complete measurement across the nozzle exit

plane. The graphs of mean axial velocity (Figure 5-13a Mean) and corresponding r.m.s.

@gure 5-13a R.M.S.) velocity fluctuations for a short sampling period measured by PIV

appear relatively smooth compared to the velocity profiles obtained by the longer
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sampling period taken by the LDA measurements. All the mean axial velocity profiles

obtained by PIV are bell-shaped and indicate the prevalence of the AJ mode, although

the orifice inlet in Figure 5-13a (Mean) has a broader bell-shaped curve than the other

two inlet types. Additional evidence eluding to the PJ mode is also shown by the flat

region in Figure 5-l1b (R.M.S.). This suggests that the longer sampling time in the

LDA measurements included data for when the flow in the FPJ nozzle was in both PJ

and AJ modes. This could explain the prevalence of the PJ mode for the pipe inlet flow

(Figure 5-11 Mean) when measurements were taken between -0.8 < r I R, < +0.8, and

AJ mode occuffence in the other periods of measurement locations. This is in stark

contrast with the uniform flow inlet (smooth contraction inlet) which appeared to

predominate in the AJ mode throughout the LDA measurement period. The orifice inlet

flow was consistently in the PJ mode throughout the LDA measurement period, although

it exhibited occasional switching to the AJ mode for measurements between {.5Rr and

0.5Rr. The variance in velocities due to different modes could explain the unusual

increase and scatter in the r.m.s. values in the same region in the LDA measurements.

This argument similarly applies to the pipe inlet.

The radial mean velocity profiles measured by LDA (Figure 5-11b Mean) exhibit

considerable scatter due to mode switching. The trends associated with the PJ mode are

clear in Figure 5-17b (Mean) and are therefore discussed later in Section 5.9. However,

it is evident that the trends in the radial mean velocities for the orifice and pipe inlets are

relatively similar to values close to zero on average, and the data show considerable

scatter (Figure 5-11b Mean). In contrast, the smooth contraction inlet produces results

with a greater mean radial velocity. The trends in the r.m.s. velocities are different, with

the pipe inlet having a much lower radial r.m.s. velocity than the other two inlets. The

magnitude of the radial r.m.s. of the pipe and orifice configurations at r/R1= t 0.5 are

approximately three times the absolute mean values at the same location. This is

consistent with a large exit angle for the PJ flow mode directed inwards as presented by

Figure l-5(Right) and later in Section 5.9. The high level of mode-switching results, on

average, in a flow with low absolute radial mean velocity and high relative radial r.m.s.

velocities at r/R1= + 0.4. These trends are clearer and also evident in the short-time

sampled PIV measurements in Figure 5-13. For instance, the radial velocity trends for

the orifice inlet in Figure 5-13b are consistent with the LDA results in Figure 5-11b,
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especially in the region r/R1 = ! O.4, where the flow has a low absolute radial mean

velocity and high relative radial r.m.s. velocity.

The tangential mean velocities presented in Figure 5-11c (Mean) for all inlet types are

scattered about zero and indicate that the flow in the Chamber-only configuration does

not have a preferred precession direction.

In summarY, in the Chamber only configuration, AJ mode occurs only for the

contraction inlet, while mixed mode is evident for the other inlet types. The PJ mode

appears to be more prevalent than the AJ mode for the orifice inlet case compared with

the pipe case. These results are also summarized in Table 5-6.

5.8 Chamber and lip configuration

Figure 5-14 are the LDA results for the chamber and lip (Ch-L) configuration. These

experiments were taken over at least 18,000 precession cycles. The LDA results in the

location - 0.8 < r I R, < +0.8 are statistically more reliable than results obtained outside

this region as given in Figure 5-15a, since the validated bursts there that are generally

greater than 5000. Likewise, the data-rates, given in Figure 5-15a, are high enough to

resolve the highest precession frequency for this configuration. More details of the inlet

conditions, and the average sampling rate and duration are found in Table 5-2 andTable

5-4 respectively. The results, provided in Figure 5-16, obtained from a PIV study

provide complementary insight into the flow behaviour of the Ch-L configuration.

Details of the current PIV experiment are found in Table 5-3.

Adding a lip to the chamber was found by Nathan et al. (1998) to increase the

probability of the PJ mode. As discussed earlier, the Ch-L configuration exhibits mixed

modes for all inlet types. For the present measurements, there is evidence of some

influence of the AJ mode for all three inlets as provided in Figure 5-L4a (Mean).

Nevertheless, both Figure 5-I4a (Mean) and Figure 5-l4a (R.M.S.) provide the presence

of the side peaks associated with the PJ mode. These side peaks are more apparent for

the pipe and orifice inlets compared with the contraction inlet. In addition, a typical

frequency spectrum for the contraction Ch-L provided later in Figure 5-20 does not

indicate a characteristic frequency peak associated with the PJ mode. This further
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illustrates that a weaker PJ mode is associated with the contraction inlet compared to the

other inlets. In contrast to the LDA results, the shorl-time sampled PfV results in Figure

5-I6a generally present bell-shaped mean velocity profiles for all inlet types. However,

a closer inspection of the r.m.s. velocity distribution in Figure 5-16b suggests that the PJ

mode is more prevalent in the orifice and the pipe inlet configuration, due to the

presence of the side peaks. These side peaks are located closer to the axis (at

r/Rr=*0.6 for the orifice and at r/Rr=tQ.J for the pipe) as a result of the

superposition of the two mode types. However, an inspection of the radial mean profile

in Figure 5-I6a (Mean) suggests that the PJ mode is not as prevalent as the AJ mode.

The orifice inlet has the higher centreline turbulence intensity compare with the other

inlet, and as discussed in Section 4.3.2.2.4, is the result of a higher spreading rate of the

jet shear layer. This ultimately decreases the reattachment length, xr, of the jet and leads

to the inception of the PJ mode.

The absolute magnitude of the radial mean profiles in Figure 5-14b (Mean) are about

twice those of the case without an exit lip (Figure 5-11b Mean). This suggests a greater

spreading angle when precession does occur. The general trend in the mean radial

velocity follows the trends in Figure 5-17b (Mean) where the PJ mode is prevalent. This

further suggests that the PJ mode occurs frequently for this configuration. The radial

r.m.s. profiles in Figure 5-14b (R.M.S.) also indicate the prevalence of the PJ mode

through the high r.m.s. velocities for all three inlets. This is consistent with the

increased probability of occurrence of the PJ mode resulting in the radial oscillation of

the emerging precessing jet in these types of configurations. The radial velocity trends

are clearer in the PfV measurements presented in Figure 5-16. The figure indicates that

the flow from the orifice inlet configuration is directed inwards and its r.ru.s. velocity

values are relatively high. This evidence is consistent with the jet being deflected

towards the nozzle axis as it emerges from the FPJ exit plane. This is in contrast to the

pipe and contraction inlets which favour the AJ mode, by interpretation from Figure

5-10. The jet in these cases departs at a location closer to the exit lip near to r/R2-+1

and has generally lower r.m.s. velocity values compared with the orifice inlet.

The general scatter in the data of tangential mean velocities in Figure 5-I4c (Mean) for

all inlets indicates that the precessing jet again does not appear have a preferred
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precession direction. Nevertheless, the tangential r.m.s. profiles in Figure 5-l4c
(R.M.S.) indicate that the emerging jet does appear to have tangential components with

magnitudes similar to the axial r.m.s. components. In addition, these tangential r.m.s.

profiles (Figure 5-l4c R.M.S.) also exhibit double peaks, at r/R2-XO.6, coinciding with

the double peaks in radial r.m.s. velocities at the same locations.

In summary, the Chamber-Lip (Ch-L) configuration for all the present inlet types is

characterised by a mixture of AJ and PJ modes. The prevalence of the AJ mode is more

prominent in the contraction inlet, whereas the PJ mode is prevalent for the pipe and

orifice inlets.

5.9 Chamber,lip and centrebody configuration

This section discusses the results for the Ch-L-CB case for both the LDA and PIV

results. For the LDA experiments, only the jet was seeded and local seeding was applied

to seed the ambient fluid during each measurement. This will explain the lower

validated LDA bursts in the locations 4.7<r/Rz<+0.7 in Figure 5-18a. Since the Ch-L-

CB configuration was found to generate the precessing jet mode most of the time, any

attempts to seed the region near to r/Rz-0 was problematic since the presence of the

seeding device may have an unwanted influence over the flow. The poor seeding

explains a decrease in the LDA burst rate in the region 4.7<r/Rz<+0.7 in these

measurement @gure 5-18b). However, this did not unduly affect the present results in

Figure 5-17, (except, for the orifice case) since an acceptable number of validated LDA

burst samples (generally greater than 4000) and data rates (at least l0 times higher than

the local precession frequency) were achieved. The results of the PIV experiments, are

provided in Figure 5-19 and specific details pertaining to these experiments are also

found in Table 5-3.

The centrebody has a big influence on the flow field by stabilising the PJ mode and

eliminating the axial jet mode and is used as a reference case to determine the PJ mode

as was given earlier in Figure 5-10, as found by Hill (1992). It almost eliminates the

mode switching for all inlet conditions, as shown by the close collapse of the mean

velocities measured using LDA in Figure 5-l7a and Figure 5-l7b especially and also of

Figure 5-19a and Figure 5-19b measured using PlV. Even if the axial jet mode does
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occur, the jet cannot emerge along the nozzle axis. Instead, the jet is forced through the

annular gap between the centrebody and the exit lip. The instantaneous velocity

distribution of the jet at this time is expected to be similar to the time-averaged velocity

distribution of the flow when in the precessing jet mode. Nevertheless, the inlet flow

also has a secondary influence on the emerging flow. The orifice inlet produces the

highest exit r.m.s. and turbulence intensities (by inspection of Figure 5-I7) for the radial

and tangential components. The pipe produces the lowest axial and radial r.m.s. in the

LDA results (Figure 5-17).

The radial mean velocity profile associated with the PJ mode, presented earlier in Figure

5-10, is now clear for the LDA results in Figure 5-17b(Mean) and for the PIV

measurements in Figure 5-19b(Mean). For the LDA results, the peak and trough closest

to the axis (indicating inward flow towards the axis) are slightly stronger than the outer

peak and trough (indicating flow away from the axis). This is consistent with the local

jet emerging from one side of the nozzle and being directed across the nozzle axis

(Figure 1-5). The weaker outer peaks are associated with the spreading of the jet beyond

the nozzle edge.

These measurements are entirely consistent with later PIV measurements in Section 6.2

in which the time-averaged flow converges radially inward to a point approximately

O.5Dz downstream and then spreads rapidly outwards.

Generally, the axial and radial velocity trends in PIV data and the LDA data in the

region 4.8<r/Rz<+0.8 are similar. However, in the regions beyond this, the LDA data

are expected to over-estimate the true velocity values due to insufficient global seeding.

This means that unseeded fluid entrained into the FPJ nozzle will not be recorded, while

seeding from the bulk jet will be sampled most of the time. This introduces a velocity

bias towards a higher velocity flow, especially in the region beyond r/R2-+9.9. Thus,

the flow structure beyond the exit lip cannot be elucidated clearly. This is evident in the

contrasting results obtained by means of PIV, which employed uniform global seeding

instead of localised seeding. The PIV results in Figure 5-19a(Mean) and Figure

5-19b(Mean) beyond r/R2-+t.Q reflect a truer velocity profile as opposed to the LDA
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results in that region. As explained before, this is due to poor localized seeding beyond

the exit lip radius, R2.

The introduction of the centrebody also appears to stabilise the direction of precession

for significant periods of time. This is evident from Figure 5-I7c (Mean) in which a

preferred mean tangential direction is shown for all the inlets. Interestingly, the

locations of the inner peak and trough in the mean tangential profiles (Figure 5-17c) are

almost coincident with the respective inner peaks and troughs in the axial and radial

components (Figure 5-l7b). However, the location of the outer peak and trough in the

tangential mean component @gure 5-I7c Mean) is coincident with the weaker outer

peak and trough in the radial mean component (Figure 5-l7b Mean), consistent with

ambient fluid being drawn eccentrically inward. This phenomenon has been directly

measured in the experiments reported in Chapter 6, which demonstrates that the local

(phase-averaged) precessing jet emerges with high radial and tangential components.

The fact that the contraction produces the lowest tangential r.m.s. velocity may suggest

that the precession direction is maintained constant over the entire period of

measurement. This may explain the findings made earlier in Section 4.5.6 which

reported that the influence of precession direction could have been negligible in any one

measurement plane during the phase-averaged LDA measurements.

An unexplained anomaly occurred in the data set in Figure 5-l7c (Mean) f'or the oritìce

inlet after all the experiments were conducted. The mean tangential velocities in the

range 4.8<r/Rz<O appear to have been 'shifted' down and results, on average, in a bias

of the mean flow directed towards the laboratory floor. By inspection of Figure 5-18c,

the validated bursts in the range 4.8<r/R2<0.7 were unacceptably low and the data rate

was less than a hundred velocity samples per second in that measurement location. Two

possibilities may account for the reduction in the sampling rate of validated data. The

first reason may be a temporary malfunction of the seeder causing a gradual decrease in

the measured data rate. The other reason may be a dramatic increase in the seed density

resulting in multiple particles occupying the measurement volume at any one time, thus

causing the LDA to invalidate these readings. Hence a lower data sampling rate and an

overall lower validated burst count. Due to limitations in time and resources, this set of
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experiments was not repeated. However, it is reasoned that these unexplained results do

not affect the main conclusions in this chapter.

In summary, the Chamber-Lip-Centrebody configuration for all the present inlet types is

characterised by the PJ mode only. Only slight differences exits between each inlet type.

Results for the low tangential r.m.s. velocity suggest that the contraction inlet may have

a longer period of constant precession precession during the long measurement period,

compared with the other two inlets.

5.10 Frequency analysis of the various FPJ nozzles

The precession frequency fp, for each case is estimated from the axial velocity frequency

spectrum obtained using LDA in the previous section. The LDA measurement volume

was located at x'/D¡0.13 or x'/D2-0.I6 near to r/Rr0.62 or r/R2=Q.78 at a probe

location used by Nathan et aI. (1998) to detect jet precession. These measurements are

presented in Figure 5-20 as arbitrary energy spectra, in which the time series velocity

data have been re-sampled using linear interpolation with the maximum frequency

determined by half the mean data rate.

In general, the Chamber-only (Ch) configurations do not exhibit distinct low frequency

peaks, but rather, a gradual 'hump'. This supports the earlier deductions that the AJ

mode is dominant in this type of configuration. However, a slight peak near to 10Hz for

the Orifice Ch case is consistent with the intermittent presence of the PJ mode as

explained earlier in Section 5.7. All other configurations exhibit distinct spectral peaks

at approximately 10 Hz, which can be associated with jet precession (Nathan et al.,

1998), except for the contraction Ch-L case in which only a weak peak is observed near

to 30H2. A similar observation was reported in Section 4.6.1. These observations are

consistent with the conclusions made earlier in Section 5.8 that both the AJ and PJ

modes occur in the contraction Ch-L case, although one mode may be more prevalent

than the other for some inlets.

A Strouhal number, Sf, was used to comp¿ue these precession frequencies with those

published in the literature. Since not all configurations have a distinct precession

frequency, as discussed above, only those configurations that do show distinct frequency
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peaks are presented, that is the Ch-L and Ch-L-CB configurations. The Strouhal number

was calculated using equation (5-2), where h = (D - d) 12 and u¡ = bulk inlet velocity,

following Narhan et al. (1998):

$=f'xh Equation5-2
ui

The Strouhal number was plotted against Reynolds number Re¿, defined by equation 5-3,

where d = inlet diameter and v = kinematic viscosity. The plot is provided in Figure

5-2r.

Re = uixd
v

Equation 5-3

The reliability of the present measurements is established by the excellent agreement of
the present orifice Ch-L configuration (E=5.0) data with the comparable measurements

by Nathan et al. (L998), N98 with E=6.43.

The results, presented in Figure 5-21, indicate that in every case, the FIPI nozzles with

the centrebody arrangement have ,Sl values approximately I}Vo (i.e. 5x10-a) lower than

those without the centrebody. The data also suggest that the initial conditions have a

weak influence on Sr for Red>100,000, with the orifice having the highest .Sr and the pipe

the lowest. This trend suggests that increased spreading of the jet within the chamber

acts to increase, albeit slightly, the frequency of precession. This idea is consistent with

the deduction of Mi et aI. (1999) that increasing the momentum of re-circulated fluid

within the chamber acts to increase the precession frequency. That deduction was based

on the finding by Mi et al. (1999) that frequency also increases with an increase in the

chamber length for a fixed nozzle inlet. The increased jet spreading in the chamber

would also indicate a sharper reattachment angle and hence a shorter reattachment

location (Kelso et aI. 1993). This may suggest that a stronger driving vortex will exist

within the chamber for increasing jet spreading, leading to an increase in the frequency

of the precession. This agreement gives confidence that the measured trend is correct

even though the data were measured at different Reynolds numbers.
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Confirmatory experiments using a tk}lz pressure transducer for experiments described

in Section 3.3 further support the trend that the pipe inlet Ch-L-CB configuration (for

D=80mm) has the lowest Sr¿. In contrast, the orifice inlet Ch-L-CB configuration has a

higher Sr¿. In Figure 5-22, Strouhal numbers for the contraction inlet are found below

the orifice inlet, while the pipe Strouhal numbers all lie below the other values. The

present trend is also reported to occur for a physically smaller Ch-L-CB configuration

using a chamber diameter, D=26mm, for contoured and orifice inlets (Mi et a1.,1999).

5.L1 Summary

The initial conditions of the jet entering the nozzle chamber contribute significantly to

the flow within and emerging from an FPJ nozzle. Inlet conditions have a significant

influence on the prevalence of the precessing jet (PJ) or axial jet (AJ) mode. These

results are summarizedin Table 5-6 for different types of nozzles, that is, the Ch, Ch-L

and Ch-L-CB configurations. Those inlets which have a turbulent (and perhaps

asymmetric) initial shear layer, namely the sharp-edged orifice plate and the pipe, cause

jet precession to be induced more easily than the smooth contraction inlet which is

known to have an initial shear layer that rolls up symmetrically.

When the PJ mode is prevalent, as occurs in the Chamber-Lip-Centrebody configuration,

the axial mean turbulence intensity is highest for the orifice inlet and lowest for the pipe

inlet. Similarly, the peak mean axial exit velocity is lowest for the orifice inlet. These

findings are also consistent with the trends in a free jet as noted by Mi et al. (2001) in

which an orifice jet has the greatest rate of spread, decay and turbulence intensity, while

the pipe jet has the lowest. A shortened reattachment location due to the increased rate

of spread also suggests an increase in the precession frequency.

Likewise, the trend of the influence of initial conditions on the Strouhal number of

precession is consistent with the trend in the spreading rate of free jets. That is, the

precession Strouhal number of the jet from the orifice inlet is the highest, and that from

the pipe is the lowest. However, these differences were shown to be relatively small.

The present findings suggest that the turbulence structure at the inlet may be

superimposed on the prevailing precessing motion and that this influence is likely to

propagate to the nozzle outlet. This finding has a broader implication on other related
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types of complex flows such as swirling flows in combustion chambers, boilers and

fumaces, and generally where multiple inlet flows are superimposed on each other.
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Table 5-1: Investigation of the different types of inlet flows. Conditions at which preliminary
velocity distributions of the respective inlets were obtained using LDA in the absence of the FPJ
chamber. Probe dimensions same as those in Table 5-2.

Measurement distance
from the inlet plane

Reynolds
Number

Type of Inlet Bulk
Velocity

Turbulence intensity Turbulence
at thejet centreline intensity at thejet

shear layer
I00u'/u"¡ 100u'/u"¡

Vo Vo

(u¡, d)(u)
m/s

Pipe

Contraction

Orifice

39,300

43,100

56,900

36.6

40.1

53.0

4.2

1.8

4.1

15

l8
I7

0.34d

0.56d
2.60d

Table 5-2: Summary of experimental conditions used for the FPJ nozzles measured using LDA.

Type of Inlet Bulk Reynolds Number Average
Velocity, a¡ Based on ø¡ measured at Number of LDA

m/s x/d=I and d bursts

Probe dimensions: Step size

axial, radial,

Pipe

Contraction

Orifice

103

140

96

111,000

150,000

103,000

13150

r4436
r5465

0.17x1.65x0.17,
O.02xO.2Ix0.O2

0.063

0.063

0.063

Table 5-3: Summary of experimental inlet conditions, in the absence of the nozzle chamber, used
for the FPJ nozzles measured using PIV.

Type of Inlet Bulk Reynolds Number
Velocity, ø¡ Based on ø¡

¡n/s measured at x/d=I
and d

N
Probe dimensions:

axial, radial,
tangential (mm;d/2)

Step size: zlr (Us) px/mm
axial,
radial
ø2\

Pipe

Contraction

Orifice

34.5

29.t

26.4

37,100

31,900

28,400

to49

to47

700 3.39x3.39x2;
0.43x0.43x0.25
3.59x3.59x2;

0.45x0.45x0.25
3.68x3.68x2;

0.47x0.47x0.25

0.22 l0 9.45

0.23 12 8.91

0.24 12 8.69
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Table 5-4: Experimental parameters for LDA measurements of the effects of initiat conditions at
the FPJ exit plane. Total sampling time, f" (seconds) is shown instead of average number of
precession cycles, Np. Average precession cycles (if precession is detected) can be estimated from
the frequency spectra in Figure 5-20. Measurements were taken atx'/Drù.l3 (Ch) or atx'1D24.16
(Ch-L and Ch-L-CB) at 46 locations equally spaced at 2mm intervals across the entire FPJ exit
plane.

Axial
(with radial)

TangentialRadial Axial

(with

tangential)

Inlet FPJ

Configuration Nt ts Na ts Nu ts Nt ts

Long pipe
Ch
Ch-L
Ch-L-CB

t230
2413
2344

204r
l613
1687

7233
6975
6892

t63t
2270
2347

1905
t694
1643

5457
53t4
7061

tt24
rt75
738

695
751
780

Smooth
contraction

ch
Ch-L
Ch-L-CB

5202
4986
5263

8216
7739
7968

5017
5573
5527

702
785
724

446
564
510

805
648
667

7506 625
7826 521
7972 508

Sharp-
edged
orifice

ch
ch-L
Ch-L-CB

4365
r430
3260

1036
1960
1316

7007
5280
6377

752
1 185
910

4393
t8r7
1585

ro34
1827
1944

6962
6070
3564

763
987
t616

Table S-S:Experimental parameters for PIV measurements of the effects of initial conditions at the
FPJ exit plane. Details of inlet conditions are found in Table 5-3.

Inlet FPJ
Configu-

ration

Re¿ N Probe dimensions:
axial, radial,

At (tts) px/mmStep
size:
axial,
radial

Pipe
Ch

ch-L
Ch-L-CB

37,100
32x32xL2;

4.1x4.1x1.5
16x16;
2.Ox2.O

698
698
698

60
30
60

7.81

Contraction
Ch

ch-L
ch-L-cB

31,900
32x32xI2;

4.0x4.0x1.5
16x16;
2.Ox2.O

ó0
60
60

700
699
700

8.05

Orifice
ch

ch-L
Ch-L-CB

28,4æ
32x32x12;

3.9x3.9x1.5
16x16;
1.9x1.9

698
698
699

57
50
60

8.26
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Table 5-ó: Summary of prevailing mode types for various FPJ configurations using LDA (long
sampling time-30 to 40 minutes) and PIV (short sampling time - -1 minute) based on evidence
presented in Figure 5-11 to Figure 5-19. Note that AJ and PJ refer to axial jet and precessing jet
modes respectively. The terms 'Mix-PJ' and 'Mix-AJ' respectively indicate that precessing jet
mode is more prevalent during mixed mode and the prevalence of the AJ mode during mixed
mode. Both results are concluded for the long-sampling time LDA measurements. Refer to Table
3-2 for FPJ configuration notation.

Conclusion

Ch
Pipe

Contraction
Orifice
Pipe

Contraction
Orifice
Pipe

Contraction
Orifice

Mix-AJ
AJ

Mix-PJ
Mix-PJ
Mix-AJ
Mix-PJ

PJ
PJ
PJ

ch-L

Ch-L-CB

Table 5-7: Flow rates, bulk inlet velocity and Reynolds numbers for frequency experiments at
various inlet conditions obtained using lKHz pressure probe. Reynolds numbers are based on
bulk inlet velocity (¿¡) and inlet diameter (d) for v at2l"C,

Lonq inlet

LDA PIV
Axial Radial Axial Radial

AJ
AJ
PJ

Mix
AJ
Mix

AJ
AJ
AJ

AJ
AJ
PJ

PJ
AJ
PJ

PJ
Mix
Mix

AJ
AJ
Mix

AJ
AJ
PJ

PJ

PJ
PJ

PJ
PJ
PJ

PJ
PJ
PJ

PJ
PJ
PJ

Reading number Corrected flow rate
m3/hr

Bulk inlet velocity Reynolds number

1

2
J

4
5
6

20.9
29.O

39.9
46.3
55.9
60.8

29.7
4L.L

56.6
65.7
79.2
86.2

32000
44000
61000
71000
85000
93000

Smooth contraction inlet
Reading number Corrected flow rate

m3/hr
Bulk inlet velocity

2,,lrn/s)
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Figure 5-4: Measurements of axial mean (u) and r.rn s. (r ') velocity distributions of the pipe jet
obtained for LDA aJ x/d=0.56 (R¿"'=39r300; a"F4l.Smls, ND-10r000) and for PIV aJ x/d=l.O
(Rer37rl00¡ aa =2&.ltnls, N=7ü)). All values are normalised with the centreline velocity, n,¡.
Analytical data for ¿=7 was used for mean, while u'/u"¡ llata were from Ashforth-Frost and
Jambunathan (1996), i.e. AFJ96, who obtained the values stx/¡l=O in a 40d plpefor Re¿=22,5fi) and
l0O u'/u"¡ were 3Vo (on the centreline) and about 77o (at the shear layer) respectively. Non-
dimensional radial probe lengths are also shown for LDA (2r/d=0.21) and PIV (2r/d=O.43)
techniques. Refer to Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 for further details regarding probe dimensions.
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Figure 5-5: Measurements of axial mean (r) and r.rn.s. (u') velocity distributions of the contoured
jet obtained for LDA at x/d=0.56 (Re¡=43,100: ucr=40.Sny's, Nå-3r000) and for PIV at x/d=l.O
(Red=31,900 bulk, u"¡ =27.7mlsrN=1049). All values are normalised with the centreline velocity, n,¡.
Crow & Champagne (1971) data were obtained at x/d=0.025 for Re683,000 and l00u'/u"¡ were
0.4Vo (on the centreline) and $Vo (at the shear layer) respectively. Non-dimensional radial probe
lengths are also shown for LDA (2r/d=0.21) and PIV (2r/d=0.45) techniques. Refer to Table 5-2 and
Table 5-3 for further details regarding probe dimensions.
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Figure 5-7: Measurements of axial mean (¡¿) and r.nus. (r ') velocity distributions of the sharp-edged

orifice plate jet obtained for LDA at x/d=2,60 (Re¿=56,99¡r t cr =50.8m/s' N¡=3'000) and for PIV at
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(on the centreline) anù líVo (at the shear layer) respectively. Non-dimensional radial probe
lengths are also shown for LDA (2r/d=0.21) and PIV (2r/d=0,47) techniques. Refer to Table 5-2 and
Table 5-3 for further details regarding probe dimensions.
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Figure 5-10: Schernatic diagrams showing interpretation of LDA and PIV results of a) axial and b)
radial velocities to assist in distingulshing between the Precessing Jet mode and Axial Jet mode.
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Chamber only configuration for (a)axial, (b)radial and (c)tangential components. Symbols as per
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Figure 5-13: PIV measurements of time-averaged mean (urvrw) and r.r¡¿.s. (tt', v', w') velocity profiles
for Chamber only case at x'/Dz=0.16. a) Axial and b)Radial. All velocity values are normalised with
the respective bulk inlet velocity u¡ lor each inlet case. The abscissa is normalised with the
chamber radius Rr. The origins of the upwards shifted ordinates are indicated on the right axis for
contraction (Þ) and orifÏce (O) inlets respectively. The left axis refers to the pipe case (fl. Flow
directed away from the nozzle axis is represented as v/u¡<0 for r/R¡<0 or v/u¡>0 for r/RpO (note that
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vlu¡>O lor r/R2<O or vlu¡<O lor r/R2>O. Conditions as per Table 5-2.
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Figure 5-15: Number of validated LDA bursts (N¿) and data rates ( N, in logarithmic sc¿le) for
Chamber-Lip confïguration for a)axial, b)radial and c)tangential components. Symbols as per
Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-16: PIV measurements of time-averaged mean (arvrw) and r.r¿.¡. (tt', v', w') velocity profrles
for Chamber-Lip case at x'/D2=[.]$. a) Axial and b)Radial. All velocity values are normalised with
the respective bulk inlet velocity r¡ for each inlet case. The abscissa is normalised with the
chamber radius R2. The origins of the upwards shifted ordinates are indicated on the right axis for
contraction (Þ) and orifice (O) inlets respectively. The left axis refers to the pipe case Í1. Flow
directed away from the nozzle ax¡s is represented as vlu¡<O lor r/R2<O or v/u¡>$ for r/R2>0. Note
that interpretation of the radial mean velocities obtained by PIV are different from the LDA
results. Conditions as per Tabte 5-3.
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Figure 5-17: LDA measurements of time-averaged mean (u,vrw) and r.n.s. (tt', r', w) velocity
profiles for Chamber-Lip-Centrebody case aJ x'/D2=[,16. a) Axial, b)Radiat and c)Tangential . All
velocity values are normalised with the respective bulk inlet velocity r¡ for each inlet case. The
abscissa is norrnalised with the exit lip radius R2. The origins of the upwards shifted ordinates are
indicated on the right axis for contraction (Þ) and orifice (O) inlets respectively. The left axis
refers to the pipe case (I). Flow directed away from the nozzle axis is represented as u/z¡f) for
r/R2<O or vla¡<Ofor r/R2>0. Conditions as per Table 5-2.
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Chapter 6: The structure of the emerging flow

The present chapter addresses the near-field (0<x'/Dz<I.7) structure of an isothermal

precessing jet emerging from the Contraction Ch-L-CB configuration. Previous

investigations on similar types of FPJ nozzles under isothermal conditions examined time-

averaged concentration measurements of the jet up to x'/Dz-I5 using PLIF in water

(Parham, 2000), while time-averaged velocity measurements using PIV were also

conducted up to x'/D2-6.5 for a Ch-L-CB configuration with a pipe inlet in air (Nobes er

a1.,2002). Although these measurements have provided further insight on the general

characteristics of the precessing jet, much remains to be discovered about the

instantaneous near-field structures that are postulated to be responsible for the "enhanced"

mixing reported earlier (Nathan, 1988).

It was established earlier that the jet emerging from the FPJ moves in a highly three-

dimensional manner, changes between an AJ mode and a PJ mode, and frequently changes

in precession direction. As discussed earlier, these types of three-dimensional flow

conditions render measurement of flow velocities by conventional tools, such as stationary

hot-wire or pressure probes, almost impossible. The use of laser-based techniques, namely

LDA and PIV, are the preferred ways to measure these flow velocities reliably. However,

the simplest application of these techniques allows time-averaged measurements of the jet

to be obtained. Such results are presented in Chapter 5. By combining the LDA technique

with a precession phase detector, a preliminary phase-averaged structure of the emerging

jet can be obtained. Such results are shown in Section 6.1, where the phase-averaged

velocity field is the ensemble average of at least 260 realisations of the instantaneous jet

emerging in approximately the same spatial location for each measurement. In PIV, such

a conditioning can be achieved visually, or by using a computer algorithm to select the

velocity field that most closely matches a series of known criteria for a particular jet

phase. These results are presented in Section 6.3 for '0o-180o' and'90o-270o' phase

angles. A severe limitation of the phase-averaged LDA and visually-selected (or

computer-selected) conditionally averaged PIV is that neither of these techniques can

discriminate precession direction of the emerging FPJ jet. Hence the results are averaged

over both precession directions. Section 6.4 presents results from a novel PIV technique
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employing the use of a pair of hot-wires which overcomes the ambiguity in precession

direction by acting as a direction and a phase sensor. An example of this result is seen

earlier in Figure 3-37 which also gives the advancing and receding sides of the clockwise-

precessing phase-averaged jet relative to the phase sensor (only the lag hot-wire probe is

given in the figure).

6.1 Phase-averaged LDA results

The LDA phase averaging technique was described earlier in Section 3.4.5.2. Here, the

technique is applied to the Contraction Ch-L-CB configuration at Re¿=84,500 and

Sfd=0.0017. These measurements are a continuation of those presented in Section 4.5

obtained for the inside of the chamber. The transit-time weighted phase-averaged LDA

results are summarizedin Figure 6-l which provides axial mean (u) and axial r.m.s. (u')

velocities at three planes (see Appendix B-2 for a comparison of the transit-time weighted

results with the uncorrected results). Note that ¡' is the distance from the exit plane and

that the A-B-C labeling reflects the notation given in Figure 3-14. The results show that in

the mean external flow field at x'/Dz=O.16 (Figure 6-1A) the precessing jet flow is

squeezed into a kidney shape (indicated by the 0.5 u./ur,"t contours) as it passes between the

centrebody and the wall of the FPJ chamber. Velocity contours for x'/Dz=0.48 (Figure

6-18), show the effect of the exit lip and the centrebody; the emerging jet flow is initially

deflected towards the axis of the FPJ nozzle. For this case, the deflection angle (based on

the location of the maximum axial velocity) is about È50o relative to the nozzle axis. In

Figure 6-1C, it is interesting to note a second jet-like region (indicated by the 0.5u/u,,¿

contour at y/Dz=O.S and z/Dz=O.l) is present just ahead of the main jet core. This is

presented more clearly in Figure 6-2 in which a cross-sectional profile through "A-A' " in

Figure 6-1C is taken. However, this feature cannot be explained further by the present

experiments due to a limited spatial resolution, but the feature will be revealed when the

complete flow topology is explained in Section 6.5.

Based on the evidence and discussions in Sections 4.5.6 and 5.9, the present external jet is

precessing in a predominantly clockwise direction when viewed upstream and Figure 6-1

A, B and C (Mean) illustrates that ambient fluid is entrained strongly on the 'advancing'

side of the precessing jet. This is presented most clearly in Figure 6-14 (Mean).
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The mean a;rial velocity profile at selected phase-planes are presented in Figure 6-2 in,

what is thought to be, the most likely trajectory of the jet. The figure demonstrates that the

maximum axial component of the external jet velocity at )c'/D2=0.48 (x/d=L5.86) is larger

than at x'/Dz-0.I6 (x/d=I4.6O), because the impact of the kidney-shaped jet flow

converging near to the axis steers the flow towards the axial direction. This position is

hereafter called the 'flow convergence' region. Immediately after the flow convergence,

the deflection angle of the phase-averaged jet (based on the location of maximum axial

velocity) is reduced to about 0 =30o relative to the nozzle axis. This reduction in

deflection angle is apparent from inspection of Figure 6-18 (Mean) and Figure 6-lC
(Mean). The extra peak in the mean axial velocity at r¡r/Rz=+O.3 and x'/D2=0.79 in Figure

6-2 is the secondary jet-like feature indicated in Figure 6-1C (Mean). This will be further

presented in Section 6.4.1 and in the flow topology described in Section 6.5.

Figure 6-3 presents the r.m.s. axial velocity for the mean values in Figure 6-2. These

velocities are non-dimensionalised by the bulk inlet velocity ui. At x'/D2-O.L6, the shape

of the r.m.s. velocity profile follows the shape of the mean velocity plot fairly closely.

The peak r.m.s. velocity value u'/ui-0.075 at r¡ey'Rz- -0.35 and x'/Dz-O.16 coincides with

the peak mean velocity presented in Figure 6-2. This implies a local axial turbulence

intensity of approximately 687o at that location. Small peaks in the r.m.s. velocities are

noticeable ãt r¡e/D2= {.6 and r¡"/Dz=+n.6, coresponding to the location between the edge

of the exit lip (r¡,/Dz=0.5) and the outer perimeter of the nozzle (r¡"/D2=0.7O3). This

evidence suggests some kind of turbulence activity in that region, and it is postulated that

a flow separation may be responsible. Measurements using PIV in Section 6.4.2 will shed

more light on this matter. The axial turbulence intensity increases dramatically to

approximately I6OVo on the centreline (r¡"/D=O), indicating that axial velocity reversals

must occur in this low velocity region downstream of the centrebody.

Further downstream, at x'/Dz=0.48, the shape of the r.m.s. axial velocity profile broadens

out. The turbulence intensity in the vicinity of the peak mean velocity is between 5OVo and

60Vo. The range of turbulence intensities at x'/D2=O.19 in the vicinity of the peak mean

velocity is also similar to that at x'/D2=Q.{$.
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A summary of the internal and some of the external flow features identified using axial

component phase-averaged LDA is presented in Figure 4-11. This diagram was

constructed using phase-averaged profiles of axial velocity at several locations within the

FPJ nozzle cavity, and using the external flow data of Figure 6-1.

As discussed in Section 4.5.3, the estimates of the forward flow rate (Qn**¿) of the

phase-averaged external jet can be used to compare the entrainment rate of the FPJ with

that of a free turbulent jet. The non-dimensional entrainment rate of a self-similar

turbulent free jet is of the form:

Equation 6-1

where fr is a coefficient that depends on the initial conditions of the jet. When comparing

the entrainment rate of the external precessing jet with a self-similar round jet, it is

necessary to define an equivalent orifice diameter D"n for the precessing jet. Since the

entrainment rate normally scales with the perimeter of the jet shear layer, we can define an

equivalent diameter for the precessing jet in terms of the length /6.5 of the 'u,/ur,r-¡=9.5'

contour in Figure 6-14 (Mean) as:

o
Q'

x
d

=ft

D"o _ lo.,

n
Equation 6-2

Using such a definition, the equivalent exit diameter of the external precessing jet is

approximately 4d, and in the region O.t6<x'/Dz<0.79, the entrainment rate is

approximately 6.8 times that of an equivalent free turbulent jet. This result is consistent

with the equivalent diameter of 5 estimated by Nathan and Luxton (1991a).

The present axial velocity results for three external planes, although informative, are

limited in their ability to provide further information on the external flow structure.
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6.2 Time-averaged PIV results of the near-field

Figure 6-4 illustrates a typical result from the time-average of the velocity field from a

Contraction Ch-L-CB FPJ configuration for Re¿--55,000 and,5l¿=9.9916. Note that in this

figure, the vectors only indicate the direction of the flow, while the coloured contours

indicate the magnitude of the flow velocities. Presentation of the data this way allows all

vectors to be shown on the plot, independent of the magnitude of the flow velocity. The

contour plot of the mean axial velocity (Figure 6-4a) shows that, on the centreline the axial

velocity initially increases from approximately zeÍo at x'/D2=Q to u/u¡-0.35 at

approximately x'/Dz=0.50. It then decreases with further downstream distance. Closer

examination of Figure 6-4d reveals that the nozzle centreline r.m.s. value peaks at

x'/D2=Q.{7, just upstream from the peak mean axial velocity location, x'/D2=Q.Jg. The

location x'/Dz-O.41 and r/Dz=O also coincides with the location where the zero mean

radial velocities converge @gure 6-4b) (see also Section 7.I.2). In general, the contour

outlines of the r.m.s. velocity field and the mean velocity magnitude (vector sum of axial

and radial velocity components) are approximately similar to the mean axial velocity field.

Figure 6-5 provides further statistical details of the axial velocity distribution of the same

jet at selected downstream locations at x'/Dz=0.11, 0.34, 0.53, 0.90 and 1.58. The

locations examined are typical regions of the flow where major changes in the flow field

occur, such as on a steep velocity gradient or a change in the velocity gradient. In Figure

6-5b, c and d, the velocity probability distribution function (pdf), based on a nominal 350

PIV image pairs is given for each of 13 locations identified in Figure 6-5a. The pdfs of the

axial, radial and axial-radial magnitude velocities are presented in Figure 6-5b, Figure

6-5c and Figure 6-5d respectively. Some of the pdfs are bell-shaped, while others are not.

Larger sampling sizes are required to better resolve their shape.

Thepdfs onthe nozzle centreline (r/D2=Q) arerepresentedbypoints 4,7,9, 11 and 13

respectively. Closer examination of the pdfs for the axial velocity reveals that the pdfs are

broader, suggesting that the velocity variation becomes greater for locations near to the

flow convergence location (x'/D2=Q.53). This is also consistent with the trend in the r.m.s.

velocities on the nozzle centreline, as presented in Figure 6-4d, suggesting that the flow at

these locations experiences a large velocity fluctuation.
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6.3 Visually-(and computer-) selected phase averaged PIV results

In general, time-averaged PIV is not able to ídentify the instantaneous or the 'phase-

averaged' structure of the emerging precessing jet. Here, a visually-selected conditional

averaging method, described in Section 3.6, quantitatively identifies major structures and

characteristics of the emerging precessing jet. The Contraction Ch-L-CB FPJ nozzle is

used at a Reynolds number of R¿¿=90,000. Results are also presented for a computer

algorithm technique (see Section 3.5.3.3 for rationale and for computer algorithm, see

Appendices A-1-5 & A-1-6) for the '0o-180o' phase that provides the most insight into the

emerging jet. Results for the '9}o-270o' phase are also discussed in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.L t0o-180ot phase

Figure 6-6 presents 12 image pairs selected from a series of 350 randomly sampled PIV

measurements for the bulk flow emerging parallel to the lightsheet for Re¿=9O,000. Flow

is from the bottomleft to the top-right). Large-scale entrainment, causing occasional axial

flow reversal to occur along the centreline (r/R2=Q) after x'/Dz-0.9, can be seen in most of

the images in Figure 6-6. Figure 6-7 gives the average of 2l of these visually selected

image pairs. Such averaging results in a phase-averaged 'snap-shot' of the instantaneous

precessing jet. Large-scale entrainment into the jet core, indicated by streamline

convergence, is also observed. This is consistent with the entrainment of most of the

instantaneous images in Figure 6-6.

In Figure 6-7a, the axial velocity field along the nozzle axis indicates that there is no

phase-averaged flow reversal on the nozzle axis except for x'/D2<O.1. This is consistent

with a general downstream convection of the large-scale precessing structure as occurs in

a low Strouhal number MPJ flow (Schneider, L997) and also with the flow-visualisation

experiments of Parham (2000). The flow reversal that occurs on the centreline for

x'/Dz<O.L appears to be associated with a small flow separation region adjacent to the

centrebody. This is discussed in Section 6.4.2. Near to the exit plane, between

r/D2= - 0.6 and - 0.5, and r/D2= - 0.1 and + O.25, there appears to be some reversed

flows, indicating some flow recirculation in those regions. These features are also seen in

the instantaneous flow fields in Figure 6-6 and are consistently indicated by the
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streamlines in those locations. Further downstream, in the region beyond x'/Dz'I and

between r/D2= - 0.9 and - 0.5, there exists a pocket of faster moving fluid compared with

the mean convective flow around the main jet. This feature was also documented in the

instantaneous PLIF images in Parham (2000, his Fig. 6-26) for a smaller FPJ nozzle

(d=l9mm, Dr=38mm, Dz=3Qmm, I;99.9mm, d"ø=28.5t¡6¡., L"u=8'|t¡¡¡t) at Re666,100.

This is probably evidence of the jet on the next part of the spiral.

In Figure 6-7b, flow moving from left to right is indicated by positive radial velocities. In

the figure, the magnitude of the radial component along the centreline of the local jet is

initially smaller than the axial component but as the jet proceeds further downstream, both

velocity components are of comparable strength. This suggests that the jet initially

emerges to the right, but it gradually turns further right as it proceeds downstream. Near

to the exit plane, between r/D2= - 0.1 and + 0.3, there is an indication of fluid moving to

the left. From the vectors in the figure, in appears that some of this fluid reverses back

into the exit plane, while some is entrained into the main jet. Again, near to the exit plane

between 0.6 < r/Dz< 0.7 and - 0.7 < r/D2< - 0.6, there exist regions of increased radial

velocity, suggesting the presence of recirculation.

In Figure 6-7c, the normalised mean total velocity (uz+v2)tt2lu¡ contours together with the

vectors provide an overall illustration of the strength and direction of the flow field. The

magnitudes of the normalised r.m.s. total velocity contours (u'2+v'2¡t''lu, in Figure 6-7d,

indicate that the velocity fluctuations in the emerging jet are comparable with the mean

total velocities. In the shear layer of the jet, the local turbulence levels may exceed lOÙVo.

Instantaneous total velocity magnitude results, from the same data set, for the computer

selected conditional average are also presented in Figure 6-8 at Re¿=9O,OO0. In the present

case, the algorithm selected a total of 14 images from 350 image pairs using the five

selection criteria discussed in Section 3.5.3.3. In general, the selection of images made by

the computer algorithm matches the subjective method well. Figure 6-9 provides the

ensemble averaged results for the computer-selected image pairs. In general, both

methods give qualitatively similar results.

Figure 6-10 compares quantitatively the visually-selected and computer-selected method.

The radial distributions of the axial velocity plot in Figure 6-l0a show good agreement for
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both techniques. This is indicated by the overlap of the 957o confidence intervals of both

techniques in measuring the flow at various flow locations downstream from the exit lip

(that is, at x'/D2=0.16, 0.48 and 0.79). This gives good confidence that the computer

selected conditional average will give, within 95Vo confidence limits, similar results as the

visually-selected technique. A measure of the relative error between the computer-

selected technique and the visually-selected method for the axial mean flow is presented in

Figure 6-11. The mean percentage error for measurements in the core of the jet near to the

exit plane (x'/D2=Q.16) is generally less than +3Vo. This error increases to at most tI|Vo

for isolated measurement locations further downstream from the exit plane. This good

agreement, combined with the overlap of the 95Vo confidence intervals given in Figure

6-10, indicates the reliability with which the computer-selected method is able to select

visually appropriate images. By using the computer-selected conditional technique, the

subjectivity and time spent in manual data selection is greatly reduced. Hence, this

technique was used to process the results in Section 7.L.3.

6.3.2 '90o-270ot phase plane

Figure 6-12 gives 12, out of a sample size of 350, visually selected instantaneous PIV

image pairs of the jet flowing upwards and moving out of the plane of the lightsheet.

Regions of large-scale entrainment into the jet core can be observed in most of Figure

6-12.

The conditional average of 21 out of 350 images is presented in Figure 6-13. In Figure

6-I3a, the mean axial velocity does not indicate any flow reversals along the nozzle

centreline, consistent with Figure 6-7a presented previously. However, near to the exit

plane, some evidence of reverse flow is seen above the exit lip, at r/D2= - 0.7 and - 0.5

andr/Dz-+0.5 and +0.7, and in the region just above the centrebody, at r/D2= - 0.1 and

+0.15. These reverse flows were also observed in Figure 6-7a and Figure 6-9a, but with a

stronger reverse flow magnitude on the side of the emerging jet (left nozzle edge)

compared with the reverse flow magnitude on the other side (right nozzle edge). In

contrast, the magnitude of the reverse velocities above the exit lip are approximately equal

in Figure 6-13a. Likewise, the magnitude of the radial velocities (Figure 6-13b) above the

exit lip, rt r/D2= - 0.7 and - 0.5 and r/D2= +0.5 and +0.7 are also approximately the same.
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It should be noted that this method does not discriminate between the two directions of

precession or whether the jet is moving into or out of the lightsheet. If the pattern is

inherently asymmetric, then with the relatively small sample size here, we cannot expect

the visually-selected conditional averages to provide a pattern that is symmetrical.

Asymmetry is clearly presented in Figure 6-13b, in which v/u¡-O contour at the centreline

of the jet is biased towards the lefrhand side of the figure. Further asymmetry of the jet is

also presented in the normalised mean total velocity (u2+v2¡ttzlu¡ contours in Figure 6-L3c.

These observations, which indicate the asymmetry of the mean and instantaneous patterns,

further suggest that the underlying PJ flow pattern is asymmetric. Thus, to generate a

representative phase-averaged pattern, the direction of precession of the jet must be

discriminated.

The normalised r.rn.s. total velocity contours (u'2+v'2)tt2lu¡ presented in Figure 6-13d

indicate that the strength of the velocity fluctuations in the emerging jet are comparable

with the mean total velocities. This indicates local turbulence levels exceedinglO0Vo in

some locations, especially in the emerging jet.
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6.4 Phase averaged PIV results using external sensors

The previous section (6.3) explored the use of the subjective (visually-selected) and

objective (computer-selected) methods to conditionally average a random selection of data

images. This section reports on a series of experiments that used the conditionally-

triggered PIV technique to remove ambiguities associated with the phase and precession

direction of the jet. Details of the triggering and phase-averaging technique are presented

in Section 3.6.

6.4.1 Transverse sections

Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15 present the various phase-averaged in-plane velocity

magnitudes and streamline patterns for 11 downstream measurement planes relative to the

FPJ exit lip at Re¿=59,000. Each phase-averaged pattern represents an ensemble average

of 50 images. The series of three concentric circles, from the innermost to the outermost

circle, are respectively the centrebody, the edge of the exit lip and the outside edge of the

centrebody. These circles are also featured in Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17.

The streamline patterns in Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15 represent the projection of the

three-dimensional streamline patterns onto each sectional plane. The results indicate that

the jet at x'/Dz=O.l1 is initially kidney-shaped but gradually transforms into a near circular

jet near to x'/Dz=0.50. This location is near to the 'flow convergence' region discussed in

Section 6.1. Further downstream from x'/Dz=O.74, the jet core lags behind the initial jet

core (at x'/Dz-OJl) which is precessing in a clockwise fashion in this case. At this stage,

the 'vortical' features, indicated by spiraling streamlines towards a central core, presented

in Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15, are probably not valid since the entire system is rotating.

Perry and Chong (1987) pointed out that a major disadvantage in using instantaneous

streamline patterns to locate vortical features is the sensitivity of these patterns to the

choice of the velocity of the observer. Perry and Chong (1987) and also Chong, Perry and

Cantwell (1990) propose that vortical features may be better represented by a quantity that

is invariant of the velocity of the observer, such as vorticity. However, Perry and Chong

(1937) cautioned that the use of vorticity, through the differentiation of the velocity field,
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is susceptible to noise and jitter. Nevertheless, it can be expected to provide new

qualitative insight into the structure of the flow under investigation.

Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17 present the measured axial vorticity field of the downstream

measurement planes corresponding to the total in-plane velocity results presented in

Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15 respectively. The vorticity pattern represents the axial

component of vorticity at each point. Overlaid onto this axial vorticity field are 0.5 and

0.9(v2+w2)tt2n , coÍrtours, which indicate the approximate shear layer boundary and the

region of the maximum in-plane velocity çv2+w2¡tt2 respectively. Together, both sets of

information provide a clearer illustration of the boundaries and motions between important

fluid layers.

It can be seen in Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17 that there are large elongated regions of high

axial vorticity in the exit flow. The coherence and persistence of these regions throughout

the various cross-sections may suggest that these regions are associated with vortices that

roll up from the centrebody, or originate from within the cavity. The elongation of the

vorticity 'patches' suggests that these vortices may cut the measurement plane at a large

angle to the normal. The vortex pair associated with the location of the maximum in-plane

velocity, 1v2+w2¡tt2r,,max¡ àt the exit plane is herein referred to as an 'Edge 1' vortex pair

since it is at the front of the jet when viewed in the transverse plane looking upstream.

The high axial vorticity associated with each vortex identifies the spatial location of each

vortex 'core'. Due to the ambiguous 'patches' of localized vorticity observed in Figure

6-16 and Figure 6-17, simple spatial smoothing by the plotting package (TECPLOT

version 7) was used to identify the most prominent peaks for each measurement plane.

The locations of these vortices were finally chosen based on all the evidence presented in

this thesis and on heuristic reasoning.

Figure 6-l6a also indicates a pair of high axial vorticity regions near the downstream face

of the centrebody, within the Edge 1 vortex pair. These regions will henceforth be called

the 'CB vortex pair'. Section 6.4.4 describes an investigation that uses surface flow

visualisation on the downstream face of the centrebody to provide an explanation to

account for the CB vortex pair.
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A third pair of vortices is also found towards the rear edge of the jet in Figure 6-16 and

Figure 6-17. These vortices are only clearly identifiable downstream from x'/D2=0.27.

These vortices are herein called the 'Edge 2 vortex pair'. Further evidence that these

vortices originate around the exit lip is discussed in Section 6.5.

Figure 6-18 presents the jet core locations superimposed onto the trajectory of the jet

vortex centres (that is, the highest magnitude of axial vorticity) in the y-z plane. The jet

core location is represented by an open square symbol. It is defined as the position of the

maximum in-plane radial and tangential velocity, 1v2+w2¡tt2** of the jet within each

measurement plane. Closed green circle symbols refer to the positive 'Edge 1' vortex,

while open green circle symbols refer to the negative 'Edge 2' yortex. The numbers next

to each symbol indicate the respective measurement plane downstream from the exit

plane. A schematic diagram on the right illustrates the relationship of the Edge 1 vortex

pair relative to other vortex pairs to be discussed later.

Figure 6-18 illustrates that the direction of the jet core is approximately constant between

points 1 and 9. However, at point 9 (x'/Dz-0.89), the jet starts to veer counter-clockwise

towards the rear, in the direction of the positive 'Edge 1' axial vorticity, away from the

direction of clockwise precession. This phenomenon may be associated with the rearward

turning of the positive Edge 1 vortex pair at point 9 (x'/D2=Q.99). The direction of the jet

core after point 9 (x'/D2=Q.99) is relatively unchanged compared with the positive Edge I

vortex which moves a considerable distance counter-clockwise, opposite to the direction

ofjet precession.

The negative Edge 1 vortex is located in the vicinity of y/D2=-Q.2 and z/Dz--0.4 until after

point 9 and appears to be associated with the location of the jet core. This is in stark

contrast to the positive Edge 1 vortex which appears to stay at y/D2=¡Q.2 and z/Dz-+O.4

for most of the downstream measurement planes before x'/Dz-0.14. In summary, the

position of the jet core appears to be associated with the Edge 2 vortex pair. However,

after point 9, the rearward motion of the jet core is weakly associated with the positive

Edge 1 vortex.

Figure 6-19 gives the trajectory of the CB vortex pair and that of the Edge 2 vortex pair in

the y-z plane. The CB vortex pair is the pair of vortices that appear to originate from the
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downstream face of the centrebody. This vortex pair will be discussed in more detail in

Section 6.4.4. The separation distance between the positive and negative CB vortices

decreases with downstream distance from the exit plane. They are centred at

approximately y/D2=+O.2 and z/Dz- +{.I. These vortices are no longer detectable after

x'/Dz-0.50 (point 6), suggesting that they annihilate each other when they merge. The

Bdge 2 vortices are detectable at most planes beyond x'/Dz-0.42 (point 5). The positive

Edge 2 vortex appears to be initially anchored at y/D2=+0.6 and z/D2=¡Q.1but begins to

depart from this anchor location at x'/D2-O.74 (point 8). Its negative counterpart does not

appear to have an anchor position and seems to be associated with the general trajectory of

the jet core.

Figure 6-20 presents the non-dimensionalised linear distance Sr/Dzbetween each positive

and negative vortex pair as a function of downstream distance x'/D2 for the CB vortex

(open triangles), Edge 1 vortices (open squares) and Edge 2 vortices (closed diamonds).

The value of Su"/D2 -0.7 found from the flow visualisation experiments for a steady, non-

precessing deflected jet is also plotted in the figure. The figure illustrates that the

separation distance between the CB vortices decrease steadily until about x'/Dz-0.5 before

it becomes indistinguishable from the other vortices. As explained earlier, the

undetectability of these CB vortices beyond this location may be attributed to a mutual

annihilation of their opposite vorticities as they converge in the vicinity of x'/Dz=0.50. It

may also imply that these vortices reconnect, possibly to form a loop.

The separation between the cores of the Edge I and Edge 2 vortex pairs increases initially

to a maximum value before decreasing rapidly to a minimum and then increasing again

with downstream distance from the exit lip. The first maximum separations for the Edge 1

and 2 vortices are approximately SrrlDz=O.s and 0.7 respectively. Importantly, at the

'flow convergence' location, the Edge I vortex pair exhibits a minimum separation and

the Edge 2 vortex pair exhibits a local maximum separation. Note also that the first

detection of the E;dge 2 vortex pair does not occur until at approximately x'/D2-0.34. This

coincides with the initial decrease of the separation of the Edge I vortex pair. This may

suggest that the emergence of the Edge 2 vortex has some influence on the relative spacing

between the Edge 1 vortex pair. By the final measurement point, their separation

distances are respectively Sr"/Dz=0.95 and 0.6 for the Edge I &2 vortex pairs.
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Finally, from a comparison between Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19, it is clear that the

trajectories of the positive Edge 1 vortex and the positive edge 2 vortex are broadly

similar, with the F;dge 2 vortex lying generally below (i.e., in a lower axial location than)

the Edge 1 vortex. The trajectories of the negative Edge 1 vortex and the negative Edge 2

vortex follow a similar trend, although the trajectories of these vortices tend to be more

divergent.

6.4.2 Longitudinal sections

Figure 6-2I to Figure 6-22 present the results of the phase-and-precession-direction-

resolved mean velocity field in the x-r plane for various longitudinal sections of the jet

through the FPJ nozzle axis at Rer59,000. Each phase-averaged pattern represents an

ensemble ayerage of 50 image pairs. The time delay for this set of experiments was set at

At=IÍ¡t"s and the lightsheet thickness was approximately 2mm at the nozzle axis. The

magnification 10.6 px/mm and an interrogation window of 16x16 pixels with no

overlapping samples means that the actual dimensions of each measurement volume was

1.51 x 1.51 x 2mm3. AresamplingtechniqueafterHart(2000)wasusedtoreducethe

number of spurious vectors. Figure 6-2If illustrates the bulk jet initially emerging at

approximately È40'relative to the nozzle axis, but the angle decreases to a smaller value

(<A-10") near to x'/Dz-0.47. This is consistent with the LDA results in Section 6.1 which

reported that the bulk jet is turned through a smaller angle relative to the nozzle axis after

the flow convergence at that location. However, the transverse sections in Figure 6-14 to

Figure 6-17 (and the summary in Figure 6-18) demonstrated that the downstream

precessing jet actually lags the initial jet at the exit plane, that is, it is deflected out of the

plane of the lightsheet. This 'out-of-plane' motion (relative to the transverse lightsheet in

the y-z plane) is observed in some longitudinal cross-sections (e.g. Figure 6-2If and Figure

6-22h) corresponding to a reduction in the measured 'core' axial velocity in any one x'-r

longitudinal section (Wong, Nathan & Kelso, 2OO2a).

The region of flow convergence between x'/Dz-0.3 and 0.7 is also presented more clearly

in these longitudinal cross-sections (Figure 6-2I and Figure 6-22) and later in Figure

6-34c.
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Nearer to the exit plane at x'/Dz=O.06, there is evidence of phase-averaged flow reversal in

the region of space downstream from the centrebody (r/Dz-}). There is also evidence of a

separation in the region -0.7 <r/Dr<-0.5 and o.53r/D"<0.7. The present

evidence does not provide details as to the source of the 'reversed' flow in the gap

between the exit plane and the centrebody, and also of the separated region seen in these

velocity fields. More insight into this issue is gained from the surface flow visualisation

reported later in Section 6.4.4.

Figure 6-23 and Figure 6-24 present the total r.m.s. fluctuating velocity fields for the

respective mean velocity fields in Figure 6-21 and in Figure 6-22. The form and structure

of the r.m.s. fluctuating velocity fields appear similar to the mean velocity fields. These

measurements of r.m,s. velocities are expected to be more representative of the

instantaneous flow than previous ensemble averaged r.m.s. velocity measurements.

However, due to the limited sample size (50 image pairs) and relatively poor spatial

resolution of the present experiments, higher order statistics calculated from the data

would not be reliable and are not presented.

Figure 6-25 and Figure 6-26 present the azimuthal two-dimensional vorticity fields for the

respective mean velocity fields given earlier in Figure 6-21 andFigure 6-22. These results

give evidence to complement some of the observations reported in the y-z cross-sections in

Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15, and will assist in the interpretation of the flow topology of

this jet in later sections.

6.4.3 Centreline velocity results

Figure 6-27 summarises the magnitudes of downstream velocity obtained from all the

phase-averaged data discussed in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 and compares them with the

data of Crow and Champagne (1971) for an unforced free turbulent jet produced by a

contraction nozzle at Re683,000 and also with axial velocity data from an analogous

mechanical precessing jet (Schneider et al., I997a). Measurements of the local jet are

obtained along the local jet axis, )c'¡u, defined earlier in Section 3.5.3.2. Compared with a

free turbulent jet, the local FPJ centreline velocity decays very rapidly from a maximum

1u2+v2¡tt2r,,,*, at the exit plane to 0.6(u2+v')t''"by x'/d--2.34 (x'/D2=Q.Jg or x'¡r/d=2.74).
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Here, 1u2+v2¡tt2" represents the maximum total magnitude of the axial (ø) and radial (v)

velocity component in the longitudinal plane (x'-r plane), where the subscript 'e' indicates

measurements at the FPJ jet exit plane. The velocity decay after x'/d=2.34 is less rapid

and follows a similar trend in decay rate as the MPJ, that is, a rapid initial rate of decay

followed by a more gradual rate of decay. Note that such a comparison is sensitive to the

definition of 'd' . In the present calculation, 'd' represents the diameter of the jet at the FPJ

inlet plane, d=l5.l9mm. The use of a larger jet diameter for the emerging jet may

overestimate the decay rate and the use of a smaller jet diameter may increase the

estimated rate.

The initial deflections of the jet core about a mean trajectory given in Figure 6-18

coincides with the coûrmencement of the rapid decay of the emerging jet in Figure 6-27.

The rapid deflection later at x'/D2=Q.$9 (point 9 in Figure 6-18) coincides with the slower

decay rate after that point.

6.4.4 Surface flow patterns on the FPJ centrebody

This section presents results of flow visualisation studies conducted on three types of disks

with varying diameter-to-thickness ratios and on the downstream face of the centrebody

for a steady deflected FPJ jet. Details of the experimental apparatus were described in

Section 3.7.

The surface flow visualisation results for three types of circular disks or 'coinJike'

cylinders are given in Figure 6-28. One of these disks is the centrebody (CB) used in the

FPJ nozzle given in Figure 3-2. lt has a centrebody diameter-to-thickness ratio, d,/t,u of

3.6. The other disks had ratios of d,6/t"6=4.5 and 120 respectively. Each of these cylinders

were positioned at the exit plane of a wind tunnel (described in Section 3.7) at an angle of

attack of approximately 45o relative to the wind tunnel centreline. The Reynolds numbers

at which the experiments were conducted were Rer., =0.4x10s, Ro,/", =0.9x10s and

R"r., 1.1x10s for the centrebody, thick disk and thin disk respectively. Other surface

flow visualisations were performed with the centrebody installed in the nozzle under

conditions which produce a steady deflected FPJ jet as described in Section 3.7. These

results are provided in Figure 6-29 for two typical test runs.
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The general features of the centrebody installed in the FPJ nozzle and in the free-stream

are similar. These results are also similar to the characteristic flow patterns found on the

leeward surfaces of a disk by Calvert (L967) and a disc-wing, or a "Frisbee" (Nakamura &
Fukamachi, I99l; Potts & Crowther, 2000) inclined at an angle to a free stream (Figure

6-31), and a coin-like cylinder (Zdravkovich et al., 1998) parallel with the free stream

@gure 6-30). Note that the terms "disk" and "disc" are interchangeable and generally

refer to a "flat circular plate or surface" (Brown, 2000). Subsequent pages shall use the

term'disk'.

The surface flow visualisation results are interpreted in light of the various assumptions

and rules associated with surface flow topology for three-dimensional separated flows.

Maskell (1955, 1956), I-egendre (1956, L965 - op. cit. Perry & Chong, Lg87), werle

(L962 op. cit. Wang, 1997), Lighthill (1963), Smirh (I972),Hunt et al. (lg7g), Tobak and

Peake (1979, 1982), Perry and Chong (1987) and Wang (1997), among many, have

established, explained and applied fundamental topological rules to various three-

dimensional separated flow. Recently, Rockwell (2000) reviewed these concepts in light

of particle image velocimetry measurements. These rules provide a consistent language to

assist the fluid dynamicist to understand, describe and relate the properties of a specific

flow common to all three-dimensional separated and nominally two-dimensional viscous

flows (Tobak & Peake, 1979). A brief review of flow topology is given in Appendix C-1.

The surface flow visualisation technique assumes that the powdered particles in the liquid-

powder mixture follow the flow into a persistent pattern over a period of time and that the

mean displacement of the particles in the mixture is locally parallel to the mean velocity

vector of the air particle just above the surface (Hunt et al., 1978). Tobak and Peake

(1979) maintained that "the oil-streak flow visualisation surface patterns were best

interpreted as being representative of skin-friction lines". If the patterns are interpreted as

skin-friction lines, corresponding to a continuous velocity field, certain topological rules

can be applied to a limited (and elementary) number of singular points observed on the

surface of the object of interest (Tobak & Peake, 1979). This implies that there is only a

limited number of possible solutions for a flow with a particular boundary condition.

Although a qualitative description of the flow can be conjectured from established

topological rules based on experimental data, there are also other issues to consider in
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interpreting the data. For instance, Perry and Chong (1987) and also Rockwell (2000)

pointed out the difficulty in defining a "vortex" for various reference frames, especially

when the flow is in a constantly moving reference frame. This issue was addressed earlier

by Lugt (L979) who proposed that an appropriate reference frame be selected if time

variations of a flow pattern matched a specific criterion. Perry and Chong (1987) and

Chong et al. (1990) also addressed this issue in relation to critical point theory and

suggested that in some situations the use of vorticity may be more appropriate than the

direct interpretation of streamlines, since vorticity is independent of any frame of

reference.

The main surface features on the centrebody are identified in the present surface flow

visualisation experiments using some of the rules from Appendix C-1. These are provided

in Figure 6-32 and are listed as follows:

a primary line of separation,

a line of reattachment,

a secondary line of separation,

a primary stagnation point (half node) further downstream from the secondary

separation line,

two foci to the left and right side of the secondary stagnation point, and

a some evidence of saddle points associated with the foci.

The lines of primary and secondary separations, and the line of reattachment are

qualitatively similar to the flow visualisation studies given in Figure 6-30 by Zdravkovich

et aI. (1998) who performed their experiments for d,/t,u-I.33, 2.56 and 9.1 at

R"r", 2.I4xI0s in coin-like cylinders. These features are also apparent in Figure 6-31

on the surface of aerodynamically shaped disks, such as frisbees (Potts and Crowther,

2000).

a

o

a

a
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These features are interpreted in Figure 6-32 which presents the flow pattern on the

downstream surface of the centrebody for a steady deflected non-precessing FPJ flow.

The figure also presents a more thorough analysis of the associated flow topology in the

space downstream from the centrebody face. Most importantly, these interpreted surface

patterns agfee with the axial vorticity results which were presented earlier in Figure 6-16a.

In addition, additional lines of accumulation of flow visualisation particles on the surface

of the exit lip also suggests the presence of bifurcation lines (see Perry & Chong, 1987),

indicating that at least two vortices exist above the lip surface. Further evidence of these

vortices is discussed in Section 6.5 and is shown in the PfV results in Figure 6-34b and d.

Together, all this information assists us in constructing the flow topology of the external

FPJ flow. Figure 6-33 demonstrates that the results obtained from the phase-averaged PIV

results are consistent with the results from the surface flow visualisation experiment. It is

clear from these images that there is a strong correspondence between the physical

location and direction of circulation of the vortical features shown in the surface flow

visualization at x'/D2=-0.34 and the axial vorticity distribution at x'/Dz-O.ll. Hence, the

vortical features shown in the surface flow visualization appear to correspond to the 'legs'

of the CB vortex.
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6.5 Discussion of the external structure

Based on the phase-averaged PIV results presented earlier, the external precessingjet has

a constant maximum velocity (constant if greater than 0.99(øt*rt)t''r,,,r*) for about 1.15 jet

inlet diameters (d). Beyond this, the maximum velocity decays more rapidly than a free

turbulent jet in the region 01x'/Dz <0.58. The velocity decay rate then becomes less

rapid for x'/Dz > 0.58. The approximate trajectory of the jet centreline in the transverse

cross-section (y-z plane) initially deflects to the left of the advancing side of the jet, but

this deflection is most noticeable after the post-convergence location at approximately

x'/Dz- 0.58.

Figure 6-34 summarises the important features which can be identified in the longitudinal

PfV results from Figure 6-2I to Figure 6-26. These are,

a saddle (Figure 6-34a) above a reversed flow region near to the exit plane in the

central region of the nozzle,

a a region of separation on the surface of the exit lip whereby the head of the focus

points inwards (Figure 6-34b),

o the mean extent of the flow convergence region (Figure 6-34c),

a region of separation on the surface of the exit lip where the head of the focus

points outwards @gure 6-34d), and

a conjectured streamline pattern describing the structure of the E;dge 2 and Edge 3

vortices (Figure 6-34e).

It should be noted that the features identified by the streamline patterns can also be seen in

the LDA data - for example Figure 6-3. The streamline algorithm (TECPLOT V.7) used

with the PIV data appears to provide an undistorted pattern at the edge of the data grid.

In Figure 6-34b, note the high positive vorticity concentration at x'/D2= 0.08 arrd, r/D2=

-0.45. This feature is typical of most of the cross-sections of Figure 6-25 and Figure 6-26.

o

a
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It represents the azimuthal vorticity generated between the exiting jet and the lip. The

rounded appearance of the vorticity contours (near the measurement edges) is an effect of

the edge of the velocity measurement grid. The negative vorticity to the right of the

exiting jet is consistent with the vorticity generated on the centrebody and is compatible

with the presence of the Edge 1 vortex. From these and other transverse cross-section

phase-averaged PIV results, a three-dimensional flow topology is conjectured for the

external precessing jet and illustrated in Figure 6-35.

Figure 6-35 presents a schematic diagram of the conjectured flow topology of the

precessing jet. Section A-A' in Figure 6-35b is shown by the pattern in Figure 6-32. The

thickest solid line with a leading arrow in Figure 6-35a shows the core of the high velocity

flow, while the other coloured lines refer to lines of maximum vorticity. The sign

(direction of rotation) of each maximum vorticity 'core' is indicated by closed circular

arrows. Positive vorticity (luminescent green) of a vortex core is defined in a clockwise

sense for an observer looking upstream. This direction is reversed for the negative

vorticity (luminescent blue) line. The dotted line represents the core of the low velocity

flow emerging from the FPJ nozzle.

The pair of red lines originating at the middle of the centrebody (shaded) represent the CB

vortex pair. They originate from the foci, located to either side of the centrebody surface,

as presented in Figure 6-32. Based on Figure 6-18 to Figure 6-20, these vortices move

closer to each other with downstream distance and finally annihilate one anotherby x'/D2-

0.5. or possibly reconnect to form a closed loop as presented in Figure 6-35c. The thin

black dashed line represents the vortex that is thought to originate from the edge of the

centrebody (that is, the Edge I vortex). The 'legs' of this vortex form a pair of

longitudinal vortices downstream of the centrebody (the Edge 1 vortex pair). These

appear as positive and negative vorticity regions as seen by a downstream observer. This

vortex pair depafts the centrebody at an inclined angle, cutting the lower measurement

planes at a large angle. Thus, the vortex pair appears as two kidney-shaped patterns near

to the leading edge of the high velocity jet stream in the vorticity results of the transverse

PfV measurements as given in Figure 6-16. From the evidence presented in Figure 6-18

and Figure 6-20, the negative leg of this Edge 1 vortex follows the trajectory of the jet

fairly closely. The positive Edge I vortex is initially located in the vicinity of y/D2=¡Q.t
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and z/Dz=+0.4, but at a distance x'/D2=Q.58 (point 7) it moves towards y/D2-+O.6 and

z/Dz-+0.15 with increasing radius from the nozzle axis while departing in a direction

opposite to the jet precession.

The thin blue solid line in Figure 6-35 represents the core of a vortex that sits slightly

above the surface of the exit lip and then lifts away from the exit at the rear side of the

exiting jet (opposite the side from which the jet emerges). The lift-off occurs at an angle

of 130o to 150o from the center of the emerging jet. The legs of this lifted vortex were

earlier identified in Section 6.4.1 as the 'Edge 2 vortex pair'. The vorticity associated with

this vortex is observed most clearly in the longitudinal phase-averaged PIV experiments

provided in Figure 6-25 andFigure 6-26. The emerging jet separates at the exit lip to form

a saddle-focus pattern at r/Dz= -0.6 at x'/D2= +0.05 as illustrated in Figure 6-34b. This

pattern appears to be generated by the separation of the external flow entrained along the

outside surface of the FPJ nozzle, and the separation of the exiting FPJ flow at the edge of

the lip. The focus seen in Figure 6-34b has a direction of rotation (clockwise) that is

consistent with the vorticity that would be shed from the outer surface of the FPJ. The

focus presented in Figure 6-34d is consistent with vorticity shed from the inside of the lip.

Figure 6-34e provides one interpretation of these exit lip flow patterns. The pattern is

based on the streamlines presented in Figure 6-34b, and also the assumption that the sharp

corners and edges of the nozzle are likely to lead to boundary layer separation. The

pattern is also topologically consistent with the streamline pattern presented in Figure

6-34d, although the size, affangement and orientation of the features are different. The

pattern given in Figure 6-34e is indicated in all the patterns of Figure 6-21 andFigve 6-22

except for r¡=I5o (right-hand side), rF30o (right-hand side) and q=60" (righrhand side)

(see also Figure 6-34d). The anticlockwise vortex shown below the Edge 2 vortex in

Figure 6-34e is deduced to be a relatively small flow feature in most of the images. This

vortex is denoted as the 'Edge 3 vortex' and is shown by the thick purple solid line in

Figure 6-35. The vortex presented in Figure 6-34d is probably the Edge 3 vortex. If the

Edge 3 vortex exists, it will be difficult to distinguish from the vorticity plots of Figure

6-16 and Figure 6-17 due to its small size. Therefore, in the following discussion, its

presence will be ignored.
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It is apparent from Figure 6-34b and the conjectured topology of Figure 6-35 that the Edge

I vortex and the Edge 2 vortex are of the same sign of circulation. If the emerging jet

were to depart along the geometric axis (i.e. without deflection), then the Edge 2 vortex

should remain in a closed 'circular' loop (or ring) sitting above the exit lip. However, the

asymmetry of the emerging jet causes one end of this vortex loop to be entrained into the

main flow between approximately l30o and 150o ahead of the advancing jet, as provided

in Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-19. This range of angles is similar to the separation angles of

the surface flows in jets in crossflow (Fric & Roshko, 1994). Thus the edge vortex forms

a horseshoe-shaped loop with either side of the loop being entrained into the advancing

and receding sides of the jet. The lift-up of the Edge 2 vortex 'pair' from the surface of

the exit lip appears initially to influenee the trajeetory of the Edge 1 vortex as presented in

Figure 6-20. The trajectories of the two 'legs' of the F;dge 2 vortex follow the same trend

as the Edge I vortex, in terms of the y-zftajectory with downstream distance, albeit with a

slight delay in phase. The presence of the F;dge 2 vortex pair below the core of the jet was

detected in earlier phase-averaged LDA studies (see Figure 6-lC) and in the

0.5(v2+w2)l/2ru,. velocity contours of the phase-and-precession-direction-resolved PIV

studies (see Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-L7). This vortex pair may hold some similarity to

the horseshoe vortices (Kelso, Lim & Perry, 1996) found in jets in crossflow.
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6.6 Comparison between LDA and PIV phase-averaged results

Figure 6-36 provides the radial distributions of phase-averaged axial velocity at

x'/Dz-O.I6, obtained using both LDA and PIV techniques. These were measured for

Re¿=84,5O0 and 5/¿=0.0015 for the LDA, and Re¿=59,000 and Sr¿=0.0014 for the PIV

technique respectively. The closed squares represent the transit-time weighted mean LDA

results while the open triangles represent the mean PfV results (obtained at r¡60\. Upper

and lower confidence intervals (C.1.) at 95Vo confidence for the PIV measurements are

represented as dotted lines and solid lines respectively.

The phase-averaged LDA results generally agree well, in terms of shape and magnitudes,

with the PIV results within the range -0.5< r/Dr<0.1. The LDA results generally

overestimate the PIV results in the ranges 4.48<r/Dz<4.5 and +0.I<r/Dz<+0.45. This is

very likely due to differences in seeding methods. In the LDA experiments, the co-flow

was only seeded from one local asymmetric location (Figure 3-11) which can be expected

to result in a velocity bias. In contrast, the seeding in the PIV experiment was uniform

(Figure 3-15).

In general, the axial velocity trend using both techniques rises from u/u¡-ï near to

r/Dz- - 0.5 and peaks at approximately u/u¡=0.10, after which it decreases to a minimum

near to r/Dz-+O.I before rising again to a second maximum of u/ui-0.O85 at r/D2=+0.30

for the PIV measurements andu/u¡-0.O4 at r/D2=+0.38 for the LDA measurements. There

is an apparent shift of the second peak for the LDA results and also a decrease in the LDA

axial velocities between O.l<r/D210.4, despite transit-time weighted corrections to account

for velocity bias. These differences may be attributed to a better phase and directional

accuracy for the PIV measurements than for the LDA measurements.

Figure 6-37 and Figure 6-38 presents the radial distributions of the phase-averaged results

for downstream locations at x'/D2=0.48 and 0.79 respectively. Again, both techniques

measure the axial velocity trends fairly well and have comparable velocity magnitudes,

differing only by u/u¡=Q.92 and 0.035 respectively. The larger magnitudes in the LDA

results relative to the PIV measurements on the right-hand side of the jet are attributed to

LDA velocity bias towards the higher velocities, since the effectiveness of the external
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seeding of the measurement region decreases downstream from the FPJ exit plane. This

means that only the high velocity, seeded inlet flow is measured whereas the entrained

ambient flow is not. Again, these differences may also be attributed to a better phase and

directional accuracy for the PIV measurements than for the LDA measurements.
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6.7 Summary

Various types of phase-averaging techniques within the framework of two independent

laser diagnostic techniques, LDA and PIV, have been used to provide an independent

assessment of the complex precessing jet flow from a Contraction Ch-L-CB FPJ nozzle.

Good agreement between them is obtained. Together, they have provided significant new

insight into the structure of the time-dependent precessing jet flow.

The phase-averaged axial velocity LDA results obtained from the three measurement

planes downstream from the FPJ exit plane at Re¿=84,500 (St =0.0015) found that the jet's

O.Su/ur,r¡ velocity profile is initially kidney-shaped (at x'/Dz-0.I6), but converges to a near

circular jet cross-section by approximately x'/Dz=0.48. The axial velocity of the jet core

also increases to a maximum at x'/Dz-0.48. However, since these measurements are not

precession-direction resolved, the results are averaged over both precession directions.

Furthermore, the location of the maximum axial velocity may not be accurate due to the

coarse measurement grid in the x'direction. However, evidence from Sections 4.5.6 and

5.9 suggest that the LDA measurements were obtained for the jet precessing in a

predominantly clockwise direction (as seen by an observer upstream). Based on these

evidence, the results also show that ambient air is entrained on the advancing side (see

Figure 6-1) of the precessing jet.

Further measurements of the in-plane velocity components (in the y-z plane) obtained by a

precession-direction resolved phase-averaged PIV technique at Rep59,000 (Srr0.0017)

revealed a similar kidney-shaped footprint at the half velocity contour near to x'/Dz-0JI.

Unlike the LDA measurements, which showed an almost symmetric kidney, the phase-

and-precession-direction-resolved PIV results show the 'footprint' to be an asymmetric

kidney shape. The location of the phase and precession-direction resolving hot-wire

probes, located at x'/D2=Q.I2 and r/Dz-O.61, gave a good reference signal for the

experiment. The fact that this location gave a good signal suggests that this vortex pattern

is affected by the jet. In addition, due to the improved measurement resolution in the axial

direction, the convergence of the kidney-shaped jet to a round jet (seen as an elliptical

shape in the y-z plane) was found to occur near to x'/Dz-O.58, not at x'/Dz-0.48.

Confirmation of this flow convergence location was obtained by similar measurements of
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the flow in the x'-r plane. The axial vorticity field of the measurement plane at x'/Dz=O.I6

revealed the presence of three major vortex pairs, and possibly a fourth:

a a vortex pair that originates from the leading edge separation of the centrebody

(Edge l vofex),

o a vortex pair originating from the foci found on either side of the centrebody face

(CB vortex),

o a vortex pair originating from the lip surface (Edge 2 vortex), and

a vortex that is located between the Edge I and Edge 2 vortices just above the FPJ

exit lip (Edge 3 vortex). However, due to its small size and the difficulty to

distinguish it in the axial vorticity plots, its possible presence was ignored.

Further investigation using a surface flow visualisation technique on the downstream face

of the centrebody confirmed that the inner vortex pair (CB vortex pair) originates from

two foci located on the centrebody face, while the outer vortex pair @dge 1 vortex pair)

rolls up from the edge of the centrebody. A third vortex pair @dge 2 vortex pair) with

vorticity sense similar to the Edge 1 vortex is also detected and possibly has some

interaction with the main jet further downstream. This vortex pair is thought to originate

from a flow separation region at the end of the FPJ nozzle. Independent evidence from the

surface flow visualisation on the exit lip also revealed distinct lines of accumulation at the

locations where the Edge 2 and Edge 3 vortices are found, further confirming the presence

of these vortices.

Downstream from the flow convergence location, the flow lags slightly behind the core

flow at the exit plane. At the same time, its half-velocity 'footprint' at the 0.5(v2+r')'''n *

contour becomes larger as the flow proceeds downstream. By combining these and other

information from the literature, a flow field showing the main structures of the external

precessing jet is proposed. This is illustrated in Figure 6-35.

o
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Table 6-l: Experimental parameters for phase-averaged LDA measurements in the near emerging
field of a Ch-L-CB FPJ nozzle with a smooth contraction inlet at Re684,500, Sf60.0015.

Plane r(/d x'/d x'/D2 )c

(mm)
N' Nø NpAx

(mm)

External
A
B
C

t4.60
15.86
t7.r3

0.67
1.93

3.20

0.16
0.48
0.79

230.5
250.5
270.5

1r,346
16,877
15,l4r

363
263
401

2

3

4

4I
35
36

x = axial distance from inlet plane

Ax=radial step size
N, = number of radial positions
N¿ = average number of LDA bursts per measurement position
Np = avarage no. of precession cycles per measurement position

Table 6-2: Experimental details for the phase-precession-direction resolved PIV measurements for the
transverse (y-z plane) sections . Hot-wire probes positioned aJ þ60" to the lightsheet and with the
wire parallel to the nozzle axis at a location between 7-11 mm (0.11-0.172D2) above the exit plane.
Re ¡59K,Sf¿=0.¡917' ¿¡=55.0r¡y'sr N=50 (nominal).

No. x'
(mm)

x'/D2 At
(t¡s)

Probe dimensions:
axial, radial,

Step size:
axial, radial

Calib.
px/mm

mm
1 7.0 0.11

L2 0.19

t7 0.27

22 0.34

27 0.42

32 0.50

37 0.58

47 0.t4

57 0.89

67 1.05

77 r.20

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
63x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

64x64x20.5,
6.3x6.3x2

16; 1.56

16;1.56

16; 1.56

16;1.56

16; 1.56

16; 1.56

16; 1.56

16; 1.56

16; 1.56

16; 1.56

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

30

30

20

20

ro.23

10.23

ro.23

r0.23

r0.23

1O.23

10.23

ro.23

r0.23

ro.23

r0.23

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 16; 1.56
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Table 6-3: Details of measurement points for Figure 6-5.

Point
Number

x'
lmm)

R
(mm)

meaî u r.m,s. 4'
m/s

x'/D2 r/Rz u'/u
m/s

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

t2
l3

7.09
7.09
7.09
7.09
2t.5
21.5
2r.5
34.t
34.t
57.5
57.5
101

101

-26.7
-21.3
-T4.I
0.34
-21.3
-12.3
0.34
-r2.3
0.34
-12.3
0.34
-12.3
0.34

-0.83
-o.67
-0.44
0.01
-o.67
-0.38
0.01
-0.38
0.01
-0.38
0.01
-0.38
0.01

7.37
11.0
5.39

0.203
6.75
12.o
9.75
9.70
14.6
5.26
6.33
1.15
0.95

8.r2
9.50
6.24
3.48
5.53
7.58
4.50
6.69
7.20
5.86
4.73
3.08
2.45

1.10
0.86
1.16
L7,L
0.82
0.63
0.46
0.69
o.49
1.1 I
0.75
2.68
2.58

0.11
0.11
0.11
0.1I
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.53
0.53
0.90
0.90
1.58
1.58
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Figure 6-1: Transit time-weighted phase-averaged measurements of mean (u) and r.n.s. (r') axial
velocities of the Contraction Ch-L-CB nozzle for (A) x'/D2=Q.l$, (B) x'/Dz=0,48 and (C) x'/Dz=0.'19 aa

Re¿=94,59¡ & Sf¿=0.0015. Contoured velocities are normalised with ux,,mu. The velocities through rrA-

A' " are presented in Figure 6-2. Jet precession is likely to be in clockwise direction based on evidence
presented in Sections 4.5.6 and 5.9. All axes are normalised by the exit-lip diameter D2.
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Figure 6-2: Radial distribution of the transit-time weighted phase-averaged axial mean velocity
component for the external FPJ flow Contraction Ch-L-CB configuration. The coordinate sysûem for
each axial position is progressively shifted by u/u¡=+0.L The distributions of the phase-averaged
velocities are obtained from the section "A-A' " in Figure 6-1. Re¿Å4,500, Sf60.0015.
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component for the external FPJ flow Contraction Ch-L-CB configuration. The coordinate system for
each axial position is progressivety shifted by ¿/z¡=+0.05. The distributions of the phase-averaged
velocities are obtained from the section "A-A' " in Figure 6-1. Rep84r500, Sf"'=0.ü)15.
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Figure 6-5: Typical probability distributions (pdls) of the axial, radial and magnitude velocities at
selected loc¿tions in the flow freld for Contraction Ch-L-CB FPJ configuration. Re (a5, d, ù = 55K, St
(fo, h, u) = 0.0016. a) Selected mean axial velocity distribution showing the location of data points; b)
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Figure 6-7: Visually-selected conditional average of 21 instantaneous velocity images of the flow
(Figure 6-6) from the FPJ nozzle emerging parallel to the lightsheet and emerging from the bottom
left to the top-right of the image. a) Axial mean velocity, b) Radial mean velocity, c) rragnitude of
mean total in-plane velocity and d) magnitude of r,m.s. total in-plane velocity. Coloured contours are
mean (or nm.s.) velocity magnitude while vectors represent their respective directions only. Re690K,
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the use of upwards shifting origins (+líVo and, +30Vo) for x,/Dz=0.48 and 0.79 respectively, Reç90K,
Sf¿=9.9914.
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Streanilines are superimposed onto the coloured contours (normalised velocity magnitude). ü¡=55.0
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Figure 6-25: Phase-direction-triggered PIV in ¡'-r (longitudinal) section for a) 4=0", b) 4=15o,
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a) d.¿6/tr6=l/Q b) d"/t"6= 4.5

c) d,/tr6=J.6

Figure ó-28: Effect of varying d¿¡/t¿6 on the surface flow topology of a) a thin disk (d"/t"o=120,

d"'=o.l2n\ R"r", 1.1x105), b) a thick disk (d"6/t"6=4.5, d"6=e.lem, Rer", = 0.9x10s) and c) the

FPJ centrebody along with the supports (d"/t"bâ,6,d"F0.6m¡ R"r", 0.4x105). all test objects

were inclined at 45o to the freestream flowing from right to left.
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Figure 6-29: a)Test I on FPJ at 10m/s free-stream inlet jet velocity, b)Test 2 with same conditions as

(a). 4¡=0.6m Steady deflected flow from the right side is deflected to the left and emerges aJ e-45o.
Centrebody (CB) surface to exit lip plane is 0.33d.ä. In a) and b) the image on the right side ls a
magnilied view of the image on the left side.
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Figure 6'30: Top:Surface pattern on the flat side of a coin-like cylinder parallel to the free stream at
R"r., 2.l4xl}s for (a) d"6 /t,6=g.1, (b) dø /t"6=2.56, (c) dø /kt=1.13 where the diameter of the

cylinder' 4a=89mm andl t"6 is the thickness (Zdravkovich ef al.r 1998). Botûom:Coqiectured 3D flow
topology of the coinlike cylinder: IS, primary separation; 25, secondary separation; SI, separation
islet (or 'island'); RA, reattachment; short dashes, separation bubble; long-short-long dashes,
streamwise vortex filaments (Zdravkovich et a1.,1998).
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Figure 6-31: Top: Surface flow visualisation of the top surface of a non-rotating disc-wing with the

teading edge inclined at 5 degrees above freestream (Potts & Crowther,2000). Bottom: Coqiectured

3D flow topotogy for above flow (Potts & Crowther, 2000) for d"/t"6j7.21. Disc diameter, d"6=274mm,

disc thickneSS¡ ú"¡=Jg¡¡¡n, V =15m/s, Rgo, = 2.84xLOt. Thi"k arrows indicate direction of flow.

Coloured circles represent features shown in respective locations. Here, "L" refers to either a line of
separation or stagnationi "V" refers to nodes where the trailing vortices detach from the surface of
the disc-win5l"A"r"B"r"C" and rúDtt refer to the various regions of the flow (e.g. recirculation, etc).
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Figure 6-32: Interpretation of surface flow visualisation results (shown on the right-side in a
magnified form) from Figure 6-29. Here 65' represents a saddle, 'F' is a focus and 'N' is a node of
attachment in the surface flow. Mean flow direction, from left to righÇ is indicated by the boldest
arrow in the side view. Node of attachmenÇ 'N', is approximately O.l9D2 from the centrebody centre.
Some features in Section A-A' are shown in Figure 6-34. Re¡32K, Std=O, n¡30 nrls.
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Figure 6-33: Direct comparison of (a) vorticity freld slightly downstream (xTD2=[.1], Re¿=59¡ç,
Sr¿=0.¡91t, from the (b)centrebody surface (x'/D2=-[,14, Red-4gK, Sf"'=0), with the observer looking
upstream. Flow is emerging from left to right.
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Figure 6-35: a) Coqiectured flow topology of the external FPJ flow based on instantaneous PIV'
phase-and-precession-direction-resolved phase-averaged PIV and surface flow visualisation.
Interpretation of more details through section A-A' are presented in Figure 6-32; b) Side view of the

flow through section B-B' (see Figure 6-34a); c) Alternative CB vortex structure. Diagrams are not to
scale.
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Shown also are lower and upper 957o confülence interval (C.I.) for PIV results. Axial velocities are
non-dimensionalised by u¡=78.7uús for LDA and ¿,=55.0 m/s for PIV. LDAzRe"¡Å4rSü) and
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chapter 7z Reynolds number effect and the exit

Strouhal number

Chapter 7 comprises two sections. Section 7.1 discusses the effect of varying Reynolds

number on the external FPJ flow field, while Section 7.2 develops an exit Strouhal number

to characterise the emerging precessing jet. The former results will serve as a guide to FPJ

burner designers who may need to estimate the effect of Reynolds number on important

design parameters such as:

the peak time-averaged centreline axial velocity (ur*/uø) and its location (x'^or),

the velocity decay (at the exit plane) of the inlet jet through the FpJ nozzle (u/uø),

the exit angle of the emerging precessing jet (0),

the precession frequency (f), and

o the Strouhal number of precession (St=u6d/v).

The latter results regarding the definition of an exit Strouhal number allow simpler

computational and experimental models to be constructed so that prediction of the

downstream flow-field can be better assessed.

7.1 Effect of Reynolds number in the near field flow

Previous experiments conducted on the FPJ nozzle were limited to studies of the effect of

Reynolds number on jet precession frequency (Mi & Nathan, 2000) and time-averaged

concentration profiles of the external precessing jet (Parham, 2000). However, due to the

experimental complexities associated with the precessing jet previously discussed in

Section 2.3, no previous study has investigated the effect of Reynolds number on the time-

averaged velocity field in the external flow. This section presents time-averaged and

o

O

o

O
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conditionally averaged experimental results obtained by particle image velocimetry (PIV)

in the near external flow field of the FPJ nozzle.

7.1.1 Experimental conditions

The experiments were performed in air at room temperature using PIV. The general

experimental arrangement was described earlier in Section 3.5.2. A laboratory compressor

supplied conditioned compressed air to the FPJ nozzle. A total of 11 Reynolds number

(uød/v) cases from Re¿=30,000 to 90,000 were investigated. The average thickness of the

lightsheet was approximately 1.5mm (or 13 pixels). This means that, given the optimum

ratio of the out-of-plane motion to lightsheet thickness is 0.25 for a reasonable correlation

of the image pair, the particles were allowed to move a maximum of 3.25 pixels into the

plane of the lightsheet. If the higher velocity particles move out of the lightsheet plane

during the measurements, an under-estimation of the time-averaged velocities will be

inevitable. PIV evaluation involved the use of 16x16 pixel interrogation windows with

zero overlap between each window. This provided a physical measurement volume of

1.80 x 1.80 x 1.5 mm3.

7.1.2 Time-averaged results

Full-field instantaneous results and time-averaged images for these experiments are

similar to the results presented earlier in Chapter 6 and are therefore not repeated here.

However, axial velocities along the centreline and their velocity distributions at various

downstream locations are presented along with selected velocity contours. These assist in

explaining the effects of Reynolds number on the spreading characteristics of the external

flow.

In Figure 7-1a, the time-averagednozzle centreline mean axial velocity values (u)fot a

total of eleven Reynolds number conditions, which span from 30,000 to 90,000, are

presented on an upwards (+0.1) shifted ordinate. These velocity values are normalised by

their respective bulk velocities at the FPJ inlet (uù. kt general, the normalised mean axial

velocity (u/uø) of the jet on the centreline increases from 0 near to x'/D2=Q.l to a maximum

value (u,-/uù at approximately x'/Dz=0.5. Following this, the axial velocity gradually
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decreases and decays to a positive value of approximately 0.O4uø at x'/D2-1.5. Figure

7-1b presents the same results plotted on a non-shifted ordinate axis for relative

comparison. The mean centreline axial velocity trend is indicated by a thick dashed line,

while the upper and lower solid lines indicate the 3 standard deviations above and below

this mean curve respectively. The figure illustrates that the variation of u/ut from the

mean trend remains approximately uniform before x'/D2-1.O, but increases in variation

further downstream. This trend suggests that the time-averaged jet along the nozzle

centreline remains relatively independent of Reynolds number from x'/D2=e ¡s 1.

However, beyond x'/D2-I.0, the flow appears to be weakly affected by Reynolds number.

This issue will be discussed later with reference to Figure 7-7.

Figure 7-2a presents the normalised r.m.s. axial velocity fluctuations (u'/u6) along the

nozzle centreline of the external jet. The r.m.s. velocity trend is similar to the mean axial

velocity case presented earlier in Figure 7-1, whereby the r.m.s. velocities increase from

approximately 0.1 near to x'/Dz-0.05 to peak at various downstream locations before

decreasing again. Note that the thicker solid lines represent data that are centrally

averaged over a span of O.2Dz from the original data.

Figure 7-2b re-presents the results on a non-shifted ordinate axis for comparison. In

contrast to the time-averaged mean velocity data, the r.m.s. velocity data do show a clear

dependence on Re¿. The figure also gives the mean overall Reynolds numbers, obtained

by averaging all the graphs and its upper 3 standard deviations. The graph shows that the

smallest variation in the r.m.s. velocity fluctuations occur at approximately

0.7 <x'/D, <1.1. This region coincides with the location at which the jet begins to

deviate from its initial trajectory, shown by the conditionally averaged results later in

Figure 7-8. The large variation in the upper standard deviation in the mean r.m.s.

velocities prior to x'/D2-0.7 is also shown, indicating that this region is very Reynolds

number dependent.

Figure 7-3 gives the relationship between the time-averaged decay of the maximum axial

velocity (u^"/uø) on the nozzle centreline over a range of Reynolds numbers. No clear

dependence on Reynolds number can be found for the Reynolds number range

investigated. This is indicated by the seemingly random scatter in the results. The
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average value of u, /uø lies between 0.35 and 0.37 (that is, u,rn/uø-0.36), while the upper

and lower standard deviations within each datum ranges from 0.32 to 0.4 respectively. In

other words, the effect of Reynolds number on un*/u6 is approximately 67o based on

us-/u6=Q.J6 with no definite trend.

Further analysis reveals that the position of the respective u^orlua values is also fairly

independent of Reynolds number. In Figure 7-4, the relative locations of the maximum

axial velocity varies about a mean value of x'/Dz-0.53. Specifically, the location of

u^orlut, (that is, x'(u,,*r)/D2) within a range of IO7o, between 0.50D2 to approximately

0.55D2. The scatter in the data due to small random errors suggests that there is not

apparent effect of Reynolds number. In contrast, the location of the peak r.m.s.location

(x'(u'o*)/Dz) for Re¿<6O,OO0 is offset upstream from the location of the peak mean

(x'(u,nà/Dz). Both locations appear to converge at Re¿-60,000. Thus the maximum r.m.s.

velocity shows significant variation with Reynolds number. The results in Figure 7-3 and

Figure 7 -4 are also presented in terms of Mach number. Since the Mach number is less

than 0.3, compressibility effects are expected to be negligible for the present data.

Figure 7-5 gives the trends in the value of the maximum r.m.s. velocities, u'o*r obtained

from the spatially averaged peaks from Figure 7-2. These results are normalized by the

bulk inlet velocity, uø. The figure illustrates that as Reynolds number is increased from

Re¿=3O,000 to 90,000, the value of u'n*/u6 decreases from u'/uø-0.4 and appears to

approach a constance value of u'rrn/u6=O.2 for R¿d>50,000. This result is also consistent

with the effect of Reynolds number on the location of the r.m.s. velocity peak (x'(u',, ,

/uø)/Dù in Figure 7-4. As Reynolds number is increased from 30,000 to 90,000, the value

of x'(u',,*, /uù/Dz increases from 0.4 and appears to reach a constant of approximately

0.53 for R¿d>55,000.

Figure 7-6 presents the radial distributions of mean and r.m.s. axial velocity at 5 locations

downstream from the FPJ exit plane for Re¿ = 30,000 and 90,000. Closed circles represent

the Re¿ = 30,000 flow, while open triangles represent the Re¿ = 90,000 flow. Axial

velocities are again non-dimensionalised by their respective bulk velocity u6 at the inlet

plane. The downstream locations selected were at x'/D2=Q.1,0.3,0.55, 1.0 and 1.5. The

location ãt x'/Dz=0.55 is representative of the flow at which the maximum time-averaged
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centreline mean axial velocity (u,*/u¿) occurs. Other profiles are typical of those

upstream of (i.e., x'/D2-0J & 0.3) and downstream of (i.e., x'/D2-L.O and 1.5) the location

of the peak mean axial velocity.

The strong correspondence of both data sets in Figure 7-6a demonstrates the agreement of

the mean velocity distributions for the flow at Re¿=30,000 and Re¿=9O,OOO at each

downstream location. The typical 'm-shaped' time-averaged velocity distributions

(discussed earlier in Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-19) which are located within -I<r/Rz<+I,
are clearly shown for positions upstream of x'/D2-O.55. The peaks (having nominal peak

axial velocities of u/uu-O.28) tend to converge onto the centreline by the peak axial mean

velocity (U/urO.38 at approximately x'/Dz=0.55) to form a 'bell-shaped' velocity

distribution. For further downstream locations, the 'm-shaped' distributions appear again,

but this time, the peaks are diverging from the centreline with axial distance, and they

show a lower mean peak velocity magnitude @/u6-0.12 at x'/Dz=L.S).

The r.m.s. velocity distributions in Figure 7-6b further confirm the results discussed in

Figure 7-2b, Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5. For the flow at Re¿=90,000, the r.m.s. velocity

distributions follow the qualitative trends described earlier in Figure 7-6a. ln contrast, the

r.m.s. velocity distribution for the R¿o,=30,000 flow is significantly different from that of

the Re¿=90,000 flow. This is consistent with the peak r.m.s. velocity occurring closer to

the nozzle exit as presented in Figure 7-4. The 'bell-shaped' distribution is evident for

both Re¿=30,000 and 90,000 at x'/D2=Q.JJ. For the Re¿=3O,OOO case, the shapes of the

r.tn.s. velocity distributions for the sections before and after the peak r.m.s.locations are

similar to the Re¿=90,000 case, although, the values of the r.m.s. velocity values for the

Re¿=30,000 case are consistently higher than the Re¿=90,000 case. The smallest

difference between these two cases appears to occur at approximately x'/Dz=1.0. This is

consistent with Figure 7-2b,which demonstrated that the smallest scatter for the centreline

r.m.s. velocity data for all Reynolds number occurs at this location.

Figure 7-7a illustrates the contour levels indicated by the O.Sur1,-, (time-averaged)

contour for the Re630,000 (solid lines) and the Re¿--9O,000 (dotted lines) flows. Since

the time-averaged flow is approximately symmetric about the nozzle centreline, only the

left side of the flowfield is shown here. The radial distributions of axial velocities for each
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downstream x'location are normalised by their respective maximum axial velocity (given

in Figure 7-7b) in that x'location. Consistent with earlier results, Figure 7-7a presents

only slight differences between the two Reynolds number flows. For the Re690,000 case,

the 'waist' (defined by O.Sur',o*,) of the time-averaged flow at x'/Dz=O.55 is approximately

l47o wider than the 'waist' of the Re¿=3O,000 flow. This is consistent with a

corresponding upstream shift of the 0.5ur,,,*,, contour for the Re¿=90,000 flow from

x'/Dz-I.3 onwards. In Figure 7-7b, at x'/Dz-I.55, the difference in width (distance

between the centreline and the maximum axial velocity, r(u",^*) ) of the two Reynolds

number flows is approximately I27o of the width in the Re¿=30,000 flow case. These

results suggest that increasing the inlet Reynolds number of the FPJ increases the time-

averaged spread angle of the emerging precessing jet, but only very slightly. These results

are verified in Section 7.I.3.

7.L.3 Conditionally averaged results

The results presented in this section were obtained by PIV and refer specifically to the

conditionally averaged precessing jet as it emerges parallel to the lightsheet. Based on the

study of the precessing jet in Chapter 6, five criteria were established to select the images

for conditional data processing. The criteria for the present case study are summarised in

Table 7-3 and were mentioned in Section 6.3.I.

Figure 7-8a illustrates the contour level demarcated by the 0.5(u2+r')'or,,^*(conditionally

averaged) contour for the Re¿=30,000 (solid lines) and the Re¿=90,000 (dotted lines)

flows. This contour level demarcates the shear layer of the jet when presented in two-

dimensional view. In the present graph, both the upper and lower shear layers are shown.

The axial velocity profile for each downstream ¡'location are normalised by the maximum

axial velocity (given in Figure 7-8b) in that ¡' location.

For both cases, the jet core emerges at an exit angle 0 (relative to the nozzle centreline) of

approximately 37". In addition, the upper shear layer extending from x'/D2=0 to x'/Dz=I.Q

for both Reynolds numbers appears to collapse onto a common line at approximately 8o to

the centreline of the local jet. The differences between both contours are more apparent
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from x'/D2=1.2 onwards as the R¿¿=30,000 flow tends to deflect towards the centreline of

thenozzle, while the flow appears to veer outwards for the Re¿=9O,OOO case.

As observed earlier, the lower shear layer of the jet spanninS r/R2= -O.2 to r/Rz-ú.S

appears to curve more towards the centrebody than the upper shear layer on the opposite

side for both Reynolds number cases. This may be attributed to the difference in flow

separation locations on the centrebody between the two flow cases. Referring to Figure

6-32, the separation location of the upper shear layer occurs at the sharp lip and that for

the inner shear layer occurs at the curved surface of the centrebody. The separation of the

upper shear layer from the lip appears to be fixed at one location and this explains the

upper shear layer's fairly constant exit angle for the Re¿=30,000 and 90,000 case. By

contrast, it is possible that the separation location on the curved edge of the centrebody

may vary with Reynolds number, resulting in the slight variation in the angle of the lower

shear layer in Figure 7-8a. For the Re¿=30,000 case, the upstream movement of the

separation location will give the lower shear layer a smaller angle of deflection towards

the centrebody face. In the case of the Re¿=90,000 flow, this separation location may have

moved slightly downstream, thus curving the jet more towards the centrebody.

Figure 7-8b illustrates the location of the maximum in-plane velocity magnitude

(uz+vz)rt2*,,n * for eachx' location. In both cases, the local jet centreline traverses along a

common straight line up until x'/D2=0.85 and r/D2=Q.25, after which both centrelines

begin to deviate from each other. Consistent with the time-averaged results in Figure 7-7,

the local jet for Re¿=90,OO0 deviates further away from the FPJ nozzle centreline than the

Re630,000 case.

Figure 7-9 illustrates the decay of the bulk jet through the FPJ chamber. The ratio of the

conditionally averaged velocity magnitude 1u2+ v2¡rtn to the bulk inlet axial velocity has a

mean value of approximately O.46 and shows a gradual decrease with Reynolds number.
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7.1.4 Frequency analysis

Figure 7-10 presents corresponding arbitrary frequency spectra for the range of Reynolds

number (from Re¿=30,0O0 to 90,000) discussed in Section 7.LJ. Note that the origins of

the ordinates are shifted upwards by +10d8 for each R¿¿ condition. These spectra were

measured by a hot-wire probe positioned just beyond the FPJ exit plane at r/R2=1.16 and

x'/Dz-0.15. The hot-wire signals were sampled at a rate of 500H2 over 64 seconds

corresponding to 190 to 470 precession cycles. A fast Fourier transform was applied to

the collected data to obtain the spectral distribution. The peak average frequency in each

spectrum corresponds to the characteristic precession frequenc!,f0, recorded by the hot-

wire probe. This frequency peak increases from 3Hz to 7 SHz as the Reynolds number is

increased from 30,000 to 90,000 as presented in Figure 7-ll. Similar trends were also

obtained by Mi and Nathan (2000) for various FPJ configurations.

Figure 7-12 assesses the coûrmon means by which the Strouhal number (Sr) based on the

inlet flow velocity is defined. The various length scales used for the assessment are the

inlet diameter d,the chamber diameter Dl,the chamber radius Rt and the step height h (i.e.

O.Sx(Drd)). In general, as Reynolds number increases from 30,000 to 90,000, Strouhal

number decreases by 2O7o. This represents a distinctive trend. The choice of reference

length scale does not change the trend; only the absolute magnitude changes. Since these

data were collected with the same apparatus and the only control parameter that was

varied wãs u,6, only the effect caused by ,, is shown in these graphs. Mi and Nathan

(2000) varied uu for other types of FPJ configurations and their results also indicated the

same trends.

7.1.5 Conclusion

Section 7.1 has demonstrated that the time-averaged axial velocities in the FPJ flow are

only slightly dependent on Reynolds number between 30,000 and 90,000. However,

Reynolds number independence for the r.m.s. velocities occurs only for R¿d>55,000.

Although the present study is limited in Re¿range, it complements the results in Chapter 6

in which both the PIV and LDA mean axial velocity results can be compared with each
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other, since both measurements were made in the Reynolds number independent regime

(i.e. greater than 55,000). These results were presented in Figure 6-36.

Similar to the conclusions in the literature, the frequency of precession increases with

increasing Reynolds number, Re¿. The Strouhal number (Sl) decreases by 20Vo over the

Reynolds number range 30,000 to 90,000.
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7.2 Development of an exit Strouhal number

Section 7.1 has established that the mean flow characteristics (that is, radial velocity

distributions, mean velocity decay through the FPJ chamber and jet spread angle) of the

industrial-type FPJ jet flow are fairly independent of Reynolds number in the range

Re¿=30,OO0 and Re¿=90,000. Fluctuating r.m.s. velocities of the flow become Reynolds

number independent only at R¿d>55,000. Based on these observations, the general

characteristics of the jet in terms of the emerging jet shape are assumed to remain the same

at least between the Reynolds number range Re¿=55,000 and R¿¿=90,000. This section

uses results from Section 7.1 and previous chapters to define a Strouhal number that

describes the emerging precessing jet (as distinct from the jet within the chamber). As

discussed in Section 2.8,the Strouhal number of a jet is generally defined as the product of

a characteristic frequency (fl and a length scale (/) divided by a characteristic velocity (u):

SI _Ít
u Equation 7-1

In order to develop the exit Strouhal number for the emerging PJ, each of these parameters

will be investigated in turn.

7.2.1 Characteristic precession frequency

Typical precession frequency spectra for an FPJ flow are presented in Figure 7-10. Each

spectrum peaks at a particular frequency, fp. The peaks are not sharp and distinct,

suggesting that the frequency varies significantly about the mean frequency peak. The

existing literature on the FPJ flow defines this peak frequency as the precession frequency

fo gor example, Nathan et aL ,1998; lvh et al, L999) This definition shall be used

throughout this section to define the characteristic precession frequency of the jet.

7.2.2 Characteristic length scale

As discussed earlier, several length scales have been used to define a Strouhal number that

characterises the internal precessing flow. These lengths scales are based on internal
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geometric dimensions of the FPI nozzle, namely the inlet diameter d, the chamber

1,2diameter D¡, the step height h (i.e. (D, - d) ), the length of the chamber L, the diameter

of the exit lip Dz and the relative position of the centrebody within the chamber (see

Section 2.8). However, these length scales do not describe the length scale of the actual

jet emerging from the FPJ nozzle. Based on the velocity results obtained in Chapters 6, it
is now possible to define and quantify an appropriate length scale for the 'instantaneously'

emerging precessing jet.

7.2.2.1 Kidney-shaped jet just beyond the FPJ exit plane

Figure 7-l3a presents the 0.45, 0.5 and O.55 ur,,,,*,phase-averaged axial velocity contours

for measurements using IC-LDA at x'/Dz=O.l7, while Figure 7-l3b presents in-plane

velocity contours at 0.45,0.5 and 0.55 (v2+w')*r,o,* obtained by phase-averaged pIV

measured at )c'/D2=O.19. Here, the '0.5' velocity contour can be assumed to represent the

shear layer between the jet and the ambient fluid. Based on this definition, the jet

boundary demarcated by the o.Sur',r*, LDA contours (Figure 7-I3a) shows an almost

symmetric kidney shaped footprint about the z/Dz=0 uris. This is because these

measurements were not precession-direction-resolved and the results are thus averaged

over two precession directions. Thus, the accuracy of the footprint based on these half

velocity contours is somewhat limited. The characteristic area, perimeter, mid-shape

length and width of the jet foot-print are approximately o.37A2, 3.29D2, l.59Dz and

0.24D2 respectively, where Az is the cross-sectional area of the FPJ exit lip. On the other

hand, the 0.5u'',o-, PfV contours (Figure 7-I3b) are slightly asymmetric about the same

axis owing to the fact that these measurements accounted for the precession direction of

the jet. The corresponding area, perimeter, mid-shape length and width of the jet foot-

print are 0.27 Az, 2.53 D z, I .2OD z and 0.27 D z respecti vely.

In general, the area, perimeter and the mid-shape length of the jet estimated by the phase-

precession-direction-resolved PIV are smaller than the characteristics measured by LDA.

On the basis that they are more accurate, the PIV measurements are therefore selected for

use in Section 7.2.5 to assess new exit Strouhal numbers for the emerging jet.
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7.2.2.2 Circular jet approximation after flow convergence location

Defining an exit Strouhal number based on the shape of the jet near to the exit plane of the

FPJ nozzle is not a trivial task, since its shape is non-circular. It is usual to define an

equivalent diameter relative to a circular jet. However, a direct comparison with a circular

jet is possible if the frame of reference is shifted downstream to the location of the flow

convergence. Figure 7-I4 clearly illustrates the development of the 0.50 and 0.9

¡v2+w2¡kr,,r*, contours for various downstream sections from the exit lip. The jet is

initially kidney-shaped (Figure 7-I4a), but as it converges to x'/D2=0.58 (Figure 7-I41, it

becomes an almost round jet. It should be noted that, since the jet core departs at an angle

of È37o from the nozzle axis, when observed in the y-z plane it seems to be elliptical (or

non-circular), as given in Figure 7-I4f. A measure of the major axis of the jet diameter

can be made based on the longer length of the ellipse, and that of the minor axis can be

estimated from the shortest length. From the conclusions reached in Section 7.I, the

beginning of the flow convergence region lies somewhere between x'/D2=Q.50 and 0.58.

Assuming that the jet linearly increases in entrainment and hence shear layer perimeter,

the diameter of the jet at the flow convergence location can be interpolated between these

two locations. An alternative way to estimate the jet diameter is to use the hydraulic

diameter defined as:

4A
Dh Equation 7-2

P

Here, A and P respectively represent the cross-sectional area and the perimeter of the non-

circular jet. All these proposed length scales are presented in Table 7-4.

7.2.3 Characteristic velocity

The integration of the net forward and reverse flowrates across the measurement plane

from the LDA measurements provides an estimate of the bulk axial velocity

(u,*-, =14mls) emerging through the symmetric kidney-shaped footprint (see Section

4.5.3). The calculations give a ratio of approximately u6,¡¿o-1/u¿=0.18, where uø (78.7n1s)

represents the bulk inlet velocity. Note that this ratio does not account for the other two
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components of velocities in the other orthogonal directions. However, based on PIV

measurements obtained in Chapter 6, the vector magnitude of these velocities are

estimated to be less than approximately O.luu.

An alternative estimation is made from the conditionally selected PIV results. It was

shown earlier that the FPJ flow is independent of Reynolds number. As an example, the

Re¿=90,000 case is used here to calculate the bulk velocity at the flow convergence

location. The velocity profile (for the magnitude of the total velocity vector)

perpendicular to the jet centreline crossing the flow convergence location (x'/Dz-0.53,

r/R2=g¡ is given in Figure 7-15. The bulk velocity for a jet width based on 0.40D2

(estimated from the total velocity vector distribution at the flow convergence location

x'/D2-0.54) is 0.80¡¿¿, where ur83.4mls. From Figure 7-8a, this value does not vary

significantly between Re¿=30,OO0 and R¿¿=90,000. For interest, other length and velocity

parameters are also stated in Table 7-5.

7.2.4 Characteristic exit angle

Figure 7-8 illustrated that the characteristic exit angle for the phase-averaged emerging jet

at the exit plane is approximately 37o. This angle is applicable to flows in the range of

Re¿=30,000 to 90,000. It must be noted that this angle is only applicable to the present

FPJ configuration and as such cannot be generalised to other nozzle configurations.

Nobes (1997) proposed a dimensionless strain rate which accounts for the effect of the exit

angle of the jet. He found that such a non-dimensional term @quation 7-3):

st*orn = 
f 
'd ,ino, Equation 7-3

ub

provided a better collapse of his data for varying exit angles compared to the conventional

definition in Equation 7-4:

str=U.
ub

Equation 7-4
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7.2.5 Defïnition of the exit Strouhal number

A proposed exit Strouhal number for the current fluidic precessing jetnozzle is defined as

follows:

St,,¡tt= ffrrnt, Equation 7-5

where fo is the mean precession frequency, d is the inlet diameter of the FPJ nozzle, uu the

bulk inlet velocity, ,4, is the ratio of the length scale to d and B is the ratio of the

characteristic velocity to ua. Using the same notation, the Reynolds number for the jet at

the flow convergence point, given the flow conditions are the FPJ inlet plane, can be

defined as:

Rê"t¡tt _ AdBuo
Equation 7-6

v

The values are summarised in Table 7-5 for the various Strouhal numbers obtained using

the length and velocity scales investigated in Sections 7 .2.2 to 7 .2.3.

7.2.6 Comparison of the exit Strouhal numbers with the literature

Figure 7-16 provides a summary of the data investigated in the literature (Schneider,1997;

Nobes, 1997) for an analogous FPJ flow, a mechanically precessing nozzle whereby the

exiting jet is inclined by a certain angle á with reference to the nozzle axis. The definition

of Strouhal and Reynolds numbers for the MPJ were defined using the initial conditions at

the jet exit. The jet exit location coincides with the flow convergence location discussed

in the present thesis. LDA data obtained at Re¿=84,500 and PIV data obtained at

Re¿=59,000 were used for the calculations of the present Strouhal number.

Points in labels C-l to C-4 are defined near to the exit plane of the FPJ nozzle. Figure

7-13 illustrates the various dimensions employed to define the kidney-shaped 'footprint'

based on measurements obtained by the LDA and PIV techniques. Relatively high

Strouhal numbers are obtained when these data are defined for an equivalent round jet

diameter using the shear layer perimeter (see Equation 6-2). This is due to the use of the

perimeter of the kidney-shaped jet at the FPJ exit plane for these estimations. When the
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equivalent jet diameter is defined using the cross-sectional area of the kidney-shaped jet,

the Strouhal numbers are an order of magnitude less than the perimeter length definition.

Although it is more accurate to model the external flow conditions with these parameters,

defining the external FPJ flow using the flow conditions at the exit plane is

computationally expensive for numerical modeling using commercial CFD packages. A

simpler method is sought.

Labels C-5 and C-6, in Figure 7-16, show the Strouhal number trend for the FPJ flow

defined by the flow conditions near to the flow convergence location. The equivalent jet

diameter of C-5 is defined using the interpolated perimeter of the 'shear layer' from Table

7-5. On the other hand, points for label C-6 are defined using the equivalent diameter of a

round jet using the interpolated area from Table 7-5. In general, for each set of parameters

(i.e. labeled sets 'C-l' to 'C-6'), the Strouhal number trends varies by approximately 207o

in the Reynolds number range investigated. The differences in the magnitudes between

each labeled set are attributed to differences in defining the equivalent round jet diameter.

These Strouhal number trends are consistent with the trends measured earlier (See Figure

7-12) and also with the literature (Mi & Nathan,2000).

From the data examined, the closest comparison of the present jet with published data (for

mechanical precessing jets) is expected to be made at the flow convergence location

downstream from the FPJ exit plane. At the flow convergence location, the kidney-shaped

jet transforms into an almost circular jet (if viewed perpendicular to the local jet

centreline) by x'/D2=Q.58 as shown by the 0.5(v2+w2)tt2n* contours in Figure 7-14. Thus,

the approximation for a round jet at this location can be used to obtain the bulk flow

characteristics of the external precessing jet.

Data from Section 7.I for a Contraction Ch-L-CB configuration at Re¿=90,000 and

StF0.00l4 were used in these calculations. Note that this calculation uses parameters that

are different from the ones presented in Figure 7-13, Figure 7-16 andTable 7-5. The flow

convergence location on the nozzle centreline was at x'/Dz-O.53. The total velocity

components 1u2+w2¡L'2 *ere obtained in the r¡"t direction perpendicular to the x'¡"t

centreline of the jet (defined earlier as the mean line of zero vorticity of the emerging jet in

the x'-r plane). These velocity vectors, which are predominantly in the x'¡rt4irection, are

presented in Figure 7-15. Thus, the estimation of the jet diameter at the half maximum
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velocity bulk velocity is approximately d,on =33.3mm and the integrated bulk velocity

through this diameter is calculated as ub_ronu=33.4m1s. The associated Reynolds number,

Reronu=38,900 and the Strouhal number is Sfronu-0.007.

The centreline velocity of the present flow is compared with the MPJ results obtained

from Schneider (1996) who measured at Re¿--26,600 and È45o. Nobes (1997) presented

Mie-scattering results while Schneider (1996) reported on LDA velocity results. The

present centreline velocity results are compared with the axial velocity data of Schneider

(1996) on the centreline of the local jet directed in the È45o direction. From the flow

characteristics established in Section 7 .I for the FPJ, it is assumed that the mean flows are

substantially independent of Reynolds number (note that this is not the case for the r.m.s.

velocity terms). Thus, the mean flow-field at Re¿=25,600 and Re"on =33,900 are not

expected to differ too significantly. The difference in the exit angle for the present jet

(È37') compared with the MPJ (È45") is 8o, giving an angular difference of

approximately I87o relative to the MPJ angle. However, from the results of Nobes (L997),

who conducted Mie-scattering experiments on MPJ nozzles at varying exit angles, the

influence of exit angle on the flow field is not expected to be significant for the 8o change

in angle between the flow from the FPJ nozzle and the MPJ flow of Schneider (1996).

Figure 7-17 present the velocity decay in the near-field (within 2local jet diameters) for

the present jet, obtained using conditionally-averaged results. These are presented along

with the total velocity decay results, measured by LDA, from Schneider (1997). The

actual data points for the conditionally averaged results (open triangles) are shown

alongside a moving average over 1.3 local jet diameters (closed triangles). For

comparison, Schneider (1997) presented the phase-averaged maximum velocity along the

local centreline of the MPJ at Re¿=26,O00 for SIFO.O}} to 0.015 and È45o. Although the

differences between these results are attributed to totally different near-field flow

mechanisms for both jets, it is interesting to note the good agreement in the shape of the

velocity decay between the present measurements and that of Schneider (1997) for

StF0.015 at Re¿=26,600 compared with the present FPJ jet at Stron=g.gg7 u,

Re"oor=3g,999.
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7.2.7 Discussion

The impetus for defining an external Strouhal number for a fluidic precessing jet stems

from the unknown initial conditions that exist at the FPJ exit plane. Previous length-scale

definitions of Strouhal numbers were defined based on the nozzle geometric dimension

that provided the best collapse of Strouhal number data for a fixed parameter. The

velocity scales were either defined by the inlet jet or by an estimation of the jet

characteristics of an equivalent jet at the FPJ exit plane. Although some of these length

and velocity scales were adequate to show general parametric trends, they could not be

used to define an exit Strouhal number for the emerging jet. The present investigation has

attempted to define such an exit Strouhal number using direct information about the

emerging jet. Results from previous chapters and the assumption of weak Reynolds

number dependence of the flow-field allowed different physical length scales and velocity

scales of the local emerging jet to be obtained. These scales are presented as a ratio of the

inlet jet diameter and bulk velocity respectively.

From the present results, the definition of an appropriate Strouhal number, based on the

kidney-shaped exit foot-print and a corresponding bulk velocity, is incomplete since a

complete velocity field (that is, velocity component for three orthogonal directions) of the

region is not known. Partial estimation of the bulk exit velocity from the LDA-measured

phase-averaged mean axial velocity component somewhat underestimates the true velocity

magnitude (inclusive of the radial and tangential components) and will likely give a larger

exit Strouhal number than expected.

By shifting the frame of reference from the exit plane to a location at the flow

convergence location, a simpler Strouhal number definition is obtained. This method is

thought to be the best compared with other parameters defined at the FPJ exit plane. As

described in Chapter 6, the jet at such a location (at the flow convergence) approximates a

round jet leaving at a certain angle, Q relative to the nozzle axis. Also, this location

coincidently lies on the FPJ nozzle centreline, as does the MPJ nozzle exit. With such an

approximation, the diameter (based on the half width of the jet) and the bulk flow velocity

at that location can be easily obtained in future by simply using conditional PIV or other

planar laser diagnostic techniques.
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In Figure 7-I7,there is a good qualitative agreement in the axial velocity decay of the

present FPJ for S/rrnu=O.¡g'l at Reron =38,900 and the measurements of Schneider (1997)

for Slr0.0I5 at Re¿=26,60O for an MPJ. The length of the potential core for the present

FPJ was approximately 1.3 local jet diameters compared with a length of L.7 jet diameters

for the MPJ for St¿=0.015 at Re¿=26,600. However, a true comparison between the FPJ

and the MPJ flows is not possible at this juncture, since the initial conditions of the two

flows are completely different. That is, the MPJ has a well-defined initial condition,

whereas the present reference point for the FPJ flow occurs at a location where the inlet

flow converges, resulting in high turbulence levels and large measurement uncertainties.

Future work in this area may be warranted. Furthermore, the present exercise has shown

that there is no one way to fully characterise the emerging precessing jet.

Finally, the jet exit angle can also be accounted for by using an appropriate dimensionless

strain rate equation derived by Nobes (1997). This may allow the proposed exit Strouhal

number to be generalised to different types of fluidic precessing jets having the nozzle,lip

and centrebody configuration.
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Table 7-1: Summary of main conditions for the PIV experiments conducted in air for Re"rJ0K to 90K.

Reynolds Bulk
number Velocity

U6

m/s

Spatial resolution
(x', r, z)

mm

Calibration
constant
px/mm

Time delay
A1,w

Max. cenhe-
line out-of-
plane ratio

Grid
spacing

mm

30000

35000

39000

44000

49000

55000

62æ0
68000

75000

82000

90000

28.0

32.2

36.0
40.6

46.0

50.9

57.3

63.3

69.4

76.3

83.4

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80,1.80,1.5

1.80

1.80

1.80

r.80
1.80

1.80

1.80

1.80

1.80

1.80

1.80

8.88

8.88

8.88

8.88

8.88

8.88

8.88

8.88

8.88

8.88

8.88

12

t2
t2
t2
t2
t2
t2
t2
t2
l1
10

0.16

0.18

0.19

0.17

0.18

0.20

o.2r
o.2t
o.25

o.26

o.23

Table 7-22 Mean and standard deviation of Strouhal number variation for the PIV experiments
conducted in air for Re630K to 90K.

Rea .fr U¡ St(uuf,,d) St(ur,f",h) St(.f",D¡ur) St(uuf^R)
30000

35000

39000
¿14000

49000
55000
62000

68000

75000

82000

90000

0.0017

0.0018

0.0018

0.0016

0.0018

0.001ó

0.0017

0.0015

0.0015

0.0015

0.0014

0.0034
0.0037

0.0036
0.0032
0.0036
0.0032
0.0033

0.0030
0.0030
0.0030
0.0028

0.0086
0.0092
0.0089
0.0080
0.0089
0.0079
0.0083
0.0075
0.0075
0.0074
0.0070

0.0043
0.0046
0.0044
0.0040
0.0044
0.0040
0.0041

0.0038
0.0038
0.0037

0.0035

3.0

3.7

4.0
4,7

5.1

5.1

6.0
6.0
6.6

7.r
7.3

28.0
32.2

36.0
40.6

46.0

50.9
57.3

63.3

69.4

76.3

83.4

Mean
Stdev

0.0016

0.0001

0.09

0.0033

0.0003

0.09

0.0081

0.0007
0.09

0.0041

0.0004
0.09Stdev/Mean

Table 7-3: Criteria for conditionally selected PIV experiments. Note that a positive ¡¡ value refers to
the axial velocity flow away from the FPJ exit lip, while a positive y value refers to the radial flow
moving from left to right of the images presented on the r/R2 axis in Figure 7-8.

Criterion
No.

x'/D2 r/Rz lor r/Dz) u v

I 0.05-0.07 -0.78 (-0.39) >0 >0
2 0.56 0.01 (0.005) >0 >0
3 r.27 1.19 (0.60) >0 >0
4 0.05-0.07 0.52 0.261 <0
5 0.05-0.07 -0,27 Q.t4) <0
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Table 7-4: Summary of length scale parameters for exit Strouhal number calculations.

Method x'/Dz Area Peri-meter ÌVaist
width,
D"-"-,",

CenÍal
længth
D.

D"sA Deq,Pe¡ D¡

LDA-I 0.r'l 0.37N 7.29D" o.24D" l.59Dz 0.6tD, I.05D" 0.335D,

PIV-I 0.19 0.27 A1 2.53D2 0.27Da r.20D, 052D, 0.81D? 0.477 D2

PTV-2 0.50 0.314, 2.04Da 0.35D, 0.90D, 0.55D, 0.65D, 0.516 D,
PIV.3 0.58 0.344" 2.0'lD, 0.45D, 0.87D, 0.58D, 0.66D" 0.496D,
PIV-4

(intemolated)
o.54 O.325ir2 2.06D2 0.40D2 0.89D, o.57D2 0.655D2 0.335 D2

Table 7-5: Preliminary proposal of the FPJ exit Strouhal number for various length and velocity
scales for R¿d-90K. Precession frequency /, is defined as the mean peak frequency obtained from a
frequency spectrum. A and B are scaling coefficients for the Sf¿¡¡¡ eeuation (Eqn 7-5). d=15.79mm and
üó refers to the bulk inlet velocity. Stight discrepancy between LDA and PIV frequency and Reynolds
number is within experimentål error of less thanSVo.

c/N Tech-
nrque

Length scale Velocity scale Re=
udlv

A B fp
(Hz)

St"¡,1=

frAd sin4
(Bur)

Re"r¡¡=
AdBuo

v
Based on measurements near to the FPJ exit D

c-1 LDA Equivalent round jet
diameter based on

perimeter of 0.5u¡,*
LDA contour at

x'/D,4.17

Bulk inlet
velocity;

uo='l8.7mls

84,500 4.26 0.060 7.5 o.0644 21,6N

c-2 LDA Round jet diameter
based on equivalent

area of kidney shaped-
profile based on LDA
0.5u*,,* contour at

x'/D,4.17

Bulk inlet
velocity;

ua=78.7tttls

84,500 2.47 0.r8 '1.5 0.0124 37,600

c-3 LDA-
PIV

Equivalent roundjet
diameter based on
perimeter of 0.5

(v2+w2)l¿*,,* PIV
contou¡ aL x'/Dt{.l9

Bulk inlet
velocity;

uo=78.7rnls

84,500 3.28 0.10 7.5 0.0297 27,1ffi

c-4 LDA-
PIV

Round jet diameter
based on equivalent

area of kidney shaped-
profile of

1v2+ul¡r2r,.* PIV
contour at x7D,=0. l9

Bulk inlet
velocity;

ur18.7mls

84,500 2.tt 0.24 7.5 0.00794 42,800

Based on measurements at thé flow convergence location of the FPJ flow at x'/Dr4.54
c-5 PIV Equivalent round jet

diameter based on
perimeter of

(v2+ul)t'*,.* PIV
contow atx'/D¡4.54

Bulk inlet
velocity;

uæ83.4m1s

90,m0 2.65 o.49 7.3 0.0045 I17,000

c-ó PIV Round jet diameter
based on equivalent

area of kidney shaped-
profile based on

(v2+ul)r2r,,* PIV
conÌov atx'/D,4.54

Bulk inlet
velocity;

ur83.4mls

90,000 2.31 0.56 7.3 0.00343 116,m0
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Figure 7'1: Time-averaged PIV measurements of axial velocities on the centreline for Reynolds
numbers from 30,000 (30K) to 90,000 (90K). Axial velocities are non-dimensionalised by their
respective bulk inlet velocity (u¡) referred to in Table 7-l for each Re condition. The abscissa is
normalised with the exit lip diameter D2. For (a) the origins of the +0.1 upwards shifted ordinates for
Re<90K are indicated on the right axis, and for (b) all the graphs (including the mean and its upper
and lower 3 standard deviations(sd)) share the same axes.
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Figure 7-2:Time-averaged PIV measurements of axial r.rn.s. velocities (¿') on the centreline for
Reynolds numbers from 301000 (30K) to 901000 (90K). Axial ¿n.s. velocities are non'dimensionalised

lyi¡eir respective bulk inlet velocity (ra) referred to in Table 7-1 for each Re¿ condition. The abscissa

is normalised with the exit lip diameter D2. For (a) the origins of the upwards shifted (+0.1) ordinates

for Re690K are indicated on the right axis, and for (b) selected datapoints (including the mean r.nr.s.

values and the upper 3 standard deviations) sharing the same axes. Solid lines in a) are moving

averages of 10 datapoints for each Re condition.
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Figure 7-3: Normalised maximum time-averaged centreline axial mean velociJies (u.on/u¡) taken at
approximately x'/D2=[.Jt for Reynolds numbers from 301000 to 90,000. Shown also are the upper and
lower 3 standard deviations (*3 s.d.) from the corresponding mean values. Conditions as per Table
7 -1. u6 and z" refer to the bulk inlet velocity and the speed of sou nil at nl.p. respectively.
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Figure 7-42 l,ocations of the maximum time-averaged centreline mean and r.m.s. velocities for 30K<
Re¿ < 90K. Conditions as per Table 7-1. ü¡ and u, refer to the bulk inlet velocity and the speed of
sound at r.t,p. respectively.
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Figure 7-5: Normalised maximum time.averaged centreline axial r.rz.s. velocitiæ (u'^on/u¡) taken
between 0.4Ocx'/D2 < 0.56 for Reynolds numbers from Re¿=30r000 to 90,000. Conditions as per Table
7 -1. h and z, refer to the bulk inlet velocity and the speed of sound at r.t.p. respectively.
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Figure 7-6: Non-dimensionalised time-averaged (a) mean (u/u) anil (b) r.m.s. (u'/u) axial velocities in
the radial direction at x'/D2=0.1r 0.3, 0.55, 1.0 and 1.5 for Reynolds numbers 30K (closed circle) and
90K (open triangle) respectively. ,rö refers to the bulk inlet velocity. Radial locatlons on the absclssa
are normalised with FPJ exit lip R2, while the ordinates are shifted upwards by +0.2 relative to the
bottom-most graph lor x'/Dz=0.1.
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Chapter 8: Discussion, conclusions and future research

This chapter provides a final discussion, suÍìmary and conclusions of the main results

from Chapters 4 to 7, and gives some future directions for the research on naturally

precessing fluidic jets.

8.1 Discussion and conclusions

The present thesis investigates the internal and external flow-fields of a fluidic precessing

jet nozzle under isothermal conditions. The nozzle used in the investigation is similar to

one used as an industrial burner in a rotary cement kiln. Prior to the commencement of

this project, the knowledge of the fluidic precessing jet and its mechanism was limited.

More was known about what the flow does than how or why it does it.

This thesis describes a study that seeks primarily to learn, through flow measurements,

how the precessing jet behaves and why it does so. Previous attempts to measure the

unsteady, three-dimensional flow structure have met with limited success. The LDA and

PIV experiments reported in this thesis represent some of the first successful applications

of these techniques to the FPJ flow. The phase and phase-and-direction resolved

measurements also represent a significant advance in technique as applied to precessing jet

flows. Every stage in this work and every improvement in the experimental technique has

led to a significant advance in the understanding of the precessing jet flow. Five

objectives were presented in Chapter 2 andthese will now be discussed and concluded.

The first objective was to study the phase-averaged velocity flow-field of the internal

precessing jet for a Contraction Ch-L-CB configuration using a single-point LDA system

in conjunction with pressure signals from a total pressure probe as the phase reference.

The results of this investigation demonstrated that the phase-averaged internal precessing

jet shows similar centreline axial velocity decay to a free jet issuing into a uniform reverse

flow whose velocity is almost a third that of the jet exit velocity. The reattachment

position of the jet is approximately x,/d=5.3 (x/h=2.6). This value is longer than the
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theoretical value of an equivalent planar offset jet and only slightly longer than the

reattachment location reported for a Ch-L ¡ozzle with an expansion ratio of 6.43 (Nathan

et a1.,1998). This shortened reattachment location may be attributed to the presence of
the centrebody and a smaller expansion ratio than Nathan et aI.'s (1993) configuration.

The second objective was to investigate the effect of three types of axisymmetric inlet

conditions on the flowfield at the FPJ exit plane (x'/D2=Q.16 or x'/d=0.63) for nine FpJ

configurations. Nozzles having only a chamber or a chamber-lip configuration often

switch between an axial jet (AJ) mode and a precessing jet (PJ) mode. Those inlets that

favour asymmetric roll up of the initial shear layer (sharp-edged orifice plate) or have a

fully developed turbulent pipe profile (such as from a long pipe), cause jet precession to be

induced more easily than for a smooth contraction nozzle jet. The jet from the smooth

contraction inlet develops coherent axisymmetric vortex structures, which appear to bias

the flow towards the AJ mode. The introduction of a centrebody just behind the FPJ exit

lip increases the probability of the PJ mode. In such configurations, the orifice inlet

produces the greatest turbulence intensity, while the pipe inlet generates the lowest

turbulence intensity values. The spatial correlation field (of radial velocities measured at

two locations) obtained in the near-field of the inlet flow demonstrates that the structures

in the orifice jet are the least spatially correlated compared to the other types of jets. In
contrast, the other inlets show moderate degrees of spatial correlation in their near-field

structures. Although the Strouhal number of precession of the jet from the orifice is the

highest while that for the pipe is the lowest, these differences were demonstrated to be

relatively small for a Reynolds number greater than 100,000.

The third objective was to study the near-field structure (x'/D2<1.7) of the emerging FPJ

flow for the Contraction Ch-L-CB configuration, which provided a reliable precessing jet

with a commonly reported initial condition. Time-averaged measurements obtained by

LDA and PIV revealed limited information of the 'instantaneous' structure or

characteristics of the external precessing jet. An initial assessment of the PIV images by

the selection of the jet in a known orientation, either by manual means or by using a

computer, revealed more structural details and jet 'centreline' velocity characteristics of

the external jet. However, the results produced by these methods were averaged over two
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precession directions and so were unable to provide a complete description of the flow

structure.

The phase-averaged axial velocity LDA results obtained from three measurement planes

downstream from the FPJ exit plane at Re¿=84,500 and StF0.0015 revealed that the

phase-averaged jet's half velocity profile is initially kidney-shaped at x'/Dz-0.I6, and

converges to a near circular jet by x'/Dz-O.49. The axial velocity of the jet core also

increases to a maximum at x'/Dz-O.48. These measurements were also not precession-

direction-resolved so that the results are again averaged over both precession directions.

Furthermore, the location of the maximum axial velocity could not be reliably ascertained

due to a small number of measurement planes (3) and a relatively coarse step size

(o.3rDù.

Further measurements of the y-z-plane velocity components, obtained at Re¿=59,000 and

St¿,=0.0017 by a phase-averaged and precession-direction-resolved PIV technique, also

revealed a kidney-shaped 'footprint' at the O.5(v2+w2)1/2,** contour near to x'/Dz=O.!|.

Unlike the LDA measurements, which showed an almost symmetric kidney shape, the

phase-direction-resolved PIV results indicated an asymmetric kidney 'footprint' of the

emerging jet. Due to the increased number of measurement planes (11) and an improved

measurement resolution in the axial direction (0.08D2), the convergence to an almost

round jet was found to occur just before x'/Dz-0.58, rather than at x'/Dz=0.48.

Confirmation of this flow convergence location was also obtained by similar

measurements of the flow in the x'-r plane for the jet in various azimuthal locations.

The results show that the external flow structure is extremely complex. The axial vorticity

field at x'/Dz-O.I6 revealed, for the first time, the presence of at least three vortex pairs:

an inner pair originating from the foci on the downstream face of the centrebody

(CB vortex),

an outer pair, surrounding the inner CB vortex pair, that is most likely to originate

from the edge of the centrebody (Edge 1 vortex),

a

a a vortex pair that originates from the top surface of the exit lip (Edge 2 vortex), and
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a fourth vortex (Edge 3 vortex) is also deduced to be a-djacent to the top surface of
the exit lip. However, its trajectory could not be resolved.

O

Further investigation, using a surface flow visualisation technique on the downstream face

of the centrebody, suggested very strongly that each leg of the CB vortex pair originates

from one of two foci on the centrebody face, while the Edge 1 vortex pair rolls up from the

edge of the centrebody. The third vortex pair (Edge 2 vortex) has the same sign of
circulation as the Edge I vortex and appears to interact strongly with the Edge I vortex

pair, but further downstream. The Edge 2 vortex pair shows similar characteristics to the

horseshoe vortices identified in jets in crossflow. The trajectories of these three vortex

pairs have been determined and compared. By combining these observations and other

information from the literature, a schematic diagram of the flow field was constructed,

showing the main features of the external precessing jet. This is presented in Figure 6-35.

Based on the evidence from the internal (Chapter 4) and external flow (Chapter 6)

measurements, it is deduced that as the jet passes through the annular gap between the FPJ

chamber wall and the centrebody, the (postulated) driving vortex (see Section 4.5.6) would

cause high momentum fluid to be pushed towards the advancing side of the emerging jet.

This may further explain the asymmetry of the peak 1v2+w2¡tt2 component of the emerging

jet in Figure 6-l4a or more clearly in Figure 7-14a. Furthermore, by conservation of
angular momentum, the net circulation of the internal tlow and the external flow must be

zero, assuming perfectly axisymmetric initial conditions and geometry. Based on this

assumption, the axial vorticity within the chamber, mainly concentrated in the driving

vortex, and weakly diffused in the "trailing vortex" (Kelso, 2O0I), is postulated to be re-

organised in the external flow after passing through the annular gap. The details of the

interaction between vorticity emerging from the nozzle and the newly identified vortex

system will be a subject for future research.

The fourth objective investigated the effect of Reynolds number on the near-field

(x'/D24.5) FPJ flow into ambient air. The results for the Reynolds number experiment

show that the time-averaged FPJ flow is only slightly dependent on Reynolds number

between 30,000 and 90,000. For instance, the location of the maximum time-averaged

axial velocity (u,*,) varies only slightly from 0.50D2 to 0.55D2 for the Reynolds number
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range investigated. The mean and r.m.s. flow-fields are generally Reynolds number

independent for Re¿>55,000. Although the frequency of precession increases with

increasing Reynolds number, the Strouhal number, defined by the inlet diameter d, the

bulk inlet velocity uø and the precession frequency fp, shows weak Reynolds number

dependence. Differences in Strouhal numbers span up to -2OVo in the range of Reynolds

numbers investigated.

The final objective explored the development of new exit Strouhal numbers based on the

results obtained under the previous objectives. The new Strouhal numbers accounted for

the shape, frequency and characteristic velocity of the emerging jet. These parameters,

used to define the Strouhal number term, provide a more universal description of the

emerging precessing jet compared to previous methods which relied on data from the

nozzle inlet to describe the flow characteristics of the emerging jet. The investigation

found that the Strouhal number, Sf"rnr=9.997 at Re"onu=38,900 defined by the flow at the

flow convergence location (x'/D2=9.53¡, provides a reasonable comparison with a

mechanically rotating precessing jet at high Strouhal numbers (Sr¿-0.015) at Rer26,600.

However, due to the vast differences in the flow structure between the FPJ flow and the

MPJ flow, further comparison of other flow characteristics is limited.
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8.2 Future research

Important information regarding the internal flow field was obtained in the present work

using a phase-averaged LDA technique. Unfortunately, only the axial velocity component

could be measured, largely due to limited optical accessibility and lack of global seeding

in air. This avenue of research should be pursued using phase-averaged 3-component

LDA in an environment that eliminates seeding problems and also allows for excellent

optical accessibility into the interior of the nozzle chamber. A possibility might be to

conduct the experiment in water using micron-sized neutrally-buoyant tracers. In this

way, velocity bias associated with non-uniform seeding in air can largely be eliminated.

The primary advantage of using LDA over conventional PIV is the acquisition of time-

resolved velocity data, which will assist the investigator to trace the evolution of the flow

within the chamber. Water based experiments with PIV will be most beneficial if the

precession frequency is less than I7o of the data sampling rate of the PIV system. This

will allow time-resolved PIV measurements to be obtained, and the possibility of

observing 'instantaneous' precession direction change may be possible. Presently, Mr.

S.K. Iæe (School of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Adelaide) is conducting

experiments using phase-and-precession-direction-resolved PIV (designed based on the

concepts discussed in this thesis) in water for a family of low pressure-loss oscillating

triangular jet nozzles (see Lee et a1.,2001 for a description of these nozzles), similar to the

fluidic jetnozzle described in this thesis.

After an extensive literature review, very little information is available on a round

turbulent jet offset to a nearby wall and issuing into a counter-flowing stream. This model

has been identified to be important to the understanding of the internal working of the FPJ

nozzle and specifically, the interaction between the recirculating fluid just above the

reattached precessing jet. This study has implications for counter-flowing heat

exchangers, discharge of fluid past a step against a counter-flowing free-stream (such as in

discharge of effluent and sub-oceanic slurries), mixing chambers and jet exhausts.

Fundamental research in this area is currently undertaken by Ms. Rebecca Jones (School

of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Adelaide) who is examining the effect of a
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round jet issuing as a jet in crossflow onto a parallel wall. This will partly assist in the

understanding of the precession mechanism discussed in Section 4.5.6.

This thesis has presented 1 and 2-component in-plane velocity data in various cross-

sections of the flow using lC LDA and conventional PIV techniques. The out-of-plane

velocity components, resolved simultaneously with the in-plane components, are still

unknown at this stage and these need to be determined in future work using techniques

such as Stereo-PIV for the external flow and 3-C LDA for the internal flow. Although the

present work has established the possibility of measuring the flow for a given mode,

direction and phase by means of external sensors, the technique can be further optimised

to reduce the jitter, especially in the measurement of the phase of the flow. This would

involve a longer data sampling time for the experiments. Furthermore, future work can

examine the effect of sampling data over a range of precession frequencies for one flow

condition. Such work will add insight into the various frequency bands associated with

the FPJ, and not just at the peak precession frequency, and will shed further light on the

three-dimensional structure of the precessing flow.

The phase-and-precession direction-resolved PIV technique can be extended to examine

the precessing jet further downstream (x'/Dz>I.S). For such an experiment, a smaller

nozzle, which will give a higher precession frequency, can be used. The use of a smaller

nozzle may increase the rate of data sampling for this technique. If the same field of view

is maintained, a reduction in the nozzle size necessarily reduces the spatial resolution and

decreases the effective velocity bandwidth of the measurements. Alternatively, the same

sized nozzle can be used, but a relative translation of the field-of-view to various

downstream regions may be the solution to having a reasonable spatial and velocity

resolution.

Finally, the major types of vortices identified in this thesis can be further investigated

under combustion environment so that a better understanding of their role in reacting

flows can be obtained. In other words, future work should aim to find out the effect that

combustion has on these vortices. This work may shed further insight into the reduction

of NO* in fluidic precessing jet flames.
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Appendix A-1: Computer Algorithms

A-1-1: IC-LDA
courtesy

Mr/Dr. Victor Rodr¡gues & the academic staff of Cardiff University, Wales.

al m
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

Rewritten by Dr. Peter Vernon Lanspeary glgl2}Ol

N.B. LDA sampling bias ¡s not compensated for here.

All User settaþle constants are at the top.
Once this is debugged, you should not change

REM anything below the ==================== li¡g.
REM
REM phaspath$ = directory into which phase averages are wr¡tten
phaspath$ ='c:\chongy'

REM ldapath$ = dlrectory containing lda burstware date
REM ldapath$ = "v:\Temp\cwong\l 4afmc\*
REM ldapath$ = "c:\dataVda\"
ldapath$ = "h:LChong-2\Lda\datavdaþhase\sc-in\"

BEM filestem$ = stem or base of input & output file names
REM Femember to change z-dlstance...
DIM fllestem$(s)
lilestem$(1) = "isclu*
filestem$(2) ='isc2u"
filestem$(3) = "isc3un
filestem$(4) = "isc4u"
filestem$(5) = 

niscSu"

REM z = distance of plane relat¡ve to reference plane eg expansion face, mm
REM 24,0, 58.0, 84.0, 1f 1.2, 140.8
DIM z(5)
z(1)
z(21
z(3)
z(41
z(5)

=241
= 581

= 84!

= 111,2

= 1¿10.8

REM nowait% = do not wait for user to read results
nowaitTo = 1

REM mlnperd = minimum permitted cycle period
mlnperd = 40

REM maxperd = maximum permitted cycle period
maryerd = 200

REM nblns = number of phase bins
nbinso/o = 36

REM npositn = number of radial probe positions
npositn% = 20

REM probstep = step size in radial probe position

Probstep = 2

REM mabpc = maximum bursts per cycle recorded in probability density
maxbpc% = 500

FEM pdfsize% = number of bins in "bursts per cycle" PDF array
pdlslzøo/o =25

REM perpdfsizeTo = number of bins in period PDF array
perpdlsizeo/o =25
fll Jtl =================-==-===============================================
REM angle = phase angle of burst or central pahse angle of phase bin
REM artime = burst arrival time
REM avgsum(nbins%) = sum for calculating average
REM bpcycle% = number of bursts per cycle
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REM count"/o(nbins%¡ = counts number of bursts collected in each phase bin
REM fullfile$ = full file name of burstware data files
REM firstrig = time of first trigger in an event cycle
REM ibin% - phase bin counter
REM ipositn% = probe radial position number
REM lastrig = time of last trigger in an event cycle
REM nburstso/o = number of bursts (velocity samples) used
REM ncycleso/o = number of event cycles dotected
REM nskippedTo = number of skipped event cycles
REM period = period of the current event cycle
REM rate = data rate from burstware
REM rmssum(nbins%) = sum for calculating mean square
REM suffix$ = filename suffix for burstware data files
REM sumperd = total time contain¡ng detected events
REM valid$ = data validation rate from burstware
REMx=xpositionmm
REMy-ypositionmm
REM z = z pos¡tion relative to reference plane; eg expansion face

q$ = CHR$(34)

DIM avgsum(nbinso/d, countTo(nbinso/o), rmssum(nbins%)
DIM bpcpdf%(pdfsize%), perpdfo/.(perpdfsizeTol
TIMER ON
starüime = TIMER

REM
REM The outer loops step through the Z planes and the radial probe locations
BEM
FOR iplane% = 3 TO 5

REM #3 - phase average data for TECPLOT - no headers
REM #4 - log file
REM #5 - period pdf
REM #6 - bursts/cycle pdf

OPEN phaspath$ + filestem$(iplane%) + ".tpf" FOR OUTPUT AS #3
OPEN phaspath$ + filestem$(iplane%) + ".log" FOR OUTPUT AS #4
OPEN phaspath$ + filestem$(iplane%) + ".per" FOR OUTPUT AS #5
OPEN phaspath$ + filestem$(iplaneo/o) + ".bpc" FOR OUTPUT AS #6

PRINT #3, "# x(mm), y(mm), z(mm), phase-angle(deg), radius(mm)"
PRINT #3, "# no_of_samples, U-mean, U-rms"
PRINT #3, "VARIABLES= "; q$; "X"; q$; ","; q$; "Y"; q$; ","; q$; "2"; q$; ","; q$; "ANGLE"; q$; ","; q$; "R"; q$; ',"; q$; "N"; q$;
","; q$; "Umean"; q$; ","; q$; "Urms"; q$

FOR ipositno/o = 1 TO npositno/o

REM
REM build the name of the data f¡le and open two "channels" to it
REM Triggers are read from channel #2
REM Data is read from channel #1

sutf ix$ - LTRI M$(STR$(ipositn'/d)
cLs 2
LOCATE 1, 1

PR|NT "plane number"; iplane%; " radius number - "; suffix$
PRINT "z-plane(mm) = "; z(iplane%)
PRINT #4, "plane number"; iplane%; " radius number = "; suffix$
fullfile$ = ldapath$ + filestem$(iplaneo/o) + "." + suffix$
OPEN fullfile$ FOR INPUT AS #1

OPEN fullfile$ FOR INPUT AS #2
REM
REM get rid of the first f 3 lines, which contain only headings
REM line I and 9 are %validated and data rate given by burstware
REM

FORi%=1TO13
INPUT #1, dummy$
lF i/o = I THEN valid$ - dummy$
lF i% = 9 THEN rate$ = dummy$
INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT F/o

REM
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REM reset the mean & rms sums and sample counter
REM (once per probe position)
REM

FOR ibin% = 1 TO nbinso/o
avgsum(ib¡n%) = 0
rmssum(ibino/o) = 0
counP/o(ibin%) = 0
NEXT ibin%

FOR ibino/o = 1 TO pdfsize%
bpcpdP/o(ibin%) = 0
NEXT ibin%

FOR ibino/o = 1 TO perpdfsizeo/o
perpdf%(ibin%) = O

NEXT ibin%
REM
REM triggers are announced by data lines with negative arrival times
REM in these lines, only the -ve arrival is data, The rest ¡s junk
REM
REM leading trigger in a given cycle is firstrig
REM lrailing trigger in a given cycle is lastrig
REM

firstrig = g

lastrig = g

REM
REM search for lhe very first leading trigger
REM lf there isn't one, the program has nothing to do for this rad¡us
REM

trigtime = 1

DO UNTIL EOF(2)OR trigtime < 0
INPUT #2, iburst&, currdata, trantime, trigt¡me
LOOP

lF NOT EOF(2) AND trigtime < 0 THEN
lastrig = -trigtime

REM
REM main phase averaging loop
REM

nburstsTo = 0
ncyclesT" = 0
sumperd = 0
sumsqperd = 0!
prevdata = -18+12

REM
REM

DO UNTIL EOF(1)OR EOF(2)OR trigtime >= 0
start a new signal cycle

firstrig = lq5¡¡g

search for the next trigger,
which is the trailing trigger of the new cycle
lf there isn't on€, the calculate averages and print results

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

trigtime = 1

DO UNTIL EOF(2) OR trigrime < 0
REM error ¡nput past end of file

INPUT #2, iburst&, currdata, trantime, trigtime
LOOP

lF NOT EOF(2) AND tr¡gtime < 0 THEN
lastrig = -tri$ime

REM
REM Calculate period of this cycle
REM It it isn't acceptable, skip this cycle
REM Count the number of valid and skipped cycles

period = lastrig - firstrig
bpcycle% = 0

REM
REM
REM

accumulate the probability density of period

ibinTo = INT((period - minperd) / (maxperd - minperd) - perpdfsize%) + 1

LOCATE 10, 1

PRINT "period PDF: ibin,perpdfsize = ", ibin%, perpdfsize%
PRINT "period - "; period
lF ibin% >= 1 AND ibinTo <= perpdfsize% THEN

perpdf o/" 
( ibin o/o) 

= perpdF/o ( i bi no/o) + 1

REM
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REM

REM

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

REM
REM

REM

REM

REM
REM
REM
REM

ELSE
LOCATE 11,1
PRINT "cycle"; ncycles%; "period PDF bin "; ibin%; " out of range"
END IF

PRINT "firstrig,lastrig,period="; firstrig; lastrig; period
lF minperd < period AND period <= maxperd THEN

sumperd = sumperd + Period
sumsqperd = sumsQPerd + Period ^ 2
ncycleso/o = ncycleso/o + 1

LOCATE 3, 1

PR|NT "processing time = "; TIMER - starttime
LOCATE 4, 1

PRINT "processing cycle "; ncycleso/o
PRlNT "nskipped,ncycles"; nskipped%; ncycleso/o

lF prevdata + -1 E+12 THEN
PRINT "accumulating data from previous cycle, arrtime = "; prevtime
ibino/o = (prevtime - firstrig) / period * nbins + 1

bpcycle%=bpcycle%+1
avgsum(ibin%) = avgsum(ibin%) + prevdata
counto/o(ibino/d = count%(ibin%) + 1

rmssum (ibino/o) = rmssum(ibin%) + prevdata * prevdata
END IF

move along the data (by reading from channel #1)
if arrival time is negative, skip
if arrival time is before the leading trigger (it shouldn't be) skip
if anival time is after trailing trigger stop
if anival time is between tr¡ggers accumulate to phase average sums

prevdata = -1 E+l2
arrtime = 0
DO UNTIL EOF(I) OR ABs(arrtime + lastrig) < .001 OR arrtime > lastrig

INPUT #1, iburst&, currdata, trantime, arrtime
PR|NT "1sþT/aftlznd-T "; firstrig; arrtime; lastr¡g
PR|NT "burst velocity "; cundata

lFarrtime<0THEN
PRINT "got trigger"; arrtime

ELSEIF arrt¡me > lastrig THEN
prevtime = arrtime
prevdata = currdata
LOCATE 5, 1

PRINT'WARNING "; arrtime; " beyond last trig "; lastrig
ELSEIF arrtime >= firstr¡g THEN

angle = (arrt¡me - firstrig) / period
ibino/o = INT(angle * nbins% + 1)
lF¡b¡n%<1THEN

ibino/o = 1

END IF
lF ibin% > nbins% THEN

ibin% = nbins%
END IF

accumulate the sums and count the number of items in each phase "bin"
bPcYcleo/o = bpcycleo/o + 1

avgsum(ibin%) = avgsum(¡b¡n%) + cundata
count"/o(ibin%) = count"/o(ibin%) + 1

rmssum(ibino/o) = rmssum (ibino/o) + cu ndata ^ 2
END IF

LOOP

count the bursts and accumulate the probability density
of bursts per cycle

nbursts% = nburstso/o + bpcycleo/o
angle = bpcycle%
ibino/o = INT(angle' pdfsizeo/o / maxbpc%) + 1

LOCATE 6, 1

PR|NT "Bursts per cycle - "; bpcycle%
lF ibino/o >= 1 AND ibino/o <= pdfslze% THEN

bpcpdP/dibin%) = bpcpdP/dibino/ol + 1

ELSE
LOCATE 8, 1

PRINT "PDF bin "; ibin%; " out of rango"
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END IF
ELSE

LOCATE 9, 1

PRINT,'skipped period : ,,, period
nskipped% = nskippedyo + 1

END IF
END IF

REM end of main phase averaging loop
LOOP

REM This stuff is pr¡nted to screen and to log file4s LOCATE 12,1
PRlNT.validat¡on rate =,'; validg, ,'%.

PR|NT "data rate =,,, rate$
PRINT "number of valid cycles = "; ncycles%
PRINT "number of skipped cycles =',; nskipped%
PRINT "number of bursts (velocity samples) used = ',; nburstsTo
lFncycles%>0THEN

sumsqperd = sumsqperd - sumperd n2l ncycleso/o
lF sumsqperd <= 0! THEN

sumsqperd = 0!
END IF

PRINT "averaged period =',; sumperd / ncycles7o; ,,mS',

PB|NT "standard deviation of period = 
,,; SeR(sumsqperd / ncycles%); ,,rnS,,

PRINT "Írequenct = ". ncycles% / sumperd . i'000; ,'tiz,'
END IF

PRINT " "
lFnowait%=0THEN

INPUT "Press <ENTER>,,, dummyg
END IF

PRINT "x(mm), y(mm), z(mm), phase_angte(deg), radius(mm), no_ofsamples, U_mean, U_rms,,

PRINT #4, ,'validation rate = "; validg, "%"
PRINT #4, "data rate =,,, rate$
PRINT #4, "number of valid cycles = "; ncyclesTo
PRINT #4, "number of skipped cycles = ',; nskippedo/o
PRINT #4, "number of bursts (v€loc¡ty samfleé) used = "; nburstsTo
lFncycles%>0THEN

PRINT #4, / ncyctes%; "mS,'
PRINT #4, ',; Sôn(sumsqperd / ncycles%); .mS,,
pRtNT #4, perd . îOOO; "Hz"
END IF

PRINT #4, '"
REM
REM
REM

REM

REM
REM
REM

Calculate and print phase averages

FOR ibin% = 1 TO nbins%
angle = (ibin% - .5) / nbins% - 360

radius = probstep - (ipositn% - .l)
PR|NT "radius", radius

x = radius . COS(3.141S92 / 1801 - angle)
y = radius - SIN(3.141S92 / 1BO! 'angte)

This method of calculating higher order statistical moments
is not recommended because it has high round-off enor, but
we want the ms in a single pass of the data ...

lF counP/o(ibin%) > 0 THEN
Umean = avgsum(ibln%) / count%(ibin%)
Urms = rmssum(iÞin%) - avgsum(lbin%) n 2 / count%(ibin%)
lF Ums < 0! THEN

Urms = 0!
PRINT'WARNING.;-centred me€n square sum < 0.0 (rounding enor),,
PRINT #4, 'WARNING: centred moan square sum . ò.0 lrounîing áror).

ELSE
Ums = SeR(Ums / counto/o(ibino/d)
END IF

ELSE
PRINT "waming: BIN ,,; ibin%; "empty,,
Umean = 0
Urms = 0
END IF
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REM

REM
REM
REM

x(mm), y(mm), z(mm), phase-angle(deg), radius(mm), no-of-samples, U-mean, U-rms
PRINT x; y; z(iplane%); angle; radius; count%(ib¡n%); Umean; Urms
PRINT #3, x; y; z(iplane%); angle; radius; counP/o(ibin%); Umean; Urms
lF nowait% = 0 AND (ibino/o MOD 16) < 1 THEN

INPUT "Press <ENTER>", dummy$
END IF

NEXT ibin%
lFnowaito/o=0THEN

|NPUT "Press <ENTER>", dummy$
END IF

Calculate and pr¡nt Probability of bursts per cycle

PRINT "Probability density of bursts per cycle"
PRINT " bursts/cycle PDF"
PRINT #6, "Probabil¡ty density of bursts per cycle"
PRINT #6, " bursts/cycle PDF"
lFnbursts%=0THEN

PR|NT "Cannot calculate burstvcycle PDF - No bursts"
ELSE

sumbinsTo = 0
FOR ibino/o = 1 TO pdfsize%

lF sumbins% < ncycles% THEN
cycles = (ibin% - .5) * maxbpco/o I pdÍsize"/"
pdf = bpcpdfo/o(ibin%)
pdf = pdf * pdlsize%" I maxbpc% / ncycles%
PRINT cycles, pdf
PRINT #6, cycles, pdf
lF nowait% = 0 AND (ibin% MOD 16) < 1 THEN

lNPUT "Press <ENTER>", dummy$
END IF

sumbins% = sumbinsTo + bpcpdf%(ibin%)
END IF

NEXT ibin%
lFnowait%=0THEN

|NPUT "Press <ENTER>", dummy$
END IF

END IF

Calculate and print Probability density of period

PRINT "Probab¡lity density of period"
PBINT " period PDF"
PRINT #5, "Probability density of period"
PRINT #5, " period PDF"
lFncycles%=0THEN

PRINT "Cannot calculate period PDF - No cycles"
ELSE

SUîì = 0
sumbinsTo = 0
FOR ibin% = I TO pdfsize%

lF sumbins% < ncycles% THEN
period = (ibin% - .5) . (maxperd - minperd) lperpdlsizeV"
prdf = perpdP/o(ibin%) - perpdfsize% / (maxperd' minperd) / ncycles%
sum=SUm+Pdf
PRINT period; Pdf
PRINT #5, period; pdf
lF nowait% = 0 AND (ibin% MOD 16) < 1 THEN

INPUT "Press <ENTER>", dummy$
END IF

sumbins% = sumbinso/o + perpdf%(ibin%)
END IF

NEXT ibin%
PR|NT "checks¡,¡¡¡ = "; suÍì - (maxperd - minperd) lperydlsize"/o
lFnowait%=0THEN

|NPUT "Press <ENTER>", dummy$
END ]F

END IF
END IF

CLOSE #f
CLOSE #2
NEXT ipositn%

REM
REM
REM
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closE #3
cLosE #4
cLosE #5
CLOSE #6
PRlNT "End of Processing for file", filestemg(iplane%)
NEXT iplaneo/o
PR|NT "processing time = "; TIMER - starttime
|NPUT "Press <ENTER>", dummyg
END
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A-1-2= PIV odd filename convers¡on algor¡thm
REMrenamerawimagefilesstartingwithoddnumbered¡ma
REM convert ###.bmp to ###.¡ma and ###.imb for PlVView 1.7 to identify these image files
REM Written by Chong Yau WONG - 24 Mar 2001

path$ = "d:\chong\-1 8nov02\"
filetag$ = "co9"
REM "e" - last file number ###,eg 735
e=735
f=5
i=1
i=1
o='l
REM "o"=increment seed where 1=odd, o=even
CLS
DOWHILE i< f

OPEN path$ + filetag$ + ".bat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1

FORi=0TO9
PRINT#1,"ren"+filetag$+"_"+"00"+LTRIM$(STR$(| +o))+".bmp"+""+filetag$+"-"+"00"+

LTRIM$(sTR$(i)) + ".ima"
i=i+1
IFO=1ANDi=9THEN
PRINT#1, "ren " +filetag$ + LTRIM$(STR$(| +o)) + ".bmp" + " " +filetag$ + "-" + "00u +

LTRIM$(STR$O) + ".imb"
i=i+1
j=j+1
GOTO 20
ELSE GOTO 10
END IF

10 PBINT#1,"ren"+filetag$+"-"+"00"+LTRIM$(STR$(|+o))+".bmp"+""+filetag$
LTRIM$(STR$O) + ".imb"

j=¡+1
NEXT ¡

20 FOR i = ¡TO 19
lFi+o=19THEN
GOTO 40
END IF
PRINT#1, "ren " +filetag$ + LTRIM$(STR$(¡ +o)) + ".bmp" + " " +filetag$

LTRIM$(STR$(i)) + ".ima"
i=i+1
PRINT#1, "ren " +filetag$ + LTRIM$(STR$(| +o)) + ".bmp" + " " +filetâg$ +'-" + u00" +

LTRIM$(STR$O) + ".imb"
j=¡+ 1

NEXT i

40 FOR i= iTO 99
IFi+O=19THEN
PR¡NT"ren"+filetagg +LTRIM$(STR$(|+o))+".bmp"+""+filetag$+u-u+uOu+LTRIM$(STR$Ü))

+ ".ima"
PRINT#1, "ren " +filetag$ + LTRIM$(STR$(| +o)) + ".bmp" + " " +filetag$

LTRIM$(STR$(|)) + ".ima"
i=i+1
GOTO s0
END IF
PR¡NT"ren"+fitetagg +LTRIM$(STR$(|+o))+".bmp"+""+filetag$ +LTRIM$(STR$(|))

+ ".ima"

PRINT#1, "ren " +filetag$ + LTRIM$(STR$(| +o)) + ".bmp" + " " +filetag$
LTRIM$(STR$0)) + ".ima"

i=i+i
IFO=1ANDi=99THEN
PRINT"ren"+filetagg+"-"+LTRIM$(STR$(|+o))+".bmp"+""+filetag$ +LTRIM$(STR$Ü))+

imb

PRTNT#1,',ren,'+filetag$+"_"+LTRIM$(STR$(|+o))+".bmp"+""+filetag$+u-'+'0u+LTRIM$(STR$(j))+

i=i+1
j=j+1
GOTO 60
ELSE GOTO 50
END IF

imb
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50
+"

PR|NT"ren"+filetag$ +LTRtMg(STRg(i+o))+',.bmp"+,,"+fiteragg+u_u+uou+LTR|M$(STR$(¡))

PRINT#f , "ren " +filetagg + LTRIM$(STRg(| +o)) +..bmp" + ",'+fitetagg
LTR|M$(STR$O) + ".tmb"j=j+i

NEXT i

60 FORi=iTO199
lFi+o=199THEN
GOTO 70
END IF

'.ima"
PRINT"ren"+filerag$+',_',+LTR|M$(STR$(i+o))+".bmp.+"',+fitetagg +lrntM$(sTR$0))+

rma
PRINT#1,'ren"+filetag$+"_"+LTR|M$(STR$(|+o))+',.bmp,,+""+fiteragg+u_u+uOu+lrntM$(STR$0))+

i=i+1

imb
PR|NT"ren"+filetag$+"_"+LTR|Mg(STR$(|+o))+,,.bmp,,+,',,+fitetagg+'_.+,'0',+lfRtMg(STR$ü))+

PRINT#f,"ren"+filetag$+"_"+LTR|Mg(STR$(i+o))+".bmp"+,',,+fitetagg+'_"+"0,,+lfRlM$(STR$ü))+
".imb"

j=j+i
NEXT ¡

70 FORi=iTOe
lFi+o=eTHEN
GOTO 80
END IF
PR|NT"ren"+filetagg+'_"+LTRIM$(STR$(|+o))+',.bmp,,+,,,'+fitetagg+,,_"+LTR|M$(STR$(¡))+,'.ima',

PRINT#1,"ren"+fitetagg+'_"+LTR|M$(STR$(¡+o))+,,.bmp,'+,"'+fitetagg+,,_,,+LTR|Mg(STR$(¡))+..ima"
i=i+1
PR|NT"ren"+filetag$+"_"+LTR|Mg(STR$(|+o))+".bmp"+',',+fitetagg+,,_',+LTRIMg(STR$0))+,'.imb"

PRINT#f,"ren"+filetagg+'-"+LTRtM$(srR$(i+o))+".bmp"+""+fitetagg+"_"+LTRtMg(srR$(¡))+".imb"
j=j+1

NEXT i

FOR i = 1000 TO 1999

mb

BEM
REM
".ima"
REM
REM
".imb"
REM
REM

PRINT#1,"ren"+flletagg+'_"+LTRtM$(STR$(irc))+,,.bmp.+',,,+fiteragg+,,_,'+LTR|M$(STR$(¡))+

i=i+1
PRINT#1,"ren"+filetagg+"_"+LTRlMg(STR$(i{o))+..bmp.+,",+fitetagg+"_"+LTR|M$(STR$(¡))+

j=j+1
NEXT i

80 closE #1
LOOP
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A-1-3: PIV even filename convers¡on al
rename raw image files evgn pair

REM convert ###.bmp to ###.ima and ###.imb
REM Written by Chong Yau WONG - 24 March 2001

path$ = "d:\chong\-1 8nov02\"
filetag$ = "co9"
f=5
i=0
j=0
CLS
DO WHILE ¡< 

'OPEN path$ + filetag$ + ".bat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1

FORi=0TO9
PRINT#1 ,"ren"+filetag$+"-"+"00u+LTRIM$(STR$(|)) +".bmp"+""+filetag$+"-"+"00"+

LTRIM$(STR$û)) + ".ima"
i=i+1
PRINT#1 ,"ren"+filetag$+"-"+"00"+LTRIM$(STR$(|)) +"'bmp"+""+filetag$+"-u+"00"+

LTRIM$(STR$O) + ".imb"
j=j+i

NEXT i

FOR i= 10 TO 19
PRTNT#1,"ren"+filetag$+u-u+uOu+LTRIM$(STR$(|))+".bmp"+""+filetag$ +LTRIM$(STR$(|))

+ ".ima"
i=i+1
PRTNT#t,"ren"+filetagg +LTRIM$(STR$(|))+".bmp"+""+filetag$+"-"+"00"+LTRIM$(STR$Ü))

+ ".imb"
j=j+i

NEXT ¡

FORi=20TO99
PRINT#1, "ren " +filetag$ + LTRIM$(STR$(¡))+ ".bmp" + " " +filetag$ + LTRIM$(STR$(|))

+ ".ima"
i=i+1
PRTNT#1,"ren"+filetagg +LTRIM$(STR$(I))+".bmp"+""+filetag$+u-u+uOu+LTRIM$(STR$(|))

+ ".imb"
,¡ =j+1

NEXT i

FOR i = 100 TO 199
PRINT#1,"ren"+filetag$+"-"+LTRIM$(STR$(D)+".bmp"+""+filetag$+u-"+"0"+LTRIM$(STR$(|))+

".ima"
i=i+1
PRTNT#1,"ren"+filetag$+"-"+LTRIM$(STB$(|))+".bmp"+""+filetag$ +LTRIM$(STR$(|))+

".imb"
¡=j+1

NEXT ¡

FOR i = 200 TO 735
PRTNT#1,"ren"+filetag$+"-"+LTRIM$(STR$(D)+".bmp"+""+filetag$+"-"+LTRIM$(STR$Ü))+".ima"
i=i+1
pRtNT#1,"ren"+filetag$+"-"+LTRIM$(STR$(D)+".bmp"+""+filetag$+"-"+LTRIM$(STR$(¡))+".imb"
¡=¡+l

NEXT ¡

cLosE #1
LOOP
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A-1-4: PIV data post
Coherence test of I point relat¡ve

algorithm
po¡nt in the whole field

processing
every other

REM Written by Chong Yau WONG
REM 13 May 2003

REM filepath$= dir lrom which algorithm will acquire data
REM resultpath$=dir to which data will be stored
REM filepath$ = "c:\qbasic\"
f ilepath$ = "e:Þiv\timeave\jet_pipeÞoom\jet_pipeþrocess\"
resultpath$ = "c:\qbasic\"

REM filestem$= stem of input & output lilenames
filestem$ ='pi"

OPEN resultpath$ + filestem$ + ".coh" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, "variables=xl ,y1 ,coherence'
REM ############## to¡ polnts before rel point one ############################
REM n=number of liles to calculate 2-point correlation min=4 max=699
N=698
lastpoint = 2860
s%=10

REM dum=number of dummy lines to ignore
REM first point in ¡d minus I
adum = 5490
FOR dum = 10 TO adum STEP s%
REM f irstpoint=f irst point
REM secondpoint=second point; sscond point in xl-first point xl
REM number of even samples bet 100 and ô98
lirstpoint = 1

secondpoint = (adum + firstpoint) - (dum + firstpoint)

REM ############# calculate average ##########################################
countave = 0

uavel = 0
uave2 = 0
uavell =0
uave2l = 0
cLs
PRINT secondpoint
lF N < l0THEN nl = N ELSE n1 = 9
lF secondpolnt = 0 GOTO 300
REM for files 001 to 009
FOR ifile% = 2 TO nl STEP 2

'-00" + LTRIM$(STR$(ifile%)) + "-2.dat"
+ LTRIM$(STR$(ifile%)) + "-2.dat" FOR TNPUT AS #2
ntain only headings

REM line g ls zone infomation
FOR¡%=lTOdum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
lF i% = dum - 1 THEN varlable$ = dummy$
lF l% = dum THEN zone$ = dummy$
NEXT iol"

REM PRINT variable$
REM PRINT zone$
utotl = 0
utot2 = 0
countl =0
count2 = 0
lolo = 0
FOR i% = 1 TO lirstpoint

INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
FEM lF iolo = firstpoint THEN PRINT x, y, u, v
Countl =cÐuntl + 1

utotl =(utot1 +u)
NEXT ¡%

uavel1 = utotl /countl
FOR ¡% = 1 TO secondpoint - I
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REM PRINT secondpoint
LINE INPUT #2, dummy$

NEXT i%
FOR F/o = secondpo¡nt TO secondpoint

INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstra¡n
REM lF ¡7o = secondpoint THEN PRINT x, y, u, v
count2=count2+1
utot2=(utot2+u)
NEXT i%

uave2l =utot2/count2
CLOSE #2

countave=countave+1
uavel =uave11 +uavel
uave2=uave21 +uave2
NEXT ifile%
PRINT countave

tF N < 10 GOTO 100
lF N < 100THEN nl = N ELSE n1 = 99
REM for files 010 to 099
FOR ifile% = 10 TO nl STEP 2

OPEN filepath$ + filestem$ + "-0" + LTRIM$(STR$(ifile%)) + "-2.dat" FOR INPUT AS #2
FOR i% = 1 TO dum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
lF iolo = dum - 1 THEN variable$ = dummy$
lF iolo = dum THEN zone$ = dummy$
NEXT i%

REM PRINT variable$
REM PRINT zone$
utotl = 0
utot2 = 0
countl = 0
Courìt2 = 0
io/o = O

FOR i% = I TO firstpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
countl=countl+1
utofl=(utot1+u)
NEXT ¡%

uâvol1 = utotl /countl
FOR F/. = 1 TO secondpo¡nt - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%

FOR ¡% = secondpoint TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
count2=count2+f
utot2=(utot2+u)
NEXT ¡%

uêv921 = utot2/count2
CLOSE #2

countave=countave+1
uâV91 =uave11 +uavel
uave2=uave2l +uave2
NEXT ifile%
PRINT countave

tF N < 100 GOTO 100
REM for llles 100 to N where max N is 999
FOR lfile% = 100 TO N STEP 2

REM lF ilile% = 350 THEN GOTO 90
OPEN filepath$ + filestem$ + "-" + LTRIM$(STR$(ifile%)) + "-2.dat" FOR INPUT AS #2
REM PRINT ifileo/o
FOR F/o = 1 TO dum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
lF i% = dum - I THEN variable$ = dummy$
lF lolo = dum THEN zone$ - dummy$
NEXT F/o

REM PRINT variable$
REM PRINT zone$
utotl = 0
utot2 = 0
coufìtl = 0
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count2 = 0
io/o = O
FOR ¡% = 1 TO firstpoint

INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
countl=countl+l
utotl=(utoti+u)
NEXT iol.

uave1l = utotl /countl
FOR i% = I TO secondpoint - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummyg
NEXT i%

FOR iolo = secondpoint TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
clunt2=count2+1
utot2=(utot2+u)
NEXT ¡olo

uâvo21 = utot2/count2
CLOSE #2

countave=countave+1
uavel =uavell +uave1
uâvo2=Uave2l +Uave2
90 NEXT ifileo/o

ÞÞlhlT ¡n¡ ¡n+ava

100 uavel = uavel /countave
uâV92=UaVe2/COUntaVe

REM ############## Calc r.m.s #################################################
urmsl = 0
UfíìS2 = 0
urmsl l = 0
urms2l = 0
uprodl = 0
uprod2 = 0
uproduct = 0
rmscount = 0
i/o =O
n2=0
REM for file numbers 000 to 009
lF N < f0THEN n1 = N ELSE n1 = 9
FOR ifile% = 2 TO nl STEP 2

OPEN filepath$ + filestem$ + LTRIM$(STRg(ifite%)) + "-2.dat', FOR tNpUT AS #2

FORi%=lTOdum
LINE INPUT #2, dummyg
NEXT ¡%

FOR i% = 1 TO firstpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
ufiìslI = (u - uavel)* (u - uavel)+ urmsl 1

uprodl=u-uavel
LETxi =x
LETYI =Y

NEXT iolo

REM PRINT "x", x, y
REM PRINT'x1", xl, yl

FOR l% = 1 TO secondpo¡nt - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%

FOR ¡% = secondpo¡nt TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
unns2l = (u - uave2) * (u - uave2) + urms21
uprod2=u-uave2
NEXT i%

cLosE #2
rmSCOUnt=rmsoount+1
uproductl = upfodl 'uprod2
uproduct = uproductl + uproduct

NEXT illle%
PFINT mscount
PRINT x1, yl
lF N < 10 GOTO 200
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lF N < 100 THEN nl = N ELSE n1 = 99
REM for file numbers 010 to 099
FOR ifile% = 10 TO n1 STEP 2

OPEN filepath$ + filestem$ + "-0" + LTRIM$(STR$(ifile'/d) + "-2.dat" FOR INPUT AS #2
FOR i% = 1 TO dum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%

FOR i% = 'l TO firstpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
urmsl 1 = (u - uavel)* (u - uave'l)+ urmsl 1

uprodl=u-uave1
NEXT i%

FOR ¡% = 1 TO secondpoint - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%

FOR i% = secondpo¡nt TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
urms21 = (u - uave2)' (u - uave2) + urms21
uprod2=u-uave2
NEXT F/o

closE #2
rmscount=mSCOUnt+1
uproductl = uprod'l . uprod2
uproduct = uproductl + uproduct

NEXT ifileo/o
PRINT rmscount

tF N < 100 GOTO 200
REM for lile numbers 100 to N

FOR ifile% = '100 TO N STEP 2
REM PR|NT "ms files", ifile%
REM lF ilile%"= 350 THEN GOTO 190
OPEN filepath$ + filestem$ + "-" + LTRIM$1STR$(ifile%)) + "-2.dat" FOR INPUT AS #2
FOR i% = 1 TO dum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT F/o

FOR i% = 1 TO firstpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
ufiìsl1 = (u - uavel) * (u - uavel) + urms11
uprodl=u-uavel
NEXT F/o

FOR i% = I TO secondpoint - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT F/o

FOR i% = s€condpoint TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
unos2l = (u - uave2)' (u - uave2) + urms21
uprod2=u-uave2
NEXT ¡%

CLOSE #2
rmscount=rmscount+1
uproductl = uprodl * uprod2
uproduct = uproductl + uproduct

190 NEXT ifile%
PRINT rmscount

200 urmsl 1 = SQR(urmsl 1 / rmscount)
urms2l = SQR(urms21 / rmscount)
coherence = (uproduct / mscount) / (ums21 ' urmsl 1)

PRINT secondpoint + (dum + firstpoint)
REM PRINT "N=", mscount, "uavel=", uavel , "uave2="; uave2, "urmsl =", urmsl 1 , "u¡ms2=", ums2l , "coherence=",
coherencg
REM PRINT #1 , "N=", "uave1=", "uave2=", "urms1=", "urms2=", "coherence="
REM PRINT #1, mscount, uavel, uave2, urmsl 1, urms21, coherence

PRINT #1, xl; yl; coherence
300 lF secondpoint = 0 THEN PRINT #'l , x1, yl, "1"
NEXT dum

REM #############calc for points after reference point #########################
REM ############*##############################################*################
PR|NT "dum", dum
PRlNT "adum", adum
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LET dum = adum
LET firstpoint = I
FOR secondpoint = I TO lastpoint STEP s%

REM ############# calculate average ###########################################
countave = 0

uavel = 0
uav€2 = 0
uavel f = 0
uave2l = 0
CLS
PRINT secondpoint
lF N < 10THEN nl = N ELSE n1 = 9
lF secondpoint = 0 GOTO 3000
REM for files 001 to 009
FOR ifileo/o = 2 TO n1 STEP 2

RE estemg + "_00" + LTRtMg(STRg(ifite%)) +,,-2.dar"OP $ + "_00" + LTRIM$(STRg(ifite%)) +,'-2.dar,, FOR tNpUT AS #2RE which contain only headings
REM line 8 is variable names
REM line 9 is zone information
trrìÞ ¡ol- - I Tr.ì â¡ ¡m

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
lF l% = dum - 1 THEN variable$ = dummy$
lF i% = dum THEN zoneg = dummy$
NEXT ¡olo

REM PRINT variable$
REM PRINT zone$
utotl = 0
utot2 = 0
countl = 0
coufìt2 = 0
io/o = 0
FOR i% = 1 TO firstpoint

INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
REM lF i% = firstpoint THEN PRTNT x, y, u, v
countl =countl + 1

utotl=(utotl+u)
NEXT F/o

uâvel1 = utotl /countl
FOR i% = 1 TO secondpoint - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummyg
NEXT i%

FOR ¡% = secondpoint TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
REM lF iolo = secorìdpoint THEN PRINT x, y, u, v
Gouît2=count2+1
utoü2=(utot2+u)
NEXT i%

uâvo21 = utot2/count2
CLOSE #2

countave=countavg+1
Uâv91 =uavel1 +uave1
UâVg2=UaVe21 +uave2
NEXT lfile%
PRINT countave

lF N < 10 GOTO 1000
lF N < 100THEN nl = N ELSE nl = 99
REM for files 010 to 099
FOR ifile% = l0 TO nl STEP 2

OPEN lllepath$ + filestem$ + "_0" + LTRIM$(STB$(ifile'/d) + "-2.dat" FOR TNPUT AS #2
FOR i% = 1 TO dum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
lF lolo = dum - I THEN variableg = dummy$
lF lolo = dum THEN zoneg = dummy$
NEXT i%

REM PRINT variable$
REM PRINT zone$
utotf = Q
utot2 = 0
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countl = 0
count2 = 0
io/o = O
FOR ¡% = 1 TO firstpoint

INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstra¡n
countl=countl+1
utotl=(utot1+u)
NEXT i%

uavel1 = utotl /countl
FOR F/o = 1 TO secondpoint - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%

FOR iolo = secondpoint TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
count2=count2+1
utot2=(utot2+u)
NEXT i%

uave21 = utot2/count2
CLOSE #2

countave=countave+1
uavel =uave1l +uave1
uave2=uave2l +uave2
NEXT ifileo/.
PRINT countave

tF N < 100 GOTO 1000
REM for files 100 to N where max N is 999
FOR ifile% = 100 TO N STEP 2

BEM lF ililez" = 350 THEN GOTO 900
OPEN filepath$ + filestem$ + "-" + LTRIM$(STR$(ifile%)) + "-2.dat" FOR INPUT AS #2
REM PRINT ifileo/o
FOR i% = 1 TO dum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
lF iolo = dum - 1 THEN variable$ = dummy$
lF iolo = dum THEN zone$ = dummy$
NEXT i%

REM PRINT variable$
REM PRINT zone$
utotl = 0
utot2 = 0
countl = 0
Coufìt2 = 0
iolo = 0
FOR i% = 1 TO firstpoint

INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
Couîtl=countl+1
utotl=(utotl+u)
NEXT i%

uav€l1=utot'l /countl
FOR F/o = I TO secondpoint - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%

FOR ¡% = secondpoint TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
count2=count2+1
utotiz=(utot2+u)
NEXT i%

uâv€21 =utot2/count2
CLOSE #2

countave=countave+1
uavel =uave11 +uavel
uave2=uave21 +uave2
900 NEXT lfileo/o

PRINT countave

1000 uavel = uâV91 /countave
uave2=uave2/countave

REM ############## Calc r.m.s #*###############*###############################
UrmSl = 0
urms2 = 0
urmsl 1 = 0
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urms21 = 0
uprodl = 0
uprod2 = 0
uproduct = 0
rmse¡unt = 0
lo/o =O
n2=O
REM for file numbers 000 to 009
lF N < 10THEN n1 = N ELSE n1 = 9
FOR lflle% = 2 TO nl STEP 2

OPEN filepath$ + filestemg +'_00" + LTRtMg(STRg(ifile%)) + ,,-2.dat" FOR tNpUT AS #2

FOR i% = 1 TO dum
LINE INPUT #2, dummyg
NEXT ¡%

FOR ¡% = I TO firstpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstra¡n
ullrSl1 = (u - uavel) * (u - uavel) + urmsjl
uprodl=u-uavel
NEXT ¡%

FOR i% = 1 TO secondpoint - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummyg
NEXT iolo

FOR ¡% = secondpoint TO secondpoini
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
urils21 = (u - uave2) * (u - uave2) + urms21
uprod2=u-uave2
LETxI =x
LETYl =Y
REM PR|NT "x", x, y
REM PRINT "xl", xl, yl
NEXT ¡%

CLOSE #2
mscount=mscount+l
uproductl = uprodl * uprod2
uproduct= uproductl + uproduct

NEXT ifileo/o

PRINT rmscount
PRINT x1, y1

lF N < 10 GOTO 2000
lF N < 100 THEN n1 = N ELSE nl = 99
REM for file numbers 010 to 099
FOR ifile% = 10 TO n1 STEP 2

oPEN fileparh$ +fitestem$ + "_0" + LTRTM$(sTRg(ifite%)) +,'-2.dat,'FoR tNpuT As #2
FOR¡%=lTOdum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT ¡olo

FOR l% = 1 TO firstpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, llag, mag, vort, shear, nstra¡n
urrrsl 1 = (u - uavel) * (u - uavel) + urmsl 1

uprodl=u-uavel
NEXT i%

FOR i% = 1 TO secondpoint - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummyg
NEXT F/O

FOR l% = secondpoint TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
urms2l = (u - uave2) '(u - uave2) + urms21
uprod2=u-uave2
NEXT ¡%

CLOSE #2
fmSCOUnt=mSCOunt+l
uproductl = uprodl 'uprod2
uproduct = uproductl + uproduct

NEXT ifile%
PRINT rmscount

tF N < 100 GOTO 2000
FEM forlile numberc 100 to N
FOR lfileo/o = 100 TO N STEP 2

REM PRINT "ms flles", ifile%
REM lF ilileo/o= 350 THEN GOTO 1900
OPEN fllepath$ + filestem$ +'_. + LTRIM$(STR$(ifile%)) + "-2.dat" FOB INPUT AS #2
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FOR iolo = 1 TO dum
LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%

FOR i% = 1 TO firstpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstra¡n
ums11 = (u - uavel) * (u - uave'l) + ums11
uprodl=u-uave1
NEXT i%

FOR ¡% = 1 TO secondpoint - 1

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%

FOR i% = secondpoint TO secondpoint
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
urms21 = (u - uave2) * (u - uave2) + urms2l
uprod2=u-uave2
NEXT i%

CLOSE #2
rmscount=mscount+1
uproductl = uprodl - uprod2
uproduct = uproductl + uProduct

1900 NEXT ifileo/.
PRINT mscount

2000 urmsl 1 = SQR(urmsl 1 / rmscount)
urms21 = SQR(ums21 / rmscount)
coherence = (uproduct / rmscount) / (urms21 - urmsl 1)
PRINT secondpoint + (dum + firstpoint)
REM PRINT "Ñ=", rmscount, "uave1=", uavel , "uave2="; uave2, "urmsl=", urmsl 1 , "urms2=", urms2l, "coherence=",
coherence
REM PRINT #1 , "N=", "uave1=", "uave2=", "urms1=", "urms2=", "coherence="
REM PRINT #1, rmscount, uavel , uave2, urmsl 1, urms2l, coherence

PRINT #1, x1; y1; coherence
3000 lF secondpoint = 0 THEN PRINT #1, x1, yl, "1"
NEXT secondpoint
CLOSE #1
END
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A-1-5: PIV data post-process¡ng algorithm
Computer-selected conditional averaging:

s¡ data extraction al for criteria 1 to 3
Yau

REM 5 June 2003
REM revision 0

REM lilepath$= dir from which algorithm will acquire data
REM resultpath$=dlr to which data will be stored
REM filepath$ = "c:\qbasic\"
filepath$ = "e:bhonghovl 1\re22þrocess\"
resultpath$ = "c:\qbasic\re-cond\"

REM filestem$= stem of input & output filenames
filestem$ ="te22u

REM Note that u=radial velocity and v=axial veloc¡ty in plVView datafile

OPEN resultpath$ + filestem$ + "ptl.pha" FOR OUTPUT AS #'t
OPEN resultpath$ + fllestem$ + "ptl.phb' FOR OUTPUT AS #3
PRINT #1, "variables=x1,y1,u(axial),v(rad),mag"
REM #######################Start of main program##### #########################
REM n=number of files to calculate
N=350
REM dum=number of dummy l¡nes to ignore in excel-l
dummy=89-1

CLS

lF N < l0THEN n1 = N ELSE nl = 9
REM for files 001 to 009
dum = dummy
FOB ifileo/. = 1 TO nl

PRINT fllepath$ + filestem$ + "_00" + LTRIM$(STRg(iflle%)) + ".dat"
OPEN fllepath$ + filestem$ + "_00u + LTRIMg(STRg(ifite./.)) +,,.dat,, FOR tNpUT AS #2
FOR F/o = 1 TO dum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT iol"

INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
lFv>0THEN

lFu>0THEN
PRINT #1, x, y, v, u, mag
pRtNT #s, LTR|Mg(STRg(¡f ite%))
END IF

END IF
closE #2

NEXT lfile%

tF N < 10 coTo 100
¡F N < 100 THEN nl = N ELSE n1 = 99
REM for liles 010 to 099
dum = dummy
FOR illle% = 10 TO n1

PRINT fllepath$ + filestem$ + "_0" + LTRIM$(STR$(ifile%)) + ".dat"
OPEN lilepath$ + f¡lestem$ + n_0" + LTRIM$(STR$(ifileo/o)) + ".dat" FOR INPUT AS #2

FORi%=lTOdum
LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT lolo

INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
lFv>0THEN

lFu>0THEN
PRINT #1, x, y, v, u, mag
pRtNT #s, LTRtMg(STRg(ifite%))
END IF

END IF

CLOSE #2
NEXT ifileo/o

tF N < 100 GOTO 100
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REM for files 100 to N where max N is 999
dum = dummy
FOR ifile% = 100 TO N

PRINT filepath$ + filestem$ + "-" + LTRIM$(STR$(¡file%)) + ".dat"
OPEN fllepath$ +fllestem$ + "-" + LTRIM$(STR$(lflle%)) + ".dat" FOR INPUT AS #2
REM PRINT ifile%
FORi%=lTOdum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT ¡%
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, llag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
lFv>0THEN

lFu>0THEN
PRINT #1, x, y, v, u, mag
PBINT #3, LTRIM$(STR$(¡Í ile%))
END IF

END IF
CLOSE #2

90 NEXT ifileo/o

100 cLosE #1

CLOSE #3
PRINT x, y
END
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A-1-6: PIV data post-process¡ng algorithm
Computer-selected co

Single point data extraction
nditional averaging:
algorithm for criteria 4 & 5

REM Written by Chong Yau WONG
REM 5 June 2003

REM filename: FPJCONDS.bas
REM filepath$= dir from which algorithm w¡ll acquire data
REM resultpath$=dir to which data will be stored
REM filepath$ = "c:\qbasic\"
fllepath$ = "e:bhong\nov1 1 \re22þrocess\"
resultpath$ = "c:\qbasic\re_cond\"

FEM filestem$= stem of input & output filenames
lilestem$

REM Note that u=radial v€locity and v=axial velocity in plVView datafile

OPEN resulþath$ + filestem$ + "pt4.pha" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
OPEN resultpath$ + filestem$ + "pt4.phb" FOR OUTPUT AS #g
PRINT #1, ,mag'
REM #### maln program##############################
REM n=nu
N=350
REM dum=number of dummy lines to ignore in excel-l
dummy=112-1

cLs

lF N < l0THEN n'l = N ELSE n1 = 9
REM for files 001 to 009
dum = dummy
FOR ifile% = 1 TO n1

PRINT fllepath$ + filestem$ +'_00" + LTRtMg(STRg(¡fite%)) +',.dat',
oPEN filepath$ + filestem$ +'_00" + LTRTM$(sTR$(ifite%)) + ".dat,' FoR tNpuT AS #2
FORi%=lTOdum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT iol"

INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
lFv<0THEN

'lFu>0THEN
PRINT #1, x, y, v, u, mag
PRINT #3, LTRtMg(STRg(if ite./"))
.END IF

END IF
CLOSE #2

NEXT lflleo/o

lF N < 10 GOTO 100
lF N < '100 THEN n1 = N ELSE ni = 99
REM for flles 010 to 099
dum = 6um¡y
FOR ifileo/o = 10 TO n1

PBINT fileparh$ + fllestem$ + "_0', + LTRTM$(sTRg(ifite%)) + ".dar.
OPEN filepath$ + fllestem$ + "_0" + LTRIMg(STRg(itileo/o)) + ,,.dar" FOR tNpUT AS #2

FOR l% = I TO dum
LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%
INPUT #2, x, y, ur v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
lFv<0THEN

PBINT #1, x, y, v, u, mag
PRINT #9, LTR|Mg(STRg(ifite%))
.END IF

END IF

CLOSE #2
NEXT lfile%

tF N < 100 GOTO 100
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REM for files 100 to N where max N is 999
dum = dummy
FOR ifile% = 100 TO N

PRINT f¡lepath$ + lilestem$ + "_" + LTRIM$1SrR$(ifile'/4) + ".dat"
OPEN filepath$ + filestem$ + "-" + LTRIM$(STR$(¡Í¡|o%)) + ".dat" FOR INPUT AS #2
REM PRINT ifileo/o
FOR¡%=lTOdum

LINE INPUT #2, dummy$
NEXT i%
INPUT #2, x, y, u, v, flag, mag, vort, shear, nstrain
lFv<0THEN

PRINT #1, x, y, v, u, mag
PRINT #3, LTRIM$(STR$(if¡le%))
,END IF

END IF
cLosE #2

90 NEXT ifile%
100 cLosE #t
CLOSE #3
PRINT x, y
END
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A-1-72 ATMEL 4905231 3-1 OPC Controller Algorithm
for n direction PIV

;%written Mr.Owen
.include

Timing sequencer for hotwire triggers,
flashlamp and camera trigger s¡gnals.

Program algorithm
1. Program generates nom¡nal 10 Hz flashlamp

TTL pulse which can vary from 9.5H2 to 10 Hz.

2. lnpuùs from triggered hotw¡re signals in TTL
fom are fed into sequencer as ext interrupts.

3. Trigger 2 must arrive w¡thin g¡ven time window
after trigger 1 before this signal is compared
with time window for flashlamp pre-trigger
window.

4. lf accepted trigger signals lie within flashlamp
pre-trlgger acceptance window, th€n generate
a synchronous fashlamp and eamera TTL pulse.

5. lf no accepted trigger appears at 100ms after
the last flashlamp was fired, generale a
flashlamp as usual.

;% Deflnitions for register names

.def

.del

.def

.def

.def

.def

.def

temp
count
output
temp2
flag
t¡meh
timel

=r16
=t17
=r18
=f 19

=l2O
=121
=122

;% Definitions of constants

.equ flonly =oxFE ; b¡t value=254

.equ gohard =0x00 ; bit value=0

.equ portoff d)xFF ; b¡t value=255

; equation used for clock number is clk=time*10e6/&l
; min¡mum resolut¡on ¡s 6.4 microsecs

.equ fltime =16406 ; time=0.104998 s bet flashlamps

.equ offtime =14761 ; time=0.094598 s that output is off

.equ fltimemin=13256 ; time=0.084 838s

.equ fltlmemax=offtime-l ;just before usual fl pulse

; €quat¡on used for clock number is clk=time'10e6/1024
; m¡n¡mum resolution is 102.4 microsecs

.equ phasedelaymin=97

.equ phasedelaymax=l95
; time=0.0099 s
; time=0.0200 s

;% lnterrupt vectors used to d¡r€ct lnt€rrupt to
io/o e'oftecl locatlon in code

.cseg

.org 0)O0
rjmp RESET ; External power on watchdog reset
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rjmp
rjmp
nop

EXT INTO
EXT INT1

; External interrupt request0
; External interrupt reuqest 1

; rjmp TIM_CAPT ; Tlmer/Counter 1 capture event

rjmp TIMI_COMPA ; Timer/Counter 1 compare match A
nop ; rjmp T|MI-OVF ; Timer/counter 1 overflow
rjmp T|MO-OVF ; Timer/Counter 0 overflow
nop ; rjmp UART-RXC ; UART, RX Complete
nop ; TJMP UART_DRE ; UART DAtA REGISTER EMPTY
nop ; rjmp UART-TXC ; UART, TX Complete
nop ; rjmp ANA-COMP ;

Reset Procedure
1. Set up ports D as in and B as out
2. Set up timer 0 and timer 1, and interrupts

RESET: lditemp,low(RAMEND)

out SPL, temp
ser temp
out DDRB,temp
out PORTB,temp

clr temp
out DDRD, temp
out PORTD, temp

ld¡temp, 0b00000101
out TCCRO, temp

ldi temp, 0b00000011
out TCCRIB, temp

ld¡temp, 0b01000010
out TIMSK, temp

ldi temp, HIGH (otftime)
out OCR1AH, temp
lditemp, LOW (offtime)
out OCR1AL, temp

lditemp, 0b11000000
out GIMSK, temp
ldi temp, 0b0000'1111
out MCUCR, temp

; load immediate, lnitialise
; stackpointer
; out port SPL register

; set register temp
; set port B out
; turn off port B

; clear register temp
; set port D as input
; turn pull up resistor off??

; timer 0=clk/1024

;timer 1-+1U64

; set interrupts for for counter 1

; to match A and counter 0 to ovf

; setup first compare match

; set compare A

; flag that in offtime
; set number of fl pulses to 0

set up external interrupts

set up eriternal inputs as rising edge

ldi output, flonly

sei

; load output for first pulse

; enable global interrupts

;% Main loop

MAIN: nop
rjmp MAIN

;o/o lnterrupt 1 compare match
;% This generates a 10 Hz pulse

clr flag
clr count

TIMI-COMPA: cpiflag,OxFF

breq TURNOUTPUT-OFF

TURNOUTPUT-ON: out PORTB,output

; end of flash time
; compare register w¡th immed¡ate
; branch to TURNOUTPUT-OFF if equal

; turn on the output ¡n portB
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ldi output, flonly ; set output for next pulse
ser llag ; llag that in on time
lditemp, HlGH(fltime) i
out OCRIAH, temp ;

lditemp, LOW(fltime) ;

out OCRIAL, temp ; set compare A
lditemp,0b00001011 ; settocleartimer 1 on nextmatch
out TCCRI B, temp ; timer 1=clU64
clr temp
out TIFR, temp ; clear any t¡me interrupts that may

; have happened
reti ; interrupt return

TURNOUTPUT_OFF: ldi temp, portoff ; turn otf the output
out PORTB,temp ;

clr flag ; flag the output as low
lditemp, H|GH(otftime) |
out OCRIAH, temp ;

lditemp, LOW(ofttime) ;

out OCRIAL, temp : set compare A
ldi temp,0b0000001 1 ; set not to clear next match
out TCCRIB, temp ;reti ; interrupt return

;% When in corr€ct rotation direction, ext interrupt 0 is triggered
;% first

;% As ext ¡nterrupt 1 ¡s triggered, check to see if the time since
;% triggering of interrupt 0 is correct and also if the flashlamp
;% t¡me is ok.

EXT-INT1

EXT_INTO: lditemp,0b00000101
out TCCRo, temp
clr temp ;

outTCNTo, temp
reti

in timel, TCNTO
lditemp, 0b00000000
out TCCRO, temp

; turn timer 0 on
;timer0+1U1024

; reset timer 0
; int€rrupt return

read in timer value

turn timer 0 otf

; check if phase delay is less than too long
; branch to CLOCI$I/RONG if lower

; check if phase delay is longer than too short
; branch to CLOCI0I/RONG if lower

1/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/oo/oo/oo/o7o7o7o"/oToVoo/oo/oo/o7oo/oYoVoo/o7o"/oo/o/oo/oo/o7oo/o7oo/oYoo/oo/o7oo/oo/oo/o7oo/oo/o7oo/oo/o

;% Check to see if the triggor phase is correct
',o/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/oo/oo/o7oo/oo/oo/oToToo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/oo/o7oo/o7o"/"ïoo/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o7o7oo/oo/olo

ldi temp2, phasedelaymax
cp temp2, t¡mel
brlo CLOCI$/RONG

ldi temp2, phasedelaymin
cp timel, temp2
brlo CLOCKWRONG

in timel, TCNTIL
in timeh, TCNTIH

'1/oo/o7o7"o/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o1o7oo/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/o1oToo/oVoo/oo/oo/o7o7""/""/"o/oo/oVoo/oo/o7o7o7oo/oo/oa/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/o7o

;o/o Check to s€e ¡f the flashlamp t¡me ¡s ok to go
io/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/o7oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oohohToo/oVoo/oo/oVoloo/oo/oo/o7oo/o7oo/oo/oo/oohoh\oo/oo/oYoo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oToa/oo/oo/oo/o

io/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/oYoo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o7"o/oa/o7oo/oo/o7o7o"/"ï"oh"/oVoo/oo/oo/oo/o

;% Check if smaller than maximum
io/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oohTooho/oo/o7oo/oa/oo/o%oToo/ol"7o7oo/oo/o7oo/oo/oohToo/oo/o

i"/o"/o7o7oo/oo/oo/o7o7oo/oo/oYoo/o7oo/o"h7"7""/""/"

;% Compare upper byte
io/oo/oo/oo/oe/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/oloo/oYoo/o7oo/oo/o

ldi temp2, high(fltimemax)
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cp timeh,temp2
brlo TIMLOMAX

breq TIMESMAXH

brsh CLOCI(/VRONG

;7oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oIf/o"/""/"7"7""/"7""/"7oo/f /oo/o

;o/o Compare lower byte
io/o7oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o"/oY"7"Y"7""hohh"h7""/"7"Vo

TIMESMAXH: ldi temp2,low(fltimemax)
cp timel, temp2

; turn timer 0 off
; return to next line after last interrupt

; check if fl time is less than too loo long
; if time is less than the maximum in the upper byte
; then goto minimum
; if time is the same or higher than the upper byte,
; then check the lower byte

; if time is higher than the upper byte,
; then t¡me is wrong

; check if fl time is less than too
long

breq TIMLOMAX
brsh CLOCKWRONG

;% Check if larger than minimum
;o/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o7o7ooh7o7oo/oo/oo/oVoo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oTooho/ooho/oo/oo/oVoo/oo/o

i7""/"7""/""h7""/"7f /""/""/"Y"1""/"7"/"7oo/oo/oo/o

;o/o Compare upper byte
;oho/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o7oo/o7oo/oIoo/olo"h"h

TIMLOMAX: lditemp2, high(fltimemin)
cp timeh, temp2 ; check if fl time is greater than

too short
brlo CLOCl(l/RONG
breq TIMESLOWH
brsh TIMEOK

;o/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o7""/""/o"/oo/oo/o7o7oIoo/oo/oo/o/o

;% Compare lower byte
1/""/"7"/""/o7""/"o/o7oo/oo/oo/oo/o7o7oo/oTooho/oo/o

TIMESLOW: ld¡ temp2, low(fltimemin)
cp temp2, timel ; check if fl time is greater than

too short
breq TIMEOK
brsh CLOCKWRONG

TIMEOK: ld¡ output, gohard
ldi temp, H|GH(offtime+l)
out TCNT1 H, temp
ldi temp, LOW (ofttime+1)
out TCNT1 L, temp ; set the t¡me to start of on time
rjmp TURNOUTPUT-ON

;% Routine executed when clockcount is wrong

CLOCKWRONG: reti ;return to next line after last interrupt

;% Timer 0 overflow interrupt.
;% lf the t¡mer has overflowed, the time cannot be correct

7oo/o7oo/oo/o"/""/o/oo/oohToo/o7oo/oo/oo/oVoo/o7o"h7"o/oohToo/oo/oo/oo/oa/oo/o

TIMO-OVF: ldi temp, 0b00000000
out TCCRO, temp
reti
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Appendix A-2: Miscellaneous

A-2-l: Determination of the probe separation time (T."0) for the phase-and-

precession-direction resolved PIV experiment
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Appendix B-L: Comparison of uncorrected and transit-

time weighted LDA results (Internal)
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appendix B-2: Comparison of uncorrected and transit-

time weighted LDA results (External)
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Appendix C-1: Additional literature revie\ü on flow

topology

Perry and Chong (1987) defined critical points (or singular points) as points in the flow

where velocity is zero relative to an appropriate observer and where the streamline slopes

are indeterminate. There are two locations at which critical points can occur. The first

location is when the critical point is on a no-slip boundary, such as on the surface of the

test model, in which case it is called a "no-slip critical point" (Perry & Fairlie, 1974). The

second type occurs within the fluid away from the no-slip boundary (Peny & Fairlie,

1974; Hornung & Perry, 1934). In general, critical points can be classified as nodes and

saddle points (Lighthill, 1963). Nodes can be sub-divided into nodal points and foci (Hunt

et a1.,1978). A nodal point (or focus) can be reattaching, in which case, it can be called a

nodal point (or focus) of attachment, or it can be detaching, in which case, it is called a

nodal point (or focus) of separation. (Lighthill, 1963; see also Tobak & Peake, 1979).

These features are given in Figure C-1a and are explained in conjunction with the

following paragraphs.

A nodal point is a common point for an infinite number of skin friction lines which are

tangential to a single line (B-B), except the line labeled A-4. If the skin friction lines are

directed towards the node, it is called a nodal point of separation. Conversely, if they are

directed outwards, it is called a nodal point of attachment.

A focus is different from a nodal point in that it does not have a cornmon tangent line.

Skin-friction lines spiral around this point. If an infinite number of skin-friction lines

spiral towards it, it is called a focus of separation. Conversely, if the spiral is outwards, it

is called a focus of attachment.

At a saddle point, only two lines pass through the singular point. These lines act as

barriers between adjacent skin friction lines, which also do not pass through the singular

point. The skin friction lines on either side are directed towards a singular line and are

later directed outwards on the other singular line.
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The issue of what constitutes a line of separation as opposed to a line of attachment on a

surface flow pattern has been commonly debated by several schools of thought. The

condition under which flow separation occurs was first probably proposed by Iægendre

(1956) who reasoned that flow separation occur when wall streamlines converge onto a
particular wall streamline originating from a saddle point. Lighthill (1963) distanced

himself from using the term "streamlines" for viscous flows, but used the term "skin-

friction lines" instead. However, rü/ang (1997) pointed out that results from a large

number of experiments (e.g. rüang et al. L990) and numerical computations consistently

confirms that separation can also originate from points (such as a focus or a node) other

than from a saddle point. He classified this type of separation as an "open separation"

line. In contrast, he classified Lighthill's (1963) type of separation originating from a

saddle point as a "closed separation" line. Tobak and Peake (1952) further suggested that

the orientation of the surface vortex lines can help to indicate if a line is separating or

attaching. For instance, in the vicinity of a line of separation, the surface vortex lines

become distorted forming upstream-pointing loops with the peaks of the loops occurring

on the line of separation. Conversely, in the vicinity of a line of attachment, these loops

point downstream.

Critical points can be classified as stable, unstable or indeterminate. Perry and Chong

(1987) classified and summarised these various critical points oî a p-q chart. Figure C-l
is an illustrated summary of their work. The solutions along the q-axis are two

dimensional and are for steady flows where the vorticity is finite and uniform. For

instance, moving from the negative q-axis to the positive q-axis, the solution transforms

from a two dimensional saddle below the p-axis to a solid-body rotation above the p-axis.

Likewise, Chong et al. (1990) have also set out general guidelines in interpreting three

dimensional critical points for the flow at and away from no-slip boundaries.

The following paragraphs briefly explain the main topological rules used in explaining the

sutface flow patterns observed in the flow visualisation experiments in Section 6.4.4. The

assumption is made that the body is simply connected and immersed in a flow that is

uniform far upstream (Tobak & Peake, 1982). However, it must be emphasised that these

theorems do not lead to the solutions of the dynamical problems of fluid mechanics (Hunt

et aI., 1978). Instead they complement the results of experimental and computational data.
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This strengthens the motivation for conducting the surface flow topology on the FPJ

nozzle centrebody.

The first rule is based on the interpretation of these singular points in fluid-flow problems

using the Poincare-Bendixson theorem. This theorem was first introduced by Davey

(1961) and was further clarified by Lighthill (1963). The theorem is also known as the

"hairy sphere" theorem because there are a limited number of ways hair on a sphere can be

combed (Flegg 1974; Hunt ¿f aI. 1978; Peny & Chong 1987). The theorem simply states

that the sum of all nodes ( I" ) must be 2 more than the sum of all saddles ( Ir ) as shown

by equation:

s _s -,,LN z-t5 - z Equation C-l

This theorem strictly applies to isolated three-dimensional bodies (eg. a projectile in

flight). However, Hunt et al. (1978) later extended the rule to the study of surface patterns

on obstacles attached to boundaries.

The second rule in Equation C-2 states that for a body (B) without gaps attached to an

infinite plane surface (P), the sum of the nodes and saddles must add up to zero. That is:

(I, +I, )"*, = 0. Equation c'2

In this case the plane can be treated as a three-dimensional body with 2 nodes that are

infinitely apart with one upstream from the body and the other downstream or if the body

is on the surface of a torus (Tobak & Peake 1982). It must be noted that Lighthill (1963)

used several examples to show that this sum can be non-trivial. However, this equation

generally holds true for most cases.

The third rule @quation C-3) is for a two-dimensional slice of the flow connected to a

two-dimensional plane and/or to multiple closed surfaced bodies. Mutiply connected

critical shear-stress points on the these surfaces can be characterised by a Senus g (Flegg,

Ig74), where g=0 for a sphere, g=1 for a torus, B=2 for a double torus and so on (Hunt ef

a1.,1978; see Flegg (1974) for a more complete account).
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(r".år",)

I"-I, =2-2g Equation C-3

The fourth rule introduces the concept of half nodes M (surface nodes) and half saddles

.S'(surface saddles) for critical points on the surface of the body Hunt et at. (1978). For

streamlines on a two-dimensional plane cutting a surface and possibly other closed

surfaces not connected to the surface, the general equation is expressed as:

"., 
-(r, *ir,')"., l-n, Equation C-4

where n=I for a singly connected region with no body

=2 with one body present

=3 with two bodies present

For instance, the right side of equation C-4 becomes "-1" for a two-dimensional plane

cutting through a surface with a body above the surface. Hunt et al. (1978) provided step

by step details regarding the use of this equation for n=2.
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Figure C-1: a) Classification of critical points onp-q chart (adapted from: Perry & Chong' f987); b)

Illustration of degenerate critical points (Perry & Chong, 1987; Kaptan' 1958).
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